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On Defining Buddhist Art in Bengal: the Dhaka region

Eun-Su Lee, Ph.D
The University of Texas at Austin, 2009

Supervisor: Janice Leoshko

This dissertation addresses the significance of regional developments in Indian art
by focusing on the Buddhist art tradition of the Dhaka region in East Bengal from
approximately the seventh to twelfth century CE. The Buddhist images and sites
examined in this dissertation formed a part of a greater corpus of Buddhist art usually
defined as ‘Eastern Indian art of the early medieval period or the PAlA-Sena period’. Art
historians have concentrated on explaining common factors that determine Buddhist art
of this region, because this is where the last stage of Indian Buddhism flourished, and
thus its art has been considered as a product of the same stage of Buddhism as well as the
same dynastic patronage. My study of Buddhist art from the Dhaka area is proposed as a
first step toward a characterization of the different local traditions in eastern India,
particularly, in Bengal, which has been neglected in the study of Buddhist art.
The present study divides the Buddhist images from the Dhaka region into two
groups according to their size. The size of the images helps one to place them in either a
public or a private context. On the basis of surviving sculptures, most of the central
Buddhist worship objects from the Dhaka region portray multi-headed and -armed deities
that personify transcendent wisdom. Private worship objects also often portray these
x

deities. The presence of large images of unique wisdom goddesses in the Dhaka region,
who were never portrayed or only portrayed in a small size in other regions, suggests that
the Buddhist practice in the Dhaka region was closely engaged in the assimilation of
various goddess cults.
The present study challenges the traditional distinction between iconography and
style. By discussing individual components of the images as a whole, this dissertation
also seeks to identify the major characteristics of Buddhist art from the Dhaka region.
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Chapter One: Introduction

The many extant sculptures and paintings from the eastern part of the Indian
subcontinent form the major evidence of the final development of Indian Buddhist
traditions. Bengal, along with Bihar and Orissa, comprises the area generally defined as
‘Eastern India’. Sites in Bengal were among the important centers of Buddhist practice
in this region, some of which played a vital role in transmitting Buddhism further east in
Asia (Map 1).1 Although the Buddhist art of Bengal provides significant visual evidence,
it has received relatively little scholarly attention in part due to a greater focus on that
from Bihar, the area in eastern India which contains major Buddhist holy sites as well as
the majority of early images with dated inscriptions. Too frequently the history of
Bengal Buddhist art has been framed as peripheral in relation to Bihar since it is
presumed to be more important. It is by all means true that Bengal Buddhist art should
be understood as a part of the history of eastern Indian Buddhism and Buddhist art. The
majority of the surviving visual evidence from Bengal is chronologically later than that of
Bihar and Orissa. But this does not necessarily justify the widespread assumption that
the Buddhist art tradition in Bengal significantly depended on the external impulses for
its development. This assumption also does not justify its constrained treatment as
merely something tangential to a pre-existing paradigm, which simply evolved out of the
religious activities in and around the Buddhist sacred places of Bihar. Such a limited
perspective cannot define the unique artistic phenomena that occurred in Bengal, which
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Bihar has recently been divided in two states, Jharkhand and Bihar, and a part of Orissa became
another separate state, Chattisgarh. However, for convenience, the present study will not separately refer to
the Jharkhand and Chattisgarh states.
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were conditioned by distinctive environmental and cultural factors of the region, such as
the distinct materials, religious practices and perception of sacred form.
In order to understand Buddhist practice and art in Bengal and what may be
distinctive, or at least more than merely derivative, this study focuses on a local school of
Buddhist art in Dhaka region in East Bengal – what is today located in Bangladesh – as a
case study. This project is based on the belief that a detailed examination of a local
tradition helps to restore a more vivid picture of the whole. Moreover, consideration of
the artistic development at individual centers may delineate how different sites
established visual frames and idioms to articulate the power of the divinities, essential in
the living devotional practice. This study does not mean only to locate a particular body
of Buddhist texts that supplied a doctrinal frame to the image production of a particular
area or only to identify local iconographic traditions such as a Mother Goddess with
distinctive attributes. Rather, the present study charts, defines and interprets the ways in
which the local traditions selected visual terms among a range of possibilities or
reconfigure the canonically dictated forms in innovative ways. By examining how local
artistic tradition crafted particular Buddhist messages, this study defines a place for the
Dhaka region in the history of Indian Buddhism and Buddhist art.
I attempt in this study to revise two characteristics of previous studies of Indian
art: the neglect of Bengal in terms of the regional developments in Indian Buddhist art,
and separate consideration of content and style of the Indian religious images.
Nineteenth century British explorations may be credited with beginning modern
scholarship of Indian Buddhism and Buddhist art. But British scholars as well as others
following their lead relied too heavily on textual sources and neglected visual evidence.
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In terms of chronology, they focused on early Buddhism, and the major goal of the early
scholarship was to uncover the ‘original’ form of Indian Buddhism. This especially
prevented an understanding of Buddhism and Buddhist art that developed in India in its
last stage and spread to other parts of Asia. Art produced after the Gupta period (c. the
fourth to sixth centuries), which these early scholars considered the ‘Golden Age’, was
assumed to be derivative or too late to be of consequence.
When some attention was eventually paid to complex forms of late Buddhist art in
Bihar, Bengal was considered only as a marginal area in terms of Buddhism and relevant
artistic production. Just like that of Bihar, the majority of the surviving Buddhist art from
Bengal belongs to the period after the sixth century CE (post- Gupta), although the
earliest evidence of Buddhist art in Bengal dates back to the third century BCE.
Therefore, Buddhist images surviving from Bengal are also mostly products of the last
stage of Indian Buddhism. The overwhelming presence of Hindu art in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries further provoked the neglect of the region in terms of the Buddhist
tradition.
The superficial treatment of the identity and territory of Bengal also contributes to
misunderstanding the distinct artistic developments in Bengal. Much modern scholarship
treats eastern India as a unified cultural group and does not explicitly distinguish Bengal
from the rest of eastern India. The lack of an awareness of the territorial differences in
eastern Indian art has allowed many scholars to oversimplify the diverse phenomena
facilitated by local environments and to focus on the external influences in Bengal art.
The Bihar and Bengal distinction is an unresolved issue in regard to regional differences
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of Indian art, because although there are clearly different cultural identities, these two
regions were often treated as a single division in terms of artistic traditions.
Bengal is in fact one of the regions in India where the cultural identity is very
strong and often becomes controversial, due to its geographic and historical context. It
was open to external influences, and Islam proved a particularly significant force in the
region. Moreover, Bengal became the first place of strong British control in India. The
British partition of Bengal in the early twentieth century created the eastern Bengal
province, most part of which became part of the independent nation of Pakistan after the
World War II, and then later broke off from Pakistan to form Bangladesh. Therefore, the
Buddhist heritage of Bengal, particularly that of East Bengal has been enmeshed in a
complex political evolution. It is the past heritage that comprises a part of Bengali
identity against outside forces, but at the same time, it had to be disregarded while
stressing the Muslim identity of East Pakistan and Bangladesh. Such a complicated
situation has also provided a fundamental background to a major tendency in Buddhist art
studies of this region, particularly those by local art historians. Most of them either give
only little space for Buddhist art in their survey books of local art history or simply
glorify Buddhist art of Bengal by associating it with so-called the classical stage of Indian
art such as art of the Gupta period.
Not many studies acknowledge the problem caused by following the modern
districts and states in discussion of pre-modern Bengal. Thus, some artwork sharing
major features with those from Bengal but discovered in the modern state of Bihar has
not been placed in a proper context. In the modern terminology, ‘Bengal’ indicates
Bangladesh and the State of West Bengal of India, but this definition does not always
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correspond to the ancient boundaries of Bengal. The administrative territory of Bengal
has shifted several times since the Muslim rule, and each change has raised a series of
identity issues. During the British period, the term of ‘Bengal’ was often used to indicate
the entire northeastern part of the Indian subcontinent. Primary factors defining Bengal
are usually its language and the geographic environments demarcated by the river system
that forms the vast deltaic plains. However, those two factors do not always form a
permanent frame for the Bengal territory. The Bengali speaking area and even the river
courses in the Delta also shifted over periods. Moreover, a number of different languages
are spoken in the northern border areas of Bengal, while their art is closely bound to
those from the Bengali speaking areas. Based on our awareness that language is not the
sole element to define a culture, the present study approaches the surviving visual
materials as another significant clue for defining the Bengali culture.
A review of the previous studies of the late Indian Buddhist art can never be
completed without mentioning Alfred Foucher’s study of the SAdhanamAlA (hereafter
SM).2 This text contains descriptions of various Buddhist deities worshiped in the last
stage of the Indian Buddhist tradition, as individual sAdhanas prescribe the particular
forms of deities to be visualized by the Buddhist devotee. Foucher recognized that these
textual descriptions could be related to surviving images. He basically made the SM the
‘Bible’ of the study of late Indian Buddhist art. Foucher’s disciples, such as Rakhal Das
Banerji and Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, further elaborated his study of the text and utilized

2

The SAdhanamAlA is a collection of ritual instruction for meditating on visual forms of Buddhist
deities and their maNDalas. It was complied around the middle to late twelfth centuries.
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it to identify the subject matter of Indian Buddhist images.3 Since then, the identification
of the subject matter of the images has become a major concern for many art historians.
With relatively few exceptions, most writing on eastern Indian Buddhist art has dwelt on
identification, with only a lesser and separate focus on stylistic development. The
emphasis on identification through the use of the text such as the SM has meant undue
focus on the religious rather than artistic nature of the images.
The Dhaka area, widely known as the territory of ancient VaNga, is located in the
central part of East Bengal (See Map 2 & 4). East Bengal yields ample evidence of
ancient Buddhist centers, such as Mainamati-Lalmai, Jhewari, SabhAr, and
Vikramapura. The region discussed in the present study comprises the city of Dhaka and
its surrounding area of modern Bangladesh. This area played a significant role as a major
administrative center since the ancient period and yielded significant evidence of
Buddhist, Hindu, and later Islamic activities. The present study focuses on the Buddhist
art and monuments in two major sites in the Dhaka region: Vikramapura and SabhAr
(Map 3). Vikramapura (pronounced as Vikrampur nowadays) is located south of Dhaka
city. It functioned as the ancient political and economic headquarter of the region until
the rise of Islam in the thirteenth century CE.4 The majority of the Buddhist sculptures
discussed in the present study were produced and worshiped in Vikramapura. SabhAr
(modern name Savar) is located about twenty-two kilometers northwest of Dhaka city.
This place yields notable evidence of Buddhist monasteries and image production,
3

Rakhal Das Banerji, Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture, Archaeological Survey of
India, New Imperial Series, vol.47, Delhi: Manager of Publications, 1933: Reprint, New Delhi: Director
General Archaeological Survey of India, 1988. Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, The Indian Buddhist
Iconography, Mainly Based on the SAdhanamAlA and Other Cognate Tantric Texts of Rituals, Calcutta; K.
L. Mukhopahyay, 1968.
4
Richard Maxwell Eaton, The rise of Islam and the Bengal frontier, 1204-1760, Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1993, pp. 1-3.
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believed to have been active from approximately the seventh to tenth century CE.
Chapter two discusses in detail the geographic environment of the Dhaka region and the
epigraphic and literary evidence regarding the Buddhist practice and patronage at
Vikramapura and SabhAr.
My research on the surviving Buddhist art from the Dhaka region began with
examining various publications that discuss the Buddhist art of Bengal.5 A total of eighty
Buddhist antiquities from the Dhaka region have been mentioned in various publications.
Among them, sixty-eight pieces have been published with illustrations, while twelve
pieces have been only briefly mentioned without illustrations. Besides about a hundred
unpublished bronze images and fragments excavated from SabhAr, I have located twenty
unpublished Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region preserved in various museum
collections.
In order to catalog the entire surviving corpus of Buddhist art from the Dhaka
region, it was essential to examine the acquisition registers of the museums that preserve
those antiquities, because not all of those discoveries are currently on display. Searching
museum acquisition registers and examining collections in storage was very challenging
work, which required a complicated process of obtaining permissions that were not
always completely achieved. The difficulties I encountered during research work in
some of the museum collections in Bangladesh means that the materials that I have
located might not exactly agree with the complete corpus of the surviving evidence even
5

The major sources are Jogendranath Gupta, Bikrampurer Itihasa, Kolkata: Shaibya Prakashan
Bhivag, 1909, Nalini Kanta Bhattasali, Iconography of Buddhist and Hindu Sculptures in the Dacca
Museum, Dacca; Dacca Museum Committee, 1929: Reprint, New Delhi: Aryan Books International, 2001,
Rakhal Das Banerji, 1933, Ahmad Hassan Dani, Buddhist Sculpture in East Pakistan, Dacca: Department
of Archaeology in Pakistan, 1959, John C. & Susan L. Huntington, Huntington Archive of Buddhist and
Related Art, http://kaladarshan.arts.ohio-state.edu/. Sunith Barua, Bangladeshe Bouddha Vashkorjkhristio
choturtho hote barosha dahsak, Dhaka: Asiatic Society of Bangladesh, 2000.
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though I have made every attempt to document all possible Dhaka pieces. I am confident
however that the majority is included here in my study. The discovery and collection of
the Buddhist antiquities from the Dhaka region are also discussed in detail in chapter two.
Surviving Buddhist sculptures made of stone from the Dhaka region are steles that
are completely finished works and can be viewed as independent entities. This differs
from stone sculptures encountered elsewhere in South Asia. Unlike such works, the
eastern examples were installed in separate niches on temple walls or enshrined as central
images. The temples were mostly made of brick or wood and unlike the practices
elsewhere in South Asia where temples were made of stone. For stone temple, sculptures
were more integrated as part of the wall fabric and did not seem to be so emphatically
discrete works. While the many surviving steles from eastern India suggest significant
temple construction, complete temples in this region do not survive intact and so the
steles can no longer be studied as in situ works. This has influenced the focus on their
individual nature, emphasized through the interest in ascertaining the identity of the main
deity portrayed in each stele. Stone architectural parts recovered from the Vikramapura
area suggest that stone buildings did exist in early medieval Bengal (Figure 81), but
unfortunately, none of those buildings survive. In most cases, it is impossible to judge
whether surviving steles were installed inside a sanctuary or on an exterior wall or gate.
Only stone Buddhist or Hindu temples of other regions surviving from the early medieval
period provide a hint of the original context of the Buddhist steles from Bengal. Such an
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absence of Buddhist temple buildings from early medieval Bengal thus complicates the
discussion of the original function of the images.6
The form of steles, the composition of the figures, the proportion of the figures to
the stele, the degree of three-dimensionality or depth in carving, and the embellishment
of the back-slab7 differ by periods and actual sites. Some steles are rectangular (Figure
24), but a majority of eastern Indian steles take an oval shape that eventually become
poted (Figures 17 & 20). The central figure is usually more deeply carved than attendant
figures and other subsidiary elements. In terms of chronology, most stone Buddhist
steles from the Dhaka region have been dated to the late tenth to early twelfth century
CE. Just like many other artworks from the ancient and medieval worlds, one can only
propose an approximate chronological range for most images from early medieval eastern
India.8 Dating Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka area, particularly those from the
ninth and tenth centuries, must involve the relevant dated works from neighboring
regions, because images inscribed with chronological data such as the regnal year of a
ruler do not survive in the Dhaka region until the eleventh century. There is a Hindu
sculpture from the Dhaka region inscribed with the regnal year of a Candra king (Figure
28). I will use this dated Hindu image and other dated images from the neighboring
regions in Bengal and Bihar to suggest an approximate chronological range of the

6

Darielle Mason, in her discussion of Hindu sculptures from early medieval India, points out the
difficulties in understanding the function and meaning of the images detached from their original context.
Darielle Mason, “A Sense of Time and Place: style and architectural disposition of images on the
North Indian temple” in Gods, Guardians, and Lovers: Temple Sculptures from North India, A.D. 7001200, edited by Vishakha N. Desai & Darielle Mason, New York: The Asia Society Galleries, 1993, pp.
117-137.
7
‘Back-slab’ is a conventional term to indicate the background of the major figure(s) on a stele.
8
Many art historians have discussed the chronological evolution of eastern Indian sculptures
primarily based on images bearing a dated inscription. Susan Huntington’s study of dated images from
early medieval Bihar and Bengal is one of the most exhaustive discussions of the chronology. (Susan
Huntington, 1984, pp. 37-61.)
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Buddhist images from the Dhaka region. Also, there are paleographic studies of the
inscriptions on the Buddhist images from the region.9 Such paleographic studies can be
also utilized as one way to assess the chronological range of the images, although it does
not always provide a definite date, partly because the pace of transition in writing styles
slightly differs from region to region. The inscribed images and potential use of their
inscription are examined at the end of chapter three.
In terms of geography, most images discussed in this dissertation were found in
the Vikramapura area. I have cataloged a total of fifty-six Buddhist antiquities
documented as found either in the core or in the outskirt of the Vikramapura area, which
includes a part of the present day Faridpur district (See Appendix). Forty-seven are stone
works, while the rest of them are made of either wood or metal. As yet no terracotta
Buddhist images have been found from the Vikramapura area, except for miniature
sealings impressed with one or more Buddhist figures. This is in contrast with the
discoveries from the SabhAr area, which include terracotta works. The dominant material
of the Vikramapura Buddhist steles is black stone. Grey stone was also occasionally used
in the early phase but mostly replaced by black stone in works after the tenth century.10
The size of the stone steles varies, but many are between 80 and 150 cm in height, which
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conforms to the size of major worship objects, either worshiped by a large public or used
in an important ritual by advanced practitioners.
Besides the sculptures from the Vikramapura area, I have cataloged eighteen
Buddhist images documented as found either in an identified or in an unidentified place
of the Dhaka, Narayaganj and Gazipur districts. Eight out of those eighteen pieces are
large black stone steles, while the rest of them are miniature metal or stone images. Most
of these images from the Dhaka, Narayaganj and Gazipur distircts share notable features
with the Vikramapura steles. This allows me to consider the possibility that they might
have been also produced in Vikramapura, or were at least created under the significant
influence of the Vikramapura workshop. There are also some unprovenanced works that
share significant features with those discovered in the Dhaka region. These works are
also discussed in chapter three and four, although this dissertation focuses on works with
a clear record of where they were found.
Chapter three and four examine the ways in which Buddhist images of the Dhaka
region may embody Buddhist teaching and practice and considers how this might be
distinctive. MahAyAna Buddhism (‘Great or Universal Vehicle’) refers to a new form of
Buddhism. The most dominent practices of MahAyAna Buddhism emerged in early
centuries CE and were continued to develop for subsequent centuries.11 It added a
cosmic and a messianic vision to the early Buddhist doctrine. While early Buddhists
detached themselves from the world and focused on self-cultivation to achieve nirvANa,
Mahayanists extended the notion of nirvANa to the salvation of all living creatures in the
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universe.12 MahAyAna Buddhism accepts that all sentient beings possess the seed of
Buddhahood and are destined to achieve it through the so-called Bodhisattva path, which
indicates the limitless practice of selfless compassion toward all living creatures, which
will transform not only an individual self but also the entire universe into the realm of the

PrajJApAramitA.13 Many MahAyAna texts are dedicated to exuberant metaphorical
descriptions of compassion and wisdom filling the timeless universe. The MahAyAna
tradition eventually personified and worshiped such compassion and wisdom. Numerous
personifications of compassion and wisdom were visually represented and worshiped.
All of the Buddhist images discussed in this dissertation constitute parts of the MahAyAna
pantheon.
The last phase of Indian MahAyAna Buddhism involves so-called Tantric or
Esoteric practice. Many Buddhist images, especially those of the multi-headed andarmed wrathful deities and female deities, discussed in this dissertation are tied to the
evolution of Tantric Buddhism. Bengal is known as one of the major centers of the
Tantricism.14 The name of this religious movement is derived from a large corpus of
texts called ‘TAntras’ that emerged from around the sixth century CE, possibly in Bengal
or Assam.15 Both Buddhist and Hindu traditions developed their own body of TAntras,
but the establishment of TAntras and Tantric practice, particularly the canonical
12
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development, is more directly associated with the last phase of MahAyAna Buddhism, and
this perhaps affected the formation of Hindu TAntras.16 The most defining characteristic
of Tantricism is the emphasis on non-duality, for instance, non-duality between worldly
existence and liberation, female and male, material and soul etc.17 The idea of nonduality constitutes a major component of Buddhism from the time that the Buddha
expounded the truth that he discovered, because one of the core messages of his teaching
was that everything in the universe is related to everything else, and there is no
independent self separated from the ultimate truth. Tantric Buddhism magnifies the
significance of the idea of non-duality as the most powerful path to reach the ultimate
liberation. Tantricism continues the cosmic vision of MahAyAna Buddhism but teaches
that the devotees can more quickly achieve enlightenment through the recognition and
pursuit of non-duality than through following the Bodhisattva path. In their belief,
virtually any kind of practice or object could be used as a device for reaching
enlightenment if one recognizes the truth that the nature of the secular world does not
differ from the realm of enlightenment.18 This is also connected to the notion of the
innate nature of nirvANa that the ultimate truth already resides inside everybody so that
one’s task is to awaken, recognize and reveal it through stimulating the mind and body
with technological or esoteric practices. According to the MahAyAna doctrine of the
Bodhisattva path, one can attain enlightenment after eons of accumulated practices
(literally described ‘as much as the number of the sands in the Ganges river’) of wisdom
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and compassion, but through the Tantric or esoteric vehicle, one can achieve Buddhahood
now in this lifetime.
The stress on non-duality in Tantric Buddhism facilitated the expansion of the
territory of female deities and wrathful divinities in the Buddhist pantheon, as one half of
the embodiment of the union of two contradictory principles, such as male and female,
violence and peace, malevolence and compassion. Aspects of this had been passed down
from the early MahAyAna pantheon, which also exalted the power of female deities as the
embodiment of PrajJApAramitA and the wrathful deities as protectors of dharma and

saMgha. However, in the early MahAyAna pantheon, the female and wrathful deities still
subordinate to Bodhisattvas and Buddhas. In distinction from this, Tantric Buddhism not
only expanded the number of the female and wrathful deities but also endowed them with
a central status as embodiments of the core doctrine of the tradition, a status equivalent to
Buddhahood. Such deities became equals of the Bodhisattvas or Buddhas or even
supplanted them as the supreme embodiments of the ultimate truth. Female deities came
to occupy major parts of maNDalas. In the AnuttarayogatAntras, the last group of TAntras
compiled around the late eighth century, wrathful deities are described as occupying the
center of maNDalas as the lords of the universe. They, however, do not have certain
evidence of all rituals that are possibly related to image worship. A number of multiheaded and-armed cosmic deities were verbally described and visually represented. Most
of them were portrayed as unifiers of polarities. For instance, their multiple faces either
show multiple sentiments, such as one compassionate face and two wrathful faces, or
combine multiple sentiments in one face, such as smiling with bulging eyes and gnashing
fangs. They often hold symbolic weapons to destroy the evil mind, but those weapons
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are sometimes put side by side with a water vessel or plant that offers life to the devotees
by means of the power of compassion.
Tantricism is characterized by esoteric practice, which absorbes a significant part
of unorthodox religious practices. Tantric Buddhism identifies the state of nirvANa with
the realization of the esoteric knowledge embodied by the Transcendent Buddhas.19 The
doctrine further stipulates that in order to achieve nirvANa, the devotees must try to unite
themselves with the body, the word and mind of the Buddha(s) through performing
various rituals and meditational practices.20 According to the Tantric Buddhist doctrine,
one cannot access those quick paths by him or herself but instead, must follow the proper
guidance of a master, because those methods are secret and accompany a series of
mysterious experiences. Due to its centrality of the secret trainings and mysterious
experiences, the tradition is also called Esoteric Buddhism. The Tantric rituals and
practices are often combined with magical performances including mantras (chanting),

mudrAs (gestures), maNDalas (mystic diagrams or cosmograms), sacrifices, and
visualizations of the divinities condensing the core messages of the tradition. Many of
these performances are rooted in the unorthodox religious practices of traditional
agricultural societies. In particular, the last one, visualizations, is related to the
potentially active role of visual art in Tantric practice.
It should be noted that the two terms, MahAyAna and Tantric, do not necessarily
refer to two chronologically separate traditions. Tantric Buddhism is a part of the
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MahAyAna tradition. Many deities worshiped from the early phase of MahAyAna tradition
continued to appear in TAntras, and thus, in many cases, it is very difficult to draw an
exact boundary of Tantric Buddhist practice, particularly in terms of image production.
Therefore, this dissertation associates both terms, MahAyAna and Tantric, with the
Buddhist images from the Dhaka region. Nonetheless, there are some elements that are
especially pronounced in Tantric Buddhism and some divinities that are more highly
regarded in TAntras. Those elements and deities are discussed in connection to the
relevant Buddhist images from the Dhaka region.
Chapter three focuses on the stone steles, which comprise a dominant portion of
the discoveries. But it is also worthwhile to note that the eleventh century Buddhist art
from the Dhaka region includes a group of wooden Buddhist sculptures, extremely rare in
the surviving visual materials of the Indian subcontinent. Up until now the Vikramapura
area has yielded eight woodcarvings dated to the eleventh century. Among them three
works clearly portray a Buddhist deity. These wooden Buddhist sculptures from
Vikramapura are also discussed in the same chapter in relation to the stone steles. At
least one of them also appears to have been created as a major worship object, judging
from its format and significant size.
The other major evidence related to the stone steles is miniature images in both
stone and metal, about 5 to 30 cm in height. Most of these small works are made of
bronze. These images are distinguished from larger stone sculptures by their devotional
context. They were possibly worshiped in a more private setting, such as in a monastic
cell or a residence of lay devotees. Chapter four examines a variety of these Buddhist
images discovered in the Dhaka area in terms of their potential to help us understand
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another part of the Buddhist practice of the region. A major portion of chapter four is
dedicated to discussion of the metal images and terracotta plaques from the Buddhist
monastery sites at SabhAr. The surviving monuments of these sites are also discussed in
connection to the excavated antiquities.
A hoard of small bronzes excavated from the so-called HariZcandra RAja mound
at SabhAr is the only known evidence of Buddhist metal sculptures in the Dhaka region
that we can discuss in relation to the place where they were found. Other parts of the
Dhaka region lack evidence of any mass production of metal sculptures. Although there
are a good number of miniature metal images documented as found in the Dhaka district,
insufficient information about the archaeological context of those images complicates
discussion of metal work production in the Dhaka region. Most of the metal Buddhist
images known from the Dhaka district are provided with only a vague record of their
provenance. Moreover, the ‘Dhaka district’ in early acquisition registers does not always
conform to the present Dhaka district but indicates so-called ‘Greater Dhaka’, which
covers almost the entire portion of the area that the present study discusses. Only a few
of the early medieval metal Buddhist images from the Dhaka district preserve a record of
a specific provenance. For the same reason, it is problematic to discuss metal sculpture
production in the Vikramapura area. Only a small number of metal Buddhist images are
known as Vikramapura discoveries. Such small number of the metal images makes a
curious contrast with the overwhelming presence of the stone sculptures surviving from
Vikramapura. Small images from unidentified provenances in the Dhaka district are also
examined in chapter four in connection to the miniature images from SabhAr and
Vikramapura.
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My close examination of these sculptures will place them in the broader context
of late Indian Buddhist art by allowing us to understand better the nature of Bengal
Buddhist art. With this approach I hope to contribute to the view promoted by recent
work in other regions of South Asia that demonstrates the use of more nuanced studies of
Buddhist art. It is such better understanding of regional developments in South Asian art
that will ultimately allow us to perceive the full richness in expressing sacred power that
developed in the later Buddhist practices in India.
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Chapter Two: Dhaka Region in History and Historiography

Significance of the Dhaka region
The Dhaka region considered in this study is located in the center of East Bengal
(Map 2). The geography of “East Bengal” is normally defined as a humid deltaic plain
surrounded by the Bhaghirathi River in the west, the confluence of the Ganges and
Brahmaputra in the north, and the Bay of Bengal in the south. The Dhaka region that is
the focus of this study comprises the city of Dhaka, which is the capital city of modern
Bangladesh, and its surrounding area. It covers the modern districts of Dhaka, Gazipur,
Munshiganj, Narayaganj, Narshingdi, Manikganj, Faridpur, Shariatpur, and Madaripur of
Bangladesh (Map 2). This region contains exceptionally fertile plains and thus forms one
of the greatest agricultural concentrations in Bengal. It benefits from deltaic deposits
delivered by the Meghana and Padma rivers.21 Situated at the confluence of three major
rivers of the Bengal Delta, the Dhaka region played a crucial role as the crossroad that
collects and disperses diverse cultural elements in the Delta. The artistic tradition of the
Dhaka region also reflects this distinct geographic condition. It presents a synthesis of
different conventions, communicating with a variety of other regional schools. All the
environments provided rich soil to the establishment of major political and economic
centers and finally the nucleus of East Bengal until today.
Historians associate the Dhaka area with an ancient territory named VaNga or the
people called the VaNgas (Map 4). The name of ancient VaNga appears in both texts and
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inscriptions. The Aitreya Aranyaka composed around the fifth century BCE is the
earliest literature mentioning the ‘VaNgas’.22 The MahAsthAn inscription from the third
century BCE is known as the earliest epigraphic source referring to the people associated
with VaNga.23 On the other hand, it is the third century CE inscription from
NAgArjunakoNDa in South India recording that the VaNgas adopted Buddhism before the
spread of orthodox Hinduism.24 However, those early sources do not supply any concrete
information on the geographical location of the VaNga. It is the tenth and eleventh
century records from both northern and southern parts of the subcontinent that provide a
positive clue to the location of VaNga by identifying the state as an “East JAnapaDa
(country)”, “the north of RAdha”, and “the south of KAmarUpa”, which roughly
corresponds to the subject area of the present study.25 The term ‘VaNga’ often indicated
the whole of South Bengal during the early medieval period.26 During the late medieval
period, ‘VaNga’ and ‘VaNgala’ became a conventional term to indicate the entire Delta
and eventually became ‘Bengal’.27 This also testifies to the central position of the Dhaka
region in terms of the ethnic and cultural identity of Bengal. Since the territory of ancient
states shifted over times, it is difficult to propose an exact boundary for VaNga. It is
highly possible that the Dhaka region belonged to different ruling families or kingdoms
besides VaNga, such as SamataTa, Harikela or KAmarUpa, or PAlas and Senas, in different
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periods. Thus, the proposed area is not primarily based on the territory of a particular
state but on the recognition that works of art sharing similar characteristics could
represent a long-standing cultural tradition.
Distinguishing one local tradition from another necessitated an extensive research
on the surviving visual materials, not only those from Bengal but also those from the
neighboring regions of eastern India. While examining those materials, I noticed notable
evidence of various local artistic developments within Bengal as well as within eastern
India and realized that in many cases, those distinct developments often coincide with the
territories of the known ancient states, which likely operated as ‘cultural divisions’ in
addition to ‘political divisions’. Although the political territory of the ancient states in
Bengal shifted from time to time, those cultural divisions maintained their distinct
traditions including artistic activities. Among those regional traditions is the proposed
Dhaka area that produced a significant number of Buddhist and Hindu sculptures with
distinctive features. However, while recognizing the potential use of “VaNga” as a term
to indicate a cultural division, this study does not borrow the name of this state to indicate
the region. This is because the ancient accounts do not completely agree on what
comprises the territory of the state. “VaNga” could indicate the entire Bengal Delta at
some point. Therefore, it will be more precise to state that this study examines the
Buddhist art tradition in a cultural area, which for the most part possibly comprised the
ancient state of VaNga for significant periods of time.
Archaeological discoveries from the Dhaka area witness prolific artistic activity
related to Buddhist and Hindu traditions from around the ninth to early thirteenth century
CE. This period belongs to the phase normally defined as the ‘early medieval period’ in
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Indian history, between the fall of the Gupta Empire and the rise of the Muslim power.
This period is characterized by the rise and fall of a number of regional states in most
parts of the Indian subcontinent. In the case of eastern India, the PAla dynasty established
an extensive empire around the eighth century that covers most parts of Bihar and
Bengal. Orissa, though not fully controlled by the PAlas, was also under the significant
influence of the PAla authority and culture. The political power of the PAla dynasty in
eastern India fluctuated from time to time but lasted until the twelfth century CE. The
majority of the PAla inscriptions have been discovered in Bihar, and this often drove
historians to believe that the core part of the PAla Empire was located in Bihar, although
many historians have accepted the possibility that the PAlas originated in Bengal. In East
Bengal, the PAla inscriptions are found along with the inscriptions related to other local
dynasties, such as the Candras and Devas. However, only a small number of the PAla
inscriptions are found in East Bengal, and the mere presence of the PAla inscriptions does
not necessarily confirm their direct rule over the area. The RAmacarita, a court poem on
Emperor RAmapAla written in the twelfth century CE, include some accounts suggesting a
significant political relationship between the PAlas and the local dynasty in East Bengal.
Who (RAmapAla) was conciliated by the Varman king of the Eastern country (East
Bengal) for his own safety, by offering his own chariots and also his excellent
elephant (force).28
The Varmans were the local rulers whose headquarter was likely located in Vikramapura.
‘Rampal’, the old name indicating most parts of the Vikramapura area, also shows a
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vestige of the PAla influence in this region. But judging from the lack of evidence
suggesting the direct rule of the PAlas, it seems that the local kingdoms in southeastern
Bengal only accepted the symbolic suzerainty of the PAlas by paying tribute, and the
degree of the cultural as well as political impact of the PAlas on East Bengal needs to be
more cautiously weighed.
Copper plate inscriptions from Bengal inform us that around the end of the
eleventh century CE, the Senas had newly established their power in Bengal and that they
finally drove the PAlas completely away from Bengal and Bihar by the twelfth century
CE.29 Therefore, many historians tend to define the early medieval period in eastern
India as the ‘PAla-Sena period’. However, other scholars point out the problem that not
every part of eastern India was under the rule of the PAlas and Senas. Various local
dynasties were still competing for their power over the region, perhaps accepting the
symbolic suzerainty of a more powerful ruling family such as the PAlas or Senas. This
study uses a more neutral term, the ‘early medieval period’, instead of the ‘PAla-Sena
period’, given the fact that the PAlas and Senas are not the only potential patrons relevant
to this study. Particularly, the direct patronage of the PAlas to the workshops in the
Dhaka region is doubtful.
The PAlas, like many other rulers in India, patronized tIrthas (holy places) in their
territory for various purposes. Like many other pilgrimage sites around the world, the

tIrthas were more than just religious centers. Each of them played a significant role as a
nucleus of the regional economy and communications. As pilgrimages to holy places,
regardless of religious sect, were an essential part of the life of Indians, the tIrthas were
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the hubs packed with a vast number of people from various directions at all times. By
supporting and controlling the tIrthas, the rulers could gain a great amount of economic
profits and ideological legitimacy to buttress their rule. In the case of eastern India, the
most prominent tIrthas are associated with Buddhism, since this region is the place where
the Buddha achieved enlightenment and spent most of his life. The relatively long
survival of Buddhism in eastern India is largely owed to the presence of the Buddhist
homeland in the region and royal support of those holy places. The PAlas are widely
known as Buddhists, but like many other rulers, they supported other religions as well,
such as Hindu and Jain traditions. No exclusive sectarianism existed in the religious
patronage of pre-Muslim India.
Bengal does not particularly have Buddhist tIrthas but is closely connected to the
pilgrimage routes to the Buddhist tIrthas in neighboring Bihar and contains a couple of
prominent Hindu tIrthas. A number of towns flourished along the pilgrimage routes as
important economic and religious nucleuses, where now we find prolific archaeological
evidence of monasteries and image production. The major river streams, such as the
Jamuna (Brahmaputra), Meghna, Padma (Ganges), Bhagirathi, and Suvarnarekha, stretch
out in roughly five directions of the Delta. These rivers not only provided transportation
but also shaped cultural and political boundaries in the region. Therefore, many of the
local centers were established alongside the rivers and operated as the core of the ancient
states in Bengal. Some of those towns enriched their commercial activities oversea to
Southeast Asia, while others explored other routes to the far north and east inlands, such
as the Himalayan areas and present day Myanmar. Buddhism was also transmitted to
East and Southeast Asia through those routes. Many people, including pilgrims as well
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as merchants, came over to Bengal from the East. Chinese pilgrims in the seventh
century CE, such as Xuan-zang and I-jing, witnessed thriving commercial and religious
activities in many towns of Bengal.30 While the Chinese pilgrims did not particularly
leave an account of the Dhaka area or ancient VaNga, one of them, Xuan-zang, records
significant religious activities in SamataTa, known as the kingdom located in the present
Comilla district, adjacent to the Dhaka region (see Map 4).31 It is possible that the word
SamataTa refers to a wide zone of Southeast Bengal covering the Dhaka region, judging
from the epigraphic evidence indicating that the Dhaka and Comilla regions were often
politically unified under the control of the same dynasty.
As I mentioned in the previous chapter, Vikramapura, which corresponds to the
present Munshiganj and parts of Faridpur, Madaripur, and Shariatpur districts (Map 5) of
Bangladesh, is responsible for the majority of the surviving Buddhist sculptures from the
Dhaka region, indicating the presence of a significant number of monasteries and
workshops in the area. A number of inscriptions and historical accounts as well as
archaeological evidence, attest the significant position of this area as a major political and
religious center in Bengal. Vikramapura issued the largest number of copper plate
inscriptions in Bengal from the tenth to thirteenth century, which record the land grants
issued by the Candras, Varmans and Senas.32 The name of Vikramapura first appears in
the copper plate inscriptions issued by the Candra dynasty in the tenth century CE and
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survived in the name of an administrative unit in the Mughal period.33 The name is no
longer in use officially but still exists as a conventional term to indicate the most part of
the present Munshiganj district of Bangladesh. The prolific epigraphic evidence
regarding Vikramapura has facilitated discussion of the historical significance of the
place. Historians believe this area was a major political center of the Delta and possibly a
capital of the whole Delta for a significant period.34 The details of the epigraphic
evidence from Vikramapura are discussed below in relation to the Buddhist patronage.
In addition to the ample evidence of Buddhist practice, the Dhaka region
witnessed significant Hindu activities and Islamic developments in the subsequent period.
It was the Sena patronage that stimulated a full development of Hindu art in Vikramapura
and possibly in the neighboring SuvarNagrAma area (modern Sonargaon) as well. Later,
Sultanate Islam established their capital in Sonargaon, while the modern city of Dhaka
was established as a new provincial capital of the Mughals in the early seventeenth
century CE.35 Although Sonargaon and Dhaka are commonly known as Islamic centers,
historical accounts testify to the long presence of pre-Muslim settlements and cultural
centers in those two areas. The significant number of Hindu temple sites and the
presence of two important Hindu holy bathing places in the vicinity of Sonargaon also
support the potential designation of this area as a major pre-Muslim religious center.36
The rapid growth of this area at the end of the early medieval period generated an
assumption that the Senas possibly moved their capital from Vikramapura to
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SuvarNagrAma after the Muslim invasion and continued to rule the surrounding area until
their regime was completely terminated by following attacks of Muslims.37

Site, excavation and collection
In most cases, the early medieval Buddhist sculptures surviving from the Dhaka
area were discovered by accident. Only a few excavations have been undertaken in the
Dhaka region, but they were often left unfinished. The few excavated Buddhist sites in
the Dhaka region have been abandoned without proper care in part due to the lack of
funds and also to the relative neglect of pre-Muslim heritage in Muslim Bangladesh. As
a matter of fact, numerous Buddhist and Hindu antiquities and sites in Bengal have been
significantly destroyed or smuggled out during the long periods of military conflict
throughout the twentieth century. Such fights include Hindu-Muslim conflicts, which
eventually triggered wars between India and Pakistan in 1947 and 1965,38 and the
Bengali Nationalist movement that culminated in the East-West Pakistan War (The
Liberation War) and birth of Bangladesh in 1972.
The significant decline of the Hindu population from the region, either evacuated
to India or slaughtered during these conflicts, caused the loss of the old icons – both
Buddhist and Hindu – that were still being worshiped in local temples. The Buddhist
population in East Bengal, away from major targets of the Hindu-Muslim conflicts,
survived in better shape than their Hindu neighborhood for various reasons. It was
partially because of their minority presence in the regional society, but also their
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relatively high social status. Possibly their frequent middle class or upper-middle class
position in the society made them less vulnerable. As in other regions of the Indian
subcontinent, the deep-rooted social status of the middle-class merchants and bankers still
defines the Buddhist communities in Bangladesh. Contemporary Buddhist temples in the
Dhaka and Chittagong areas occasionally preserve early medieval sculptures as worship
objects. In most cases, Buddha images are being worshiped in the main shrine, and
images of other divinities, such as Bodhisattvas and goddesses, are kept in more private
quarters of the temples. This is because the surviving form of Buddhism in East Bengal
is oriented not to MahAyAna but to TheravAda practice, which is centered on the devotion
to the historical ZAkyamuni Buddha. Indeed, the decline of MahAyAna practice and its
replacement by TheravAda practice provided part of the background to the damage and
loss of the Buddhist antiquities in the region. The reason for this is that a number of
images of MahAyAna Buddhist deities, which constitute a major portion of the early
medieval Buddhist art, were transferred to and worshiped in Hindu temples as Hindu
icons, and these images fell victim to the modern Muslim-Hindu conflicts. Some British
period accounts refer to a good number of early medieval Buddhist and Hindu statues
worshiped in Hindu temples of the Dhaka region, but none of them were present in those
temples when I visited.39
Consequently, compared to India, where a significant number of ancient
sculptures are still being worshiped in temples, it is very difficult to place the Buddhist
39
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antiquities from Bangladesh in the contemporary religious context. None of the
surviving Buddhist sculptures from the early medieval period Dhaka region are being
worshiped in local temples. Though not found from the Dhaka region, two statues of
Buddha datable to the late twelfth or early thirteenth century are currently worshiped in
local Buddhist temples, one in Dhaka city (Figure 84) and the other at Betagi in the
Chittagong district. The former was discovered in Khulna, south of the Dhaka region,
while the latter was discovered in Chittagong, southeast to the Dhaka region. These two
stone sculptures are discussed in chapter three in relation to the Dhaka material.
Most of the images discussed in the present study are now in museum collections.
Some of them have been collected from local temples by the authority of the
government.40 Others have been individually discovered and reported by local people or
the police who occasionally capture the smugglers. Under the current policy of the
Bangladesh government, the Department of Archaeology of Bangladesh (hereafter DAB)
has a major responsibility for collecting and preserving the discoveries from
governmental excavations. The discoveries other than from official excavations can
either go to the DAB or to the public museums or to private collections with government
permission. In the case of the discoveries from the Dhaka region, antiquities that were
accidentally discovered normally go into the custody of the Bangladesh National
Museum (hereafter BNM). The DAB preserves discoveries from governmental
excavations.
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Buddhist art from the Dhaka region has been collected in various museums since
the British period. The earliest discoveries from Bengal in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries were normally transferred to the Indian Museum, the Asutosh
Museum of Indian Art, and Vangiya Sahitya Parishad Museum at Kolkata (Calcutta) of
India, and to the Varendra Research Museum at Rajshahi in modern Bangladesh. Since
most archaeological discoveries in the Dhaka area took place after the establishment of
the Dacca Museum (present day BNM) in 1913, the BNM preserves the largest number
of the works relevant to this study. The Varendra Research Museum, established in 1910
and opened to the public in 1913, retains the second largest collection of the Dhaka
material. The DAB also preserves a good number of antiquities from the Dhaka area,
including the discoveries from the SabhAr Buddhist monastery site. A great number of
antiquities from the Dhaka area have been scattered abroad. Although many of those
works in the western collections have lost their original provenance, some of them can be
likely identified as the works from Dhaka region because of their great affinities with the
known Dhaka discoveries.
The Dhaka region has two groups of pre-Muslim sites officially excavated and
preserved. One of them is a group of archaeological sites of early human settlement
inhabited since as early as the fourth to third century BCE. This site group spreads to two
adjacent villages, Wari and Bateshwar, about thirty miles northeast of Dhaka city (see
Map 3). The discoveries from the Wari-Bateshwar site, constituting beads, terracotta
objects, pottery, and iron tools, reveal a variety of human activities that took place in the
area. The official excavation at Wari-Bateshwar was jointly carried out by Jahangirnagar
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University, the International Center for Study of Bengal Art and the DAB in 2000.41
Despite its significance confirming a great scale of early human settlement in the region,
this Wari-Bateshwar site is not going to be included in the subject of the present
discussion, because the site reveals no evidence of Buddhist or relevant religious activity.
The other pre-Muslim site officially excavated and preserved in the Dhaka region
is a group of Buddhist monastery sites in SabhAr, about twenty-two kilometers northwest
of Dhaka city (see Map 3 & 6). The SabhAr monastery sites provide a significant source
for initiating a discussion on the presence of the extensive Buddhist patronage in the
Dhaka region. Scholars believe that the SabhAr Buddhist sites were in an active stage
from approximately the seventh to tenth century CE, based on the statigraphic data,
paleographic analysis of the inscriptions from the sites, and the style of the images
excavated from the site.42
The SabhAr area encloses notable archaeological sites pinpointing a major
administrative center.43 The confluence of the Bangshi and Dhaleshwari rivers,
expediently connected to other major rivers in the Delta, prompted the development of
the SabhAr area as a major trade center in East Bengal (Map 6). This geographically
favorable location still allows the area to serve as a major commercial center occupied by
the country’s largest complex of markets and factories that supply major financial
resources to the capital city. The significance of the SabhAr area has been addressed in
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many publications since the initial expeditions of the Archaeological Survey of India in
the 1910s and 1920s, particularly in regard to its archaeological evidence confirming
notable Buddhist activities. However, these previous discussions mostly focused on the
chronology of the inscriptions from the area, preliminary excavation reports and
descriptions of the discoveries. A close examination of the excavated antiquities and
monuments in the area still remains to be done.
Up until now eleven sites in SabhAr have been recognized as remains of preMuslim settlements, and they are spread over the eastern bank of the Bangshi River.44
The sites include traces of a mud fort, a pottery workshop, and residential areas. These
reveal that this area was the seat of a well-organized and densely populated ancient town.
Archaeologists have identified four Buddhist sites in the SabhAr area, named the Rajasan
mound, the HariZcandra RAja mound, the Dagur-Mura, and the Kalma.45 The previous
studies of the settlement pattern at the SabhAr area have disclosed that the secular
settlement was mostly established on the banks of the rivers due to the accessibility to
fertile land and navigation, while religious sites are located in the hilly terrain relatively
distant from the river, about a mile east of the residential sites.46 Hills are a common
location for the Buddhist monastery sites on the Indian subcontinent. Possibly they are
associated with the veneration of sacred cremation mounds where usually stUpas are
erected.
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Among the four identified Buddhist sites listed above, only first three have been
officially investigated, and only the first two, Rajasan and HariZcandra RAja mounds,
have revealed antiquities. The Buddhist affiliation of the remaining two sites, the Kalma
and Dagur-Mura, is suggested through remains of a stUpa monument.47 The Dagur-Mura
preserves a cruciform brick stUpa podium, about 3 meters high, while the Kalma site
reveals only a vague foundation. Archaeological investigations have located a great
number of ancient tanks excavated around the Buddhist sites of SabhAr. Such tanks are
also a typical element of Buddhist monastery sites on the subcontinent, especially
prominent in East Bengal.48 This can be understood in terms of the general significance
of ‘sacred tank’ in South Asian religious practice, as the symbol of life and purity and
normal practice of having one or more tanks in a temple complex for ritual bathing. The
tanks around the Buddhist monastery sites perhaps served various practical purposes
besides ritual bathing.
Although the monastery sites at SabhAr have been excavated several times, no
official excavation report has been published as yet. The Annual Reports of
Archaeological Survey India (1921-22, 1924-28) and Nalini Kanta Bhattasali’s
Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca Museum (1929)
provide brief descriptions of the Rajasan mound in SabhAr and discovered antiquities at
the moment of the first investigations.49 The first archaeological investigation in the
SabhAr area took place in a group of five mounds locally named the Rajasan mound in
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1913. It was a joint investigation funded by H. E. Stapleton who was a British
archaeologist and the first honorary secretary of the Dacca Museum committee, and Babu
Harendra Natha Ghosha, the head of a local school.50 After a few of terracotta objects
were retrieved from the mound in this initial investigation, Nalini Kanta Bhattasali
personally explored the site in 1921, and subsequently the Archaeological Survey of
India (herearfer ASI) carried on an official excavation in 1926.51 After these initial
investigations, the Rajasan mound has been abandoned without further excavations, and
the present state of the mound, occupied by private residences and farmlands, does not
show any tangible archaeological remains.
After the early expeditions in 1910s and 1920s, no official excavation was
undertaken in SabhAr until 1988. The DAB, the BNM and the Department of
Archaeology of Jahangirnagar University jointly excavated the HariZcandra RAja mound
in 1988 and 1989 and again in 1997.52 These excavations in 1980s and 1990s have
exposed a rectangle of twenty-eight vihAra cells (residential quarters) stretching to the
south of a large brick stUpa podium (Plan 1, Site 3-1, 3-2). From the vihAra cells, a
number of metal sculptures, terracotta fragments, pottery, oil lamps, and various objects
such as terracotta beads, sprinkler heads, net-sinkers, stoppers, dabbers and dices have
been excavated.53 However, the excavation is still incomplete, and it seems that a
significant portion of the original site is now underneath the densely populated local
villages. The current state of the Buddhist sites of SabhAr described in chapter four of
this dissertation relies on a couple of short articles on the unearthed antiquities and sites
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of SabhAr published by Bangladeshi archaeologists in addition to my personal
observation.
The discoveries from the 1910s excavation in SabhAr have been officially
preserved in the BNM. But not every SabhAr antiquity documented by the ASI and
Nalini Kanta Bhattsali can now be located. It appears that some of the discoveries have
been lost or transferred to other museums such as the Indian Museum and the Asutosh
Museum of Art in Kolkata. For instance, the register of the Indian Museum records an
acquisition of a terracotta sealing stamped with a figure of ViSNu from SabhAr in 1933,54
which was possibly transferred from Dhaka after documented in the early twentieth
century (Figure 116). The Asutosh Museum of Art also owns a terracotta sealing
impressed with a figure of ViSNu from the Rajasan excavation (Figure 117). All the
discoveries from the 1980s and 1990s excavations at the HariZcandra RAja site are
currently preserved in the DAB, which conducted the excavations.
Despite the significant evidence of religious and artistic activities, no place in the
Vikramapura area has been fully investigated as an archaeological site. None of the
discoveries in the Vikramapura area are from systematic excavations. As yet no trace of
any Buddhist monastery site has been recognized in the Vikramapura area. One of the
most problematic parts of this project is to define the boundary of the Vikramapura area,
not only due to the lack of historical resources but also due to the nature of the geography
of this area. The course of the river surrounding the area has frequently changed. In fact,
a considerable part of the original Vikramapura area has been submerged under the
Padma River (Map 5). Only the places where images and inscribed copper plates were
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found and the scattered Hindu temple ruins provide a clue to the ancient boundary of this
local center. This roughly corresponds to the present Munshiganj and parts of Faridpur,
Madaripur, and Shariatpur districts of Bangladesh. This zone is presently considered a
major Hindu area in Bangladesh, preserving a typical pre-Muslim landscape with a major
river that encompasses cultivation fields and a large market place and temples in the
riverside. A number of Hindu temple ruins are still scattered in the Vikramapura area,
some of which house a Ziva LiNga or other Hindu images worshiped by local people (Site
1). These temples were not erected in the early medieval period but mostly in the
eighteenth or nineteenth century. Nonetheless, these Hindu temple ruins give a hint of
the location of earlier temples, because it was common practice to construct temples on
old sites.
Most of the surviving Buddhist and Hindu sculptures from Vikramapura were
discovered in the area called Rampal, which is conventional term to indicate most parts
of Vikramapura. The ASI annual reports (1925-29) and Nalini Kanta Bhattasali’s book
provide the exclusive records about the early discoveries of Buddhist and Hindu
antiquities in the Vikramapura area. Many of those works have been recovered from
ancient tanks, which possibly belonged to the local communities or temples but later
turned into shelters for the icons, protecting them from Muslim iconoclasts. According to
Bhattasali, up to the moment of writing in 1929 Buddhist and Hindu antiquities had been
discovered from more than thirty tanks and Hindu temple ruins in the Vikramapura
area.55 Most of the discoveries were transferred to the Dacca Museum (BNM). The ASI
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documents a number of Buddhist and Hindu images accidentally discovered by local
people in the Vikramapura area and preserved in local temples to be worshiped.56
I visited the places in the Vikramapura area recorded in the museum acquisition
registers and ASI reports. But it was very difficult to locate the tanks from which the
Buddhist and Hindu sculptures were dug up, because most of those old tanks are no
longer in use. For instance, the DAB marks one tank site in the Vikramapura area called
‘Rampal Dighi’ or ‘Bal Dighi’ with an official sign-board (Sites 2-1. 2-2).57 From this
tank, a local leader personally excavated some Buddhist and Hindu antiquities in 1913.58
Some of them were transferred to the Dacca Museum (BNM). However, now the tank is
completely silted up.
Since Bhattasali’s publication, there has been no official report of archaeological
excavations in the Vikramapura area. The lack of incomplete sculptures discovered in
Vikramapura, on the other hand, makes it difficult to locate the sculpture workshops in
the area. Up until now, only one incomplete sculpture has been retrieved from the
Vikramapura area (Figure 37). Nevertheless, the remarkable amount of the sculptures
surviving from the early medieval period and the visible consistency in their dominant
material, subject matter and style, collectively support the presence of well-established
sculpture production, particularly stone sculpture production, in the Vikramapura area.
Besides the SabhAr and Vikramapura areas, several places in the present Faridpur
district yield Buddhist sculptures, which share many characteristics with the works from
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Vikramapura. It is highly possible that a part of the modern Faridpur district once
comprised the Vikramapura area before the Padma River changed its course (see Map 2
& 5). Although no Buddhist sites have been officially excavated in the Faridpur district,
the vestige of grand fortresses and the discovery of Gupta coins from KoTAlipADA in
southern Faridpur suggest the presence of an early regional center in the area, datable
around the early fourth to sixth century CE.59 Historians trace evidence of a lethal
earthquake in the KoTAlipADA area, which took place around the sixth century CE.60 This
explains the lack of the major historical activities there in the subsequent period. The
early medieval Buddhist and Hindu sculptures retrieved from the northern part of the
Faridpur district suggest that the local center possibly moved from the south to the north
and eventually joined the perimeter of Vikramapura.

Patronage and medium of Buddhist art in eastern Bengal
A most pronounced characteristic of the stone Buddhist sculptures from the
Dhaka region is their relatively late chronology compared to the majority from other parts
of the Delta and eastern India. This partially forms a background for the general
scholarly neglect of the Buddhist images from the region and over-emphasis on external
influences. The earliest surviving stone steles from the Dhaka region are considered to
be no earlier than the ninth century CE. Those early stone steles include the image of
four-armed goddess (Figure 1) and a three-headed six-armed deity (Figure 70).
Interestingly enough, these early images are all related to Buddhist practice. The major
cult images classified as orthodox Hindu or Brahmanical, such as images of ViSNu, Ziva,
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SUrya and their female consorts, do not appear in the Dhaka region until the beginning of
the eleventh century.61 This chronology with the ninth century as the beginning of stone
carving is significantly behind the earliest production of stone steles in the neighboring
Comilla region as well as in Bihar and northern Bengal. Such late emergence of stone
image production is related to the absense of stone quarries in the Bengal Delta.
Therefore, production of large stone sculptures, particularly in southern Bengal, signals
the emergence of powerful and wealthy patronage, capable enough to manage
transportation of raw materials from a significantly distant place as well as to hire highly
skilled artisans. The chronology of the large stone steles surviving from the Dhaka
region implies that such powerful patronage perhaps did not exist until the beginning of
the ninth century in the region.
The surviving evidence indicates that the patrons of northern Bengal, relatively
close to the northern hilly areas, already began to transport raw materials, dominantly
grey stone, from outside of the Delta to carve large cult images from around the third
century CE and started to import more precious black stone from a more distant place as
early as the eighth century. However, the beginning of stone carving required additional
centuries in the southern part of the Delta. The Buddhist site in Mainamati (Comilla
district),62 not far from the Dhaka region, yields the earliest evidence of stone stele
production in South Bengal. It may be dated around the seventh century CE on both
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stylistic and stratigraphic grounds (Figure 2).63 These early stone sculptures from
Comilla also predominantly depict Buddhist themes and carved out of grey stone, but it is
much softer than the grey stone common in other areas. It is possible that this unique soft
grey stone material used in Comilla was transported from the hilly areas in the eastern
border of the Delta instead of from the north. If so, this, in addition to the relatively early
accumulation of wealth in Comilla, explains the reason why this region was able to
produce grey stone sculptures significantly earlier than the Dhaka area that is more
remote from the eastern hilly areas.
In modern scholarship, the Comilla and Dhaka regions have been often discussed
together in regard to religious and artistic activities. The proximity between some of the
artwork from these two regions and epigraphic evidence recording the dynastic rulers
who controlled both regions suggest that the Dhaka area maintained a close relationship
with Comilla in terms of both politics and religious practice. Literary accounts and
archaeological discoveries indicate that Buddhism gained powerful elite patronage in the
Comilla region, as early as from the sixth century CE, which was at least a hundred years
ahead of the first evidence of Buddhist activities in the Dhaka region. The modern
Comilla district of Bangladesh is located in the southeast of the Dhaka district and known
as the territory of ancient SamataTa (see Map 2 & 4). The Comilla region engages a
wealth of archaeological evidence and the earliest surviving literary sources illuminating
the history of southeastern Bengal. The growth of this region benefited from its ready-
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access to seaports, which allowed a great deal of commercial activity from early periods.
The earliest of the archaeological discoveries in the region include the Upper-Paleolithic
and Neolithic implements from the Lalmai hill.64 The so-called Mainamati-Lalmai hill
seems to have been not only the center of early human settlements but was also venerated
as a sacred mound (Map 3). This is suggested through a number of Buddhist monastery
sites scattered around the hill. At the south end of the hill a massive residential site,
possibly the seat of a royal palace, has been uncovered.65
In addition to the prolific archaeological evidence, the richness of the literary
sources referring to ancient SamataTa has also facilitated discussion of the historical
significance of the Comilla region. The historical records, such as inscriptions and
Chinese pilgrimage accounts, often refer to the artistic activities related to Buddhist
practice that settled down in the region in a significantly early period, and to royal
patronage that directed many of those activities.66 The earliest evidence of the artistic
activities in the Comilla region may be traced to the sixth century CE, as confirmed
through the inscriptions recording the land grants for the construction of local Buddhist
monasteries. One of them, discovered in Gunaighar, records a land grant to a monastery
dedicated to the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara under construction in 507 CE.67 The zAlban
VihAra site at Mainamati also yields an inscription bearing the name of Vainyagupta, who
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reigned around the middle sixth century CE.68 The expansive presence of Buddhist
activities in SamataTa possibly affected the development of Buddhism in the Dhaka
region, although the sculpture workshops in the Dhaka region nurtured their own idioms
and themes that do not always find counterparts in Comilla. Also, it may be surmised
that later, after the workshops of SabhAr and Vikramapura became more mature, the two
regions possibly influenced each other.

Royal patronage and Buddhist sites at SabhAr
The Sabhar Buddhist sites provide the earliest archaeological evidence confirming
the presence of Buddhist activities in the Dhaka region prior to the rise of Vikramapura.
Historians have gauged the possible involvement of royal patronage in the construction of
the Buddhist monasteries and image production in the SabhAr area, in part due to the
persistent popular belief that associates these sites with a local dynasty, particularly the
Candras. The local name of the Buddhist sites also reflects the legendary connection
between Buddhist activities and royal patronage in the SabhAr area. For instance, the
‘Rajasan mound’ implies its possible connection to a royal dynasty, as ‘rAja’ means
‘king’ and ‘Asana’ means ‘seat’ in Sanskrit. The so-called ‘HariZcandra RAja mound’
derives from the site’s legendary connection with King HariZcandra. Although there is
no solid evidence indicating a direct connection between the Candra rulers and the
SabhAr Buddhist sites, some epigraphic data and the significant scale of the sites suggest
the presence of powerful elite patronage in the area.
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The Rajasan mound yields two terracotta sealings bearing an inscription (Figures
116 & 117). However, these inscriptions do not supply any information regarding
patronage. Instead, they suggest a chronological range of the Buddhist site activities in
SabhAr, since the paleographic studies attribute the inscription to the seventh to eighth
century CE.69 Both sealings are inscribed with ‘OM namo bhagavate vAsudevAya’,
meaning, “Salute to the venerable VAsudeva”.70 The potential connection between the
local Buddhist tradition and Vaishnava cult are discussed in chapter four with full details
of the terracotta sealings that are impressed with a ViSNu figure.
On the other hand, there are two problematic inscriptions from other places of
SabhAr, which have generated scholarly debate on the royal patronage for the Buddhist
monasteries in the area. The HariZcandra RAja mound yields a brick inscription
mentioning the name of this king, “HariZcandra PAla Deva”.71 A name ending with
‘Candra’ indicates a king who belongs to the Candra dynasty, a dynasty known to have
established political hegemony over southeastern Bengal during the tenth and eleventh
centuries. The Candra inscriptions have been discovered in both Comilla and Dhaka
regions, but the majority of them were issued from Vikramapura. This has led many
historians to believe that Vikramapura grew into the political headquarter of southeastern
Bengal by the tenth century. However, historians are skeptical about the authenticity of
this SabhAr brick inscription, since the name ‘HariZcandra’ never appears in the Candra
copper plates and because the paleographic features of the inscribed script do not agree
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with the normal characteristics of the tenth century writing.72 Epigraphists date the
inscription to no earlier than the fourteenth century on paleographic grounds.73
Therefore, the name, HariZcandra PAla Deva, inscribed on the brick seems to just reflect
the persistent popular belief that associates the area with this legendary Candra king.
Nalini Kanta Bhattasali reports another inscription discovered in a local Hindu
temple of the SabhAr area. According to Bhattasali, this inscription records the genealogy
of King Mahendra mentioned as the fifth king of SabhAr and descendent of HariZcandra.74
However, historians again doubt the authenticity of this inscription, due to the
discrepancy between the inscribed regnal year (791 Zakabda = 869 CE) and the
chronology of the Candras.75 Moreover, Bhattasali’s translation was not from the actual
inscription but from the hand-written record by a local person.76 It appears that the king
named HariZcandra was a legendary ruler to whom the local people have attributed the
past glory of the SabhAr area. Nonetheless, the Candra rule over the SabhAr area seems to
be definite, judging from more authentic epigraphic evidence.
Besides the two ambiguous inscriptions, a Candra copper plate recording a land
transfer that took place around the area has been recovered in the SabhAr area.77 Like
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many other Candra copper plates, this plate was also issued from Vikramapura. The
inscription records that King ZrIcandra in his forty-sixth regnal year donated eight droNas
of land in VaNgasagarsambhandariyaka, YolamaNDala and Pundrabhukti, to BrahmaNa

Zukradeva.78 The name of this king, ZrIcandra, frequently appears in copper plates
discovered in the Dhaka and Comilla regions. Historians ascribe the reign of the king to
circa 929-975 CE.79 This inscription demonstrates that the Candra rule in the SabhAr area
was more than just a legend, although it refers not to Buddhist activities but to support for
a local Brahman.
Given the fact that the Candras ruled a broad zone of southeastern Bengal in the
tenth and eleventh centuries, it is reasonable to assume that the SabhAr area was also
possibly under their control in the corresponding period. It is also noteworthy that the
Vikramapura area yielded a copper plate recording land grants to Buddhist monks made
by the same king, ZrIcandra.80 These two Candra inscriptions found in SabhAr and
Vikramapura confirm the fact that the Candras supported multiple religious sects, which
was common in religious patronage in South Asia. Therefore, they permit one to
consider the possibility that the Candras may have made a certain contribution to the
establishment of the Buddhist monasteries in SabhAr as well as in Vikramapura, and also
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that religious activities in these two areas may have been connected with each other under
the same royal patronage at least during the tenth and eleventh centuries.

Rise of Vikramapura and Buddhist patronage
Historians believe that the Vikramapura area rose to prominence by no later than
the early tenth century CE and played a role as a major political center of the Delta until
around the thirteenth century, based on the significant number of land grant copper plates
issued from the area. According to Barrie Morrison’s study of the copper plate
inscriptions from Bengal, Vikramapura issued the largest number of land grant copper
plates in early medieval Bengal, and they recorded land transfers that took place
throughout the Delta, from the ancient Varendra region in the northwest and the Sylhet
region in the northeast, Comilla and Chittagong in the southeast, to Bhagirathi-Hooghly
region in the southwest as well as the Dhaka region.81 This confirms the thesis that the
Dhaka area was the principal administrative center for the whole of the Delta at least
from the tenth century up to the Muslim invasion in the thirteenth century and perhaps
the largest and longest lasting political center in the history of Bengal.82
The rise of Vikramapura seems to be related to the decline of the adjacent SabhAr
and KoTAlipADA areas. Although not until the beginning of the tenth century do we get
concrete information on the political activities in the Vikramapura area, many literary and
archaeological sources illuminate the early history of Bengal. Thus, the rise of
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Vikramapura can be also explained in the broader historical context of eastern Bengal.
As I mentioned above, the Wari-Bateshwar site, about thirty miles from Dhaka city,
reveals a significant scale of human settlement already established around the fourth to
third century BCE.83 This site, however, does not yield any clear sign of the presence of
a major political authority that controlled a large territory. On the other hand, in the
KoTAlipADA area, located in the southern part of the modern Faridpur district,
archaeological sites and epigraphic evidence confirm major political activities that lasted
up to the sixth century CE.84 The number of the land grant copper plates issued from the
Faridpur area significantly decreases after the sixth century. The fort, residential and
Buddhist sites at SabhAr stand chronologically next to KoTAlipADA. As discussed above,
the SabhAr sites appear to have been active from around the seventh century and declined
around the tenth century.85 Overlapping the decline of SabhAr, the Vikramapura area
began to grow rapidly. The number of copper plates issued from Vikramapura surpasses
that of the neighboring regions from the tenth century.86 This chronology also coincides
with the date of the stone sculpture production in the Vikramapura area, which emerges
around the late ninth century and dramatically increases from the tenth century.
The chronological sequence of the rise and fall of these major archaeological sites
in the Dhaka region seems indicative of the power transfer that occurred hypothetically
from KoTAlipADA to SabhAr and then finally to Vikramapura. Traces of a lethal
earthquake in the KoTAlipADA area provide a potential rationale for the first shift.87 It
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appears that only the northern Faridpur area contained sculpture workshops that produced
Buddhist and Hindu images from the tenth to the twelfth century. The sculptures from
these share typical stylistic conventions with the Vikramapura works. This suggests that
northern Faridpur might have served as the outskirt of Vikramapura. The chronological
range of the surviving materials from Vikramapura and SabhAr demonstrates that those
two centers possibly co-existed for a considerable period, during the tenth to the early
eleventh century when SabhAr presumably began to decline.
The copper plate inscriptions from the Vikramapura area indicate that the land
grants were made by dynastic rulers whose name end with Candra, Varman and Sena
sequentially from the tenth to thirteenth century. Thus, these ruling families must have
been the organizers of the hegemony in the region during that period.88 The Candra
inscriptions have been issued from Comilla as well, demonstrating that the two regions
possibly served as dual centers of the authority, although Vikramapura issued the
majority. The Candras issued a significant number of land grant copper plates in
Vikramapura during the tenth and eleventh centuries. Among them, the tenth century
inscriptions particularly highlight the expansion of the Candras to the Sylhet
(northeastern Bengal) and 24 Parganas (southwestern Bengal) areas.89
Of particular interest are copper plate inscriptions issued by King ZrIcandra. A
total of seven copper plates issued by this Candra king address his devotion to the
Buddha.90 The aforementioned tenth century copper plate found in Rampal
(Vikramapura area) reveals a visible connection between the Candra rulers and the local
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Buddhist tradition in the Vikramrapura area. This inscription begins with a verse in
honor of the Buddha, dharma and saMgha (Buddhist order).91 Next is an account of his
lineage. It reads that the SuvarNacandra, who was the son of Purnacandra, the founder of
the dynasty, became a follower of the Buddha.92 The inscription ends with the decree
that King ZrIcandra donates village of NehAkaSthi, NAnyamaNDala, PuNDrabhukti to

ZAntivArika PItavAsaguptaSarman, in name of Lord Buddha.93 The receiver of the grant,
Santivarika Pitavasaguptasarman, was possibly a Buddhist monk, judging from the
explicit statement expressing devotion to the Buddha. It is also interesting to note that
the illustrated PaJcarakSA manuscript preserved in Ngor Monastery of Tibet bears a
colophon recording that an elder monk donated the book and that a scribe who lives in a
place of which name begins with ‘ZrIvikrama’ prepared the manuscript during the reign
of Govindacandra (early to mid-eleventh century).94 This colophon reflects an aspect of
Buddhist patronage in the eleventh century Vikramapura area, where, as is common from
the early period of Indian Buddhist art, monks were also involved in donation of sacred
objects. Other copper plate inscriptions issued by ZrIcandra have been discovered in
various places in eastern Bengal. Six of them record the land grants made to Brahmans,
but interestingly enough, with invocation of the Buddha or in the name of the Buddha.95
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This reflects the common practice of religious tolerance and multi-religious patronage on
the Indian subcontinent.
It is worth noting that a Hindu image inscribed with the regnal year of a Candra
king has been recovered from the Vikramapura area. This work supplies valuable
information on the elite patronage for image production in the Dhaka region, as none of
the inscribed Buddhist images from the Dhaka region refer to the name of the patron or
regnal year of a ruler. The black stone image of ViSNu from Betka (Vikramapura area),
currently in the storage of the BNM, is inscribed with the 23rd regnal year of
Govindacandra (circa 1043) (Figure 28).96 There is another Hindu sculpture inscribed
with the regnal year of Govindacandra, the image of SUrya in the BNM storage inscribed
with the 12th regnal year of Govindacandra (circa 1032). However, this work was
discovered in the Noakhali district (south of Comilla) and was being worshiped in a
temple in Faridpur until collected to the BNM.97 While it is still difficult to directly
associate the act of inscribing a regnal year with royal patronage, these two inscribed
images are useful sources for tracing the chronological evolution of sculpture in the early
medieval Southeast Bengal, as they are dated.
A copper plate land grant inscription from Belava (Narayaganj district, south of
Dhaka city) issued by King Bhojavarman shows that the Varmans succeeded the Candras
by the mid-eleventh century as a major ruling dynasty in southeastern Bengal.98 A
copper plate issued from Vikramapura also refers to the name of King Harivarman and
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his father.99 Among the Varman inscriptions, of particular interest is a copper plate
discovered in Vajrayogini (Vikramapura area). This land grant inscription records that
King SAmalavarman donated the land to Bhimadeva for benefit of deity PrajJApAramitA
and others.100 As PrajJApAramitA is a Buddhist goddess, this inscription attests to royal
patronage of the local Buddhist tradition in the eleventh century in the Vikramapura area.
Given the fact that the Varmans are widely known as Vaishnavas,101 this Vajrayogini
inscription also shows the multi-religious patronage in the eleventh century in the region.
In addition to the epigraphic evidence indicating the political and religious
activities in the region, there are also a considerable number of literary accounts
describing Vikramapura as a major religious center and economically thriving area.102
Vikramapura is known as the birthplace of the prominent Buddhist monk DIpaMkara

ZrIjJAna (AtiZa).103 According to a popular belief, the birthplace of AtiZa is located at
Vajrayogini, a village in the Vikramapura area, where a number of pre-Muslim
antiquities have also been discovered. This suggests that Vikramapura was not only a
prominent political center in East Bengal but also a major center of religious practice and
knowledge capable to produce distinguished monks.
The biographies of DIpaMkara ZrIjJAna (AtiZa) provide useful sources that
illuminate the development of the local Buddhist tradition in the Dhaka region. AtiZa is a
renowned Buddhist monk who was born in circa 980-982 CE in Vikramapura and died in
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1053 CE in Tibet.104 He is known as an abbot of the famous VikramaZIla monastery
located in the northern border of Bengal and Bihar who later made a great impact on the
development of Himalayan Buddhism during his stay in Tibet. Tibetan Buddhists still
portray and venerate him as one of the great saints in their Buddhist tradition. Thus, his
biographies are basically Tibetan sources, written by his disciples, and those Tibetan
biographies of AtiZa leave valuable accounts of his birthplace, Vikramapura. For
instance, a Tibetan monk named JayaZIla of Nag-tsho, who was a disciple of AtiZa for
nineteen years from his career at VikramaZIla, praises the birth and lineage of AtiZa as
below.
“In the east, in the marvelous country of za-hor,
There has been a great city
Called Vikramapura.
In its center stood a royal residence
A very spacious palace it was,
Called ‘golden bannered’
In wealth, subjects and revenue,
The king was the equal of the king sTon-khun of China.
The kingdom’s ruler KAlayanaZrI
And his queen PrabhAvati
Had three sons:
Padmagarbha and Candragarbha, and ZrIgarbha
The middle son, Candragarbha
Is at present the Venerable Teacher.105
Other disciples’ accounts also largely agree with JayaZIla’s in terms of the birth of
AtiZa, unanimously addressing Vikramapura as an economically and intellectually rich
place. Although exaggerating the greatness of AtiZa’s lineage, the Tibetan accounts
provide sufficient information to infer that he was probably born into a Vikramapurabased elite family that was heavily exposed to Buddhist practice. Another disciple of
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AtiZa quotes a statement of AtiZa himself that he received the first Tantrika initiation
from his own father.106 These literary sources also support the popular belief that
associates the birthplace of AtiZa with the Vajrayogini village in the Vikramapura area.107
An intriguing part of the Tibetan accounts is that most of them associate AtiZa with a
place called za-hor, or sa-hor, or dsa-hor, in addition to Vikramapura. Historians propose
that this word literally means a ‘city’ and is etimologically related to SabhAr.108 This,
again, opens up the possibility that Vikramapura and SabhAr, the two major sites of
Buddhist art in the Dhaka region, were tightly bound under the same political authority
and religious practice.
Despite the corpus of epigraphic and literary evidence showing the significant
religious activities in the Vikramapura area, there is no solid evidence confirming that the
rulers who issued or are mentioned in those inscriptions are directly related to the
production of the Buddhist images in Vikramapura. What we have is the epigraphic data
and literary accounts suggesting the presence of Buddhist elite patronage and the massive
scale of commissions that only elite patronage seems to be capable to manage. The
surviving sculptural works do not epigraphically refer to the seemingly powerful
community or class that patronized the production of the images as well as the
construction of the shrines where the images were installed. The lack of systematic
excavations in the Vikramapura area, particularly the absence of tangible Buddhist
monastery sites also makes it challenging to place the images in a historical context.
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Previous studies and proposed methodology
A good number of the Buddhist antiquities from the Dhaka region have been
reproduced in the various publications on eastern Indian art. Some of the works have
been discussed in depth, especially in terms of subject matter. Such iconographic
analyses supply valuable resources to the present study. They are particularly useful for
placing the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region in the theological context of early medieval
eastern India. However, in many publications, the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region only
appears as a minor topic and is often treated as a local version of the Magadhan Bihar
style.109 Some of the previous studies do recognize the distinct characteristics of
Buddhist art of East Bengal including that of the Dhaka region, but not many of them
engage in a further interpretation of those distinct phenomena. In many cases, their
conclusions do not go far beyond asserting the fact that Buddhist sculptures from
northern and western Bengal are closer to their Bihar counterparts and those from the
southern and eastern parts of Bengal are more distinctive. Previous studies usually
classify the Dhaka region as a part of the southeastern Bengal school, which is correct,
but their definition of the southeastern Bengal school is often too vague to clarify what
exactly makes the Buddhist art in the region unique.
The earliest reproduction of the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region appears in the
brief archaeological reports of the Dhaka region published by the ASI in 1910s and
1920s. The nineteenth century British expeditions also included Bengal but seem to have
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not paid particular attention to the Dhaka area. The ASI annual reports and a couple of
descriptive catalogues published in the beginning of the twentieth century are pioneering
works providing a glimpse of the archaeological discoveries from the Dhaka area. They
include preliminary reports of investigations of archaeological sites and unearthed
Buddhist and Hindu antiquities. Those early reports, especially their photographs, supply
valuable information on the original condition of the images discussed in this
dissertation.
Nalini Kanta Bhattasali’s Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculptures
in the Dacca Museum (1929) is the earliest catalogue of the early medieval sculptures
from the Dhaka area and other sites of East Bengal collected in the Dacca Museum
(present day BNM). Bhattasali led a number of the ASI investigations in the Dhaka area,
and thus, part of his catalogue summarizes and elaborates the ASI reports. Bhattasali was
the first officially appointed curator of the Dacca Museum. He was in charge of the
initial collecting and cataloging of the discoveries and organizing the display of the
collection from the moment of its establishment in 1913. The goal of his catalogue was
to survey Buddhist and Hindu sculptures from the ancient VaNga and SamataTa areas
(Dhaka and Comilla regions). Therefore, regardless of the title of the book, the range of
the materials included in Bhattasali’s catalogue is not limited to the Dacca Museum
collection but also covers the sculptures from those two areas housed in other museums.
Although Bhattasali’s primary concerns do not go beyond identifying the subject matter
of the images based on the SM, his work still retains a tremendous value as a primary
source on the early medieval sculptures from the Dhaka region. He not only provided
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major information on the discovery and original condition of the sculptures but also
deciphered the inscriptions on the works by means of paleographic analysis.
Among the modern scholarship on Bengal art, Rakhal Das Banerji’s study of
early medieval eastern Indian sculpture provided a major framework to the later
discussions. He was one of the Bengali archaeologists who first served as a curator of the
Indian Museum (Kolkata). His Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture (1933) is
the first extensive catalogue of the early medieval sculptures from Bihar and Bengal. In
this catalogue, Banerji traced the evolution of eastern Indian sculptures through the
paleographic analysis of inscribed images and correlated the iconography of the Buddhist
and Hindu sculptures with textual descriptions, such as in the SM and NiSpAnnayogavAlI
(hereafter NSP). His initial training as a Sanskritist helped in this regard. Banerji’s
paleographic and iconographic analysis made a significant contribution to tracing the
chronological development of the early medieval eastern Indian sculptures and to
identifying and classifying their subject matter. Banerji primarily associates the
evolution of eastern Indian sculpture with the rise and fall of its major royal patrons, the
PAlas and Senas. In this regard, he divides the history of early medieval eastern Indian
sculpture in two major phases, proposing the reign of MahIpAla as a diverging point. His
core argument is that eastern Indian sculpture celebrated a renaissance during MahIpAla’s
reign in the tenth century CE after the emperor ended the political chaos, and from this
point on, the Bengal workshops started to produce a massive amount of fine works.
Banerji’s iconographic study of early medieval eastern Indian sculptures and
chronological differentiation of the early versus late PAla art made a significant impact on
later scholarship. However, Banerji’s over-reliance on the paleographic evidence
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resulted in underestimating Bengal sculpture, as most inscribed images of early medieval
eastern India belong to Bihar.
Banerji’s catalogue also reproduced some of the Buddhist and Hindu sculptures
discovered in the Dhaka area, most of which were already catalogued by Bhattasali.
However, Banerji’s discussion of the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region is only limited to a
brief comment on some unusual iconographic features. Reflecting a common tendency
of early scholarship, he does not particularly pay attention to the regional developments
of eastern Indian sculpture. This task was transferred to the next phase of scholarship.
A series of survey texts on Buddhist art of Bengal followed the works of Bhattasli
and Banerji. Those survey texts primarily focus on making the early catalogues more
complete, particularly in terms of the iconographic study. The material from the Dhaka
region still comprises only a minor section of their discussion. Four major survey texts
on Buddhist art of Bengal were published in the middle and late twentieth century:
Ahmad Hassan Dani’s Buddhist Sculpture in East Pakistan (1959), A. K. M. Shamsul
Alam’s Sculptural Art of Bangladesh: pre-Muslim period (1985), Anusua Sengupta’s
Buddhist Art of Bengal (1993), and Krishna Biswas’ The Sculptural Art of Ancient
Bengal (Vanga and Samatata) (1995). These books collectively see Bengal sculpture as
a successor to the Gupta tradition and claim that Buddhist art spread from Bihar to
northern Bengal and eventually to southern Bengal.
Some of the late twentieth century scholars present more exhaustive discussion of
a regional diversity in early medieval eastern Indian art and recognize the artistic
tradition of the Dhaka region as an individual school of art. Susan Huntington’s PAla
Sena Schools of Sculpture (1984) made a remarkable contribution to an understanding of
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the chronological evolution of eastern Indian sculpture. Huntington’s study is
particularly important for presenting a renewed awareness of diverse local artistic
developments in Bengal and Bihar. In tracing the evolution of regional schools of eastern
Indian art, Huntington proposes a gradual shift of artistic centers from Magadhan Bihar to
East Bihar and eventually to Bengal, and from Buddhist art to Hindu, particularly
Vaishnava art. Her perspective in part follows Banerji’s paradigm in terms of the rise
and fall of PAla art and reiterates the reign of MahIpAla as the turning point of the shift
that she proposes.110 Nonetheless, unlike Banerji, Huntington explicitly recognizes
differences between art of Bihar and Bengal in terms of the subject matter, material and
patterns of sculpture production. For example, she characterizes Bihar sculptures as
having dominantly Buddhist themes, using grey stone and holding a leading position until
the tenth century CE. Bengal sculptures, on the other hand, are characterized as
portraying dominantly Hindu themes, using metal, terracotta, dark black schist and
superseding Bihar from the eleventh century onwards. Further, she sheds light on the
interface style of the works from the border area of Bihar and Bengal, which made a
siginificant contribution to understanding how regional schools of eastern Indian art may
have communicated each other.111
Susan Huntington’s study certainly opened a new paradigm in the study of early
medieval eastern Indian art, but her approach to Bengal art does not drastically depart
from the Bihar-centric perspective. Huntington’s discussion also focuses on Bihar
materials in tracing the evolution of style of eastern Indian sculptures, as she first uses
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dated sculptures to establish basic stylistic evolution, most of which are from Bihar.112
Throughout her discussion, Huntington maintains the point of view that Bengal sculpture,
particularly, stone sculpture, is a late version of the Magadhan PAla art. According to
Huntington’s perspective, the growth of artistic traditions in Bengal, particularly that of
stone sculpture production after the eleventh century, is the result of the spread of the
Bihar style and possible migrations of craftsmen from Bihar to new centers in Bengal.113
In regard to the spread of the typical Magadhan PAla style of stone works, she tends to
emphasize the discontinuity between early and late Bengal sculptures. Thus, she
concentrates on discerning various Bihar elements from the eleventh and twelfth century
Bengal stone sculptures, while often describing certain characteristics that may be
identified as the Bengal style as simply ‘unidentifiable styles’ that do not fall into any
category.
Such an unbalanced treatment of Bihar and Bengal sculpture in Susan
Huntington’s study may be partially due to her disregard to the early development of
stone and terracotta works in Bengal. For example, the Bengal sculpture chapter of her

PAla Sena Schools of Sculpture does not fully address a hoard of stone sculptures from
the seventh and eighth centuries from Mainamati, a major Buddhist site in southeastern
Bengal, because she believes that their style is heavily based on terracotta works, which
are not the subject of her discussion.114 She correctly points out the significant
phenomenon that a number of early stone sculptures from southeastern Bengal display a
striking resemblance to terracotta works. However, she does not further explore such a
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unique phenomenon, especially, how it might explain some of the development of Bengal
sculpture. As a result, she overlooks the possibility that the distinctive styles that she
recognizes from the eleventh and twelfth century Bengal stone sculptures perhaps owe
their origin to the long tradition of terracotta and wooden works in the region. Instead,
she stresses the stylistic discontinuity between the early and late stages of Bengal
sculptures and associates it with the switch of the material, from terracotta to stone.
Despite her Bihar-centric perspective, the present study of the Buddhist art of the Dhaka
region is greatly indebted to Huntington’s close examinations of local artistic schools
within Bengal, including that of the Vikramapura area. She is one of the few art
historians who recognize distinct characteristics of the Buddhist and Hindu sculptures
from the Vikramapura area.115
To outline the different local artistic traditions within the Bengal sphere, it is
common to separate southeastern Bengal from the rest of the Delta. Art historians have
presented slightly different opinions about how to group the regional traditions.
Frederick Asher, in his The Art of Eastern India, 300-800 (1980), proposes four
geographical divisions within Bengal, PuNDravardhana, GauDa, VaNga and SamataTa, but
ultimately divides Bengal into two parts, northwestern and southeastern. He argues that
northwestern Bengal sculptures do not significantly differ from Bihar sculptures except
for minor details such as certain types of garments and ornaments and some iconographic
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elements.116 On the other hand, he believes that southeastern Bengal developed a more
distinctive tradition uninterrupted by the military conflicts that swept the rest of eastern
India for a couple of centuries after the decline of the Guptas.117 For instance, he
observes the elongated and sensitive forms of Bengal sculptures.118 However, he does
not particularly identify those forms as a ‘Bengal style’ distinguished from the Bihar
counterpart.
On the other hand, Enamul Haque, in his Bengal Sculptures: Hindu Iconography
up to c.1250 AD (1992), divides Bengal into three broad zones, the north, west and
southeastern areas and discerns different regional developments of Hindu iconography
that occurred within the Bengal territory.119 Haque discusses dominant iconographic
elements or variations that appear in Hindu sculptures of each broad area in Bengal.
Although he recognizes certain artistic features that separate North Bengal from West
Bengal, he tends to tie together the North and West Bengal sculptures in terms of similar
iconographic elements. But he also considers southeastern Bengal a more distinct
tradition.120
Enamul Haque’s book is one of the most extensive discussions of iconography of
Hindu sculpture from Bengal. The major concern of Haque’s study is to identify and
classify the images by utilizing textual sources and to characterize iconographic elements
of the sculptures produced in different regional traditions. However, Haque limits his
study to a general survey of the subject matter and avoids making a conclusive
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interpretation of the iconography of Hindu sculptures from Bengal. A heavy reliance on
the literary sources is the most salient feature of his study. Primarily, he traces the
thematic development of Hindu sculptures from Bengal by discerning what texts they are
related to. Haque adequately takes advantage of the orthodox Hindu tradition that
preserves abundant literary sources on the visual perception of the divinities. Also, his
study correctly points out the fact that particular texts that an artistic tradition followed
could reveal important aspects of that visual material. However, an over-reliance on the
literary sources can narrow our scope for seeing the diverse contexts that the images are
engaged in, overlooking the power of the images that each tradition pursued to express
through its unique visual terms.
Such a heavy reliance on literature found in some of the iconographic studies is
tied to the persistent separation of subject matter from other elements of images. Little
understanding of the connection between content and style prevails the previous
discussions of Bengal art. This reflects a general tendency in the study of South Asian
art: the narrow scope of iconographic studies and the descriptive approach to style, which
inevitably drives scholars to focus only on a particular aspect of the images and precludes
an understanding of the function and meaning of each image as a whole. The misleading
dichotomy of iconography and style is mostly derived from the over-emphasis on
identification of subject matter that has dominated the study of Indian art since the
formative period of the modern scholarship.
The majority of the early scholars in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
such as Alfred Foucher, Rakhal Das Banerji and Nalini Kanta Bhattasali, exclusively
focused on identifying the subject matter of religious images from eastern India. These
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early iconographic studies made tremendous contributions to understanding of early
medieval Buddhist art of India. By focusing on the meaning of the highly complex late
Buddhist icons, they restored the last stage of the Buddhist practice on the subcontinent
to history. However, in most cases, their major concern was limited to finding out a
‘name’ for every figural element, relying on surviving textual sources, mainly the SM and
NSP. Moreover, none of them were greatly concerned with the fact that those texts were
compiled much later than the formation of early medieval Indian Buddhist art and indeed,
were never meant to prescribe visual images but were written for the purpose of
meditation. The primary function of those texts was to give instructions to the devotees
on how to meditate on the deities, which allows the practitioners to unite with the deities
and ultimately to become those deities. The SM is a collection of ritual instruction called
‘sAdhanas’ for meditating on visual forms of various Buddhist deities. It was complied
around the middle to late twelfth century.121 The NSP, from around the late eleventh or
early twelfth century, is also a ritual text for meditating on Buddhist deities, but is more
concentrated on visualizing the deities in their maNDalas as a group rather than as
individual deities.122 Regardless of the original function of the texts and their late date,
the early scholars heavily depended on those texts for identifying the subject matter of
eastern Indian Buddhist images, since none of the manuals that the artisans may have
actually used has survived from the region.
The major misconception generated by the early iconographic studies is that
religious artworks are basically illustrations of texts. Such a primary emphasis on
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literature hinders one from capturing the more diverse contexts in which the images were
created. For a century, art historians in this field have primarily concentrated on
examining what texts the images follow or fail to follow. Whenever they found images
that do not agree with existing textual descriptions, they simply ignored them or tried to
fit all the images into a single context or a single text. Further, most iconographic studies
usually become detached from looking at the images, once they find a name for the
images. Therefore, they often overlook many other aspects of the images that might lead
to meaningful interpretation.
This dissertation does not deny the potential value of the SM and NSP in the study
of early medieval Buddhist art from eastern India. Indeed, I also recognize that a
considerable portion of the iconographic features of surviving eastern Indian Buddhist
images do conform to the descriptions in those meditation texts. We may consider the
possibility of a reciprocal relationship between text and image in this regard. It is
possible that in India, just like in some other cultures, the connections between text and
image were not unidirectional but rather mutual. Existing images possibly affected the
formation of the visual perception of the deities, which was eventually verbalized through
the SM instructions.
On the other hand, there may have been written guidelines or manuals supplied to
the artisans, particularly when they had to portray newly worshiped deities or new
variations of the deities that did not have preceding visual models. There were also
learned forms surely passed on by masters to their pupils. Written texts and visual
images might have affected each other to a certain extent, as revealed through the some
coincidences between surviving images and textual descriptions. But one must also
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consider that text and image followed separate traditions. After formation, visual images
often carried on their own life, even if the artists consulted written manuals for portraying
newly introduced personifications. It should be noted that there are marked discrepancies
between surviving images and the descriptions in the canonical Buddhist sUtras in spite of
some agreements. This suggests that the people who commissioned and produced sacred
images did not always depend on textual prescriptions for innovation in producing
images. Instead, it seems that the patrons and monks as well as artists looked at the
preceding visual models and modified certain elements of the precedents to respond to
new religious demands.
This dissertation does not ignore the value of the literary sources or the
significance of identification of the subject matter of the images. I am indeed indebted to
the contribution that the previous studies made for identifying the complex themes of
Buddhist images from Bengal. To find a name of the Buddhist deities portrayed and
worshiped in the Dhaka region can be still important in placing those images in a
theological context, and it often helps one clarify inter-relationships between the deities.
As many previous studies claim, to find a name of the deities may be an important
process for deciphering the function and meaning of the deities, since the names of
various deities in the Buddhist pantheon by themselves often denote some terms that
represent the nature of the power of the deities. Thus, I will also discuss the
identifications that the previous studies have proposed for the Buddhist images from the
Dhaka region and examine their potential connection to particular deities whose names
are mentioned in various epigraphic or literary sources. I will also use relevant Buddhist
sUtras or meditation texts as references to identify the subject matter of those images.
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Nevertheless, I have to re-assert that identification of subject matter should not be the end
of the discussion, and images are more than just illustrations of texts. For the same
reason, I do not overly try to assign a particular name for the deities when I do not find
sufficient sources to identify them. Furthermore, this dissertation considers various
potential devotional contexts beyond literature by recognizing the fact that canonical
texts and meditation guides do not always provide determined sources for identification
of visual images. The goal of this study in terms of iconography is not to describe or
identify each element of the images but suggest those potential messages and religious
phenomena that the images mean to convey through a set of visual vocabularies.
The focus on identification in the early scholarship inevitably separated
iconography from the rest of the elements of artworks and eventually produced the
misconception that iconography conveys a religious meaning, while style is related to
aesthetic choices. This misconception narrows the scope needed for our understanding of
religious images. Many scholars in the middle and late twetieth century have pointed out
the problems of the early scholarship. However, as soon as art historians started to look
at other aspects of the works than the subject matter, they also eventually isolated the
subject matter from everything else that the images represent and started to eliminate
iconography from their discussion. Instead of subject matter, they focused heavily on
style and treat it as a result of purely aesthetic choices. Their major interest is in tracing
the rise and fall of certain techniques and aesthetic choices in Indian art.
The present study challenges the total separation between iconography and style
and addresses the significance of seeing how individual components of an image create
something more than the sum of its parts. The division between iconography and style
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does not always provide a suitable framework for analyzing South Asian religious
imagery, because every visual element of a work is directly or indirectly connected to
religious meanings. The so-called aesthetic elements are also formulated and evolve
according to the visual perception of sacredness. For instance, the stiff or fluid forms,
and complex or simple compositions were also selected to convey different meanings, in
addition to reflecting aesthetic concerns or certain states of technique. The previous art
historical approach based only on stylistic grounds often neglects the possibility that there
must be some reasons why one tradition selects a particular style for its religious images.
Ultimately, they repeat the same mistakes that the early iconographic studies make: they
both break down all the components of the images and only see certain parts that they
want to see. The stylistic approaches treat Indian religious images as creative art works,
while the iconographic studies see the same images as illustrations of religious texts.
Both of them are partially correct but equally fail to grasp core messages of religious
images. These two traditionally separated concepts, iconography and style, should be
coherently treated in terms of function and meaning in Indian religious art.
Among the recent scholarship, Janice Leoshko and Claudine Bautze-Picron’s
discussions of eastern Indian art provide a great methodological insight into a
comprehensive reading of the messages behind the visual vocabularies employed in
Indian religious images. For instance, in her study of Avalokitezvara imagery, Janice
Leoshko addresses the significance of regional developments within eastern Indian art
and points out the problem of the long-held division between form and content in art
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historical studies.123 Her analysis of the eastern Indian Buddhist images ultimately
asserts that the elements traditionally classified as form or style of Indian religious art
also convey meaning by articulating visual perceptions of the power of the deities, and
the regional distinctions in eastern Indian art should be discussed in terms of both subject
matter and form. Bautze-Picron’s study of Buddhist and Hindu art in Bengal and Bihar,
such as her study of MArIcI and Avalokitezvara images, is another good example
illuminating how each regional tradition develops a different way of perceiving and
articulating the power of one deity.124 Breaking the traditional boundary of iconography
and style, their studies propose a new way of seeing Indian religious imagery by
discussing individual components of the images as a whole. The present study is greatly
indebted to their innovative methodology and ways of interpreting the regional artistic
phenomena in Indian art. Chapter three includes an overview of their study of Bengal art
in connection to the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region.
Particularly worth mentioning is a recent study of illustrated Buddhist
manuscripts done by Jinah Kim.125 Her dissertation is an exceptional study that sheds
light on the book-cult of South Asia. She approaches the Buddhist manuscripts as sacred
worship objects and examines how the illustrated Buddhist manuscripts in early medieval
India were carefully designed to operate as symbols of wisdom and how the text and
images collectively serve to intensify the power of the book. It has been well known that
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Buddhist texts, especially the PrajJApAramitA SUtra, served as a major symbol of wisdom
in Buddhist culture. The PrajJApAramitA SUtra itself was deified as a wisdom goddess in
the MahAyAna pantheon. Also the book is depicted in a variety of contexts, for instance,
as an attribute of Buddhist deities. Some of the early medieval Buddhist sculptures
depict a scene in which devotees express devotion to a sacred book. The Buddhist
sculptures of the Dhaka region also include such examples, which are examined in
chapter three. However, as Jinah Kim points out, although there are a good number of
the art historical studies that discuss the significance of the Buddhist books as the sacred
worship objects, ironically, most of those studies do not closely look into the structure of
the books in terms of the book-cult. Instead, they usually discuss only the
personifications of the books or the books depicted on works of art. Moreover, many
scholars tend to separate the illustrations from the text. Jinah Kim’s study is
distinguished from the common art historical approaches to the book-cult in pulling out
the books themselves to the center of the discussion.
There are two surviving illustrated Buddhist manuscripts possibly related to the
Dhaka area, the PaJcaviMSatisAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA produced in the middle to
eleventh centuries, and the ASTasAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA produced in the late eleventh
century.126 Their potential connection to the Dhaka region is suggested through their
colophon referring to the reign of King Harivarmadeva, who is believed to have ruled
over southeastern Bengal, in the middle to late eleventh century.127 However, these
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manuscripts are not a major focus of the present discussion, in part due to their vague
provenance. I discuss only parts of the illustrations in these two manuscripts in relation
to the Buddhist sculptures examined in chapter three and four. Although I agree with the
perspectives presented in Jinah Kim’s study, I do not particularly discuss the book-cult or
explore the text and image relationship in regard to these two manuscripts, partly because
those two works do not survive as complete volumes in the original page sequence. The
manuscript illustrations and sculptures cannot be directly connected in terms of the ways
of rendering details of the images. Nevertheless, certain features, such as the subject
matter of the images shared by the sculptures and manuscript illustrations, help us restore
the Buddhism practiced in the region during the early medieval period.
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Chapter Three: Toward NirvANa
– Stone and wooden Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region

Judging from their significant scale and fine quality, many stone steles discussed
in this chapter were likely major worship objects. They were perhaps installed in the
inner sanctuary as well as niches of temples, but as mentioned earlier, the original context
of such works is usually not known since the structures to which they belonged have not
survived. As a part of the early medieval eastern Indian tradition, the stone and wooden
Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region share major components with those from
neighboring areas. They do, however, present some distinctive elements that may have
been favored as ways of articulating the power of the divinities. This chapter charts and
defines those distinctive visual terms. I divide the images into twenty groups, each
illustrating a certain feature or issue that distinguishes the works from those of other
regional schools. These features or issues characterize, I believe, the ‘Dhaka
phenomenon’ of Buddhist art.
This chapter begins with images of female deities, instead of following a common
order in discussion of Buddhist art that commences with sculptures of Buddhas,
presumed to be the most important. I do so, in part, because one of the earliest surviving
examples from the Dhaka region portrays a Buddhist goddess, but primarily, it is because
goddess images occupy a dominant position in the surviving visual materials of the
region and, thus, serve as a significant clue for understanding Buddhist practice in the
region. This echoes the important position of female deities in the late Buddhist tradition
as personifications of transcendent wisdom. A doctrinal hierarchy – Buddha, Bodhisattva
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and minor divinity – does not always correspond to the degree of popularities for
divinities in an actual devotional context, particularly in late Buddhism. Various
personifications often classified as ‘minor’ divinities actually played a major role in
advanced Tantric practice and were often identified with the supreme manifestations of
the ultimate truth. Through closely examining the examples discovered in the Dhaka
region, I believe we can see how so-called ‘minor’ divinities in the Buddhist pantheon
became dominant figures that could convey the core messages of Indian Buddhism.

Part I – Earliest evidence and dating
As I mentioned in chapter one, dating Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka area,
particularly those from the ninth and tenth centuries, must involve the relevant dated
works from neighboring regions, because images inscribed with chronological data such
as the regnal year of a ruler do not survive in the Dhaka region until the eleventh century.
On the basis of style, the image of a standing four-armed goddess discovered in
Vajrayogini (Vikramapura area) is among the earliest surviving Buddhist steles from the
Dhaka region (Figure 1). It may be ascribed to the middle to late ninth centuries CE.
This goddess image is carved out of grey stone, which was widely used for the preeleventh sculptures of Bengal. Many art historians identify this grey stone as
‘sandstone’. But in fact, a variety of types of the grey stone were used for Bengal
sculpture, and not every one of those examples of grey stone can be identified as
sandstone.128 The standing goddess stele from Vajrayogini is also labeled as a sandstone
work. However, this description is open to question. From around the late ninth to tenth
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century, grey stone was gradually replaced by black stone. Grey stone mostly
disappeared from use in Bengal around the eleventh century. The Vajrayogini goddess
image belongs to that early group of grey stone sculptures produced in Southeastern
Bengal. This likely reflects a time before the local patrons became wealthy enough to
import black stone, which is available in more remote places, and, is thus more
expensive. This dense black stone may have been preferred not only for its durability but
also its suitability for representing the ‘shining’ divine body.
The basic configuration of the standing four-armed goddess image from
Vajrayogini follows the generic format of goddess imagery produced in eastern India in
its slight tribhaNga posture, round halo and attire. She wears a sadi tied up by a belt at
the waist, and is adorned with a diadem crown, necklace, armlets and bracelets. The
statue is broken at the knees. The bottom portion must have consisted of a lotus pedestal
and the lower parts of her legs. On the other hand, two elements distinguish this piece
from a majority of the goddess images produced outside the Dhaka region, first, her belt
encrusted with a row of diamond shaped ornaments, from each of which a long pendant
hangs down, and second, the wavy lotus petals enclosing her round halo. It is interesting
to note that a similar type of wavy halo and the belt with simple, long pendants continued
to appear in later Buddhist images from the Dhaka region.
The suggested date for this standing four-armed goddess image, the ninth century,
is based on its simple composition and the treatment of detail. Her ornamentation
presents a great simplicity compared to that shown in other goddess images from the
same region, normally adorned with a taller crown, heavy ornaments and ornate floral
patterns. Further, the back-slab of the image has no other subsidiary decoration besides
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the round halo. Such absence of embellishment in the back-slab is also an indication of a
relatively early place in the chronology. In addition the large proportion of the goddess
figure in relation to the stele, the round rendering of the limbs and torso with no sign of
angularity or exaggeration, and the round top of the stele collectively suggest the
relatively early date of this work. These characteristics parallel the ninth to early tenth
century sculptures from other areas in eastern India (Figures 6, 7, 8).129 Images from
after the tenth century show increasing attention to subsidiary detail such as back-slab
and embellishment on the base (See Figure 28). As a result, the figures get
proportionally smaller, and the background space expands. Further, in the eleventh
century’s sculptures, the figures usually become elongated and the posture is often
exaggerated. Their accentuated body contour and tribhaNga posture creates an overall
angularity. These exaggerations were further bolstered in the last phase, in the works of
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.130 Throughout this dissertation, I consider the
general tendencies found in the chronological evolution of eastern Indian sculptures to
suggest dates for the Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region. Below I illustrate
detailed examples especially relevant to the chronology of the Buddhist sculptures from
the Dhaka region.
As to the four-armed goddess image from Vajrayogini, the closest example
produced in the neighboring area may be the standing TArA image from Comilla (Figure
3), in terms of the grey stone material, simple composition and relative proportion of the
figure to the whole composition. But this image is also undated, and moreover, too
damaged to analyze its details. The earliest dated stone image from Bengal is the image
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of an elephant deity from Mandhuk (Comilla district), inscribed with the first year of
GopAla, dated to the early to middle tenth centuries (Figure 4).131 Relevant to this work,
an interesting discovery is another elephant deity stele from the same Comilla region,
which is also inscribed with a regnal year of a PAla ruler. The name of the king inscribed
on this work is not GopAla but the fourth year of MahIpAla, dated to around the late tenth
century (Figure 5). Juxtaposing these two elephant deity images helps us understand the
chronological evolution of stele in southeastern Bengal. The Mandhuk stele, earlier in
date, composes the central figure in an extended portion followed by a less emphasis on
the back-slab and shows a clear inclination toward massive, rounded rendering of the
figure. This contrasts with the later example in which the central image joins more with
the pointed back-slab and three-dimensional base. The back-slab is now much more
crowded with additional symbols and motifs. Nonetheless, the elaboration of the pedestal
of the Mandhuk image suggests that it was produced no earlier than the tenth century, as
also supported by the inscription. The Vajrayogini goddess stele cannot be exactly
compared with these two elephant deity images from Comilla because of the damage of
the pedestal. But its simple treatment of detail certainly seems earlier than the Mandhuk
stele and is closer to the Bihar and Orissa Buddhist steles from the ninth century (Figures
6 & 7).
As yet there are no surviving steles from the Dhaka region datable prior to this
four-armed goddess image. However, this sculpture presents a highly developed
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technique in the articulation of the goddess’s form, especially in the delicate chiseling
and articulation of forms and details; the abdomen, for instance seems full of prANa
(spiritual breath), the matted hair is carefully rendered. Such craftsmanship suggests
predecessors in the region, either earlier stone sculptures yet to be discovered, or
workshops that possibly relied more on perishable materials such as wood and terracotta.
Bengal artisans produced a massive amount of terracotta art that can be traced
back to around the fourth century BCE.132 Most of these, particularly those from prior to
the early medieval period are miniature tablets molded with mythical figures in both
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic forms. Despite the perishable nature of the material, a
significant number of terracotta works survive from early medieval Buddhist sites in
Bengal. However, most of those surviving specimens are not cult images but terracotta
plaques that adorned the base of temple buildings, depicting mythical creatures or
occasionally Buddhist deities (Figure 25). Some fragments of small Buddhist and Hindu
terracotta statues (as largest as 30 to 40 cm tall), possibly installed in the less important
spaces of monasteries, also survive from northern Bengal. But neither terracotta plaques
nor statues have been discovered in the Vikramapura area, while fragments of terracotta
plaques have been recovered from the SabhAr monastery site. The absence of surviving
major cult images made of terracotta from Bengal, especially, the lack of early terracotta
works from the Vikramapura area complicates discussion of what happened before stone
began to be used in the region.
Given the fact that terracotta was not normally carved but molded or stamped, the
growth of the stone carving technique more closely relates to techniques used to fashion
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wooden material.133 It is notable that the Vikramapura area, along with the neighboring
Comilla region, yields the greatest number of wooden Buddhist and Hindu sculptures in
Bengal surviving from the early medieval period. While some of the wooden images
from the Comilla region exhibit the pre-tenth century style, such as the image of ViSNu
(Figure 103), it appears that the surviving wooden sculptures from the Vikramapura area
are datable to no earlier than the late tenth century and thus do not fully confirm the early
use of the wooden medium prior to stone in the Dhaka region. Therefore, at this point,
the beginning of the Buddhist art tradition in the Dhaka region, particularly the practice
of installing and worshiping large cult images, remains obscure. Only the matured
technique and evolved iconography revealed from the stone images signify the presence
of the predecessors.

Part II: Furnishing divinity with new power
A great number of stone steles from the Dhaka region portray Bodhisattvas and
Buddhist goddesses who were popularly worshiped throughout the Indian subcontinent.
They include the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara, Goddess TArA, HAritI and BhRkutI.
Avalokitezvara, the Bodhisattva of compassion, is one of the most popular deities in the
Buddhist pantheon and portrayed in various forms throughout the subcontinent. TArA, the
goddess of compassion, was the most widely worshiped Buddhist female deity on the
subcontinent. She is also portrayed in various forms, sometimes with multiple heads and
arms, but the two-armed form is predominant in surviving examples from eastern India.
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HAritI, the goddess of protection and fertility, is less popular than TArA but actually was
portrayed centuries earlier than TArA. BhRkutI, the emanation of the wisdom of
Avalokitezvara, is frequently portrayed as an attendant deity of Avalokitezvara along with
TArA. The Dhaka region not only developed unique visual terms to articulate the power
of these popular Buddhist deities but also imbued them with a new sense of power
particularly meaningful to the local devotees.

Imaging spiritual fertility – images of ‘Bengali’ goddesses
The standing four-armed goddess image from Vajrayogini (Vikramapura area)
(Figure 1) is significant not only for its ability to initiate a dialogue concerning the stone
stele production in the region but also for the unique way that it layers procreative power
into Buddhist messages of spirituality. Although not always recognized by Buddhist text
scholars, Buddhist imagery long incorporated elements reflecting a concern for fertility.
Early Buddhist art often metaphorically associates the life force with the power of the
truth that the Buddha preached, through incorporating a variety of visual manifestations
of earth or tree spirits that act as guardians of dharma and celebrate the enlightenment of
the Buddha. But it was in MahAyAna Buddhism that the worship of procreative power
became fully combined with the spiritual quest. As I mentioned in chapter one,
numerous personifications of compassion and wisdom were visually represented and
worshiped in the MahAyAna Buddhist tradition. The MahAyAna pantheon absorbed
various folk deities as members of those personifications. The process of embracing
fertility cults resulted not only in absorbing fertility deities into the Buddhist pantheon
but also in imbuing many of the MahAyAna personifications with beneficient power. The
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four-armed standing goddess image from Vajrayogini is one of those many examples that
effectively fufill the task of integrating the two expressions of power, fertility and
spirituality, into a single image.
This grey stone sculpture is one of the earliest surviving steles from Bengal that
portray a multi-armed goddess in a large size. It is now measuring 107 cm tall, when
complete it was perhaps more than 130 cm tall. The size also suggests the potential
significance of this goddess in the local Buddhist practice. The primary emblems
indicating the function of the deity are the stUpa on her piled up hair (Figure 1-2) and the
attributes that she holds. The stUpa clearly associates the goddess with a Buddhist ideal,
enlightenment, as it symbolizes the parnirvANa (final liberation) of the Buddha. The
lower right hand of the goddess makes varada mudrA (gesture of giving) against a lotus
growing on a tall stalk. Her upper right hand holds a rosary, the upper left hand a threeforked object, while the lower left hand a vessel. The rosary is a common symbol of
religious devotion, and the varada mudrA expresses her compassion. A vessel is often
carried as a symbol of ascetic practice as is the matted hair-arrangement.
These elements clearly relate the image to Buddhist goddess named BhRkutI, who
is worshiped as a female ascetic savior and an emanation of the wisdom of the
Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara. The earliest surviving visual representations of this goddess
are found around the seventh century CE in both eastern and western India.134 But she
was usually portrayed as an attendant of Avalokitezvara and very rarely portrayed as a
single image in a large size. This grey stone sculpture from the Vikramapura area is the
only surviving large stele from eastern India with a single image of the goddess.
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Moreover, the Vikramapura artist did not portray the goddess in a typical way but imbued
her with beneficent power through a unique attribute, a bundle of grain held in her upper
left hand (Figure 1-1). The identification of this image, particularly its sectarian identity
– either Buddhist or Hindu – has been much debated due to this unique attribute, which
does not exactly match with any attribute of extant images of either Hindu or Buddhist
goddesses. The distinctive features presented in this work, such as the unusual size and
single portrayal of BhRkutI and her unique attribute, collectively suggest the distinct
development of the Buddhist art tradition in the Dhaka region and its connection to the
enduring significance of goddess worship in Bengal.
The visual forms of BhRkutI vary according to different regional and devotional
contexts, for instance, when she is represented as an individual worship object (Figure 9)
or as an attendant of Avalokitezvara (Figure 54). However, she is commonly portrayed
with a stUpa on her piled-up hair and often holds a triDanDi, rosary and vessel and makes
varada mudrA. Yet, it is not a simple task to place this Vikramapura stele in the context
of BhRkutI worship, partially because it is difficult to find a single image of BhRkutI
created as a major worship object, which may be the case of this sculpture.135 Moreover,
the three-forked object held in the upper left hand of the goddess makes this image
unique and problematic in terms of her identity. The object is similar to a triDanDi (threeforked staff), a common attribute of a particular group of the both Buddhist and Hindu
goddesses who represent ascetic power: in the Buddhist pantheon, Goddess BhRkutI,
while in Hindu context, the female consorts of Ziva such as GaurI, Parvati or Chandi.
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The SM also mentions a triDanDi as a major attribute of BhRkutI.136 The literal meaning
of the Sanskrit word ‘DanDi’ is a long solid object, such as staff, stick or mace. ‘TriDanDi’
means a three-forked staff. In BhRkutI images, it refers to a staff of an ascetic, thus, a
staff made of the fork of a tree branch. This object is typically depicted as a short tridenttopped staff (See Figure 176). Some BhRkutI images from eastern India exaggerate the
curved tree branches of the triDanDi (Figure 9). However, the visual outlook of the object
held in the left hand of the Vikramapura BhRkutI image clearly diverges from the typical

triDanDi. Its frontal view shows a knot binding three slim and horizontal objects, and the
side of the bundle unusually depicts details of plant stems (Figure 1-1). The knot as well
as the slim form suggests that this object is a bundle of grain, given that binding is a
common practice in crop harvest and preservation. A grain bundle is rarely depicted in
surviving religious images from the Indian subcontinent. Moreover, the special attention
paid to its detail (Figure 1-1) finds no counterparts among surviving materials. Thus, this
unique object makes it problematic to accommodate the nature of the iconographic
program of the image within the conventional visual representations of the female ascetic
personifications. The Dhaka region produced images of both Hindu Shaiva goddesses
and Buddhist BhRkutI in the following periods, but none of those images bear the unique
‘grain bundle’. Therefore, it is difficult to judge if this unique attribute is just a
chronological element used for an early variation of BhRkutI, or was employed to portray
a different deity.
Scholars have proposed different identifications of this unique goddess image.
Many of them, especially early studies, tend to associate this image with the Hindu
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Shaiva cult, instead of with Buddhist practice. Indeed, this work is still displayed in the
Shaiva art section of the BNM sculpture gallery II.137

Nalini Kanta Bhattasali, in his

book published in 1929, relates this image to a Hindu goddess GaurI who embodies
spiritual power as an ascetic wife of Ziva.138 It is probably because in visual
representations, GaurI or PArvatI normally holds a triDanDi and a rosary, although they are
distinguished from BhRkutI images in bearing an iguana on the pedestal as the vAhana
(vehicle) of the goddess (Figures 10, 98, 176). Moreover, contrasted with BhRkutI, Hindu
Shaiva goddesses are frequently portrayed in an individual stone stele. But mysteriously,
those early identifications are completely silent about the obvious presence of the stUpa
on the head of the figure (Figure 1-2). In his book publiched in 1933, Rakhal Das Banerji
briefly mentions this work as an image of KAlI without giving a specific reason.139 It is
likely that Banerji was on the same track with Bhattasali, as KAlI is also a wife of Ziva
and frequently depicted with a triDanDi as one of her many attributes. However, Banerji
does not take into account that KAlI takes a more terrifying form as the goddess of death,
which fundamentally diverges from the Vikramapura BhRkutI image in nature as revealed
from her benign appearance. Perhaps inspired by Battasali and Banerji’s study, the BNM
labels this four-armed goddess image as CaNDI, another female consort of Ziva associated
with his spiritual power.
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More exhaustive discussions of the iconographic elements of the image followed
the early identifications. Enamul Haque pays attention to the unique feature of the threeforked object of the goddess and recognizes that it takes a form of grain and thereby
identifies the image as a Hindu goddess related to agricultural fertility.140 I agree with
Enamul Haque’s identification of the object as a kind of grain instead of a triDanDi, which
emphasizes its connection to agricultural fertility. However, Enamul Haque’s conclusion
does not depart from the previous studies. He ignores the image’s likely connection to
Buddhist practice in spite of the artist’s prominent and careful depiction of the stUpa
(Figure 1-2).
On the contrary Mallar Mitra calls attention to the significance of the stUpa
depicted on the head and identifies this image as a Buddhist goddess BhRkutI, which she
notes is further confirmed by the rosary and the vessel, also common attributes of
BhRkutI.141 But Mitra does not address the meaning of the problematic three-forked
object in terms of BhRkutI worship. She only titles the object ‘triDanDi’ and briefly
mentions Enamul Haque’s opinion about the object.142
In order to gauge the possible function and meaning of this unique four-armed
goddess image, it is necessary to place the image in the broader context of the Indian
goddess worship tradition by examining relevant goddess images set with a similar
iconographic program. But the final goal of such examination should be more than just
determining a particular name. Rather, I believe we should try to determine the ways in
which the local artistic traditions select and modify certain visual terms to produce
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particularized expressions of sacred power. Even if local devotees worshiped the
goddess under the name of CaNDI or BhRkutI, she might hold a different faculty of power
as sanctioned by the religious practice of the region.
The iconographic elements selected for the Vikramapura BhRkutI image suggest, I
believe, a special emphasis on procreative power as an aspect of the ascetic nature of the
deity. Similarities in representing Hindu GaurI and Buddhist BhRkutI reveal female
ascetic power shared by the two different sectarian traditions. The dominant function of
BhRkutI in extant visual evidence is as an attendant deity of the Bodhisattva
Avalokitezvara, exemplified in a sculpture from the Vikramapura area around the middle
eleventh century (Figure 54). On this stele, BhRkutI stands on the proper left side of the
seated Avalokitezvara. She bears a stUpa on her matted hair. Her four hands hold a
rosary (lower right hand) and a vessel (lower left hand). The object held in her upper left
hand has been damaged, but its long stick shape finished with three forks is still
identifiable as a triDanDi. Her upper right hand makes a gesture of homage. The
Vikramapura BhRkutI image shares the similar iconographic program with this kind of
BhRkutI figure representing an attendant of Avalokitezvara in her attributes and ascetic
headdress. The relatively moderate attire of the goddess also corresponds with the
common fashion of the BhRkutI images. Yet, her attire is still simpler than that of the
BhRkutI images produced after the tenth century.
It is worthwhile to mention that some images of the Hindu goddess GaurI or
PArvatI from Bengal replace her triDanDi with a three-forked plantain tree branch. For
instance, on a black stone stele from the Chittagong area in southeastern Bengal, around
the early tenth century (Figure 10), GaurI holds a three-forked plantain tree branch in her
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upper left hand, and two additional plantain trees flank her.143 This suggests that in
Bengal, a triDanDi, which originally indicates a staff of ascetics, was occasionally
transformed as a fertility symbol. There is another highly interesting example indicating
that the Buddhist tradition of southeastern Bengal employed fertility symbols for the
demonstration of spiritual power and may have absorbed the GaurI cult into the realm of
Buddhist goddess worship. A black stone stele from Mainamati (Comilla district),
around the early tenth century, portrays a goddess seated in lalitAsana (relaxing posture)
on a lotus pedestal (Figure 11). The basic configuration of this image follows a common
form of TArA, the most popular Buddhist goddess of compassion, in her lalitAsana
posture, matted headdress, and varada mudrA. Moreover, the base and upper portion of
the stele depict five stUpas and the saptaratna (seven-jewel) symbols, which are clearly
Buddhist themes, and the top portion of the stele is inscribed with a typical Buddhist
stanza beginning with “Ye dharma hetu prabhA hetu…..”. But it is most interesting that
the pedestal shows an iguana, the vAhana of GaurI. Moreover, the proper left side of the
goddess shows grain. This image apparently combines the Buddhist ideal of compassion
with the message of fertility and incorporates the cult of the Hindu goddess GaurI into
Buddhist goddess worship.
This image seemingly of TArA from a neighboring region provides a clue to the
message behind the distinctive design of the three-forked object in the Vikramapura
BhRkutI image. Clearly that sculpture represents ascetic power, and whatever her name
was, in the Dhaka region, ascetic nature could encompass the power of fertility that
brings success, very likely not only in spiritual matters but also in life, both in terms of
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wealth and fertility. This unique fertility symbol may echo concerns with cultivation in
Bengali life. The Dhaka region, along with the Kolkata area in western Bengal, is
distinguished as the area of greatest rice production on the Indian subcontinent. The
grain bundle of the four-armed goddess image then may serve as a distinctive symbol that
manifests the special power of the goddess making life and wealth possible in this region.
It is unusual for an artist to pay attention to the detail of the grain bundle by carving the
side to depict the stems of the grain (Figure 1-1). This care may indicate the significant
role of the object played in the articulation of the goddess’ power. The relatively early
date and large size of the image would seem to signify the important position of goddess
worship in the local Buddhist tradition. As noted before the style of work suggests that it
was produced significantly earlier than the majority of the stone sculptures discovered in
the Dhaka region. This stele stands as the earliest surviving evidence of the burgeoning
goddess worship that comprises a major part of the Buddhist practice in the Dhaka
region.
The Vikramapura area produces another goddess image that incorporates a unique
fertility symbol into the representation of spiritual power (Figure 12). This black stone
stele portrays a seated goddess with four arms. This work was discovered in Paikpada
(Vikramapura area) and is also displayed in the Sculpture Gallery II of the BNM. This
work is distinguished from the BhRkutI image discussed above by its black stone material,
relatively small size (48.3 cm in height), and its later date suggested through the
elongated body of the figure, the attenuated stele and pointed halo, and an increased
emphasis on subsidiary detail accompanying the proportionally small central figure. The
complex necklace of the goddess, composed of a bead string and a heart-shape pendant
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combined with a longer bead-necklace, is similar in form to ornaments adorning goddess
images dating from the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The base imitating a wooden
pedestal is comparable to that of the AmitAbha image from the Vikramapura area (Figure
88).
The subject matter of this stele is tied to the images of mother goddess holding a
baby, widespread throughout the Indian subcontinent. Mother goddesses were popularly
portrayed and worshiped not only in Buddhist but also in Hindu and Jain traditions. In
the case of this example from Paikpada, I explore its particular connection to a Buddhist
mother goddess, based on her position of meditation and the absence of the animal

vAhana usually found in Hindu mother goddess images. However, the Vikramapura artist
broke the regular frame of mother goddess imagery by incorporating a unique attribute
and by combining Buddhist and Hindu elements. This transforms the goddess as more
than just a regular Buddhist mother goddess.
In both Buddhist and Hindu traditions, one of the major functions of mother
goddesses is to unite procreative power with protective power. This stele from Paikpada
also utilizes various visual terms to unite those two powers. The goddess is seated in
vajrAsana (position of meditation) on a lotus pedestal sustained by a pseudo altar base.
Her two lower arms support a baby who grasps the goddess’ long necklace with the right
hand, while her upper hands hold a fish and bowl in the proper right and left respectively.
The baby and the other two attributes designate the major function to the goddess as the
giver of fertility and the protector of children. The fangs depicted on her mouth also
stress her role as a powerful protector. On the other hand, her calm face with half-closed
meditating eyes and piled-up ascetic headdress with a three-pointed crown signifies the
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spiritual quality of the goddess. The kneeling male devotee with an ascetic appearance
carved on the base further reinforces the spiritual power of the goddess. A similar type of
a male devotee with a yogic headdress and emaciated body occasionally appears on the
base of Buddhist sculptures from the same area (Figure 51). Following the generic
format of stele works from the early medieval period, two celestial figures (vidyAdharas)
hover above the central deity, flanking kIrttimukha (the apotropaic fantastic face). But
both of the celestial figures not only hold flowers to offer to the goddess but also
unusually hold a weapon which appears to be a spear or mace. This diverges from the
majority of the vidyAdhara images from the same period, which usually hold nothing but
a garland or flower bud. Here the weapon of the vidyAdharas serves to emphasize the
protective power of the goddess, who is willing to fight for the worshipers.
Similar to the BhRkutI image discussed above, identification of this mother
goddess image has been much debated, due to its unusual iconographic program that does
not exactly match with any of the surviving literary accounts or relevant visual materials.
Reflecting a general scholarly attitude to iconographic issues, all the previous discussions
of this image begin with selecting a particular name for the goddess to accommodate the
work within the extant images or textual descriptions of either Buddhist or Hindu mother
goddesses. Their central concern in regard to the function and meaning of the image does
not go far beyond determining the sectarian identity of the goddess, whether Hindu or
Buddhist. For instance, Nalini Kanta Bhattasali identifies this image as the Buddhist
mother goddess HAritI.144 On the contrary, Enamul Haque, disputing Bhattasali, contends
that this image should be identified as a Hindu MAtRakA (mother goddess) of the Shashthi
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group rather than HAritI, as fish and bowl appear in some of the VArAhI variety of Hindu
MAtRakA images of Bengal but not in the Buddhist HAritI images.145 However, the fish
and bowl can be common symbols of fertility in the Bengali context. It is not exclusively
prescribed for a specific religious sect but open to both Buddhist and Hindu traditions. In
a sense, all the identifications proposed by Bhattasali and Haque could be correct, but
therefore, the designation of a particular sect to this image should not have to be an
essential part in deciphering the function and meaning of the image. Instead, priority
should be given to an examination of what the goddess represents and to an interpretation
of the religious symbolism employed in the image.
In the study of Indian religious images, it is common practice to place the images
in a particular sectarian context, such as Buddhist, Jain or Hindu and to see the images
through the lens of the canonical prescriptions engaged in one of those sects. However,
Indian religious images generally share an underlying conception of sacred form, and
image worship often crosses the sectarian boundary. For instance, many Buddha images
are worshiped in Hindu temples as ViSNu, and the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara images are
often worshiped as Ziva. A number of goddesses of Hindu origin are worshiped in
Buddhist monasteries under different names. The aforementioned two elephant deity
images from Comilla also exemplify such multiple contexts of worship (Figures 4 & 5).
We can easily recognize these images as GaNeZa or GaNapati, a very popular elephant
deity worshiped throughout the Indian subcontinent. Originating as an elephant folk cult,
this deity has been widely worshiped by Hindus, Buddhists and Jains, although most
dominant in the Hindu context. Interestingly enough, the one from Mandhuk (Figure 4)
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is inscribed with a typical Buddhist creed demonstrating the MahAyAna idea of salvation,
“This meritorious offering is caused to be made by the old merchant Jambhalamitra for
the attainment of anuttarajJAna (supreme knowledge) by all creatures”.146 The other
from the adjacent area (Figure 5) also bears a Buddhist affiliated inscription: “Lord
VinAyaka is established by the merchant Buddhamitra, son of the illustrious merchant and
great householder Jambhalamitra”.147 Admitting that Buddhamitra and Jambhalamitra do
not have be identified as Buddhist names, these inscriptions still allow us to consider the
possibility that these two steles were perhaps donated to a Buddhist monastery, and the
local name of the deity was VinAyaka instead of generic Hindu GaNeZa, although none of
the iconographic features of these two images differ from those of Hindu GaNeZa images.
It is important to consider such a devotional context crossing a sectarian boundary in
order to draw a complete picture of image worship practice on the subcontinent.
The widespread misconception that each Indian religious image belongs to only a
single religious context is related to the heavy reliance on literature in the study of Indian
art. In order to identify the images, many art historians first try to find out what text the
images are related to and try to assign the image to a particular religious sect according to
the text that the image seems to follow. However, there are diverse sources to consider
for placing religious images in a correct context, such as the provenance, accompanied
discoveries, inscriptions, and the size of the images and so on. Texts are just one of those
many sources. Regarding the two elephant deity steles from Comilla, some art historians
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argue that despite the epigraphic evidence these works can never be regarded as Buddhist
images, primarily because their iconographic components do not agree with those of the
Buddhist elephant deity described in the NSP.148 However, there is no way to ensure that
the NSP was the only Buddhist text related to Buddhist art from early medieval eastern
India. Indeed, we do not even know if the NSP really has something to do with the
Buddhist art of this southeastern part of Bengal. Instead, the merchant patronage,
indicated in the inscription of the two elephant deity images, may be more significantly
pertinent to their function and meaning, given that the elephant deity was worshiped as a
major guardian deity of the Vaiza caste as the bestower of success, and a lot of the Indian
merchant class members were Buddhists.
The core of my argument is not to deny the presence of sectarian distinctions in
Indian religious art. We can still distinguish one from another in terms of its origin and
more dominant devotional context. For instance, Buddha imagery undoubtedly evolved
out of the Buddhist tradition and is dominantly worshiped in Buddhist monasteries. But
if the Buddha images are worshiped in Hindu temples as one of the avatAras
(incarnations) of ViSNu, we should discuss those particular Buddha images in both Hindu
and Buddhist contexts. Thus, for the two elephant deity images, we should consider both
Hindu and Buddhist contexts, Hindu (or folk cult) in terms of its origin and Buddhist as
another possible context.
The seated four-armed goddess image from Paikpada illustrates how local artists
might experiment with diverse visual terms, moving beyond supposed sectarian
boundaries in order to articulate what it believed to be sacred. As previous studies have
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already pointed out, parts of those visual tropes do pertain to the typical components of
both Buddhist goddess HAritI and Hindu MAtRakA images. HAritI is a Buddhist goddess
known as the protector of the Buddhist order as well as the protector or giver of children.
The literary evidence shows that from around the second century BCE, the Indian
MahAyAna Buddhist tradition absorbed this goddess, originally a folk deity related to an
epidemic lethal to children, as a minor divinity.149 She became the first Buddhist goddess
portrayed and worshiped in the form of a fully individual statue, of which evidence
emerged from around the second century CE (Figure 13). The destructive nature of
HAritI was perhaps suitable for symbolizing the power of dharma that destroys spiritual
hindrances. Throughout ages, HAritI played an integral role as a guardian deity of the

saMgha (Buddhist order) and the promoter of spiritual training. Thus, she was frequently
depicted at the entrance of Buddhist monasteries150. Since her destructive power as an
epidemic goddess was converted to the productive power as the child giver in the
MahAyAna Buddhist context, she performed a role as the generator of material wellbeing
and thus, was frequently represented as a female consort of the wealth god Jambhala or
YakSa. Integrating all of her designated functions, HAritI is usually depicted with a baby
and other fertility symbols such as fruit, bowl or vessel, in addition to weapons and fangs
that reinforce her destructive power as a guardian deity (Figure 13).
From approximately the eighth century CE on, the orthodox Hindu tradition also
started to produce images of a goddess holding a baby and weapons. This form of
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mother goddess was popularly portrayed in eastern India throughout the early medieval
period (Figure 14). She was worshiped as a variation of DurgA, who is the supreme
MAtRakA (mother goddess) in the Hindu tradition, particularly known as the vanquisher of
demons. Through her vigorous energy sublimating destructive power into the cosmic
creation, DurgA also embodies the ultimate liberation from samsara (the endless cycle of
existence). Although this variation of Hindu MAtRakA shares a very similar concept and
visual form with Buddhist HAritI images, there is an essential element that distinguishes
one from the other. Hindu DurgA is invariably seated in lalitAsana (relaxing posture) on
her animal vAhana, normally a cow or lion. In Bengal, the animal vAhana is sometimes
depicted on a corner of the pedestal instead of carrying the goddess, but in either case, it
plays a major role in symbolizing the quality of the power of the goddess. On the other
hand, Buddhist HAritI is always seated either in the position of meditation or in lalitAsana
on a lotus pedestal with no animal vAhana. This likely provided a base for Bhattasali’s
identification of the Paikpada goddess image as HAritI rather than a Hindu MAtRakA.
However, it should be also considered that Buddhist HAritI is usually represented with
two arms, while Hindu MAtRakAs are usually portrayed with four arms. The mother
goddess images surviving from Bengal mostly follow the Hindu MAtRakA types with four
arms and an animal vAhana. Thus, the Paikpada goddess image does not perfectly fit into
any of the conventional representations of either HAritI or Hindu MAtRakAs. She has four
arms, just like Hindu MAtRakAs but is seated in the position of meditation with no animal

vAhana, just like Buddhist HAritI.
Nevertheless, in terms of the ways of unifying procreative power with protective
power, the Paikpada goddess image is clearly a member of the tradition of mother
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goddess worship incorporated into the orthodox Buddhist and Hindu pantheons. Both
Buddhist and Hindu traditions transmute the destructive nature of the mother goddess
into the protective power, saving the devotees from both spiritual and material
deprivation. At the same time, just like the unique BhRkutI image from Vajrayogini
discussed above, this Paikpada goddess image is evidently connected with worship of
procreative power. In both works, fertility worship is reinterpreted in a more intellectual
framework constructed to deliver the message of spirituality. In the case of the Paikpada
stele, the matted hair, fangs and vajrAsana posture of the goddess, the emaciated yogic
figure on the base, and the weapon of the hovering celestial figures are dedicated to
embody the protective power of the goddess that save the devotees from spiritual
hindrances. On the other hand, the baby, bowl and fish of the deity demonstrate her
function as the fertility giver, which ultimately helps the devotees perfect their spiritual
task.
What makes this image truly unique is not the individual components but their
combination and portrayal. On this stele, the most obvious elements that visually
dominate the viewer are the three fertility attributes and the symmetrical and static
posture of the goddess created by her vajrAsana. Her rigid posture distinguishes this
work from the majority of the mother goddess images portrayed in lalitAsana. Along
with the depiction of the yogic figure on the pedestal, this posture demonstrates special
attention to the expression of the spiritual quality of the goddess. A heavy emphasis on
the fertility symbols is the other wing of her power statement. A bowl and a fish are not
frequently installed together in other four-armed mother goddess images of India, while a
baby is a universal attribute of mother goddess images. A majority of Hindu and
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Buddhist mother goddess images grasp a weapon, a baby and another fertility symbol
when they are represented with four arms.151 But the Paikpada stele does not assign a
weapon to the goddess. Instead, the weapon is given to the vidyAdharas, and the goddess
only holds the three fertility attributes. Such an unusual collection of fertility attributes
vividly punctuates the function of the deity as the fertility giver. The fish is particularly a
unique attribute, transforming this deity into a totally Bengali version of the mother
goddess. As Enamul Haque illustrates, Hindu MAtRakA images of Bengal also
occasionally hold fish as a fertility symbol.152 The fish attribute evidently reflects the
watery environment of the Bengal Delta in which fishing is still a major means of living.
Again, in such a unique regional context, a particular sectarian identity may be no longer
significant. She could be either Buddhist or Hindu or both, but she is certainly a Bengali
mother goddess.
Just like the standing goddess stele from the same area, this mother goddess
image is framed with a unique visual program effectively conveying the power statement:
the goddess is the protector from spiritual as well as material poverty. Such a unique
program is achieved not only through the distinctive use of fertility symbols but also
through the unique collection of the visual terms integrating the two messages, fertility
and spirituality. Although the individual elements of this image are encountered in other
goddess images, the unique collection of those – the four hands only bearing fertility
symbols, rigid posture of meditation, lotus pedestal showing a yogic figure without an
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animal vAhana, and weapon-bearing vidyAdharas – has never been found in other regional
schools of Buddhist or Hindu art. By combining available visual terms in a unique way,
the Vikramapura workshop introduces an eloquent way of articulating the power of a
‘Bengali spiritual mother goddess’.

Image of salvation – two seated TArA images
The Dhaka region workshops produced a variety of Buddhist goddess images,
ranging from the unusual forms that barely appear in other areas to the images of more
popular goddesses widely worshiped in other regions as well. Other early examples,
dating slightly later than the standing goddess sculpture that began this chapter, are a
stele depicting a three-headed six-handed deity from Vikramapura, displayed in the
Varendra Research Museum (hereafter VRM) (Figure 70),153 an image of a standing
Buddha from an unidentified provenance in the Dhaka district (Figure 74),154 and images
of a seated TArA from Khailkair (Gazipur district) (Figure 15),155 and a standing TArA
from Sukhavaspur (Vikramapura area) (Figure 17).156 These steles expand the scale of
the central figure, displaying little interest in subsidiary details compared to later works.
The last two works (Figures 15 & 17) portray TArA, the most popular female
personification of compassion in the Buddhist pantheon, which can be identified by the
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varada mudrA and the half-open blue lotus (night lotus) of the goddess. This lotus
specifically associates her with the moon.157
A considerable number of TArA images survive from early medieval Bengal as
well as elsewhere in eastern India. TArA is worshiped often in connection to the
Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara as his emanation, especially embodying his compassion, and
she is frequently paired with BhRkutI as attendants to Avalokitezvara (Figure 54). TArA is
often portrayed in a seated form, particularly in lalitAsana, as much as in a standing form.
Two black stone steles portraying seated TArA were discovered in the Dhaka region, the
aforementioned piece from Khailkair (Figure 15) and the other from Somapada
(Vikramapura area) (Figure 16). Both works emphasize the nature of the goddess as a
compassionate savioress, in the case of Khailkair stele, through the two prominent
devotee figures soliciting and receiving the grace of the goddess symbolized by her
varada mudrA (wish-granting gesture), while in the case of the Somapada stele, through
her eight manifestations saving her devotees. Just like the BhRkutI and HAritI images
discussed above, these two TArA images illustrate the distinct development of the
Buddhist art tradition in the Dhaka region, which did not as much rely on the external
sources as many scholars believe. These two examples frame TArA with an unusual
iconographic program. The Khailair stele portrays the goddess with only one attendant
deity and two Transcendent Buddhas. None of the surviving images from Bengal portray
TArA in this form, while it finds a few examples in Bihar. The Somapada stele represents
TArA as the savior from the ‘ASTamahAbhaya (Eight Great Perils)’. While this theme was
portrayed elsewhere in eastern India, the Somapada stele uniquely alters one of the eight
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great perils scenes in order to imbue the image with the power that more realistically
appealed to the devotees.
The TArA image from Khailkair (Figure 15) shows relatively early characteristics,
datable to the middle tenth century. The round top of the stele and the simplified throne
background are distinguished from the examples from the eleventh century. The facial
features of the central figure with small eyes and short eyebrows illustrate distinct local
characteristics. These unique facial features of the goddess isolate the work from both
preceding and following examples. The base of the stele is inscribed with a Buddhist
stanza beginning with ‘Ye dharma hetu….”, which appears on a large number of
Buddhist images from early medieval eastern India.158 The proper left side of the
goddess is her wrathful attendant, EkajaTA, who can be identified by bulging eyes and
fangs. EkajaTA appears as the primary attendant of TArA from around the ninth century in
eastern India, and her wrathful appearance suggests her function as a powerful protector
from spiritual hindrances.159 The attendant deities of TArA vary. But EkajaTA always
comprises a part of her attendant deities unless TArA is portrayed alone, whereas other
attendant deities make less steady presence. The Khailkair stele also confirms the status
of EkajaTA as the primary attendant of TArA. By representing EkajaTA as the sole attendant
of TArA, this work emphasizes the nature of the goddess as a powerful protector.
However, there are only a few TArA images accompanied only by EkajaTA, and thus, the
Khalikair stele belongs to a rare group.
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The arrangement of the two Transcendent Buddhas in the Khailkair stele is also
distinctive. The upper portion of the stele shows two Transcendent Buddha images,
Ratnasambhava in varada mudrA on the proper right and AkSobhya in bhUmisparZa

mudrA on the left. This contrasts with the later TArA images normally surrounded by five
Transcendent Buddhas who symbolize five directions and five primary elements of the
universe.160 Some of the pre-eleventh century TArA images from other areas also depict
only a pair of Transcendent Buddhas instead of five, but most often select AkSobhya and
AmitAbha, symbolizing East and West respectively. Thus, the depiction of the AkSobhya
and Ratnasambhava, symbolizing East and South respectively, on the Khailkair stele is
not only an early phenomenon but also an unusual selection. The TArA image in the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art presents a close example to the Khalikair stele in terms
of the arrangement of the Transcendent Buddhas and EkajaTA (Figure 8). This sculpture
is from the ninth century Bihar and demonstrates that some forms widely appeared even
if not frequently. This variation of TArA is not found in sculptures produced after the
tenth century. Therefore, it appears to me that the TArA image from Khailkair presents a
rare variation of the goddess that was only worshiped around the late ninth to middle
tenth centuries in some parts of Bihar and Bengal.
The other seated TArA image discovered in Somapada (Figure 16) is one of the
few surviving images of ASTamahAbhaya TArA from Bengal.161 Bengal yields only two
sculptures portraying this variation of TArA, while a greater number of examples survive
from Orissa and Bihar. The complex ornamentation of the goddess and the elongated
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stele with the point at the top suggest that this work was produced no earlier than the
middle eleventh century. For instance, the long necklace hanging down to the chest of
the goddess is conventionally used in Buddhist and Hindu images from the middle
eleventh to twelfth century. The base of the stele has a partially surviving inscription
mentioning the name of the scribe.162
Despite the unusual iconographic setting, the form of the central goddess follows
a common type of TArA. She is seated in lalitAsana on a lotus pedestal, holds a half-open
lotus in her left hand and makes varada mudrA by the right hand. Like many other
Buddhist images from the Dhaka region, the Somapada TArA wears a vyAghraNakha
(tiger-claw) pendant symbolizing wisdom. A majority of the eleventh century Buddhist
and Hindu sculptures from the Dhaka region adorn the central deity with a vyAghraNakha
pendant combined with a couple of bead necklaces (Figures 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 43).

VyAghraNakha is a common symbol of youth and in the Buddhist art context normally
bedecks deities related to wisdom, typically the wisdom Bodhisattva, MaJjuZrI, who is
represented as a young ascetic. The dominant use of the vyAghraNakha pendant
distinguishes the Dhaka area ateliers from other regional schools and reflects a conscious
effort to punctuate the purity and spiritual power of the deities. The three-pointed crown
of the Somapada TArA image bears an effigy of the parental Buddha Amoghasiddhi
making abhaya mudrA, which appears in the majority of TArA images from the eleventh
and twelfth centuries’ eastern India.
Besides the common features, the ASTamahAbhaya TArA stele from Somapada also
shows some distinctive features that are not normally encountered in other examples
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depicting the same subject matter. First, the right attendant of the goddess is unusually
MahAmAyUrI, identified by the long peacock feather held in her left hand (Figure 1610).163 A majority of TArA images from Bengal present AZokakAntA MArIcI and EkajaTA
as attendant deities of the goddess. The SM refers to MahAmAyUrI as one of the four
attendants of TArA but does not particularly mention the variation of TArA accompanied by
these two attendants, MahAmAyUrI and EkajaTA. In fact, visual representations of
MahAmAyUrI are extremely rare not only in Bengal but also in other parts of the Indian
subcontinent. Noteworthy is another TArA stele from the Vikramapura area portraying
MahAmAyUrI as the right attendant (Figure 19). This sculpture, currently preserved in the
BNM storage, portrays the goddess with two attendants, EkajaTA on the proper left and
MahAmAyUrI with a peacock feature on the proper right.
The standing TArA image in the BNM storage and the ASTamahAbhaya TArA image
from Somapada are the only known specimens from Bengal that represent MahAmAyUrI
as one of the two attendants of TArA. For other regions in eastern India, only Orissa
yields a rare example of TArA image accompanied by all the four attendants including
MahAmAyUrI.164 The unusual inclusion of MahAmAyUrI in the TArA images deserves
attention in regard to a series of rare subject matter present in the Buddhist sculptures of
the Dhaka region. The special interest in MahAmAyUrI might also be the result of a
certain devotional context pertinent to the regional environment, considering the fact that
she is a deification of the peacock (‘MAyUr’ means peacock), a natural enemy of the
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snake.165 Due to the significance of the protection from snakebites, MahAmAyUrI was
worshiped as one of the PaJcarakSA DevI (the five great protective goddesses) in Bengal,
corroborated by the surviving PaJcarakSA manuscripts from Bengal.166 It should be
further noted that Vikramapura is the only place yielding a large stone stele portraying
MahApratisarA in Bengal (Figure 36), who is also a member of the PaJcarakSa goddesses.
This allows us to consider that the unique inclusion of MahAmAyUrI as an attendant of
TArA is possibly related to the worship of the PaJcarakSA goddesses that gained special
recognition in the Buddhist practice of the region.
Another unique feature of the ASTamahAbhaya TArA image from Somapada occurs
in the innovative treatment of the eight great perils scenes. One of the eight great perils
depicted on this stele never appears in other images of ASTamahAbhaya TArA. In addition,
the miniature TArA image that appears in each scene of the eight great perils unusually
makes abhaya mudrA (gesture of protection),167 instead of the regular varada mudrA,
reinforcing the role of the goddess as a powerful protector. The scenes of the eight great
perils dominate both left and right sides of the back-slab of the Somapada TArA stele. The
concept and formation of the ASTamahAbhaya TArA imagery is closely tied to the images
of ASTamahAbhaya Avalokitezvara (Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara as the savior of the eight
great perils), which took initial shape in western India around the fifth century CE.168
The scenes of the eight great perils in the ASTamahAbhaya TArA images correspond with
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those of the ASTamahAbhaya Avalokitezvara images. But interestingly enough, in eastern
India, this iconographic program is not incorporated in Avalokitezvara imagery but only
in TArA imagery.
Similar to other images of ASTamahAbhaya TArA, each scene has a miniature figure
of TArA saving devotees from the perils. In the examples from Orissa and Bihar, the
goddess is often depicted as an active rescuer, for instance, flying down to the devotees
or facing toward the devotees, which also coincides with ASTamahAbhaya Avalokitezvara
images in western India. Yet, the Somapada stele portrays the goddess in a more iconic
form, seated in the frontal pose just like the central figure, and her salvage activity is only
implied through her abhaya mudrA. Further, the devotees pray to the goddess rather than
being actually rescued.
Beginning at the top proper right, a standing male figure solicits TArA’s protection
from a snake depicted on the pedestal of the goddess (Figure 16-1). Below, a female
figure standing on fire and holding a water jar in the left hand solicits TArA’s protection
from fire (Figure 16-2). A standing male figure solicits TArA’s protection from an
elephant’s attack (Figure 16-3), and from a lion-attack (Figure 16-4). On the proper left,
from top, a kneeling male figure solicits TArA’s protection from a burglar attacking him
with a weapon (Figure 16-5). Below, an emaciated male figure with a bowl solicits
TArA’s salvation from hunger (Figure 16-6). Next, a male figure standing on a wrecked
ship solicits TArA’s rescue from a storm (Figure 16-7). The last scene depicts a naked
man fettered by an official making a threatening gesture (Figure 16-8). This last scene,
conventionally included in the eight great peril scene from its formative phase in western
India, presents an interesting social message, because it represents a criticism of the
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ruling system in a religious term. The officer who performs his duty – whatever it is – is
here ‘canonically’ considered a great peril and the one arrested by the officer piously
requests a rescue to the goddess from the fetter put on by the officer.
What distinguishes the Somapada stele from the majority of the ASTamahAbhaya
images is the second scene on the proper left, in which an emaciated male figure with a
bowl solicits TArA’s salvation from hunger (Figure 16-6). Most of the extant
ASTamahAbhaya TArA images from Bihar and Orissa illustrate the peril from fire,
elephant, lion, burglar, storm, fetter, and demon. But the Vikramapura artist replaced the

pizAca-bhaya (peril from demon) with starving (Figure 16-6). None of the previous
studies give a comment on this scene, but the scene depicted on the second row proper
left is drastically different from the regular pizAca-bhaya scene that shows a figure
attacked by a demon. Instead, the one carved on the Somapada stele clearly depicts an
emaciated figure bearing a bowl in front, which represents a devotee soliciting salvation
from hunger. The Vikramapura atelier incorporates a more realistic theme in the eight
great perils, the suffering from hunger instead of demon-attack.
The base of the Somapada stele shows a ritual scene that frequently appears in the
Buddhist sculptures of the Dhaka region, a couple of devotees venerating a book on an
altar and a seated male figure holding a vajra and ghaNTA (Figure 16-9). This scene
appears in a number of Buddhist images from Bihar and Orissa, but hardly any examples
are found in the Bengal sphere except in the Dhaka region. The potential function and
meaning of this ritual scene are discussed in the last part of this chapter, putting all the
examples together. What should be noted here is that the Somapada stele assigns a
relatively large space to the pedestal that prominently depicts the book and vajra-bearing
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figure, which symbolize transcendent wisdom. This possibly reflects the perception of
transcendent wisdom as an essential aspect of the power of the deity, emphasizing the
Buddhist ideal that the ultimate goal of the worship is more than salvation from physical
sufferings.

On ‘Simple composition’
Besides the seated TArA images, three stone images of standing TArA were
discovered in the Vikramapura area (Figures 17, 18, 19). These three TArA images
present the evolution of a significant local idiom dedicated to intensifying the visual
interactions between the worshipper and the image. Among the three works, the grey
stone stele from Sukhavaspur (Vikramapura area), displayed in the BNM (Figure 17),
contains a notable feature characterized by a relatively simple composition for the period
that the image was produced, the early eleventh century CE. I define such simplicity as
one of the major characteristics of the eleventh century Buddhist sculptures from the
Dhaka region and propose this TArA stele from Sukhavaspur as one of the earliest
surviving works illustrating such a distinct local tendency.
The composition of this stele is much simpler than that of the two seated TArA
images discussed above. On a 130 cm tall stele, Goddess TArA stands alone in tribhaNga
on a lotus pedestal. She holds her major emblem, a half-open lotus, in her left hand and
makes varada mudrA with her right hand against another stalk of lotus.169 The natural
curves of the two lotus stalks visually interact with the tribhaNga stance of the goddess,
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promoting a sense of femininity and subtle animation. The richly encrusted belt,
intricately embroidered garment, tall kiRITamukuTa (bejeweled headdress) of the goddess
encircled by a three-pointed crown, and a pair of large ribbons flying on both sides of her
head all visually accentuate her divine status as a resident of a celestial realm. This
ornamentation also denotes an increased interest in embellishment, marking the
chronologically next phase after the BhRkutI image from Vajrayogini discussed above.
This type of large fluttering ribbons frequently appears in dated goddess images from the
eleventh century onwards (Figure 20), helping to propose a specific chronological range
of the work.
The most pronounced feature that distinguishes this Sukhavaspur stele from the
majority of TArA images produced in other contemporary schools is its distinctive blend
of chronologically contradictory conventions, a part of which normally appears in the
ninth to early tenth century works, while another part of which parallels the images from
the late tenth to early eleventh centuries. For instance, the proportionally large figure
with little emphasis on subsidiary detail, relatively simple base and border decoration of
the stele, and its round top are associated with the eastern Indian images produced before
the eleventh century (Figures 3 & 7). This has directed many art historians to attribute
the work the ninth to early tenth century.170 On the contrary, the elongated proportion
and increased accentuation of the tribhaNga of the figure with a heavy emphasis on the
slim waist, and her complex headdress with fluttering large ribbons agree with general
characteristics of the eleventh century goddess images (Figure 20). Thus, there are two
possibilities to consider regarding this discrepancy: the Vikramapura ateliers either
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maintained a conservative attitude toward the composition while recognizing a new
demand for the embellishment of the body of the deity. Or, they possibly started to
incorporate the convention common in the eleventh century works significantly earlier
than the majority of other regional schools. In either case, this is a notable phenomenon,
considering that it continues to comprise a major part of the Buddhist sculptures
produced in the eleventh century Dhaka region. We have an interesting group of
Buddhist goddess steles from the Dhaka region exhibiting a simple composition along
with some characteristics datable to the eleventh century. This phenomenon should be
understood as more than a simple aesthetic choice. Below I examine how such a simple
composition serves to reinforce the purity and sacredness of the deities and serves as a
visual device for intensifying the interactions between the viewer and the image.

Portraying the divine body
The tendency of simplification that characterizes a group of the Buddhist
sculptures of the Dhaka region is a key element for restoring the perception of sacred
form cultivated in the region. The three standing TArA images from the Vikramapura area
are good examples to consider with regard to this issue, since other parts of Bengal and
eastern India produce a great number of TArA images that contrast with the Dhaka
specimens in the degree of complexity.
Two black stone steles portraying standing TArA survive from the Vikramapura
area. These two works share a striking resemblance in their relatively simple
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composition as well as treatment of detail (Figures 18 & 19).171 Both works exhibit a
number of advancements in treating the subject matter compared to the grey stone TArA
image from Sukhavaspur discussed above, and this securely places the two pieces in the
middle eleventh century. Both works show an increased sense of three-dimensionality.
Further, taking an advantage of the denser black stone, the local craftsmen achieved a
technical perfection in materializing the purity of the divine body through delicate
chiseling that eliminates angularities. Unlike the Sukhavaspur TArA image, these two
steles not only articulate the power of the goddess through her attribute and gesture but
also enhance her power with a more complex surrounding. The steles are based on the
conventional ‘three-part composition’ of the early medieval stele works; the central deity
flanked by attendants, Transcendent Buddha or celestial figures occupying the top
portion, and the base with devotee figures or various symbols representing the spiritual
quality of the central deity. Two female attendants flank TArA to embody different
aspects of the quality of the goddess, while the five directional Transcendent Buddhas
encompass the top portion of the stele, symbolically projecting three-dimensional

maNDala space to the work.
In both works, the central goddess figure follows a generic formula of TArA
imagery in her tribhaNga posture, half-open lotus, varada mudrA, tall kiRITamukuTa, threepointed crown, and large ribbons fluttering behind the head. The complex necklaces,
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particularly the long one hanging down to the chest and the oval shaped halo of the
goddess echoing the point at the top of the stele place both works no earlier than the
middle eleventh century. In comparison to the one that was formerly in Nalin collection
(hereafter the Nalin collection stele) (Figure 18), the image in the BNM storage (Figure
19) more efficiently reinforces the supremacy of the goddess by incorporating a sharper
three-dimensionality into space (Figure 19). The central figure is clearly separated out
from the remaining figures falling back behind her. Such an interest in threedimensionality considerably increases from the mid-eleventh century onwards, and thus,
allows us to place this work in somewhat later date than the Nalin collection TArA stele.
It is interesting to note that the Nalin collection stele contains a noticeable local
convention in the halo design of the goddess. The halo is surrounded by flame-like wavy
lotus petals, which expand a sense of dynamism and echo the flame border of the stele.
This type of halo appears on other Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka area (Figures 16,
74, 133) but not in other regions.
The possible chronological gap between the two works is also reflected in slight
differences in the constitution and arrangement of the subsidiary figures. In the Nalin
collection stele (Figure 18), the attendant on the proper right makes abhaya mudrA with
the right hand, holds a bud of aZoka flower in her left hand, and wears a crown in her

kiRITamukuTa and other ornaments that mirror those of the central goddess. The left
attendant takes a form of a corpulent dwarf with an angry look expressed by her rising up

jaTAjvAla (flame hair) and bulging eyes. She holds a short knife in her right hand and a
skull cup in her left hand, and wears plainer ornaments than her counterpart. The
iconographic elements of these two attendant figures accord with what the SM describes
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as major features of AZokakAntA MArIcI and EkajaTA respectively, two of the four
attendants of TArA. The AZokakAntA MArIcI must symbolize the purity and vitality of
TArA, as Indians believe that the aZoka flower blossoms when a beautiful and pure woman
kicks it, and water sprinkling from this flower is a common symbol of vitality and
salvation. The wrathful dwarf EkajaTA stands as a symbol of wisdom of TArA, slaying
delusion and evil in the minds of the devotees.172 At the apex of the stele is the parental
Buddha of the goddess, the Buddha Amoghasiddhi, symbolizing north. He is identifiable
from his abhaya mudrA. The proper right of Amoghasiddhi is the Buddha
Ratnasambhava (south) in varada mudrA and the Buddha AkSobhya (east) in bhUmisparZa

mudrA below, while the Buddha AmitAbha (west) in dhyAna mudrA and Vairocana
(center) in dharmacakra mudrA sit on the proper left side of Amoghasiddhi. This
variation of TArA, furnished with a half-open lotus, AZokakAntA MArIcI, EkajaTA, and
Amoghasiddhi as the parental Buddha, was widely portrayed in eastern India.173
The BNM storage stele (Figure 19) displays interesting differences in selecting
and organizing the subsidiary figures and the attribute of the central deity. There are two
major components that distinguish this piece from the other: the presence of another
lotus, which is a fully open white lotus rising behind the right hand of the goddess, and
the right attendant, not AZokakAntA MArIcI but MahAmAyUrI. A number of TArA images
from Bengal are represented with two different lotuses, but little of them include
MahAmAyUrI as an attendant of the goddess. Besides this BNM storage TArA image, only
the aforementioned ASTamahAbhaya TArA image from Somapada shows MahAmAyUrI as
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an attendant of the goddess (Figure 16-10). In addition to the attribute and attendant
goddess, there are minor differences in the arrangement of the five Transcendent
Buddhas and devotee figures on the base. The Buddha Amoghasiddhi still sits on the
apex as the spiritual leader of the goddess, but Vairocana and Ratnasambhava are
depicted on the proper right to Amoghasiddhi, while AmitAbha and AkSobhya are placed
on the proper left side. These minor differences in the organization of the subsidiary
figures seem to be a result of different sources, which were introduced in different
periods. It also signifies that MahAmAyUrI possibly gained recognition in the Dhaka
region after the middle eleventh century, because the ASTamahAbhaya TArA image from
Somapada is also dated to no earlier than the late eleventh century.
The Nalin collection TArA image is a notable example that retains traces of
colored paint applied to the entire portion. The paint has been mostly washed out, but the
colors used for different parts of the work are still traceable from the present condition.
Without chemical analysis it is difficult to confirm whether the paint reflects the original
color scheme from the moment of the production or only shows the result of a more
recent labor. However, judging from Nalini Kanta Bhattasali’s photograph of the image
looking heavily painted (Figure 18-1), it is highly possible that the image was newly
painted at the time close to the moment of the documentation or repainted over the
centuries. The color scheme traceable from the present condition only partially conforms
to the colors designated to the deities by the SM. But whether it reflects the original color
scheme or later misunderstanding, the image still provides a valuable source revealing
that the notion of the designated colors for different divinities and their objects was
consciously applied to an actual stele work.
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TArA

EkajaTA
AZokakAntA MArIcI
Amoghasiddhi
Ratnasambhava
AkSobhya
AmitAbha
Vairocana

Colors used in the TArA
image
Green (body)
Golden (throne &
ornaments)
Red (lotus)
Yellow (body)
Red (hair & object)
Red (body & object)
Red
Yellow
Green
Green
Yellow

Designated colors in the SM
Green (body)
Golden (throne &
ornaments)
Green or blue (lotus)
Blue (body)
Red (hair)
Yellow (body)
Green
Yellow
Blue
Red
White

Despite the different chronology, these two TArA steles evidently represent the
same school of sculpture, possibly the same workshop, in their markedly similar
treatment of detail and the proportion and arrangement of the figures. Particularly, they
illustrate a visible connection in their simple treatment of the body and the back-slab
where only a plain band and flame motifs decorate the border. This relative simplicity
distinguishes these two works from the majority of the eleventh century TArA images
outside the Dhaka region, which are normally more crowded with additional complex
symbols; vegetal and animal motifs, celestial figures, kIrttimukha, gaja-vyala motif, and
the pseudo-throne or shrine design (Figures 22 & 21). Such a simple treatment of the
back-slab serves to draw the viewer’s attention directly to the body and attributes of the
goddess and ultimately serves to intensify the interactions between the viewer and the
deity.
The use of the simple composition characterizes a group of sculptures from the
eleventh century Dhaka region. Besides the three TArA images, a group of multi-armed
Tantric goddess images also consciously incorporates a plain back-slab with a
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proportionally large figure (Figures 33, 34, 36, 51). But just like the standing TArA
images, these works also contain pronounced elements datable to the eleventh century,
the period when other regional schools in northern Bengal and Bihar were producing
highly complex and ornate steles embellished with various symbols. Susan Huntington
also defines the relative simplicity presented in some of the eleventh century Dhaka
region sculptures as a regional phenomenon.174 She proposes that the Dhaka region
artists possibly completed details by painting.175 This possibility should be considered,
but it could be only an assumption without solid evidence of such practice in eastern
India. Besides this painting theory, Huntington proposes that the tendency to
simplification could be understood as a way of clearly highlighting a theme, which may
occur in the period when complex iconographic forms are newly introduced in the
region.176 Her argument is convincing in that the simple treatment of the back-slab
visually stresses the central figure’s iconographic components such as the attributes. This
especially works well for the steles depicting multi-armed Tantric goddesses (Figures 33,
34, 36, 51). However, it should be noted that the simple composition was not only
incorporated in such complex themes but also applied to the images of the generic twoarmed TArA (Figures 17, 18, 19), which was possibly introduced in the region long before
the eleventh century.
Such austere back-slab embellishment in the eleventh century Dhaka region
sculptures can be seen as one of the general tendencies that define southeastern Bengal
sculpture, as the Comilla region also maintains the use of the plain back-slab for a
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relatively long period. Susan Huntington associates such a distinct use of simple
composition with the ‘true beginning’ of the Bengal style that she believes to have
occurred in the eleventh century. However, she might further clarify the term, ‘true
beginning’ to support her argument. If this term partly refers to the period when complex
iconographic forms were newly introduced in the region, it does not correspond to the
surviving evidence, since the pre-eleventh century images from Vikramapura and SabhAr
already exhibit complex iconographic forms and mature techniques (Figures 1, 38-2, 70).
Also, there is plenty of evidence illustrating that in Comilla the workshops experimented
with highly complex iconographic forms already in the seventh century. But the simple
composition persists for the next three hundred years. Many of the Buddhist sculptures
from the tenth and eleventh century Comilla region have a plain back-slab and
proportionally large figures. This makes it difficult to directly associate the simple
composition with the introduction of complex iconographic programs. It should be
defined as a regional phenomenon, characterizing a group of sculptures from both the
Dhaka and Comilla regions in southeastern Bengal. Also, this regional phenomenon
must have emerged to serve certain visual goals.
Further, the generalization of the simplified design as the early eleventh century
phenomenon could jeopardize a comprehensive understanding of the messages behind the
design. It should be noted that the plain back-slab and complex back-slab co-existed in
the early to middle eleventh century Dhaka region. There is a group of images from the
Dhaka region datable to the mid-eleventh century, but they illustrate an increasing
emphasis on subsidiary detail (Figures 54, 88, 90). Such co-existence of two different
tendencies in the same local school suggests that the tendency to simplification might be
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the result of a particular workshop, rather than a particular time period, in both the Dhaka
and Comilla regions. The emphasis on the central figure and visual clarity conveyed
through the simplification should be understood as more than just a chronological
phenomenon or for an educational purpose.
This issue is inevitably linked to the problem of the chronological sorting of the
eleventh century sculptures from the Dhaka region. As simplicity in eastern Indian
sculpture is usually considered a mark of early chronology, we need to answer the
following questions in order to define the nature of the simple composition. Can we
surmise that the images with a simple composition might have been produced earlier than
the complex ones? Besides the composition, what else could date the images? Do the
simple images bear other elements that could be considered ‘early’? It is difficult to
propose a solid dating standard for these sculptures. However, in terms of the treatment
of detail, the two different groups do not appear to belong to significantly different
periods. For instance, the eight-armed goddess image from the Vikramapura area (Figure
51) also exhibits a simple composition. It shows scarce attention paid to the back-slab,
so, the goddess figure is proportionally large. On the other hand, the attenuated body of
the goddess is close to the eleventh century convention, and the base of this stele shows
an advanced sense of three-dimensionality, which also suggests that the image was
produced no earlier than the early eleventh century. The border of the stele also
illustrates a mature sense of embellishment. The architectural treatment of the base in
this work parallels the one in the Buddha image from the Vikramapura area (Figure 80).
But this Buddha image incorporates a highly complex composition in the back-slab
design. Both works contain post-tenth century characteristics. But the similar treatment
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of the base permits me to place these two works in a close chronological range. The
eight-armed goddess image might have been produced slightly earlier than the Buddha
image. But it seems that their chronological gap is not significant enough to consider that
it represents the beginning to the next stage phenomenon. In fact, Susan Huntington
attributes the eight-armed goddess image to the middle tenth century and the Buddha
image to the eleventh century.177 I assume that it is partially because of the round top of
the eight-armed goddess stele (Figure 51). However, it seems that the Dhaka region
steles retained the use of the round top for a longer period than other regions did, because
this eight-armed goddess image exhibits the post-tenth century convention in the
attenuated body of the figure and an increased attention to the border decoration and
three-dimensionality of the base treatment. The dating standard of Huntington is
ambiguous in differentiating the tenth and early eleventh century images. For instance,
she attributes the ParNaZabarI image from the Vikramapura area to the eleventh century
(Figure 33) and discusses this work in terms of the distinct tendency toward
simplification.178 However, it is difficult to see why this work should be placed
chronologically next to the eight-armed goddess image. Although exhibiting a simple
composition, the ParNaZabarI image also contains elements datable to the eleventh
century in the treatment of ornamentation and headdress of the figure. I propose that both
works were done in the early to mid-eleventh century, and may be nearly contemporary
with different treatments of the top of the stele. Or, the ParNaZabarI image might have
been produced slightly earlier judging from the relatively scarce attention paid to threedimensionality and less exaggeration in the twisted posture of the figure.
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I propose the possibility that the simple composition prominent in a group of
Buddhist images from the Dhaka region might be designed to serve certain visual goals
rather than simply being a reflection of early chronology. Such an artistic goal might
have been pertinent to a workshop(s) that shared visual idioms with those in the Comilla
region. One of the best ways to recapture the goal of the artist is to examine the visual
effects created by such a convention. In the three TArA steles from Vikramapura (Figures
17, 18, 19) and aforementioned images of Tantric wisdom goddesses (Figures 33, 34, 36,
51), the plain back-slab and proportionally large figures serve to draw the viewer’s
attention directly to the central figure. This prevents visual distraction and helps
concentrate on contemplation on the deity. Embellishing the back-slab certainly
enhances a sense of magnificence, but it often obscures the body of the figure from
devotees’ sight. The use of a plain back-slab in the Dhaka and Comilla regions is
possibly linked with an emphasis on the body of the deity.
Particularly in the two black stone TArA steles (Figures 18 & 19), the simple
composition ultimately serves to reinforce the sacred and pure quality of the goddess, in
concert with the smooth and austere treatment of the body. The two steles incorporate
the simple design not only in the treatment of the back-slab but also in the embellishment
of the body of the figures. In both images, the tall kiRITamukuTa of the central goddess
and right attendant is embellished with the identical form of sharply pointed ornaments,
encircled with small diadems, which is repeated in the armlets. The belt of the central
goddess in both works consists equally of three hanging pendants. The central pendant is
slightly longer than the rest, and all the three pendants are encrusted with beads and
linked with additional pendants hanging in a scalloped form. It is interesting to see that
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the BhRkutI image from Vajrayogini discussed in the beginning of this chapter wears a
simplified version of this belt, which may be considered a prototype (Figure 1). This set
of ornaments, particularly the same belt design, continue to appear in the goddess images
– both Buddhist and Hindu – from the Dhaka region and diverges from more heavily
beaded belt ornaments preferred in other regional schools in the eleventh century (Figure
20). This belt design of the two black stone TArA steles echoes the austere garment which
is integrated into the smooth surface of the limbs of the goddess.
The austere garments of the figures also distinguish the two steles from the
majority of the TArA images produced outside the Dhaka area, which tend to dress the
deity with a richly embroidered sadi. The elimination of the pleats and flowery patterns
from the garment serves to stress the smooth surface of the body of the goddess, and this
should be understood as one way of articulating the spiritual power of the divinity rather
than a ‘purely aesthetic’ choice. The special attention given to the smooth surface of the
body of the deity can be discussed in conjunction with the delicate chiseling and fluid
carving widespread in Bengal, particularly evident in the southern area. For instance, a
number of stone images from the Comilla area intensify the smooth surface of the body
of the figures by minimizing subsidiary elements and eliminating angularity from the
body (Figures 22 & 23). In Bengal sculpture, such minimized angularity is often
combined with an extremely fluid configuration and creates a unique visual effect that
intensifies a sense of power as exemplified in some Buddhist sculptures from
southwestern Bengal (Figure 24).
In studies of South Asian sculpture, the emphasis on the smooth surface of the
body has been often treated as merely an aesthetic choice, separated from religious
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meaning. The Gupta tradition explicitly utilized the smooth surface for representation of
the body of sacred images. This has caused art historians to consider that the same
phenomenon found in later sculptures to be repetition of the Gupta legacy. However, the
emphasis on the smooth surface of the body, combined with the practice of high polish,
should be understood as a technique for idealizing the divine body defined as “shining”
and “tender” and “devoid of unevenness without representing joint muscles and veins”.179
This visual perception of the divine body derives from physical signs gained in the
highest state of yoga. The absence of musculature, expanded chest and shoulders, and
round abdomen in South Asian sacred images defines the divine yoga-body as the
container of prANa (spiritual breath).180
Bengal sculptures include exceptional examples articulating such an ideal of the
divine body, partially facilitated by the regional context related to the long tradition of
terracotta art and watery environment. There are diverse factors to consider in regard to
the development of sacred form in a culture and the process of forming a local style of
religious art. One crucial factor is the material dominantly used in each region, since
material plays an integral role in determining the range of forms that the artists create and
select for sacred images. For instance, in the region where clay is the most common
material for sculpture, the artists have more freedom to render round and fluid forms than
the artists in the region where stone is dominant material. Also, compared to stone and
wooden sculptures, terracotta works usually exhibit smoother surface. Instead, terracotta
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material is not suitable for delineating sharp details. Thus, the nature of the common
material often determines the forms of the sacred images produced in each region. By
interacting with underlying principles of what each religious tradition prescribes, those
established forms continue to affect the future development of the visual norm of sacred
images. It is interesting to note that early grey stone sculptures and terracotta works from
Comilla share such a striking resemblance in their round modeling, smooth surface and
fluid forms that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish one from the other at a glance
(Figures 25 & 26). This suggests that the style developed by the accumulated practice of
terracotta art in southeastern Bengal perhaps affected the establishment of sacred form in
the region, and thus, the local artists continued to apply the similar visual forms when
they started to carve stone, possibly because they believed those fluid and simple forms
and smooth surface were what they were supposed to use for sacred images. The smooth
treatment of the body that frequently appears in southeastern Bengal sculpture may be in
part resulted from the long tradition of terracotta art before the region imported a large
amount of stone from distant places. Also, it appears that those forms developed from
terracotta art were utilized for the representation of the ideal yoga-body when the local
artists produced stone images.
The simple and smooth treatment of the body in the two black stone TArA images
from Vikramapura, particularly obvious in the Nalin collection stele, can be also
understood as a way of idealizing the divine body, which reflects the underlying
principles shared with the neighboring regional schools in southeastern Bengal. The
simple treatment of the back-slab and the body of the figures in these two works
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collectively serve to attract the viewer’s attention to the central figure and prevent visual
distraction while contemplating the pure and sacred quality of the divine body.
In southeastern Bengal sculptures, the visual emphasis on the central figure is
often achieved through the linear treatment of subsidiary detail. A good example is the
black stone stele portraying the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara, discovered in Sonarang
(Vikramapura area) (Figure 27).181 This piece presents the notable tendency toward a
linear treatment of detail, which is frequently encountered in Buddhist and Hindu
sculptures from Comilla and Dhaka regions. I propose that such linear treatment of
subsidiary detail also shares the same artistic goal as the use of the plain back-slab.
This stele from Sonarang encloses the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara, who is the
most widely venerated personification of compassion, with a more complex set of
symbols conventionally used in many steles from early medieval Bihar, Bengal and
Orissa. The Bodhisattva stands against a pseudo-throne composed of a lintel supported
by a pair of posts and gaja-vyala motifs. The lintel is surmounted by a pair of haMsa and
is unusually, covered with down-turned lotus petals (Figure 27-1). What attracts my
attention is the shallow carving and linear treatment of those animal motifs and lotus
petals on the back-slab. They create a sharp contrast with the deeply carved central
figure and ultimately share a similar role with the plain back of the two black stone TArA
steles discussed above in drawing the viewer’s attention to the central figure. It is
interesting to note that a stele depicting the seated Buddha from Ujani (Faridpur district)
also shows the nearly identical treatment of the imaginary bird pair sitting above the lintel
(Figure 78). This is clearly distinguished from the more three-dimensionally treated
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detail that appears on many of the sculptures from northern Bengal (Figure 30). Buddhist
and Hindu steles from the Dhaka and Comilla region frequently show such a shallow and
linear treatment of the back-slab (Figures 28 & 29). This supports a close connection
between the two regions and their distinct development of artistic traditions. Such a
conscious use of linear and shallow carving creates a sense of delicate animation of the
subsidiary motifs and ultimately serves to intensify the solidity and clarity of the central
figure.

Compassion, the Lord of the World
In addition to presenting the typical ‘Southeastern Bengal phenomenon’, the
Sonarang stele is a valuable example to illustrate how the local school of art utilized
extant iconographic programs in order to visually integrate the statements of compassion
and wisdom into images of Avalokitezvara. The theme of the Sonarang stele is related to
a particular variation of the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara worshiped in early medieval
eastern India. Another example portraying this form of Avalokitezvara is now in the
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts (Figure 31). This work seems to be also from the Dhaka
region, judging from the significant features it shared with the sculptures discovered in
the Dhaka region. Previous studies only focused on ascertaining the name of this
variation based on the textual support but hardly paid attention to what messages this
particular form of the deity intends to deliver. I examine the meaning of the iconographic
program of this form of Avalokitezvara and how the Dhaka region artist incorporates
distinct elements into the images to effectively convey the messages of the program.
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The major component that distinguishes this variation is the presence of TArA and
HayagrIva as the only attendant deities of the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara. In the
Sonarang stele, the Bodhisattva, holding his typical emblem, a fully open lotus, is
accompanied by TArA on the proper right holding a half-open lotus and HayagrIva on the
proper left identifiable from his dwarfish and wrathful form and a staff. Indeed,
HayagrIva is not commonly paired with TArA as a major attendant deity of
Avalokitezvara. In most examples from Bengal and other parts of eastern India, TArA and
BhRkutI usually flank Avalokitezvara, and HayagrIva is normally depicted in a diminutive
scale next to BhRkutI or on the base when the Bodhisattva is flanked by four attendants,
TArA, BhRkutI, HayagrIva and SudhanakumAra. Art historians usually identify this
variation of Avalokitezvara as LokanAtha (‘Lord of the World’), based on one sAdhana
that refers to Avalokitezvara accompanied only by TArA and HayagrIva as such.182
Some examples of two-armed Avalokitezvara images in this variation are found in
the NAlandA area (Bihar), whereas, in Orissa, the TArA-HayagrIva pair normally goes with
the images of four-armed Avalokitezvara. A particular theological background for the
growing importance of the TArA-HayagrIva pair is unknown. But it apparently reflects
the significance of wrathful deities elevated as the carriers of transcendent wisdom and
the embodiments of non-duality in the last phase of Buddhism usually identified as
Tantric Buddhism. Issues brought up by the Tantric wrathful divinities are further
explored in the following parts of this chapter. What is to be pointed out here is that in
order to read the messages behind this Avalokitezvara stele it is important to consider
how the selected components visually correlate to address a certain dimension of the
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power of the deity beyond simply ascertaining that the name of this variation is
‘LokanAtha’.
I pay attention to the fact that the iconographic program incorporated in the
Sonarang stele indeed neither falls into the typical visual representation of the so-called
LokanAtha form nor perfectly agrees with the textual description of LokanAtha. Instead,
it shows a close connection to the widespread KhasarpaNa variation of Avalokitezvara in
including SUcimukha (or Preta: hungry ghost with a needle-like neck) in the program
(Figure 27-2).183 No matter what attendants flank the Bodhisattva, the focus of the
iconographic program of the Sonarang stele is still the representation of the power of
compassion. The message is explicitly presented not only through the varada mudrA
(gesture of wish-granting) of the Bodhisattva but also through the figure of SUcimukha
receiving nectar from the Bodhisattva, which is depicted on the base. This iconographic
program is closely tied to the so-called KhasarpaNa form, which visualizes the
Bodhisattva as the rescuer of the SUcimukha, witnessed by TArA, BhRkutI, HayagrIva and
SudhanakumAra. Indeed, SUcimukha is not included in the textual description of
LokanAtha. The Bihar and Orissa examples portraying the Bodhisattva with the TArAHayagrIva pair do not depict SUcimukha. Thus, the two Dhaka examples are
distinguished from the ‘typical’ LokanAtha images of eastern India. The KhasarpaNa
form is far more popularly portrayed in India and also survives from the Dhaka region.
In the Dhaka region examples, the only difference between the two variations is the
selection of the attendant deities. This allows us to consider the possibility that these two
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different visual manifestations of Avalokitezvara were developed in a close interconnection in the Dhaka region.
It seems that the so-called LokanAtha variation in the Dhaka region is designed to
reinforce the role of the Bodhisattva as a compassionate savior and the two contrasting
aspects of spiritual power integrated into the Bodhisattva. It elevates the position of
HayagrIva by selecting him as a primary attendant deity of the Bodhisattva. From the
KhasarpaNa form, it eliminates SudhanakumAra and BhRkutI and elevates the position of
BhRkutI with HayagrIva. HayagrIva was presumably chosen to pair with TArA in order to
stress the two contrasting aspects of the power of Avalokitezvara, given that TArA
embodies the compassion of the Bodhisattva while HayagrIva is his wrathful
manifestation as a spiritual protector. It should be also noted that HayagrIva makes a
sharper contrast with TArA not only conceptually but also in his visual appearance,
although BhRkutI also complements TArA as the embodiment of the wisdom of the
Bodhisattva.
Another example, the black stone Avalokitezvara stele in the Virginia Museum of
Fine Arts (Figure 31), also illuminates the significant role of wrathful deities in the
manifestation of the power of the Bodhisattva not only by selecting HayagrIva as a major
attendant paired with TArA but also by poising the wrathful deity Heruka at the apex of
the stele. This stele in an extremely fine condition testifies to the superb workmanship
achieved in the Dhaka region not only in its clearly rendered detail and balanced
proportion but also in its highly refined treatment of the body of the central figure. Along
with other sculptures from the same area, such a refined treatment of the body
accomplishes the ideal portrayal of the deity as a great yogi.
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Despite the absence of a documented provenance, the Virginia Museum stele
shows a solid connection to the Buddhist images from the Dhaka region, particularly to
those from the Vikramapura area, as already suggested by previous studies.184 Not only
the plain back-slab of the stele that intensely engages the viewer with the central figure,
but also other elements such as the ornaments of the deity, base design, and border
decoration show marked resemblance to the Buddhist and Hindu sculptures from
Vikramapura. For instance, the fluttering ribbons and the diadems adorning the head and
arms of the Bodhisattva are identical to those of other Buddhist images from the Dhaka
region, such as the TArA images discussed earlier (Figures 18 & 19). The flame border
formed with undulating scrolls and the umbrella above the head of the Bodhisattva share
visible similarities with the Hindu images discovered in the Vikramapura area (Figure
32). The dancing figures carved in the center of the base are repeated on the same
location of the KhasarpaNa Lokezvara image from Mahakali (Vikramapura area) in the
nearly identical outline (Figure 54-6). Although the dancing figures on the latter are
rendered with more elaborate details and with pronounced three-dimensionality, their
strikingly similar composition, posture and outline suggest that these two images are
based on the same instruction. The proper left side of the base depicts a high stand
supporting a book flanked by a pair of jewel trees and the seated male figure bearing a
vajra and ghaNTA. These are also major components of the Buddhist sculptures of the
Dhaka region (Figures 16-9, 18, 19, 27-3, 95-2, 96-2), while absent from the surviving
materials produced in other areas of Bengal.
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As in the case of the Sonarang stele, this work also presents TArA and HayagrIva
as major attendant deities of Avalokitezvara, and thus has been identified as LokanAtha
by the previous studies. But this remarkable piece has a unique facility in articulating the
power of the Bodhisattva, which exhibits more than just picking up a particular variation
of the deity. This stele portrays Avalokitezvara as the supreme lord by dressing him with
the body and posture of the Buddha as well as by finishing the apex of the stele with the

stUpa containing Heruka, who is paralleled to the Buddha in Buddhist TAntras.
Following the regular iconographic elements of Avalokitezvara, the central deity is seated
on a lotus pedestal, bedecked with vyAghraNakha (tiger-claw necklace) and yajJopavIta
(sacred thread), and bears fully open lotus buds and an effigy of AmitAbha on the matted
hair. And his right hand makes varada mudrA as a powerful demonstration of his
compassion that rescues all the creatures in suffering symbolized by the SUcimukha
carved right below of his hand.
What distinguishes this image from other Avalokitezvara images is the posture
and treatment of the body of the deity. This work captures the deity seated in the position
of meditation, and his left hand poised on his crossed legs also reiterates his meditative
state, implying that his right hand making varada mudrA has been just moved down from
the original location lied up on the left hand. This posture is different not only from the
relevant textual description but also from the majority of surviving Avalokitezvara
images seated in lalitAsana (relaxing position) and holding a lotus (Figures 54 & 58).
Noteworthy is an illustration in the manuscript of the PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA

PrajJApAramitA produced in the eighth regnal year of Harivarmadeva (middle eleventh
century). This manuscript illustrates an image of LokanAtha seated in exactly the same
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posture (Figure 207). It is interesting that another page of the same manuscript shows
LokanAtha in a different posture (Figure 208). The Bodhisattva is still flanked by TArA
and HayagrIva. But he is seated in the regular lalitAsana and holds a lotus in the left
hand. It is difficult to know why this manuscript workshop depicted two images of the
Bodhisattva with the same attendants but in different Asanas. In the three-dimensional
examples, the latter form is dominant. These two illustrations suggest that different
postures may have been consciously employed to stress different aspects of the power of
the deity. These are also good examples of the limits of traditional iconographic study
that relies on the meditation texts, as the SM only assigns lalitAsana to the LokanAtha
variation flanked by TArA and HayagrIva.185
The treatment of the body of the Bodhisattva in the Virginia Museum stele also
consciously connects him with the Buddha. Contrasted with other examples covering the
body of the Bodhisattva with a richly patterned garment (Figures 6, 54, 58, 59), this work
hardly shows any cloth on the deity. Only the plain line carved on the waist implies that
the image is not nude, and the entire body is gracefully delineated as the ideal yoga-body
with the almost metallically polished and smoothly chiseled surface eliminating
angularity. As discussed above with regard to the black stone TArA images, these
characteristics are designed to represent the highest yogic state. But this work further
reinforces the ideal body of the deity by giving special attention to the expanded chest
and shoulders, slender waist and elongated limbs, which are other signs of the high yogic
state most vividly articulated through Buddha images from Bengal (Figures 79, 80, 82,
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83, 84, 86, 88, 90).186 By uniquely borrowing visual vocabulary from Buddha imagery,
this work clearly declares the deity as literally ‘the Lord of the World’. He is the
LokanAtha (Lord of the World), not because he has the attendant deities that the text
gives to LokanAtha, but because he manifests himself as the supreme lord through his
body and posture that only the one who achieved nirvANa deserves.

Part III: Tantric Buddhism and manifestations of transcendent wisdom
In addition to TArA, many other Buddhist goddesses were portrayed in the Dhaka
region. Many of those goddesses are represented with multiple heads and hands grasping
various attributes that manifest their transcendent wisdom overcoming delusion. Those
multi-headed and-armed goddess images are more closely related to the last phase of the
MahAyAna tradition characterized by Tantric practice. The Dhaka region produced large
stone images of unique Tantric goddesses who were either never portrayed in other
regions or only portrayed in a small size. They collectively suggest that the Tantric
Buddhist practice in the Dhaka region was tied to the assimilation of various goddess
cults. Part III examines how those images of unique multi-headed and-armed Buddhist
goddesses articulate the power of transcendent wisdom in innovative ways.

From a tribal goddess to a spiritual protectress
On the basis of stylistic grounds, the majority of the multi-headed and-armed
goddess images from the Dhaka area seem to belong to the early to mid-eleventh century
and share a strikingly similar layout in their management of space and rendering of
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figures. Among those goddess images, two black stone steles portraying the identical
three-headed six-armed deity deserve special attention in regard to their unique subject
matter pertinent to the local folk cult and their nearly identical composition and treatment
of detail that pinpoints the two works as of the same workshop (Figures 33 & 34).187
Both works have been recovered from the Vikramapura area and collected in the BNM.
One of them was discovered in a village named Vajrayogini and is now on display in the
Sculpture Gallery II of the BNM (Figure 33), and the other was procured from an
adjacent village named Nayanda and is preserved in the storage of the same museum
(Figure 34). The former is 137 cm tall, slightly taller than the latter, 112 cm in height.
Both steles are dedicated to a standing female deity in the pratyAlIDha stance with
three heads and six arms who significantly express a relationship to the healing power. In
both works, the goddess stands as the conqueror of diseases by stepping on two prostrate
male figures that bear rashes in their body and wide-opening eyes, indicating that they are
infected by epidemics. The visual manifestation of the healing power as a major worship
object is not common in Buddhist art traditions. Although the MahAyAna tradition
absorbed the cult of smallpox goddess HAritI in the quite early phase, she was usually
venerated as the protector of the Buddhist order, and the procreative aspect of her power
largely supplanted her role as a healer. Thus, the subject matter of these two steles itself
is very unique, difficult to juxtapose with other Buddhist goddess images. Besides these
two Vikramapura examples, there is only one other surviving stone sculpture that appears
to portray the same goddess (Figure 35). This work was also discovered in Bengal.
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The concept of a deity stepping on prostrate figures pertains to both Buddhist and
Hindu deities portrayed as stepping on a corpse. The Vikramapura steles reinforce the
nature of the goddess as a powerful conqueror of diseases through portraying her as a
terrifying pot-bellied dwarf with jaTAjvAla. But the three identical faces of the goddess
express the ‘horrible smile’, which combines her krodha nature – terrifying nature as a
destroyer of evil – and compassionate nature that saves the devotees and even impresses
evil. Although she smiles, her bulging eyes and open mouth filled with teeth still clearly
express an angry sentiment.
The two miniature figures carved on the right and left side of the goddess also
collectively express her major role as a powerful healer. The proper right is a horseheaded male figure holding a crescent-shaped sword in his right hand and making tarjanI

mudrA by the left hand, and the proper left is an emaciated female figure riding an ass
running away from the goddess and holding a weapon in the right hand and a shield in
the left hand. The horse-headed figure is most likely to be HayagrIva, a symbol of
fever,188 and the emaciated female attendant can be identified as ZItalA, a Bengali
smallpox goddess.189 Unlike other goddess images discussed above, the two small
figures do not appear as the attendant deities of the central goddess but serve as symbols
of obstacles to be removed by the goddess, because except for the figure depicted on the
proper right of the Nayanda stele, those figures are depicted as running away from the
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goddess. However, the discrepancy in the postures of the HayagrIva figure on the two
works obscures its designated function of the entire iconographic program of the stele.
The one in the Vajrayogini piece runs away from the central goddess (Figure 33),
whereas the one in the Nayanda piece heads toward the goddess (Figure 34). The latter is
a curious variation, because if the figure symbolizes fever, it will be more proper to
depict him running away from the goddess as in the former example. Mallar Mitra, in her
discussion of these two images, proposes that both HayagrIva and ZItalA might appear as
assistants of the goddess, instead of obstacles, as they could also play a role as protectors
from diseases.190 Yet, the questions still remain unsolved, since the scale of those two
figures is too insignificant for the attendant deities assisting the central goddess.
In addition to the unusual manifestation of the healing power, the two images of a
three-headed six-armed deity illustrate an interesting process of integrating the
unorthodox cult of sexual power into the Tantric notion of transcendental knowledge.
The unorthodox folk-origin of the goddess is implied through the leaves held in one of
the hands of the deity and covering the lower part of her body, whereas, other elements
place the goddess in the category of the wrathful knowledge deity typical to the Tantric
tradition. The attributes of the central goddess in the two steles, except for a bundle of
leaves held in the upper left hand, are symbolic weapons slaying evil and delusion, which
were widely employed in Buddhist wisdom deity images, particularly those in the Tantric
pantheon. In her right hands, the goddess holds a vajra, which is to shatter the evil mind
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in pieces, and an arrow and aNkuZa (elephant goad),191 which will pierce and strike the
evil. The left hands of the goddess hold a bundle of leaves and bow, and the one on the
chest makes tarjanI mudrA (gesture of warning). Distinguished from other goddess
images, this wrathful deity uniquely covers her lower part of the body with leaves instead
of a luxurious belt, and her lower garment is only implied by miniature floral patterns.
This leaf-cover, together with the leaf bundle held in the upper left hand, places these two
images in a unique devotional context.
Previous studies unanimously identify this deity as a Buddhist goddess
ParNaZabarI (or ParNaZabharI) based on the relevant textual descriptions. Her dwarfish
appearance with horribly smiling faces, the number of arms and attributes, and parental
Transcendent Buddha (Amoghasiddhi) of the images conform to the descriptions of
ParNaZabarI in the SM and NSP, particularly of the sAdhana no. 149.192 ‘ParNa’ means
‘leaf’, suggesting the centrality of the leaves with regard to the identity of the goddess.
Both steles show Amoghasiddhi at the apex surrounded by the remaining four
Transcendent Buddhas, as described in the sAdhana. But it should be also pointed out
that neither the SM nor the NSP mentions any attendant deities of the goddess.
It has been widely accepted that ParNaZabarI is a goddess of folk origin absorbed
into the Buddhist pantheon. Her name implies that the deity originated from a folk
goddess of the ‘leaf-clad Zabaras’ (‘ParNaZabaras), a forest-dwelling tribe widespread in
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the eastern part of the subcontinent.193 Parnasabari Bhattacharrya and Mallar Mitra
examine the literary sources mentioning that the Zabaras comprise a part of the lowest
caste group in Bengal and the ParNaZabarI cult was incorporated into the sexual Tantric
practice, although she is originally a goddess of epidemics.194 The sexual Tantric
practices engage with an emphasis on magical performances and sacrifices in Tantric
Buddhism. Those are are doctrinally supported by the expanded concept of ‘mind-only’,
another central principle of Buddhism holding that every phenomenon in the world is a
transient illusion created by mind: therefore, any material and spiritual obstacles can be
transformed into the ultimate liberation through the rituals and visualizations that help to
control the mind.195 In a sense, Tantric Buddhism can be understood as a radical
extension of the traditional Buddhist idea of ‘skill in means’ by the appropriation of
unorthodox practices. The idea of the rejection of duality often turns up as a radical form
of sexual practices, which symbolically represents the extinction of duality through the
union of male with female, which is also partially drawn from religious practices
common in the aboriginal strata of the society.
The worship of female procreative power, deeply rooted in the traditions of
agricultural society, was naturally incorporated into the formation of the sexual practices
or sacrificial rituals of Tantric Buddhism. Such rituals possibly provided the substantial
groundwork for the production of the ParNaZabarI images as major worship objects. It is
interesting to note that there is a Zabara song implying that the tribe incorporated a sexual
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practice in their rituals.196 The emphasis on the female principle in MahAyAna Buddhism
also facilitated the growth of goddess worship in Tantric Buddhist practice. The
MahAyAna doctrine elevates the female procreative power to the cosmic level and equates
it with the PrajJApAramitA (Transcendent Wisdom). Thus, the traditional beliefs in
female power as a protector from diseases and dangers were absorbed into the Buddhist
quest for transcendent wisdom. Worship of the female principle was expanded in the
Tantric practice that values the union between the self and esoteric knowledge.
It is well known that in the Bengal sphere, religious practices have been heavily
centered on goddess worship throughout ages. Although the goddess worship tradition
has vanished from the contemporary form of Buddhism in Bengal due to the dominance
of the TheravAdan practice, the tradition of goddess cult is still a powerful presence
among Bengali Hindus. KAlI and DurgA worship supplants the cult of male deities in
Bengali Hindu traditions. A series of rare Buddhist goddess images, including the
images of ParNaZabarI produced in the Dhaka region, are tied to the growth of Tantric
Buddhist practice that absorbed the religious practices rooted in the aboriginal belief
system. Also, it coincides with the centrality of the goddess worship in the religious
practice of the region.
The multi-headed and-armed wrathful forms of ParNaZabarI are also tied to the
evolution of Tantric Buddhism. As I mentioned in chapter one, the most defining
characteristic of Tantricism is the emphasis on non-duality, for instance, non-duality
between worldly existence and liberation, female and male, material and soul etc.197 The
two images of ParNaZabarI can be also understood in relation to the Tantric conception of
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non-duality; they are portrayed with a wrathful but also smiling face (Figures 33 & 34).
Violent and compassionate nature are integrated into this deity. Many of the wrathful
Tantric deities take a dwarfish form just like ParNaZabarI, and such a form was possibly
derived from early images of YakSa, a popular guardian spirit rooted in the pre-Vedic
belief system.198
Visual representations of this deity are extremely rare on the subcontinent. The
two sculptures from the Dhaka region are the only surviving examples that portray this
goddess in a large size. Art historians associate a couple of miniature metal images from
eastern India with ParNaZabarI, but the elements shown in those images are too vague to
directly relate the goddess.199 For example, merely trampling on the symbols of
epidemics or holding a leaf-looking plant cannot be a sufficient ground for their
identification as ParNaZabarI. The VRM preserves a fragment of a stele from the
Rajshahi district, portraying a wrathful goddess holding a bundle of leaves in her left
hand (Figure 35). This stele is much smaller than the Vikramapura examples. The
surviving portion is 33.8 cm in height. Although the lower half portion of the image has
been lost, this image can be securely identified as ParNaZabarI, as the goddess is portrayed
in a dwarfish form with three heads and six arms, and her tarjanI mudrA and attributes
also agree with those of the BNM examples. This work testifies to the fact that besides
the Dhaka region the northern part of Bengal also worshiped this unique goddess.
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Illustrated Buddhist manuscripts also occasionally depict ParNaZabarI. For
instance, the ASTasAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA manuscript dated in the thirty-six regnal year
of RAmapAla (circa 1123) illustrates an image of ParNaZabarI at the end of the book.200
Jinah Kim argues that the image is deliberately placed right next to the donor’s
inscription in order to ensure protection to the donor.201 Given that this manuscript was
possibly produced in Bihar, this illustration testifies to the fact that ParNaZabarI was a
widely recognized protectress in eastern India beyond the Bengal sphere, although the
surviving evidence of single statues of the goddess is concentrated in Bengal.
Like other folk-origin deities in the Buddhist pantheon, ParNaZabarI represents not
only a protector from physical or material dangers including diseases and terrors but also
a protector from spiritual hindrances. Her attributes also coherently signify such a dual
function. Particularly, the vajra held in her upper right hand is not only a weapon
shattering the enemy’s body in pieces but also a central symbol of the unbreakable truth
in Tantric Buddhism, which gives another name to the Tantric tradition, ‘VajrayAna’.
Also, the aNkuZa held in her lower right hand appears more than just a device for training
an elephant, because the animal is a traditional symbol of vighnas (spiritual obstacles).202
Indeed, this symbol of obstacles, the elephant, is carved on the base of both steles.
Depiction of the prostrate elephant vighna under the feet of the central deity is one of the
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conventional ways of articulating the power of the wisdom deities in early medieval
Indian Buddhist art, as exemplified by images of Aparajita, goddess of enlightenment,
trampling upon an elephant.203 Another Buddhist stele portraying a knowledge goddess
from the Dhaka area also bears an elephant figure on the base as a symbol of obstacles
(Figure 51).
Besides the rare subject matter, the nearly identical treatment of detail and
composition of the two ParNaZabarI images deserves special attention. Except for minor
differences in the shape of attributes and the direction of the HayagrIva figure, the two
works are almost identical, suggesting that they might be products of a same workshop,
as already proposed by previous studies.204 The possible presence of multiple local
workshops in the Dhaka region is a challenging issue but not entirely impossible to
approach if we carefully examine the patterns of composition and treatment of details. It
is interesting to note that the simple treatment of the back-slab as well as the base
composition with slight recesses that appear on the ParNaZabarI steles are repeated in a
group of works from the same area. A good example for comparison is an image of a
three-headed eight-armed goddess from the Vikramapura area, also displayed in the
Sculpture Gallery II of the BNM (Figure 36). The scarce attention paid to the back-slab
embellishment and the simple composition of the base in this work is comparable to those
of the two ParNaZabarI steles. In the all of these three pieces, such a simple design serves
as a device for visually accentuating the central goddess figure.
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Another noteworthy feature of these three goddess images is their conscious
application of high polish to the body of the central deity. The convention of high polish
is prevalent in black stone sculptures from Bihar and Bengal and has been often treated as
a purely aesthetic choice. However, along with the emphasis on the smooth surface of
the body, the high polish should be also understood as a device for reinforcing the purity
of the ‘shining’ yoga-body. In Indian art, the high polish is more frequently used in Jain
images than Buddhist and Hindu sculptures, perhaps due to the heavy concern of the Jain
tradition with the pure yoga-body. The high polish used in the images of ParNaZabarI and
eight-armed goddess reinforces the significance of the body of the deities, which
comprises a central concern in Tantric practice. It also serves to enhance the visual
solidity of the figures in conjunction with the plain back-slab of these works. As I
discussed earlier, the conscious use of the austere or linear treatment of the back-slab also
serves to accentuate the solid contour of the central figure and ultimately intensifies the
visual connection between the viewer and the image.
Such a pronounced emphasis on the body of the central figure reflects the
physiological perspectives on nirvANa of Tantric Buddhism. Tantricism regards human
body as the house of the truth.205 This is, again, tied to a heavy emphasis upon yogic
practices, which are involved in both physical and psychic exercises. Tantricism defines
thirty-two nerve channels within the human body as the key places where the psychic
energy flows, and explains yogic practices as the control of those nerve channels.206
Tantric Buddhist texts often metaphorically juxtapose the human body with the body of
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the personifications of transcendent wisdom containing the thirty-two nerve channels or
veins. This ultimately defines the human body as a microcosm and emphasizes the unity
of the self with the body of those personifications. For instance, the Hevajra TAntra
written around the tenth century describes the body of Heruka, juxtaposed with the
essence of Vajrasattva,207 as below.
‘……Great knowledge abides in the body, free of all falsification, but although it
pervades all things and exists in the body, it is not in the body that it arises.’ Then
Vajragarbha said, ‘How many veins are there, Lord, in the vajra-body?’ ‘There
are thirty-two veins’, he (the Buddha) replied, ‘thirty-two that bear bodhicitta,208
and flow into the place of great bliss……They are all a permutation of the triple
nature and essentially free of the notions of subject and object, but on the other
hand when they are used as means, they are conceived as possessing the
characteristics of phenomenal things.’209
Then within the balustrade one should first imagine a corpse, which represents the
whole existence, and the yogin, seated thereupon, should conceive himself of the
nature of Heruka.210
Here the ‘thirty-two veins’ of the human body is metaphorically identified with
the body of Vajrasattva (or Heruka), and further identified with different parts of a

maNDala. As the yogin conceives himself of the nature of Heruka, his body becomes
united with the body of the deity as a micro-cosmos. In their meditation, the practitioners
not only visualized the divinities but also tried to dissolve their ordinary sense of body
into emptiness and re-visualized themselves identified with the embodiments of nonduality, that is, the body of the various Tantric divinities. The SM is a valuable source
illustrating the process of those practices of visualization and meditation.
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tata etat sakalapariNatam AtmAnaM bhagavataM dyAyAt/
himakarakoTikiraNAvadAtaM dehaM UrdhvajaTAmakuTam amitAbhakRtaZekharaM/
………..
ete sarva eva svanAyakAnanapreitadRSTayo yathA Zobham avasthitAZ cintanIyAH/211
“The worshiper should conceive himself as the bhagavat.212 The body (of the
bhagavat) radiates rays of ten-million’s moons. (The bhagavat) wears
jaTAmakuTa213 and bears an effigy of AmitAbha on the head, sits in the
ardhaparyaNka posture214, wears all kinds of jewelry, has a smiling face, and is
double-eight215 years old……..One should meditate on all of these deities216
arranged in a beautiful manner, with his eyes toward the face of the chief lord.”217
The SM focuses on describing the ideal body of Buddhist deities achieved through
the highest state of yoga, and emphasizes the unity of the practitioners with the deities
through visualizing and meditating upon the deities. Its stress upon ‘eye contact’ with the
central deity reflects the enduring importance of ‘darZan’218 in devotional acts in Indian
culture. Just like in the Hindu tradition, sacred images were worshiped as divinities in
the Buddhist tradition, and at the same time, the images played an important role as the
medium that unites the devotees’ mind with the divinities through darZan. Sacred images
were especially important in Tantric practice. Because of a heavy emphasis on the
cultivation of ‘yoga-body’ or ‘Buddha-body’ in Tantric Buddhism, sacred images had to
provide models to Tantric practitioners to achieve the yoga-body. The visual focus on
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the central figure, the emphasis on smooth surface of the body, and the extensive use of
high polish in the Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region can be understood in
connection to such a heavy emphasis on the yoga-body and the practices of visualization
in Tantric Buddhism. The use of high polish increases in the eleventh century sculptures
of the Dhaka region and culminates in the images of Buddha. The images of ParNaZabarI
and eight-armed goddess are chronologically the first of the line of the Buddhist
sculptures of the Dhaka region that shows this increased emphasis on the literally
‘shining’ or ‘radiant’ body of divinities.

Unique manifestations of ‘Transcendent Wisdom’
The three-headed eight-armed goddess image from Vikramapura (Figure 36) is
also a significant example that marks the growth of Tantric Buddhist practice in the
Dhaka region. The goddess depicted on this stele is particularly related to the magical
performances and the worship of protective power incorporated into Tantric Buddhism.
This black stone stele is 117 cm high, which corresponds to the size of a major worship
object. The goddess is seated in vajrAsana on a richly embroidered cushion supported by
a lotus pedestal.219 She is also equipped with a series of the symbolic weapons that
designate her function as a slayer of all the spiritual hindrances, from the top right hand
counter-clockwise, a sword, which is to slay the wicked, an arrow, which will penetrate
evil minds, a triZUla, which will hit the bodies of the evil, a cakra (discus or wheel),
which symbolizes absolute completeness, tarjanIka-paza (noose-bearing threatening
gesture), which is to bind and threaten evil ones, and next, aNkuZa, vajra, and bow.
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Distinguished from the ParNaZabarI images, this eight-armed goddess only makes calm
faces to reveal her nature as a compassionate saviour to the devotees, while her
conspicuous third eye (spiritual eye) on the forehead emphasizes her spiritual power.
This stele also illustrates the innovative facet of the Buddhist art of the Dhaka
region by confirming the presence of major worship activities dedicated to a unique
Buddhist goddess who was never portrayed in other regions. Although numerous images
of multi-headed and-armed deities survive from the subcontinent, none of those agrees
with this unique form of goddess, bearing three calm faces and eight hands and seated in
vajrAsana. As other scholars have already identified, the number of the faces and hands
and attributes of this image largely conform to the SM description of Goddess
MahApratisarA.220 MahApratisarA is worshiped as one of the five protective goddesses
(PaJcarakSA DevI) in the Tantric Buddhist pantheon,221 who are appointed as protectors
of the devotees from various dangers and evil spirits. The NSP places her in the centre of
the maNDala dedicated to the five goddesses.222
Just as in the case of the ParNaZabarI images discussed above, sculptural
representations of MahApratisarA are extremely rare, and this Vikramapura piece is the
only large stele work portraying the goddess that is likely connected to the extant textual
descriptions of MahApratisarA. There is another stone stele from Bihar depicting an
eight-armed goddess bearing similar attributes, but that deity has only one head.223 That
Bihar example might be also related to MahApratisarA or another member of the
220
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PaJcarakSA goddess group in terms of the heavy emphasis on protective power, although
its direct connection with the Vikramapura stele is still questionable. Compared to the
Bihar example, the Vikramapura piece shows a greater devotion to highlighting the
function of the goddess as a deity of cosmic knowledge by imposing on her multiple
faces and a prominent third-eye on the forehead.
The worship of MahApratisarA as an individual deity should be understood in
relation to the centrality of magical performances and mysterious power in Tantric
practice and its special position in the Buddhist tradition of the Dhaka area. Like many
other collective deities in the Tantric Buddhist pantheon, the PaJcarakSA goddesses are
personifications of composite mystic spells, in this case, the spells named PaJcarakSA.224
According to Dipak Candra Bhattacharyya’s examination of the PaJcarakSA manuscript
folios preserved in the Asiatic Society (Kolkata), the text describes the major function of
the five goddesses as dispensers of timely rain and thereby a good harvest, as well as
assigns a unique power to each of the five goddesses; for instance, the worship of
MahApratisarA ensures the safety of pregnant women, and MahAmAyUrI protects
worshippers from poison, especially snake-bites.225 It may be assumed that
MahApratisarA was particularly selected as a major worship object out of the five
goddesses, possibly because she was worshiped as a supreme goddess occupying the
centre of the PaJcarakSA maNDala, as described in the NSP. Her special power for
protecting pregnant women also presumably provided a background for the growth of her
individual cult, given that fertility is a major concern in the Buddhist practice of the
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Dhaka region, exemplified by the unique images of BhRkutI and HAritI discussed in the
beginning of this chapter.
The visual evidence of ParNaZabarI and MahApratisarA worship by a large public
is implied by the significant size of the steles. This reveals that Tantric practice in the
region is closely tied to the veneration of the female power, a power that ensures spiritual
as well as material prosperity by providing protection from all kinds of peril. Both
goddesses are worshiped as manifestations of transcendent wisdom that the devotees are
supposed to attain in the ultimate liberation. Also, they are related to the mysterious
power and magical ritual central to Tantric practice. While sexual sacrificial ritual and
worship of healing power form the foundation of the ParNaZabarI cult, the origin of the
MahAparatisara worship seems to be closely connected to the mantras (magical spells)
performed in rituals praying for fertility.
A unique grey stone stele from the Vikramapura area (Figure 37) is another good
example that highlights the innovative aspect of the Buddhist practice in the Dhaka
region and reveals the significance of wisdom goddess worship in the region. 120 cm in
height, this stele portrays a three-headed twelve-armed goddess seated inside a stUpa.
The composition and the treatment of details bear comparison to those of the eleventh
century wisdom goddess images discussed above. The large necklace hanging down to
her abdomen suggests that the work was produced no earlier than the middle eleventh
century. Judging from Just as in the case of the MahApratisarA and ParNaZabarI, this work
is the only surviving large stele portraying this unique goddess as a major worship object.
There are some surviving Buddhist images that share a similar iconographic program
with the goddess depicted on this stele, but the deity portrayed is male.
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Another important element of this work is its incomplete state. A considerable
part of the work, particularly the feet and the clasped hands of the central figure and her
lotus pedestal, is not carved but left to be finished (Figure 37-1). As in the case of many
other incomplete stone work from the Indian subcontinent, it is almost impossible to
figure out why this work was abandoned without completion. This is the only surviving
stone sculpture from the Dhaka area presumed incomplete, but this is a significant
discovery, since it suggests the presence of a stone sculpture workshop around the place
where this work was found.
The wisdom attributes of the goddess and the stUpa (caitya) shrine collectively
define her nature as the personification of the transcendent wisdom that one must obtain
to reach nirvANa. The goddess raises a pair of arms up over her head. Afroz Akmam
identifies this gesture as aJjali mudrA (gesture of adoration).226 But the fashion of
clasping hands in this example is slightly different from the regular aJjali mudrA in which
the fingers spread outward and upward. Instead, the gesture that this goddess makes is
closer to saJjali mudrA, which is a kind of aJjali mudrA but holds an object in the palms
of the hands. The next two pairs of her hands hold an akSamAlA (rosary) on the right, a
bud of aZoka flower on the left, a vajra on the right, and a khaDga (sword) on the left.
The central pair of hands is placed against the chest in an ambiguous fashion, presumably
incomplete. The fifth pair of hands lies in her lap and the palms turned upward, just like

dhyAna mudrA, but the hands support a water pot. The lowest pair makes varada mudrA
with the right hand and holds an indistinct object on the left.
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There are two surviving images from Bengal representing a Buddhist deity with
very similar gestures and attributes (Figures 38-2 & 39). Those two other works may be
significantly related to this twelve-armed goddess stele in function and meaning, although
they portray a male deity and the deity has only one head. Indeed, one of those two
images, carved on a miniature stUpa, was also discovered in the Vikramapura area
(Figure 38-2). This miniature stUpa, carved out of grey stone, places an image of a
Buddhist deity on each side, framed with a trilobate niche. The current display
(Sculpture Gallery I of the BNM) shows the side portraying a Bodhisattva seated in
lalitAsana holding a half-open lotus in his left hand and wearing a jaTAmukuTa and

yajJopavIta (Figure 38-1). Clockwise, the figures include a multi-armed male deity
seated in vajrAsana wearing an unusual type of jaTAmukuTa (Figure 38-2), next, another
Bodhisattva seated in lalitAsana, possibly Avalokitezvara, making a pondering gesture
with his right hand and holding a fully open lotus in his left hand and wearing a

jaTAmukuTa (Figure 38-3), and finally, an image of Buddha in dhyAna mudrA, wearing a
monastic garment that covers both shoulders (Figure 38-4). The style of the garment
suggests that this stUpa was produced no later than the tenth century, because most
images of the Buddha from the eleventh and twelfth centuries wear a garment covering
only one shoulder. The heavy mutilation of the work complicates discussion of details of
the images. It is difficult to judge the exact number of the arms of the multi-armed deity,
whether ten or eight; and it is also difficult to discern the attributes that the deity holds.227
Nonetheless, its present condition still clearly exhibits a miniature multi-armed male
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deity sharing a markedly similar posture to that of the twelve-armed goddess stele
discovered in the same Vikramapura area. A pair of arms is raised up above the head, the
middle pair of the hands is placed on the chest, and the next pair holds a water pot, and
the lowest pair makes varada mudrA.
Not only the position of the arms and the shared attribute – the water pot, but also
the depiction of the deity on a stUpa suggests a conceptual connection between this
miniature image and the twelve-armed goddess stele. The stele frames the goddess with
an oval-shape shrine surmounted by a stepped structure, which evidently represents a

stUpa (or caitya). The stUpa shrine format is typically set up for images of MArIcI, a
female manifestation of the Buddha’s enlightenment (Figures 23, 43, 46, 48) but is rarely
set up for images of other divinities. Besides the MArIcI images, this twelve-armed
goddess image and the Heruka figure depicted at the apex of the LokanAtha stele (Figure
31) are the only surviving sculptures from Bengal showing a divinity inside a stUpa. The
stepped square superstructure represents a harmika, which is a railing to protect the most
sacred spot on the top of stUpa, and the stepped round structure above the harmika is a
chattra, which is projected at the apex of stUpa as a symbol of protection. A pair of
celestial figures gives their homage to this harmika by offering a garland. In Buddhist
context, a stUpa is often equated with a caitya, which means a sacred mound, as a stUpa
originally indicated a sacred mound where the relics of the Buddha are buried. The use
of a stUpa as a shrine of the goddess consciously connects her with the ultimate truth,
since the stUpa is a central symbol of the Buddha’s ParnirvANa – the ultimate liberation
completed by the extinction of his physical existence.
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Though not directly associated with a stUpa, the next example depicting a twelvearmed male deity also frames the deity with a shrine and shares similar gestures with the
two works discussed above (Figure 39). This small metal image is from an unidentified
provenance in East Bengal and now preserved in the Newark Museum of Fine Arts
(U.S.A.).228 This work remains in a relatively fine condition, and thus, provides a useful
clue to the otherwise unidentifiable attributes and vague gestures of the other two
examples. Instead of a stUpa, the deity is seated under a trilobate niche supported by
pillars, each of which is flanked by a gaja-vyala. The trilobate arch is surmounted by a
set of multi-layered receding terraces (bhadra), a multi-storied curvilinear tower (rekhA
or zikhara), which is crowned with both the round structures called Amalaka and a
miniature replica of a stUpa or kalaZa. This type of temple superstructure bears
comparison to the shrines frequently depicted in Buddhist images from the Dhaka area
(Figures 80, 88, 90, 95, 96, 99, 100). This Newark Museum piece presents a remarkably
detailed treatment of the pseudo-architectural background for the small size. The
elaborate projection of the makaras at the edge of the lowest bhadra terrace and the lions
supporting the stUpa exhibits astonishing craftsmanship. We find a magnified version of
this architectural background in steles from the Dhaka region (Figures 95 & 96).
Not only the architectural setting but also the depiction of the mudrAs of the deity
demonstrates the enormous effort that the artist made to capture accurately the prescribed
details. Some of the mudrAs presented in this work are rarely seen on the subcontinent.
This twelve-armed male deity also raises a pair of hands up over the head, and its saJjali

mudrA is more obvious than the other two examples. The raised hands clearly hold
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something, which appears to be some kind of gem. The central pair of hands placed on
the chest, however, looks different from the corresponding pair belonging to the twelvearmed goddess image from Vikramapura. The Vikramapura example shows a space
between the two central hands, although it is difficult to identify the mudrA due to the
incomplete state. In contrast, the central hands of the Newark Museum piece are
apparently clasped. Jane Casey observes that the hands on the chest perhaps make either
dharmacakra mudrA (gesture of teaching) or abhaya mudrA (gesture of protection).229
However, it does not appear to me that the appearance of the hands agrees with either
dharmacakra or abhaya mudrA. The thumbs and index fingers touched at the tips, and
from the side view, it is clear that the remaining fingers are extended straight out. This
gesture is actually close to jJAna mudrA, symbolic of milking the divine nectar.230 On the
other hand, the next pair below this clearly makes kSepaNa mudrA, the gesture of
sprinkling nectar, in which the two hands are clasped and the fingers extend together
pointing downwards toward the vase held in the lowest pair of hands. These two mudrAs
– jJAna and kSepaNa mudrA – are rarely encountered in surviving visual images from the
subcontinent, but some examples are found from Himalayan art. This miniature piece
displays a remarkable use of the three symbolic gestures in an almost narrative
arrangement. The hands on the chest milk the divine nectar, and the next pair of hands
sprinkles the nectar, and finally the lowest hands receive it into the vessel. These three
gestures undoubtedly reinforce the function of the deity as a life-giver. The remaining
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pairs of hands hold a rosary and a book, and a lotus bud (the left hand is broken off),
common symbols of wisdom.
Despite the minor differences, the attributes that these three related images hold
suggest a similar emphasis on the power of transcendent wisdom. The sword and vajra
of the Vikramapura goddess stele are typical symbolic weapons destroying the evil
minds, and the rosary and book of the Newark Museum piece are also common symbols
of spiritual training and wisdom. Further, they share the perception of transcendent
wisdom as the source of life. The Newark Museum piece correlates transcendent wisdom
to the source of life in a more explicit way through the three unique gestures bestowing
the divine nectar. On the other hand, in the case of the Vikramapura goddess stele, it is
the aZoka flower bud and water vessel that presents the perception of transcendent
wisdom as the source of life. The aZoka flower appears as the symbol of salvation in
other deity images, such as those of MArIcI (Figures 23, 43, 44, 46, 48). While the
metaphorical connection between the divine nectar and wisdom is the major focus of the
iconographic program of the Newark Museum piece, the Vikramapura goddess stele
sheds more light on the function of the deity as a slayer of delusion by equipping her with
the weapons, a vajra and sword.
Scholars associate these three related images, particularly the two male images,
with a wisdom Buddhist male deity named NAmasaNgIti, based on the description in a
manual text titled DharmakoSasaNgraha.231 The attributes and gestures of these three
images do not completely match but they mostly conform to what the text prescribes for
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NAmasaNgIti.232 However, the DharmakoSasaNgraha is a significantly late source – a
manual compiled in the nineteenth century, and thus cannot be regarded as a prescription
for the surviving early medieval images, although its descriptions suggests that the deity
portrayed in these three works might share a similar concept with NAmasaNgIti. It is also
possible to assume that the text perhaps post-documented the visual images of the deity
that were being worshiped in the region. This textual description gives a hint of the
meaning of the ambiguous gesture made by the central hands of the twelve-armed
goddess image from Vikramapura, because it prescribes that NAmasaNgIti makes a
double-abhaya mudrA against the chest. It should be also noted that Himalayan images
of NAmasaNgIti invariably make the double-abhaya mudrA against the chest (Figure 40).
This is a unique gesture rarely encountered in the surviving visual or textual sources,
since abhaya mudrA is usually made by only one hand. The exact meaning of this unique
double-abhaya mudrA is unknown: it could be a special emphasis on protection. The
space between the two hands of the twelve-armed goddess image from Vikramapura
suggests that she also makes the double-abhaya mudrA. The collection of the saJjali

mudrA, double-abhaya mudrA, and dhyAna (samAdhi) mudrA holding a vessel employed
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for this twelve-armed goddess images deserves special attention beyond ascertaining the
meaning of the individual mudrAs in that it creates a strong sense of symmetrical balance.
Eastern Indian steles generally emphasize visual symmetry as a means to create a sense
of order.233 But this twelve-armed goddess stele from Vikramapura creates a more
pronounced sense of visual symmetry than the average eastern India steles by using
peculiar gestures. The rigid stance of the goddess bolsters the sense of balance. In this
image, and also in the other related works, one side of the body mirrors the other side.
Such an emphasis on visual symmetry seems to comprise one of the major goals of this
unique iconographic program.
Unlike the Tantric wisdom goddesses discussed earlier such as ParNaZabarI and
MahApratisarA, this twelve-armed goddess does not have much to do with unorthodox
folk-cults but appears to have evolved out of the purely doctrinal conception of
transcendental wisdom. Bengal is the only place on the subcontinent that has uncovered
images of this unique deity. The three related examples – two from the Dhaka region and
one from an unidentified provenance – not only demonstrate a distinct development of
wisdom deity iconography in the region but also suggest a significant connection between
the Himalayan area and East Bengal in terms of the transmission of Buddhist practice.
However, it should be noted that all of the surviving Himalayan examples are male
(Figure 40) and the relevant text also only describes a male form of the deity. The female
version of the deity represented with the corresponding attributes and mudrAs is unknown
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from any other extant images, although there are some other goddess images adopting a
similar iconographic program. For instance, a Buddhist manuscript from the twelfth
century illustrates the Wisdom Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI flanked by two deities, a male and a
female (Figure 41).234 This manuscript is from unidenfied provenance in eastern India
but unlikely from the Dhaka region because its style is clearly different from that of the
twelfth century manuscripts from southeastern Bengal. The male deity on the proper
right shares the same gestures and objects with the Newark Museum piece. The goddess
on the proper left shares very similar gestures with the male deity, except for minor
differences. This manuscript illustration suggests that this iconographic program is
related to the Wisdom Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI and the concept of its female version may
have existed besides in the Dhaka region. However, the twelve-armed goddess image
from Vikramapura is still distinguished from this pictorial example in the number of her
arms and heads.
Unlike other relevant images, the twelve-armed goddess image from Vikramapura
is portrayed with three faces. At least one of her faces takes a wrathful form.235
Furthermore, she holds a sword and a vajra, which other relevant images do not carry.
This surely reflects a conscious effort to register the goddess into a widespread visual
canon of Buddhist wisdom goddesses normally portrayed with symbolic weapons and
multiple faces expressing different sentiments. The use of the stUpa shrine seems to be
visually modeled on images of Goddess MArIcI who is usually portrayed inside a stUpa
(Figures 42-46). The conscious placement of the goddess inside of a stUpa, the symbol of
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the Buddha’s ParnirvANa, also reflects an important aspect of late Buddhism that often
equates the cosmic energy of female deities with the power of the Buddha. It is
interesting that the Vikramapura workshop produced two images with a very similar
iconographic program and background (Figures 37, 38-2) but with different genders.
This suggests that both male and female versions of the deity were worshiped in the
region, as exemplified by the manuscript illustration from eastern India (Figure 41).
Since the miniature stUpa shows early characteristics, it is also possible that this
personification was originally worshiped in the male form in the region but later
transgendered into a female. The innovative iconographic program of this twelve-armed
goddess image testifies to the centrality of the female principle as the symbol of
transcendent wisdom in the Buddhism practiced in the Dhaka region, which is possibly
related to a deep-rooted tradition of goddess worship in the region.

The shining enlightenment
As Goddess of the dawn and a symbol of enlightenment, MArIcI was widely
portrayed and worshiped throughout the eastern part of the subcontinent. The Buddhist
tradition of eastern India, particularly of the BodhgayA area where the Buddha achieved
enlightenment, gave special recognition to MArIcI through her nature as a solar deity, as a
manifestation of enlightenment. Janice Leoshko discusses the symbolic function of solar
deities, SUrya and MArIcI, in the Buddhist context as manifestations of enlightenment,
parallel to the power of the sunlight penetrating the whole universe. 236 Leoshko further
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points out the significant presence of these solar deity images in BodhgayA, the place
where the Buddha achieved enlightenment.237 In some of the Bihar steles depicting the
scene of the Buddha’s enlightenment, MArIcI appears as an assistant of the Buddha when
defeating MAra (delusion) as well as becoming a witness of the Buddha’s
enlightenment.238 Claudine Bautze-Picron discusses MArIcI imagery in regard to the
allegorical expression of the Tantric notion of enlightenment.239
In the case of Bengal, visual representations of this goddess are concentrated in
the southern part of Bengal, such as the Dhaka, Comilla and Barisal area (Figures 23, 43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49). The northern sphere yields a relatively small number of
specimens. The MArIcI images from the Dhaka region present a couple of notable
features different from those produced in other parts of Bengal. First, they show a fairly
consistent use of a stUpa (caitya), as the symbolic residence of the goddess, while the

stUpa shrine is not an essential element of the MArIcI images produced in other areas.
The MArIcI images from the Dhaka and Comilla region generally give more attention to
the detailed depiction of the stUpa shrine. Thus, this is one of the elements suggesting a
close connection between the two adjacent regional schools. Further, the MArIcI images
from the Dhaka region, particularly those from the Vikramapura area, are distinguished
by their prominent use of the garment drapery as a device for articulating the power of
the goddess as a solar deity who beams out from the womb of a stUpa.
The basic elements of the MArIcI images from the Dhaka region follow the
widespread form of the goddess established in the early medieval period. As a solar deity
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indicated by her name meaning “Rays of Light”, the iconography of MArIcI is partially
related to images of SUrya, the Sun god worshiped in both Hindu and Buddhist traditions.
Janice Leoshko observes that SUrya is portrayed as a symbol of the Buddha’s
enlightenment at BodhgayA already as early as the Maurya period.240 But interestingly
enough, SUrya disappears from the realm of Buddhist art and hands over his position to
MArIcI around the ninth century when Tantric Buddhism settles in as a major form of
Buddhist practice. In Hindu practice however, the SUrya cult enjoys enormous popularity
throughout the early medieval period. In eastern India, SUrya is primarily portrayed with
two arms riding in a chariot drawn by seven horses (Figures 29 & 30). MArIcI imagery
borrows a part of its iconographic elements from SUrya by positioning the goddess on a
chariot drawn by seven pigs. Some of the Orissa MArIcI images are portrayed with a
chariot drawn by seven horses instead of seven pigs.241 The MArIcI images from the
Dhaka region invariably place the goddess on a chariot drawn by seven pigs. But there
are clear differences between SUrya images and MArIcI images. For instance, the
conventional visual terms characterizing Tantric wisdom goddesses, such as multiple
faces and hands holding the symbols of transcendent wisdom, merged into images of
MArIcI to punctuate her nature as a manifestation of enlightenment. In fact, MArIcI is one
of the earliest Buddhist goddesses portrayed as a destroyer of delusion with a series of
symbolic weapons. This was possibly inspired by early images of Hindu protective
goddesses, such as DurgA-MahiSamarddinI (DurgA as the slayer of the buffalo demon). In
the earlier phase, the MahAyAna tradition portrayed wisdom goddesses in a more peaceful
form, such as Goddess PrajJApAramitA holding the PrajJApAramitA SUtra.
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Just like the twelve-armed goddess images discussed above, MArIcI did not
emerge from an unorthodox folk-cult, although the idea of a solar goddess as a visual
manifestation of enlightenment itself is rooted in the pre-Buddhist symbolism that
parallels truth with bright light. Rather, the cult of MArIcI relates to the Tantric
perception of nirvANa as the core source of the universe as well as the MahAyAna
understanding of prajJA (wisdom) as the female principle. Such a cosmic concept of

nirvANa dictated through the iconographic program of MArIcI imagery made a
considerable impact on the later formation of a series of wisdom goddess imagery. After
the formation of the MArIcI cult, worship of multi-headed and-armed wisdom goddesses
became common in the Indian Buddhist tradition. All the Tantric wisdom goddesses
were worshiped as cosmic manifestations of the trandcendent wisdom, which anybody
attaining nirvANa is supposed to obtain.
MArIcI is portrayed in a variety of forms in different periods and workshops, such
as six-handed or eight-handed, seated or standing with variations of attendants. But a
majority of the surviving single images of MArIcI illustrate the goddess in an eight-armed
three-headed form with four attendants. The eight-armed form of MArIcI normally holds
a vajra, arrow, aNkuZa, needle in the right hands, a sprouting aZoka flower bud, bow, and
thread in the left hands, and the left hand on the chest makes tarjanI mudrA normally
hanging a paza on the wrist (tarjanIka-paza). All these attributes regularly appear in
images of other wisdom deities, except for the needle and thread, which will be used to
sow up the eyes and mouth of the evil ones. Just like many other Tantric wisdom
goddesses, the faces of MArIcI often integrate the wrathful and compassionate sentiments,
for example, smiling with bulging eyes and fangs. The surviving MArIcI images from
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South Bengal, including the Dhaka specimens, invariably designate the combined
sentiments for the central and proper right faces of the goddess, while in other parts of
Bengal and eastern India she is frequently portrayed with half-closed eyes.
The Dhaka region has uncovered the greatest number of MArIcI images in Bengal.
A total of six black stone steles portraying MArIcI have been discovered in the Dhaka
region. Three of them survive from the central Vikramapura area. One of those is
preserved in the storage of the BNM (Figure 46), and the remaining two have been
collected to the VRM (Figures 44 & 45). Further, three other steles have been
documented as discoveries from the Faridpur district, the outskirt of Vikramapura. Out
of these three, I was only able to examine two, one displayed in the Sculpture Gallery II
of the BNM (Figure 43) and the other in the storage of the same museum (Figure 42).
The acquisition register of the BNM shows another black stone MArIcI image from the
Faridpur district (See Appendix).242 But I did not have a chance to look at this work or a
photograph of the work.
Apart from minor differences in attire and subsidiary figures, the five MArIcI
images from the Dhaka region follow the most popular form of the goddess. In all of the
five examples that I examined, the central deity bears eight arms and three faces, one of
which is a sow face, stands in pratyAlIDha (flying stance) inside the womb of a stUpa, is
accompanied by four attendant deities, and rides on a chariot drawn by seven sows. The
one from Dualli (Vikramapura area) preserved in the storage of the VRM is too badly
damaged to permit discussion of the number of arms and attributes (Figure 45). The
arms, as well as the head, of the central goddess are all broken off, except for the one
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making tarjanI mudrA on the chest. Yet, the seven pigs, charioteer, and two attendant
figures survive, and the proper right portion of the work has a trace of the stUpa structure
on the bottom. Sarasi Kumar Saraswati proposes that this image appears to have six arms
instead of eight,243 but from my own observation, it is still difficult to judge the number
of the arms. It could also be eight.
The five MArIcI images from the Dhaka region can be divided into two groups
according to their provenance; the two steles from the outskirt of Vikramapura, the
present Faridpur district, one from Ujani (Figure 42), and the other from Panditsar
(Figure 43), and the other three from the Vikramapura area (Figures 44, 45, 46). The
three pieces from Vikramapura display a close affiliation in the composition and
proportion of the figures. In particular, the two Vikramapura steles in a fine condition
show a markedly similar treatment of the body and attire of the figures (Figures 44 & 46),
suggesting that they were possibly produced in the same workshop. However, the one
preserved in the BNM storage (Figure 46) exhibits chronologically later characteristics in
its more complex and three-dimensionally treated base and stUpa shrine.
The Faridpur area has not been much studied in terms of its artistic activities.
This is partially because of the relatively small number of discoveries. The two MArIcI
images and one Buddha image (Figure 78) are the only black stone Buddhist steles
discovered in Faridpur. The stele from Panditsar (Figure 43) is datable to the early to
mid-eleventh century based on its degree of complexity and intricacy. Details are more
elaborately treated than those of the Ujani piece. There are also some Hindu sculptures
discovered in the Faridpur district, displaying the late eleventh to twelfth century
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characteristics. Geographically, the present Faridpur district seems to have formed an
outskirt of the Vikramapura area (See Map 2). Overall characteristics of the Faridpur
sculptures fall into the category of the Dhaka region style in terms of the mode of
carving. For instance, parallel to many sculptures from other parts of the Dhaka region,
the Faridpur specimens exhibit more solid contours and sharper details than the Comilla
sculptures but are simpler and more round than the relatively complex and angular
northern examples. However, the Faridpur specimens also maintain some notable local
characteristics different from the Vikramapura workshop. For example, the form of the
headdress of the central goddess differentiates the Faridpur group from the other. In the
Vikramapura pieces the central goddess wears karaNDamukuTa (headdress composed of a
stepped crown) (Figures 44 & 46), while the two Faridpur counterparts wear

kiRITamukuTa (Figures 42 & 43). Each type of headdress seems to be a local convention
preferred in the workshops of the corresponding area. This suggests the possible
presence of a local workshop separated from the one(s) in the core Vikramapura area.
Notwithstanding the small number of surviving specimens, the advanced technique of
handling black stone material and the distinct artistic tendency shown in the Faridpur
sculptures denote a long development of local Buddhist art production in the area.
The three Vikramapura specimens display a more elongated treatment of the
central figure and more complex ornamentation, suggesting a date posterior to the
Faridpur pieces. Particularly the one preserved in the storage of the BNM shows a
number of technical refinements in the sharp details and finely proportioned figures
(Figure 46). The enlarged base consists of deeply carved recesses accommodating the
sows. The stUpa frame is very ornate and more architecturally conceived, standing as a
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temple with columns composed of elaborately defined capitals and bases. Such an
elaboration of the subsidiary elements places this work in the last chronological phase
among the five, possibly no earlier than the middle twelfth century.
In terms of chronology, the MArIcI image from Ujani (Figure 42) seems to be
significantly earlier than the others judging from its fairly simple treatment of the body
ornamentation and subsidiary detail. Its round base and the absence of a large necklace
hanging down to the chest suggest the pre-eleventh century date. Not only the style but
the iconographic details, particularly that of the four attendant deities, also distinguishes
this work from the others. In the majority of the surviving images, MArIcI is surrounded
by four female attendants – VarttAlI, VadAlI, VarAlI and VarAhamukhI. Besides the four
attendants, MArIcI is usually accompanied by the legless RathavAhikA, a female
charioteer, between the legs of MArIcI, and a bodiless charioteer RAhu right above the
seven sows. The four attendants of MArIcI symbolize the four cardinal directions and are
normally represented with a sow face and four hands holding objects, usually vajra,
aZoka flower, needle and thread. In most cases, two of the four attendants are depicted
between the legs of the central goddess, and the remaining two are distributed to the right
and left side of the goddess. Most MArIcI images from Bengal follow this generic
iconography in depiction of the four attendants. However, in the Ujani piece, two of the
attendants are distributed to the top portion of the stele. Instead, the legless female
charioteer RathavAhikA occupies the space between the legs of the central goddess. The
arrangement of the attendant deities in the Ujani piece is not unique but is found also in
some other examples in Bihar. But in Bengal, it has no counterparts. Unlike most MArIcI
images from eastern India, in the Ujani piece, the four attendant deities bear only two
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arms and a human face, instead of four arms and a sow face. This iconography of the
four attendant deities of MArIcI images finds no textual support.244 Curiously, one of the
four attendants – the one on the proper right – in the Ujani piece is portrayed in a legless
form, which is usually assigned to RathavAhikA, the female charioteer of MArIcI, in other
extant images and literary sources. This might be a result of either a misinterpretation of
the instruction or the lack of space to place the full figure. The simplified lotus pedestal,
only silhouetted by crude lines forming a shape of petals, also reveals the artist’s
incompetent management of space. All these unique features of the Ujani stele of MArIcI
can be collectively understood as an early phenomenon that occurred before the fully
developed imagery of MArIcI settled down in the region.
The MArIcI image from Panditsar (Figure 43) must be chronologically later than
the Ujani piece in its advanced carving technique and more elaborate iconographic details
than the Ujani piece. The subsidiary figures are better organized with a consistent sense
of proportion, and the detail of the stUpa shrine is more prominently defined with a sheer
sense of three-dimensionality. A miniature figure of the Transcendent Buddha Vairocana
making dharmacakra mudrA is carved on the base of the harmika as the parental Buddha
of the goddess.
This piece, and the examples from the central Vikramapura area give special
attention to the harmika of the stUpa shrine where the aZoka flowers branch out (Figures
244
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(Figures 42, 44, 45) as ZIta MArIcI, based on the sAdhana no. 134 that attributes three faces and eight hands
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43, 44, 46). Portraying MArIcI inside a stUpa is a persistent convention that can be traced
back to the formative phase of MArIcI imagery in Bihar and is also mentioned in the

sAdhanas dedicated to the goddess. Claudine Bautze-Picron observes that the majority of
the MArIcI images standing inside of a stUpa show aZoka branches on each side of the
harmika. She interprets the aZoka branches in the MArIcI images as an analogue of the
bodhi tree under which the Buddha achieved enlightenment, reinforcing the function of
the goddess as a symbol of nirvANa.245 Bautze-Picron’s interpretation is convincing, as
many images of Buddha from Bihar and Bengal are represented with the bodhi tree
branches that form a canopy of the Buddha in a similar manner to the aZoka branches in
the MArIcI images (Figure 87).
The MArIcI images from the Dhaka and Comilla region generally put a special
emphasis on the stUpa shrine by prominently marking both frame and superstructure
(Figures 23, 42, 43, 44, 46). This is contrasted with the MArIcI images from Bihar and
Orissa, most of which only vaguely outline the shrine, and distinguished from the
examples from the Barisal area (south of the Dhaka region) as well, which do not
enshrine the goddess in a stUpa (Figures 47 & 49). But it is interesting to note that one
stele of MArIcI from Bagarhat, not much distant from Barisal, also shares a similar
emphasis on the stUpa shrine and aZoka branches with the Dhaka-Comilla specimens
(Figure 48). Assuming that the degree of the emphasis on the stUpa in MArIcI images
differentiates the levels of the conscious connection between the power of the goddess
and Buddhahood, the two Barisal specimens perhaps perceive the nature of MArIcI in a
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framework of a generic Tantric wisdom deity rather than in an exclusive connection to
Buddhahood.
The MArIcI images from Panditsar and Vikramapura all precisely arrange four
female attendants in the designated direction, and both the bodiless charioteer RAhu and
legless charioteer RathavAhikA are present on the base (Figures 43, 44, 45, 46). The
major function of the four attendant deities is to carry out the light of enlightenment to all
directions of the universe. The arrangement of the attendant deities in the four works is
devoted to the explicit representation of the directional sense. The attendants are now
depicted with a sow face and four hands holding different attributes that provide a clue to
their identity. The attendant on the proper left of the central deity holds a vajra and
arrow in the right hand, a bow and tarjanIka-paza – these attributes and gesture are not
identical but close to what the sAdhanas describe for VarAhamukhI (north).246 The
attendant on the proper right of the central deity holds a needle and aNkuZa in the right
hands, and an aZoka bud and tarjanIka-paza in the left hands. These features exactly
match to the SM descriptions of VarttAlI (east).247 On the other hand, the two attendants
between the legs of MArIcI can be identified as VadAlI (proper left) and VarAlI (proper
right) respectively from their attributes mentioned in the SM. VadAlI (south) grasps a
vajra and a needle in the right hands, and one of her left hands holds an aZoka bud and
the other makes tarjanI mudrA probably with a noose in the left hand.248 VarAlI (west)
holds an aZoka bud in the right hand and a vajra in the left hand, and the remaining two
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hands are hidden, as she stands with her back toward the viewer.249 This position of
VarAlI signifies that the four attendant deities are represented as facing the four cardinal
directions, and this accounts for the absence of one attendant in the MArIcI stele preserved
in the BNM storage (Figure 46). This piece shows only three attendant figures. But
between the legs of MArIcI, the fourth attendant is possibly implied in the hidden back of
the attendant figure facing the front, turning back to back. In some MArIcI images from
Bihar, one or two of the four attendants are depicted on the upper portion of the stele in
order to make a clear visual sense of different directions (Figure 50). The
aforementioned Ujani MArIcI stele is the only example from Bengal that belongs to this
group (Figure 42). Such an emphasis on the directional sense reflects a conscious effort
to articulate the light of enlightenment that the four deities carry out to illuminate all
directions of the universe.
The three examples from the Vikramapura area share a close affinity in rendering
the figures and composing the steles. Among the Vikramapura pieces, the two in the
VRM are particularly connected in their arrangement of the seven sows, which is
designed to emphasize visual symmetry, in a more explicit way (Figures 44 & 45). In
these two pieces, the sow in the centre faces the front, which the bodiless charioteer RAhu
rides on, and the remaining six are symmetrically divided in two groups heading to the
right and left side respectively. On the contrary, in the other three examples, the central
sow is depicted in a profile view, facing toward the proper left side (Figures 42, 43, 46).
In addition to the arrangement of the sows, the two pieces share a similar treatment of the
base with slight recesses and the elongated portion of the central and attendant figures
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(VadAlI and VarAlI), although there are still minor differences in the arrangement of the
charioteers and ornamentation of the central figure. Such a similar treatment of the
vehicle and base suggests that these two works were perhaps produced in a nearly
contemporary period as well as in the same workshop.
Perhaps the most notable feature in the MArIcI images from Vikramapura is a
conscious use of the garment of the goddess as a means to articulate her power literally as
the ‘Rays of Light’ illuminating the universe. Many of the early medieval MArIcI images
use the garment drapery of the goddess as a device for representing the nature of the
goddess as a symbol of light. As her pratyAlIDha (flying posture) signifies, the deity is
basically portrayed as flying in the sky riding on a chariot, and therefore, her garment
drapery also often serves to convey a sense of movement. A number of the extant MArIcI
images define the goddess’ lower garment with sharply incised folds and particularly
with strong wavy lines to delineate the drapery hanging down between her outstretching
legs. In many cases, such a sharp delineation of the garment folds in MArIcI images is
designed to reinforce the cosmic energy of the goddess. A good example is a stele of
MArIcI from Lakhi Sarai, located in the border between Bengal and Bihar (Figure 50). In
addition to the flames filling the entire back-slab, which are not only designed to embody
the nature of the deity as a destroyer of delusion but also are conventionally employed in
the Buddhist images from this area, the wavy garment pleats between the legs of the
central goddess coherently express the power of the goddess, as if her body radiates solar
beams. In the two MArIcI images from the Vikramapura area (Figures 44 & 46), the skirt
covering the legs of the goddess is more prominently marked with unique meandering
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folds, and this serves as a device to effectively deliver a visual sense of power as if her
body contains and radiates solar beams.
Such a conscious use of the garment folds in articulating the power of the deity
demonstrates that the components normally categorized as aesthetic elements can also be
designed to convey meaning. The use of sharply meandering pleats distinguishes these
two works from the majority of other surviving specimens of Bengal, which more simply
treat the garment (Figures 23, 47, 48, 49). Dressing the goddess with rays, the two
MArIcI images from Vikramapura create an eloquent pictographic statement of the power
of enlightenment that beams out from the womb of a stUpa.

Creation or innovation? – another unique slayer of delusion
This chapter has examined the prolific visual evidence defining the Dhaka region
as a major centre of Tantric Buddhist practice that not only puts a special emphasis on the
multi-armed and-headed wisdom deities but also develops innovative ways of articulating
the power of transcendent wisdom. It is also notable that those wisdom goddesses were
portrayed as major worship objects, implied through the size of the steles. Some of those
wisdom goddesses were never portrayed in other regions or only portrayed in a small
size.
The Dhaka region produces another image of a multi-armed and-headed Buddhist
goddess framed with a unique iconographic program that illuminates innovative aspects
of the Buddhist practice in the Dhaka region (Figure 51). This work is also one of the
examples showing the significant position of wisdom goddess worship in Buddhist
practice in the Dhaka region. This grayish black stone stele was discovered at
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Bhavanipur in the central Vikramapura area. The size of the work, 117 cm high,
indicates that this stele was produced as a major worship object. The left part of the stele
is partially broken away, but the remaining part of the work survives in a fine condition.
The stele depicts an eight-armed three-headed goddess seated in vajrAsana on a lotus
pedestal, sharing the basic configuration with other multi-headed and-armed wisdom
goddess images examined above. However, contrasted with the images of ParNaZabarI
and MahApratisarA, this unique image does not conform to any extant visual images or
literary sources surviving from the subcontinent. In other words, it is more difficult to
associate this image with a particular deity visually portrayed or verbally described.
Thus, it is not surprising that the identification of this image has been much debated.
Scholars have proposed various identifications for this image, such as BhRkutI TArA,
MArIcI or MahApratisarA.250 I do not assign any definite name to this image due to its
problematic iconographic features but examine its possible connection to other Buddhist
goddess images in order to decipher its function and meaning.
Among the distinct elements in this work are the two superimposed figures of
Transcendent Buddha on the central head of the goddess. The one below clearly depicts
AmitAbha in dhyAna mudrA, but the other is too much mutilated to define, and it is
partially hidden by the top portion of the other diadem below. At least one of his arms
(the right arm) appears to be raised up to the chest,251 and thus, it could be either abhaya
or dharmacakra mudrA. This partially hidden figure of a Transcendent Buddha is
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possibly associated with the fourth head of the goddess implied on the back. In other
words, it is highly possible that the goddess conceptually has four heads, and that each of
the four Transcendent Buddhas is appointed for one of those four heads as a spiritual
father. Implying the fourth head on the back in a relief image is not an unknown
convention and is indeed common from early periods in both Buddhist and Hindu
images. In case of a round work, some Buddhist goddesses such as Vajra TArA are
portrayed with four heads including the one on the backside. The four-headed Buddhist
goddess image discovered in an unidentified provenance of the Dhaka district is also one
of such examples (Figures 191, 191-1). The proper right head of the Bhavanipur image
bears an effigy of Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA (AkSobhya), while the left head bears an
effigy of Buddha in dharmacakra mudrA (Vairocana). The presence of the Transcendent
Buddha in dharmacakra mudrA on the left head suggests that the one appointed for the
back possibly makes abhaya mudrA representing Amoghasiddhi, rather than
dharmacakra mudrA. The placement of AmitAbha on the central head of the goddess
implies his special connection with the nature of the goddess, and this connection has
provided a base for the previous identification of this goddess as BhRkutI TArA, who is
described as eight-armed and three-faced and a member of the AmitAbha family in the
SM. But the attributes and facial expressions of the image do not accord with the known
iconography of BhRkutI TArA.
Perhaps the most problematic feature of this goddess image is that the two sidefaces uniquely express two different wrathful sentiments. The central face of the goddess
has a benign look with smiling lips and half-closed eyes, embodying her compassionate
nature, while the left and right faces take an angry form. But the two wrathful faces,
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curiously, are depicted in a slightly different fashion. The proper right face more
obviously expresses an angry sentiment with wrinkles on the forehead and bulging eyes
and an open mouth filled with teeth (Figure 51-1), whereas the left face, though bearing
frowned eyebrows and an open mouth showing teeth, is much calmer than the right face,
because the wrinkles have been removed from the forehead (Figure 51-1). Nalini Kanta
Bhattasali observes that the left face appears to be horribly laughing but does not further
elaborate his interpretation of the meaning of this face.252 Given that a lot of wrathful
deities are represented with the ‘horrible smile’ as the symbolic unification of the two
different natures, Bhattasali’s identification of the left face is not particularly
unreasonable. However, it is still difficult to interpret the intention behind its unusual
juxtaposition with another angry face expressing a more severely wrathful sentiment, and
this juxtaposition finds only a few matching examples from extant Indian Buddhist
images.
Except for the unique placement of the two different wrathful faces, the
Bhavanipur stele equips the goddess with the generic symbols of transcendent wisdom.
Like many other knowledge goddesses, all the three faces of the goddess have a third eye
on the forehead as a symbol of her power to see the ultimate truth. The attributes of the
goddess do not greatly diverge from those held in other knowledge goddess images from
the same region, from the proper right top counter-clockwise, a sword, an unidentifiable
(damaged) object, a triZUla, an arrow pulled out from a quiver, which is full of more
arrows, a vajra, possibly an aNkuZa (partially broken), a broken object, and a bow.253
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Nalini Kanta Bhattasali, quoting L. A. Waddell’s comments, finds the arrows in the
quiver are parallels to the reeds growing all the eight directions of BhRkutI TArA.254
However, it is still questionable whether these arrows are really meant to present
analogues of the reeds. Bhattasali’s interpretation requires more supporting evidence.
The attributes that the goddess carries parallel the ones of MahApratisarA (Figure 36),
which likely provides the reason for Susan Huntington’s identification of this work as a
representation of MahApratisarA.255 The base of the stele depicts a prostrate elephant
figure, holding a weapon (possibly triZUla) in its right hand, and an emaciated yogic
figure behind the elephant (Figure 51-2). The elephant figure plays a role as the symbol
of obstacles, as in the images of ParNaZabarI (Figures 33 & 34), and the yogic figure is a
symbol of the spiritual power of the deity, as in the image of a seated four-armed mother
goddess discussed above (Figure 12). On top of the back-slab is carved the mark of a
flame (Figure 51-3), which also symbolizes the formidable power of the goddess as a
destroyer of delusion.
Placing the unusual iconographic features of the Bhavanipur stele in the extant
visual and textual context, Claudine Bautze-Picron pays attention to the quiver full of
arrows and the flame prominently depicted at the apex of this stele, because MArIcI
images from Bihar occasionally contain those two symbols.256 Further, she proposes that
the vague Transcendent Buddha figure on the top of the head of the goddess possibly
makes dharmacakra mudrA, and thus each of the four Transcendent Buddhas is a
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variation of Vairocana.257 She eventually associates the Bhavanipur image with an aspect
of MArIcI by interpreting the three different faces of the image as variations of the nine
sentiments that the sAdhana no. 144 dedicates to MArIcIpicuvA.258
Although Bautze-Picron correctly observes the elements in the Bhavanipur stele
that were possibly borrowed from MArIcI imagery, it is still not a simple task to directly
associate this stele with MArIcI, because the Bhavanipur piece does not represent the deity
as the solar goddess. Considering that the essential nature of MArIcI is a solar deity flying
the sky, the absence of the chariot from the Bhavanipur piece obscures its direct
connection with MArIcI. As Bautze-Picron points out, it is true that certain elements of
the Bhavanipur stele are pertinent to MArIcI images. For instance, the MArIcI image from
BodhgayA collected in the Museum fur Indische Kunst (Berlin) also displays three human
faces, replacing the typical sow face with another human face expressing a different
wrathful sentiment (Figure 52).259 It should be also noted that in Orissa, MArIcI is often
portrayed in a seated form.260 However, the seated examples from Orissa can be easily
identified as MArIcI from their galloping sows depicted on the base. Without the sows
drawing the chariot, it would be also difficult to directly associate those Orissa images
with MArIcI. The BodhgayA piece also portrays the goddess in the typical iconographic
frame attributed to MArIcI, on the sow-drawn chariot as well as with the defining
attributes such as needle, thread and aZoka flower. The number of the sows is not always
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seven, as exemplified by the MArIcI image on the manuscript of the ASTasAhasrikA

PrajJApAramitA from the nineteenth regnal year of Harivarma Deva (the middle to late
eleventh century) (Figure 209). But in both sculpture and painting, MArIcI images
invariably emphasize the nature of the goddess as a solar deity in the sky by portraying
her on a chariot either sitting or standing.
The iconography of MArIcI is so closely attached to the conception of a solar deity
from the very moment of its formation that portraying the goddess without any sign of
her essential nature appears to be excessively innovative, nearly equivalent to a new
creation. Therefore, the interpretation of this unique iconography as an unusual variation
of MArIcI still remains inconclusive. Had the local Buddhist practitioners in Vikramapura
intended to dedicate the stele to MArIcI, they would have had no logical reason to replace
the chariot with the regular base showing a vighna and ascetic figure. It is possible that
the Buddhist practitioners of the Dhaka region borrowed some elements such as the large
flame above the head and the two different wrathful faces from Bihar MArIcI images. But
the absence of the chariot suggests that the local Buddhists possibly intended to make the
image more than just a unique portrait of MArIcI. It is still difficult to figure out the
intention behind this unique design. Did the Vikramapura workshop attempt to portray
MArIcI in a very innovative way to frame the goddess in a more dominant form of a
Tantric wisdom goddess, such as seated a regular lotus pedestal, with three
anthropomorphic faces, and with more universal weapons? Or did they seek to create a
completely new deity that integrates various power statements derived from different
wisdom goddess images including MArIcI and MahApratisarA?
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Considering the innovative character of the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region,
deciphering the core nature of the Bhavanipur image should be more than just searching
through pre-existing models or supporting texts. The goddess obviously takes a
widespread form representing a slayer of delusion with her compassion on the one hand
and with her daunting weapons on the other hand. The symbol of delusion itself is
visualized as an elephant vighna on the base. The large flame above the head of the
goddess also underlines her destructive role over the MAras. The two wrathful faces mark
her function as a wisdom deity, but the slightly differentiated sentiments make her power
richer, demonstrating diverse spectra of cosmic energy. The core nature of the unique
iconographic program of the Bhavanipur stele should be defined as a visual experiment to
create a more powerful statement of transcendent wisdom rather than merely understood
as the rare variation of a certain deity.
It is highly possible that the local Buddhists investigated various forms of wisdom
deities from both visual and textual sources. It is a huge question mark how a certain
norm of divine imagery was transmitted from one region to another in ancient India. It
was possibly done through the monks who made a trip to the famous Buddhist tIrthas and
schools in Bihar, and perhaps they took a group of artisans from those centers to
Vikramapura possibly transporting written, drawn, or miniature sculpted models with
them. There is no way to confirm these activities. But the Bihar elements of the
Bhavanipur stele give a useful insight into the transmission of the visual forms of
divinities. For BodhgayA is the most significant Buddhist tIrtha as the seat where the
Buddha achieved enlightenment and NAlandA is the most prominent academic center in
the Buddhist world at that time, and it was usually the monks who determined what to
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practice and worship in a local monastery. In fact, the Bhavanipur stele contains more
elements that do not frequently appear in Bengal specimens but are closely associated
with the sculptures produced in Bihar. Those elements are examined in detail below.

Issues on external contact
The significance of the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region, particularly as to the
visual manifestations of transcendent wisdom, dwells not only in its experimental scope
filtering the subject matter but also in its reception of art from external sources that infuse
the visual vocabulary with diversity. None of the regional art schools on the subcontinent
is free from mutual influence with other regions. The Buddhist traditions in early
medieval eastern India also shared many of the visual terms for shaping divine imagery.
Thus, discussion of the issues concerning influences should not start from certain
elements shared with other regional schools, because then every element could be a
subject of the discussion. Rather, it should begin with examining the diverse idioms
applied to the local artistic tradition as an outcome of both inherent creativity and
external communications. The Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region should not be
viewed within a single framework. The surviving evidence indicates that different
variations of subject matter and stylistic tendencies coexisted in the workshops of the
Dhaka region. Those include certain features that do not fit into the major tendencies of
the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region but rather present a significant connection with
outside.
In addition to its experimental iconographic program, the eight-armed goddess
stele from Bhavanipur illustrates the different artistic tendencies that coexisted in the
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eleventh century Dhaka region (Figure 51), since it differs from the majority of the
Buddhist goddess images of the Dhaka region in their treatment of ornamentation and
back-slab decoration, which is unusual for the Dhaka region but typically found in Bihar
and West Bengal. Susan Huntington and Claudine Bautze-Picron have already pointed
out the pronounced Bihar elements presented in this work.261 For instance, the border
decoration of the stele, which is formed with a combination of scrolled flames and
twisted garlands encrusted with pearls (Figure 51-3), does not frequently appear in the
steles from Bengal but resembles the design of the ninth and tenth century steles from the
NAlandA area (Figure 53), although that of the Bhavanipur piece shows a denser
arrangement and smaller rendering of the flame motifs. Claudine Bautze-Picron proposes
that the Bhavanipur stele was most likely imported from Bihar, based on the similarities
between this image and the Buddhist images from the NAlandA/Ghosravan/Tetravan area
in the treatment of the border decoration, the attire of the goddess, and the base design.262
I do agree with Bautze-Picron’s observation of the features shared between the
Bhavanipur stele and NAlandA works in terms of the treatment of detail as well as certain
iconographic elements. However, a consideration of the issues relating to the practice of
importing sculptures requires more caution, given the fact that it was tremendously
expensive and thus unreasonable to order and transport a large stone sculpture from such
a distant place. This was the period when even transporting raw material was an already
very ambitious and costly activity. Further, it should be noted that the recessed base that
consists of pillars and a pair of lions (Figure 51-2), which Bautze-Picron lists as a
pronounced Bihar element, also appears in other Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka
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region (Figures 54, 79, 80). This design, along with other elements, was possibly
transmitted from Bihar and applied to various images. Therefore, the presence of the
Bihar elements in the Bhavanipur stele is not a unique phenomenon.
Apart from the treatment of minor details in embellishment, the Bhavanipur stele
shares major characteristics with the eleventh century Buddhist images produced in the
Dhaka region in terms of the composition and treatment of detail, such as seated images
of MahApratisarA, MaJjuvajra, and the twelve-armed goddess. The elongated body
proportion and accentuated posture of the figure and the increased attention to
embellishment and three-dimensionality place the Bhavanipur stele no earlier that the
early eleventh century. Similar to many other Tantric Buddhist goddess images from the
same region, the Bhavanipur stele minimizes subsidiary elements and instead expands the
scale of the central goddess figure, accentuating her body and attributes. As already
discussed above, this simple composition distinguishes the eleventh century Dhaka
region sculptures from those produced in other regions. The polished surface and
relatively solid contour of the body are another primary concerns of the Dhaka region
artists in execution of the multi-headed and-armed wisdom goddess images. Although
the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region shares considerable features with the neighboring
southern Bengal schools, it diverges from the Comilla counterparts in a more frequent use
of high polish, more deeply carved details and solid contours. These all create a strong
sense of dynamism and solidity at the same time. In a sense, the Dhaka region sculptures
are located in the crossroad of the SamataTa and Varendra traditions263 in exhibiting a less
fluid carving than the SamataTa counterparts but more round and simplified forms than
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the relatively angular and complex northern examples. The Bhavanipur stele is also on
the same track with other eleventh century Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region in
presenting a relatively solid contour and simplified composition but no angularity. Thus,
despite some pronounced Bihar elements, this stele appears to be a product of the
Vikramapura workshop. The innovative subject matter of the work can be also classified
as a typical ‘Dhaka phenomenon’.
In terms of external communications with other regional schools, the
Vikramrapura area produced another Buddhist sculpture that can be juxtaposed with the
Bhavanipur piece. This outstanding piece, which was discovered at Mahakali
(Vikramapura area) and is currently displayed in the Sculpture Gallery II of the BNM,
portrays the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara seated in his sacred mountain, Potalaka, with his
attendants (Figure 54). The connection between the Bhavanipur piece and this
Avalokitezvara stele from Mahakali is visible from the treatment of their ornaments, lotus
petals of their pedestal and attenuated body of the figures. These two works are among
the few examples from the Dhaka region, in which the central figure wears a necklace
formed with conspicuous scrolls surrounding a large round gem (Figures 51-1, 54-5).
The majority of the eleventh century Buddhist and Hindu sculptures from the Dhaka
region adorn the central figure with a vyAghraNakha combined with two or three shorter
bead necklaces or a long U-shape pendant (Figures 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 43, 44). A
simplified version of the scrolled necklace adorns some Buddhist and Hindu images from
the Vikramapura and Comilla areas (Figure 29). This type of broad necklace with scrolls
is widespread in Bihar, and northern and western Bengal, while less frequently used in
southern and eastern Bengal. The necklace adorning the MArIcI image from West
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Dinajpur (Figures 55) is one of the closest types to the one shown in the Bhavanipur and
Mahakali steles. Thus, the necklace design of these two Vikramapura works is a sign of
the communications between the Dhaka area and other regional schools, either with
northern or western Bengal or with more distant Bihar. Yet, in the case of the
Bhavanipur stele, a connection with Bihar would be a more reasonable explanation,
considering the presence of other Bihar elements in the work, such as the border
decoration and parts of the iconographic components related to Bihar MArIcI images.
In addition to the necklace design, the Bhavanipur and Mahakali steles share an
almost identical configuration of the lotus pedestal, which also reflects a conscious use of
Bihar style in the two works. The top of their pedestal is encircled with beads and below
is a viZvapadma, a double lotus, in which two rows of petals are diagonally attached
(Figures 51-2, 54-6). Each of the petals is broadly shaped with a protruded end and
overlapped with another petal, and between the petals show other overlapping petals.
This pedestal design is also close to those appearing in Bihar sculptures (Figure 53) and
distinguished from a majority of the lotus pedestals carved in the eleventh century Dhaka
region sculptures, which frequently omit the beaded top and are formed with narrower
petals. Such a conscious use of Bihar elements in the two steles permits one to assume
that they were possibly executed in the same workshop in the eleventh century
Vikramapura that possibly hired a group of the artists who were familiar with the Bihar
sculptures. But this does not fully support the possibility of import activities, since the
two works exhibit prominent features distinguished from the Bihar sculptures. In the
case of the Bhavanipur stele, the simple composition, the way of rendering the goddess
figure and the prominent depiction of the elephant vighna and yogic ascetic are clearly
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linked with other Buddhist images from the Dhaka region. Moreover, the experimental
iconography of the work is on the same track with a series of unique visual
manifestations of transcendent wisdom produced in the region. For the Mahakali stele,
the energetic treatment of the sacred mountain is distinguished from the abstract tendency
presented in the Bihar examples dealing with the same subject. In Part IV, I examine
how such distinct treatment of the sacred mountain serves to intensify the power
statement of this work.

Part IV: NirvANa , a new life
A conscious link between life-giving power and the ultimate truth is one of the
defining characteristics of the Buddhist art in the Dhaka region. As I have already
discussed in Part II, to furnish Buddhist goddesses with unique fertility attributes also
represents such a conscious link between beneficient power and the Buddhist ideal. Part
IV examines how the images of the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara and a wrathful Tantric
deity Heruka from the Vikramapura area metaphorically articulate the power of
compassion and spiritual liberation as the giver of a new life to all creatures, beyond a
worldly sense of fertility.

Compassion that gives life to all creatures
The black stone stele discovered at Mahakali (Figure 54) achieves a remarkable
paradigm in the visual representation of Avalokitezvara through translating the message
of compassion and quest for dharma into the vigorous energy of life. This work portrays
the Compassion Bodhisattva, Avalokitezvara in a widely worshiped manifestation. The
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Bodhisattva is seated in lalitAsana under a trilobate arch, and the upper portion of the
stele depicts the landscape of the Potalaka Mountain, which a number of Buddhist texts
designate as the residence of the deity. His right arm is broken off but probably makes
varada mudrA, and the left hand holds his essential emblem, a fully open lotus. A
photograph taken in the early twentieth century shows that the deity wears jaTAmukuTa
bearing an effigy of the Bodhisattva’s parental Buddha, AmitAbha, in the center (Figure
54-1). The AmitAbha Buddha figure is repeated at the apex of the stele, flanked by two
celestial figures offering garlands and the remaining four celestial Buddhas. On the
proper right of the AmitAbha are Amoghasiddhi in abhaya mudrA and Buddha in
Ratnasambhava in varada mudrA, and on the proper left of the AmitAbha are Vairocana in
bodhyagri mudrA and AkSobhya in bhUmisparZa mudrA. Each of the five Transcendent
Buddhas is seated in a shrine formed with a post-lintel and trilobate niche. The relatively
large scale of the AmitAbha figure as well as its location at the apex indicates the role of
the AmitAbha as the parental Buddha of Avalokitezvara. Below the Transcendent
Buddhas, two ascetic figures, indicated by the emaciated body, beard, matted hair and the
book held in their left hand, are depicted on right and left sides in order to denote the
mountain as a spiritual domain. Four attendant figures flank the Bodhisattva. On his
proper right, Goddess TArA holds a half-open lotus in her right hand and makes abhaya

mudrA with her left hand, and SudhanakumAra kneels and expresses his homage to the
Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara by making aJjali mudrA (Figure 54-2). On the proper left,
the four-armed goddess BhRkutI hold her typical attributes, a vessel, a rosary and triDanDi
(Figure 54-3). Next to the BhRkutI is a dwarfish HayagrIva seated in lalitAsana, who
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holdes a short knife in the left hand and makes tarjanI mudrA by the other hand (Figure
54-3).
The three-dimensionally treated pedestal formed with multiple registers serves as
a mundane realm where various characters and symbolic objects are brought together to
celebrate the virtue of the Bodhisattva (Figure 54-6). The scenes carved on the base can
be divided in three sections. The central part depicts a group of dancing figures: a
dancing female figure in the center, a male figure playing a castanet on her proper right,
and a male figure playing a drum on her proper left side. Below are two incense burners
flanking a bejeweled tree, which are offered to the Bodhisattva. The proper right corner
of the base represents three devotee figures – a kneeling female devotee making a gesture
of adoration, a larger male devotee seated in the position of meditation offering a garland
and a kneeling male devotee making a gesture of adoration below, and the next register
depicts SUcimukha (or Preta) receiving nectar overflowing from the large jar above.
The proper left corner of the base shows the so-called saptaratna (seven jewels)
themes (Figure 54-7) – a hasti-ratna (elephant), gRhapati-ratna (minister) holding an
indistinct object, maybe a money bag, in his damaged hand, strI-ratna (female consort)
bearing a caurI, and a cakra-ratna, a maNi-ratna (wish granting jewel) supported by three
leaves, and a parinAyaka-ratna (sword). An azva-ratna (horse) is carved on the lower
register. The saptaratna represents the seven marks of a cakravartin (ideal king) who
carries out spiritual as well as material prosperity for his state. This theme is depicted in
various images but most frequently appears on the base of Avalokitezvara images during
the early medieval period. The particular doctrinal connection between Avalokitezvara
and the saptaratna theme is unknown, but the inclusion of the theme in images of
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Avalokitezvara consciously associates the deity with the cakravartin ideal and reinforces
the power of the deity as a giver of spiritual and material prosperity. In the Dhaka region
sculptures, besides the Mahakali piece, the saptaratna theme appears on images of
Buddha (Figures 78 & 90), MaJjuvajra, a variation of the Wisdom Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI
(Figures 95 & 96), and an image of SimhanAda Lokezvara, another variation of the
Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara (Figure 56).264 In the last example, each of the saptaratna
symbols is encircled with a stem rising from the lotus supporting the deity. This design
that combines the saptaratna with lotus stems is widespread in Orissa and Bihar as well.
It more evidently associates the saptaratna theme with the source of life, which will be
dispensed by the power of the deity portrayed on the steles.
Completed with the figure of SUcimukha depicted on the base (Figure 54-6), the
iconographic program of the Mahakali stele is devoted to portray a particular variation of
Avalokitezvara named KhasarpaNa Lokezvara. As I briefly mentioned earlier,
Avalokitezvara is endowed with this title when he is accompanied by TArA, BhRkutI,
HayagrIva, SudhanakumAra and SUcimukha. The KhasarpaNa Lokezvara form of
Avalokitezvara puts a special emphasis on the compassionate nature of the Bodhisattva as
the recuer of SUcimukha (meaning ‘Needle-head’) who is a hungry ghost with a needlelike neck. KhasarpaNa Lokezvara is often portrayed as sitting in his sacred mountain
called Potalaka.
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This work might also portray MaJjuvara, another variation of MaJjuZrI (different from
MaJjuvajra). Both SimhanAda Lokezvara and MaJjuvara sit on a lion. The former is usually seated in
mahArAjalilAsana and holds a fully open lotus, while the latter is usually seated in lalitAsana and makes
dharmacakra mudrA. In this piece, the deity is seated in mahArAjalilAsana, but the heavy damage of the
upper portion makes it impossible to confirm the identification. The BNM identifies this as an image of
SimhanAda Lokezvara.
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The Vikramapura area yields two more steles portraying the same form of the
Bodhisattva seated in the Potalaka Mountain. One of those steles has been sadly lost
since Jogendranath Gupta’s brief report in his 1909’s book (Figure 57).265 Only a small
picture published in this book delivers a rough outlook of this piece, which shares a basic
configuration with the Mahakali stele. It also shows the four attendants, the ascetics and
the five Transcendent Buddhas with AmitAbha at the apex, and the SUcimukha,
saptaratna theme encircled with the lotus trunks, a ceremonial jar, and devotee figures
are also traceable from the base. The small niches enshrining each of the attendant
deities, the ascetics and the Transcendent Buddhas make a visible difference from the
Mahakali stele, which suggests the possibility that the two works were carved in different
workshops or periods, although it is hard to judge because of the hazy condition of the
photograph. But the more attenuated stele and figures suggest a later date to the
Mahakali piece. The other example is currently preserved in the storage of the BNM
(Figure 58). The top portion of this stele is broken, but the right and left edges of the
surviving portion clearly show the rocks and trees with animal figures, rendered in a
similar fashion to the Potalaka in the Mahakali stele. This work is distinguished from the
Mahakali piece in its simpler treatment of details and composition and the less elongated
figures. The ornaments of the figures also clearly diverge from those of the Mahakali
stele. The central figure does not wear the Bihar style pendant. This work seems to have
been produced earlier than the Mahakali stele.
These three images of Avalokitezvara seated in the Potalaka Mountain speak for a
regional tendency revolving around the Avalokitezvara cult, which is centered on worship
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Jogendranath Gupta, Bikrampurer Itihasa, Kolkata: Shaibya Prakashan Bhivag, 1909; Reprint,
1998 (3 edition).
rd
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of the KhasarpaNa form of the Bodhisattva. Though not depicting the Potalaka Mountain,
the Vikramapura area produced another black stone stele portraying KhasarpaNa
Lokezvara with his four regular attendants and SUcimukha, currently displayed in the
VRM (Figures 59, 59-1). This work exhibits chronologically early characteristics.
Compared to the three KhasarpaNa Lokezvara images, this work shows relatively little
sense of three-dimensionality and simple treatment of details. Yet, sharing with the
Mahakali stele, the Bodhisattva is framed with a trilobate niche supported by round
pillars. The frequent use of the shrine setting formed with a trilobate arch is another
major feature of the Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region. Particularly in images
of Buddha and MaJjuZrI, the trilobate arch is combined with complex architectural
superstructures (Figures 80, 88, 90, 95, 96, 99).
The popularity of the KhasarpaNa Lokezvara cult in the Dhaka region is also
reflected in the two Avalokitezvara images discussed earlier. I already pointed out that
the image of Avalokitezvara from Sonarang (Vikramapura area) (Figure 27) and the one
in the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts (Figure 31) are related to the KhasarpaNa form in
including SUcimukha in the iconographic program. These six stone steles illustrate that
the local Buddhist tradition paid special attention to the visual manifestation of the
compassionate nature of the deity as the rescuer of creatures in suffering.
While the fully established visual perception of compassion characterizes the
images of Avalokitezvara from the Dhaka region, it should be noted that as yet there is no
surviving sculpture – either in stone or metal – portraying multi-armed Avalokitezvara
from the Dhaka region, except for two miniature images of a twelve-armed deity related
to the composite concept of ViSNu and Avalokitezvara (Figures 152 & 164). This makes
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a curious contrast with other regional schools of Bengal that produced a good number of
multi-armed Avalokitezvara images emphasizing the cosmic manifestation of his power.
The absence of the multi-armed Avalokitezvara images in the Dhaka region may be
related to the relatively late date of the surviving specimens, as multi-armed
Avalokitezvara gradually lost its popularity after the tenth century.266 Nonetheless, it is
an interesting phenomenon, given the fact that images of multi-armed Avalokitezvara
were still being produced in after the tenth century in other parts of Bengal. Among
those examples are a stone image of twelve-armed Avalokitezvara from northern Bengal
(Figure 166) and a wooden image of SaDakSarI Lokezvara from Comilla (Figure 60).
While the images of multi-armed multi-headed Tantric deities are oriented to punctuate
the power of transcendent wisdom through clear delineation of their symbols and
sentiments, the Avalokitezvara images of the Dhaka region focus on the elaborate
representation of the place of the deity that not only forms the sacred space celebrating
and venerating the power of the deity but also manifests itself as the breathing world
incited by the power of the compassion. This is especially evident in the images of
KhasarpaNa Lokezvara seated in his sacred mountain, Potalaka.
While the KhasarpaNa form of Avalokitezvara was widely worshiped on the
subcontinent, the deity is not frequently portrayed with the Potalaka Mountain in the
Bengal sphere. Compared to Bengal, Orissa and Bihar produced a relatively large
number of examples. Besides the three specimens from the Dhaka region, there are only
two more known sculptures from Bengal depicting the deity seated in the Potalaka
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Janice Leoshko argues that in eastern India multi-armed images of Avalokitezvara are largely
replaced with the two-armed manifestation from around the tenth century due to a renewed interest in the
non-organic form of the body of the Bodhisattva as well as the surrounding iconographic setting such as
attendant deities. (Leoshko, 1997, pp. 79-98.)
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Mountain. One is from an unidentified provenance in Bengal and now in the National
Museum of India (New Delhi) (Figure 61), and the other is a small stele discovered at
Purulia (West Bengal State of India) and currently preserved in the Bangiya Sahitya
Parishad collection in Kolkata (Figure 62). Avalokitezvara seated in the Potalaka
Mountain is particularly associated with the GaNDavyUha SUtra, a major MahAyAna
Buddhist text compiled around the fourth century CE. The thirty-ninth chapter of this
sUtra describes the spiritual quest of SudhanakumAra, who is a young disciple of the
Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI.267 After a long journey SudhanakumAra eventually meets
Avalokitezvara seated in the Potalaka Mountain. In images of KhasarpaNa Lokezvara,
SudhanakumAra usually appears on the proper right side or pedestal as clasping hands on
his chest and embracing a book as the symbol of his spiritual quest as well as his
connection to the Wisdom Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI (Figure 54-2). The stele from Purulia
uniquely replaces SudhanakumAra with the Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI in the MaJjuvara form
seated in the upper proper right of the stele (Figure 62).268
What distinguishes the Mahakali stele from other examples is its unusually
elaborate representation of the sacred mountain Potalaka, occupied by ascetics and
various creatures – peacocks, monkeys, deer, lions, tigers, birds, snakes, elephants, lively
animated and interacting with each other (Figure 54-4). This work articulates the forest
and creatures in a fully dynamic form, contrasted with other examples where the
mountain is treated in an abstract manner (Figures 61, 62, 63). Of particular interest are
the rocks, animals, and trees configured in dynamically twisted forms (Figure 54-4), as if
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The GaNDavyUha SUtra, critically edited by Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki and Hokei Idzumi, Tokyo:
The Society for the Publication of Sacred Books of the World, 1949, pp. 208-216.
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MaJjuvara is a variation of Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI as a young ascetic seated on a lion. He is
usually portrayed as making dharmacakra mudrA and holding a half-open lotus bearing a book.
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they were activated by a power surge sweeping over the entire mountain. The rocks are
treated as vigorous waves rather than still stones, and some of the snakes are intertwined
with the waving rocks as if they are parts of the waves. The KhasarpaNa images from
other regions also compose the Potalaka with the rocks and trees and arrange the same
animals. But in those examples, the rocks are usually treated as cubical blocks or round
masses, and the animals are almost patternized in a frozen form, simply implying no
more than their physical presence in the mountain (Figure 63-1).
The Mahakali stele (Figure 54) effectively uses the sacred mountain as a symbol
of breathing life as well as a spiritual quest. The lively animating creatures in the forest,
in conjunction with the dynamic equilibrium of the attendant figures and intricate vegetal
patterns permeating every part of the work, all witness Avalokitezvara and his
compassion as the source of life. While the Virginia Museum stele (Figure 31) focuses
on creating a sense of purity through the simple body of the Bodhisattva (Figure 31), this
Mahakali stele represents the body of the Bodhisattva with an organic fluidity radiating
with a vigorous cosmic energy. The unusually prominent depiction of the nectar
overflowing from a large jar on the pedestal (Figure 54-6) also emphasizes the power of
his compassion that saves all creatures from suffering to the new life.
The special attention paid to the sacred mountain as the manifestation of divine
power produces another interesting example that places Ziva and his wife Uma in their
residence, Mountain KailAsa (Figure 64). This Hindu stele, discovered in the
Vikramapura area, reveals an interesting connection to the KhasarpaNa Lokezvara images
not only in their shared notion of the sacred mountain but also in the similar visual layout
of the mountain, which suggests the mountains of these works are possibly based on the
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same source. The Uma-Mahezvara couple is occasionally portrayed with mountain
motifs or a trilobate niche signifying their seat in the KailAsa Mountain. In this
Vikramapura stele, the KailAsa takes a much more elaborate form than the majority of
steles in which the mountain is configured with simple outlines. The KailAsa in this piece
aligns with the Potalaka Mountain of the Mahakali Lokezvara image in the markedly
similar arrangement of animal figures and trees, though the rocks are treated in a little
more simplified manner than those in the Potalaka.
The neighboring Comilla region also makes a good connection with the Dhaka
region in terms of the special interest in the sacred mountain, exemplified by a rare stele
depicting TArA seated in a mountain, probably signifying the same Potalaka (Figure
65).269 This image reminds us of ASTamahAbhaya TArA images coated with the
iconographic program of ASTamahAbhaya Avalokitezvara. In both programs, TArA takes
over the seat of Avalokitezvara, acting as his female counterpart. These examples
demonstrate the significant position of goddess worship in MahAyAna Buddhism. The
presence of this Mainamati TArA stele and the images of KhasarpaNa and Uma-Mahezvara
from Vikramapura facilitate discussion of the notion of the sacred mountain as a central
device for the manifestation of divine power.

Bliss of the liberation
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The DAB preserves a record on this work that was discovered in Mainamati but transferred to
Karachi, Pakistan during the East Pakistan period (1945-1971). This stele shows notable features for many
aspects. The goddess is represented with a fully open lotus, the emblem of Avalokitezvara, instead of a
half-open blue lotus that TArA usually carries. This white lotus seems to be consciously set up for stressing
the connection between the goddess and Avalokitezvara.
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The image of Heruka preserved in the Siddiqi collection (Figure 66) is another
noteworthy example that can be juxtaposed with the images of KhasarpaNa Lokezvara in
terms of articulating the life-giving power of dharma. The significant size of the work
indicates that this black stone stele must have been produced as a major worship object.
The height of the surviving portion is 54.6 cm. Thus, the original size was probably
about 1 meter high. This work is one of the rare sculptures portraying Heruka standing
on a maNDala. Further, this is a unique work for I know of no other Heruka sculptures
from the Indian subcontinent showing a forest on the top portion of the stele. The forest
depicted on the Siddiqi collection Heruka stele plays an integral role as the symbol of

nirvANa – the new life or reincarnation as a complete Buddha that passed over death. The
dynamically twisted trees in the forest are visually united with the dancing central figure
and effectively impart a sense of power. These trees share a similar function with the
aforementioned Potalaka Mountain of the KhasarpaNa Lokezvara as the symbol of the
spiritual power of the deity who leads the devotees from ignorance to enlightenment,
here, equated with life force.
In 1909, Jogendranath Gupta reports on two stone steles depicting Heruka
discovered in the Vikramapura area (Figures 66-1, 67).270 When Susan Huntington
photographed the Siddiqi collection in 1970, one of those two works was in this
collection (Figure 66).271 But unfortunately, the present location of the Siddiqi collection
has been also unknown since the 1971 Bangladesh Independence War, though we know
that it once existed in Dhaka some time between 1945 and 1971, when present
Bangladesh was East Pakistan. The present location of the other Heruka stele
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The Huntington Archive records the photo year of the work as 1970.
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documented in Jogendranath Gupta’s book is unknown. Thus, I have not seen these two
works. The photographs of Jogendranath Gupta and Susan Huntington are the only
sources about these two Heruka images that I have. Fortunately, Huntington’s
photograph is good enough to examine details of the Siddiqi collection piece (Figure 66,
66-2, 66-3, 66-4, 66-5), while Jogendranath Gupta’s photo of the other piece only shows
a vague outline of the stele (Figure 67). Yet, these two works equally provide valuable
information on the Tantric Buddhist practice in the Vikramapura area in confirming the
presence of Heruka maNDala worship in the region.
Heruka is one of the major deities in the AnuttarayogatAntras epitomizing the last
phase in development of Indian Tantric Buddhism. The TAntras at this stage heavily
concentrate on describing fundamental mind-training techniques to reach nirvANa. In this
group of texts, the Hevajra TAntra, written around the tenth century,272 designates Heruka
as the supreme leader of meditation and the lord of paradise where enlightened beings are
reborn. Images of Heruka start to appear from the early eleventh century in eastern India,
in the regions of Bihar, Bengal and Orissa.273 The Heruka image in the Siddiqi collection
also shows characteristics datable to the eleventh century. Judging from its complex
composition of the back-slab, elongated figures and stele, and use of the long necklace
hanging down to the chest of the figures, this image was possibly produced no earlier
than the middle eleventh century. With his terrifying visage, such as bulging eyes and
gnashing fangs, Heruka embodies triumph over MAras (delusions) and path to
enlightenment. Consequently, he is equated with dharma itself as a manifestation of the
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Buddha. This is also supported by the descriptions in the Hevajra TAntra that identify the
deity as a manifestation of the Five Transcendent Buddhas:
Then you will be consecrated by those Buddhas who have all assumed the form of
Heruka, with the five vessels, which symbolize the Five TathAgata and which
contain the five ambrosias.274
The Heruka cult pertains to the Tantric vision of death and reincarnation. In
visual representations of Heruka, delusion is expressed as an analogue of death or a fear
of death, which is to be eventually conquered by the deity and sublimated to nirvANa. A
fear of death is the most obvious mark of self-obsession, and overcoming it is the
necessary step to rebirth as an enlightened being. Therefore, Heruka is usually
represented as trampling on a corpse, the symbol of death. The Hevajra TAntra describes
the corpse as the major symbol of self-obsession and Heruka as the conqueror of it:
Then within the balustrade one should first imagine a corpse, which represents the
whole existence, and the yogin, seated thereupon, should conceive himself of the
nature of Heruka.275
As nirvANa can be completed after passing over death (not just the fear of death),
the advanced Tantric yogis must practice the process of death and reincarnation to
achieve nirvANa. In this regard, the wrathful deities in the Hevajra TAntra class, such as
Heruka, Hevajra, and Sambhara, are especially venerated as archetypes of those
processes and eventually the state of nirvANa itself. As quoted above, the Hevajra TAntra
also describes the yogi who practices the passageways to nirvANa, as the mirror of
Heruka. K. R. van Kooji contends that the dancing posture of Heruka has probably been
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derived from that of the yogis performing his magical and ecstatic dance in
ardhaparyaNkAsana (one-leg folded posture).276 But the concept of ‘dancing wrathful
divinity’ in Tantric Buddhism appears to be based on the long-standing notion of the
dance of destruction and victory in pan-indic belief system, exemplified by Ziva dancing
on the symbol of delusion.
The stele in the Siddiqi collection portrays Heruka in the one-headed two-armed
dancing form widespread in the eastern part of the subcontinent. The extant visual
representations of Heruka generally conform to the descriptions in the relevant texts, such
as the Hevajra TAntra, NSP and SM. The iconography of Heruka is dedicated to
celebrating the power of the transcendent wisdom consuming the life of ignorance and
self-obsession by portraying him as drinking blood, covering the body with severed
human heads, and dancing on a corpse in ardhaparyaNkAsana. The Siddiqi collection
stele also frames the deity with this typical iconographic program. The bulging eyes,
gnashing fangs and jaTAjvAla headdress collectively represent his krodha nature. His
headdress bears an effigy of his parental Buddha, AkSobhya (Figure 66-2). Most of the
surviving Heruka images show him trampling on a corpse, the symbol of death and selfobsession, although there are some examples lacking the corpse.277 The lower portion of
the Siddiqi collection stele is broken off. But judging from the miniature goddess figures
dancing on a corpse, the lost bottom part of the stele must have had the leg of the central
deity dancing on a corpse, since attendant deities in a maNDala normally follow the
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posture and attire of the central deity. The other Heruka stele discovered in the
Vikramapura area also portrays deity dancing on a corpse (Figure 67). Not only the
corpse, but also the attributes and ornaments of the deity embody his power to transcend
death. He grasps a vajra in his raised right hand and a kapAla (skull cup) in his left hand,
and embraces a khaTvANga (staff topped with a skull) with his left hand. He wears a
garland of skulls hanging down to his lower body.
While portraying the deity in established iconography, this stele contains a
significant element distinguished from other Heruka images. This is the forest depicted
above the head of the deity (Figure 66-2). Although illustrated Buddhist manuscripts
from early medieval eastern India occasionally depict Buddhist deities with landscape, it
does not serve more than as background and hardly finds sculpted counterparts. In the
Siddiqi collection Heruka stele, the forest plays an integral role in articulating the
spiritual power of the deity who saves the devotees from ignorance. The forest is full of
animating creatures: animals, celestial figures and trees, all engaged in dynamic
movement. Trees are energetically twisted, and the animal and celestial figures interact
to each other with dynamic postures. All of these figures move their body as if dancing.
The celestial figures either ride on an animal or face an animal or tree as if
communicating with them. Some of these human figures wear a crown and ornaments,
implying their divine status, while others with a beard represent yogic ascetics.
Interestingly enough, some of the trees bear a human or animal face on top, as if the trees
are also sentient beings invigorated by the joy of the ultimate liberation.
None of the relevant texts refer to a forest in connection to Heruka. Nor does the
extant visual evidence from the subcontinent place the deity in the forest. I propose that
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the forest in the Siddiqi collection stele, echoing the dancing central figure, is designed to
embody the state of bliss, which the Hevajra TAntra defines as the essence of Heruka:

This state of unity achieved in the Process of Realization is deemed as Excellent
Bliss, as Great Bliss…….My nature is that of Innate Joy and I come at the end of
the Joy that is Perfect and at the beginning of the Joy of Cessation.278
By such means as that of the maNDala or the process of the self-bestowing of
power, by these one arouses the Thought of Enlightenment, both in its absolute
and relative form. As relative, white as white jasmine, as absolute essentially
blissful, it arises in the lotus-paradise……We call it paradise or land of
bliss……for it is the home of all Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and vajra-holders.279
In the stele, the forest plays an important role in representing the paradise of bliss.
The animating trees and celestial and animal figures effectively serve as the visual
statement of the ‘Great Bliss’ of enlightenment, dancing along with Heruka and his
female consorts. This living forest not only transforms the entire space of the stele into
the world of nirvANa but also reinforces the life-giving power of dharma. Here, the dance
of the conqueror of death is the dance of life as well as the dance of enlightenment and
truth. Ultimately, that is the dance of salvation that gives life to all creatures in the
universe. Through this work, the Vikramapura workshop presents one of the most vivid
ways of articulating the core message of Buddhism, the power of dharma that saves all
creatures.
In addition to the living and dancing forest, the miniature goddess figures
depicted on the sides of the central figure serve to manifest the power of the deity as the
lord of the universe who saves all creatures. These small goddess figures represent the
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eight yoginis who surround Heruka in a maNDala. The depiction of the Heruka maNDala
in this work provides a valuable source for reconstructing the advanced Tantric practice
performed in the Vikramapura area and its potential connection to other regions. The
representations of the Heruka maNDala slightly differ by regions and times but invariably
consist of eight yoginis surrounding Heruka. The surviving portion of the Siddiqi
collection stele only shows four female figures and the right hand of one figure on the
proper left bottom. But Jogendranath Gupta’s photograph taken in the early twentieth
century shows two more female figures surviving on the lower part of the work (Figure
66-1). As I mentioned above, Jogendranath Gupta documented another Heruka stele
discovered in the Vikramapura area (Figure 67). Although his photograph only shows a
vague outline of the image, one can still discern that this work also portrays the deity
dancing on a corpse and surrounded by the eight yoginis. This work shows a more
complex composition than the Siddiqi collection piece by placing additional celestial
figures in the maNDala next to the eight yoginis figures.
While a good number of Heruka images survive from the Indian subcontinent,
only a few of them portray the deity standing on his maNDala. But those few examples
still demonstrate that Heruka was worshiped in close connection to the advanced Tantric
practice in which practitioners imagine themselves in the maNDala and ultimately identify
themselves with the deities occupying the maNDala. In the Siddiqi collection stele, each
of the miniature female figures in the maNDala dances on a corpse and embraces a staff
with the left arm, corresponding to the posture of the central deity. Their attributes
differentiate their identity one from another. The figure on the proper right holds a cakra
in the right hand and plough in the left hand, and the one below holds a lion in the right
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hand and an indistinct object in the left hand (Figure 66-3). On the proper left, from top,
the figure holds a tortoise in the right hand and a bowl in left hand, and next, holds a fish
in the right hand and makes tarjanI mudrA with the left hand (Figure 66-4). The most part
of the next figure is broken off but still shows the object held in the right hand, which is a
snake (Figure 66-5). The other two surviving figures shown in the photograph of
Jogendranath Gupta also dance in the same posture and embrace a staff (Figure 66-1).
But the fuzzy condition of the photograph does not allow me to identify the objects held
in their hands.

<Attributes of the female figures>
cakra and plough
lion and indistinct object

tortoise and bowl
fish and tarjanI mudrA
snake

It may be useful to look at Heruka maNDala images from other regions for
outlining a sense of the figures in the Siddiqi collection piece. Interestingly enough, the
Heruka maNDala represented in the Siddiqi collection stele presents a close connection
not to the one from the adjacent regions in Bengal but to the examples produced in distant
Bihar. The Heruka maNDala in the Siddiqi collection piece finds the closest counterparts
in the Kurkihar area in Bihar (Figure 68). The attributes of the eight yoginis depicted on
the Kurkihar stele are as below.
snake and skull cup
tortoise and bowl

lion and axe
monk and staff
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drum and wild boar
fish and indistinct object280

cakra and plough
vajra and tarjanI mudrA

These attributes correspond to those appearing on the Siddiqi collection stele.
Although the differences in the arrangement of the figures and mode of depiction make it
difficult to consider a direct connection between these two works, one may still assume
that the Kurkihar and Vikramapura regions shared a similar theological context in terms
of the Heruka cult. The coincidence between these two works helps us reconstruct the
lost parts of the Siddiqi collection stele. Moreover, these two examples find relatively
good textual support. The Hevajra TAntra and the NSP provide detailed descriptions of
the Heruka maNDala along with the names and attributes of the eight female deities. Parts
of their descriptions agree with the iconographic features of the female figures depicted
on the Kurkihar and Siddiqi collection steles.
<NSP (maNDala no.8)281>
GaurI
CaurI
VetAlI

Direction
East
South
West

Attribute
knife & fish
drum
tortoise

Parental Buddha
AkSobhya
Vairocana
Ratnesha

GhasmarI
PukkasI
zabarI

North
Northeast
Southeast

AmitAbha
AkSobhya
Vairocana

CaNDAlI
DombI

Southwest
Northwest

snake & bowl
lion & axe
monk & the staff
of the monk
cakra & plough
vajra & tarjanI
mudrA

Vehicle
BrAhma
Indra
Upendra &
ViSNu
Rudra
Yama
Kubera

Ratnesha
AmitAbha

NairRtI
Vemacitrin

<Hevajra TAntra>
280

The object is unidentifiable due to the mutilation. But Claudine Bautze-Picron proposes it as a
kartri (knife) based on the relevant textual descriptions. (Bautze-Picron. 1998, p.38.)
281
MahApanDiTa AbhayAkaragupta, pp. 42-43.
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GaurI
CaurI
VetAlI
GhasmarI
PukkasI
zabarI
CaNDAlI
DombI

Attribute I282
Moon
Sun-vessel
Water
Medicament
Vajra
Ambrosia
Drum
clinging to the neck
of Heruka

Attribute II.283
knife & fish
drum & wild boar
tortoise & skull
snake and bowl
lion & axe
monk & fan
cakra & plough
vajra & tarjanI
mudrA

By utilizing these descriptions, the female figures depicted on the Siddiqi
collection stele can be identified as below.
<The female deities on the Heruka stele in the Siddiqi collection>
CaNDAlI (southwest, cakra & plough)
PukkasI (northeast, lion & axe)

VetAlI (west, tortoise & skull cup)
GaurI (east, fish & tarjanI mudrA)
GhasmarI (north, snake)

Furthermore, the lost parts of the Siddiqi collection stele can be restored as below.
CaNDAlI (southwest, cakra & plough)
PukkasI (northeast, lion & axe)
DombI (northwest, vajra & tarjanI mudrA)
zabarI (southeast, monk and staff or fan)

VetAlI (west, tortoise & skull cup)
GaurI (east, fish & tarjanI mudrA)
GhasmarI (north, snake)
CaurI (south, drum & wild boar)

Two black stone Heruka steles have been found in the Comilla region, which is
near to the Vikramapura area. One of them, now in the Mainamati Site Museum,
portrays the deity standing on his maNDala (Figure 69). Distinguished from the
Vikramapura example, the female figures in the Comilla stele stand on a lotus pedestal
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instead of a corpse, and their posture is also different. From the proper left top, a female
deity dances on a lotus pedestal and holds a sword in the right hand and a flower bud in
the left hand,284 and the one below her holds a vajra in the right hand and a staff in the
left hand. On the proper right, a female deity stands with the right leg and the other leg
stretches to the left and holds an axe in her right hand and a staff and a skull cup in her
left hand. The base of the work shows three female figures standing in identical postures.
However, their small scale and absence of a halo imply that they might not share the
same status with those depicted on the sides of the central deity. The one in the center
shoots an arrow. On the proper right side of the base, a female figure grasps a branch of
the tree encircling her, while the one on the proper left side holds a vajra and staff.
Distinctively, the base shows a human head wearing a simple crown, and this head
appears to be the target of the female figure shooting an arrow.
The Siddiqi collection piece and Comilla example greatly differ from each other
in terms of the representation of the eight yoginis. This suggests that the artists in the two
regional schools followed different sources in composing the Heruka maNDala, in spite of
their geographical proximity. The Vikramapura and Comilla region have been often
treated together in terms of artistic traditions, and many Buddhist and Hindu sculptures
from these two regions share similar themes and visual terms. However, the distinct
differences such as the representations of the Heruka maNDala testify to the individual
developments of Buddhist traditions in these two regions.
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Mallar Mitra identifies this object as a lotus, which is also possible.
Mallar Mitra, “Two-Armed Images of Heruka from Bangladesh: an iconographic study”, Journal
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The visual representation of the Heruka maNDala presents major aspects of the last
stage of Tantric Buddhism. It epitomizes the keynote of wrathful deities in Indian
Buddhism for reaching nirvANa by placing Heruka in the center of the maNDala, as the
lord of the universe. The visual representation of the Heruka maNDala witnesses an
increased emphasis on the Tantric ideal of non-duality by surrounding the deity with his
female consorts, who are in their origin associated with the various folk cults and yogic
practices. Some of their name appears in Hindu texts as well. An expanded emphasis on
this non-duality is known as a major characteristic of the AnuttarayogatAntras. This final
compilation of Tantric Buddhist texts narrates various visions of the symbolic unions
between two different principles. In these texts, the essential unity of a duality is often
compared to the sexual union between male and female as a metaphor of non-duality.
Tantric Buddhism considers such a unity of non-duality an essential nature of the
ultimate truth. A renewed emphasis on the essential unity of a duality inevitably elevated
the status of female deities. The YogatAntras, the preceding TAntra group, also include
female deities in the outer ring of the maNDalas. But the AnuttarayogatAntras move the
female deities to the major part of the maNDalas, designating an important role in the
manifestation of the power of the central deity. In addition to the maNDala, the Hevajra
TAntra integrates the messages of non-duality into the multi-limbed manifestation of
Heruka, named Hevajra, in which the deity embraces his female consort.
The two images of the Heruka maNDala from the Vikramapura area (Figures 66 &
67) introduce the most complex and thus, we may assume, the final development of the
visual representation of the Heruka maNDala on the subcontinent. In addition to the eight
goddesses, these two works include other celestial figures in the program of the maNDala.
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In the case of the Siddiqi collection stele, those additional celestial figures are uniquely
combined with the image of the living forest to jointly celebrate the bliss of nirvANa
(Figure 66-2), while in the other stele, the additional celestial figures embedded in the

maNDala next to the eight yogini figures (Figure 67). Such a complex representation of
the Heruka maNDala never finds counterparts in other regions of the Indian subcontinent.
Perhaps these two Dhaka region examples are the predecessors of the Himalayan
paintings of the Heruka maNDala in which Heruka is represented as Hevajra standing on a
highly complex maNDala.
The representation of a complex maNDala in Buddhist art signifies the extensive
use of the images in Tantric ritual. In Tantric Buddhism, maNDalas not only compress the
Buddhist vision of the universe but also appear as the central implements facilitating
meditation and visualization of true reality. Buddhist TAntras invariably contain
exuberant descriptions of complex maNDalas occupied by numerous divinities. They
instruct practitioners to draw the maNDalas or to imagine themselves presiding over the

maNDalas in order to have them experience the state of nirvANa. The two Heruka images
from Vikramapura may have been also used by advanced Tantric practitioners in their
ritual and meditation.
The Heruka image in the Siddiqi collection illustrates how a local school of art in
early medieval Bengal developed unique visual terms to articulate the power of a
Buddhist divinity, who embodies the path to nirvANa. By portraying Heruka presiding
over a maNDala, the local Buddhist tradition reinforces the power of the deity as the
embodiment of non-duality standing in the center of the universe. The innovative use of
the forest image in this work shows that religious art of ancient India was more than just
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illustration of text. This unique sculpture allows us to restore an important aspect of the
visual perception of enlightenment and salvation in the eleventh century Indian Tantric
Buddhist tradition.

Shaiva cult and wrathful Tantric deities
Besides Heruka, the Tantric Buddhist pantheon encompasses various wrathful
divinities represented as the conquerors of death, embodying the path to reach nirvANa.
Two more black stone steles portraying a wrathful male deity were discovered in the
Dhaka region (Figures 70 & 71). Both works were discovered in the Vikramapura area.
It is interesting to note that both of these images exhibit a pronounced connection to
Hindu god Ziva.
In contrast to Heruka, the central figure on these two steles takes a dwarfish form.
One of them, now displayed in the VRM Gallery 5, portrays a three-headed six-armed
deity (Figure 70). The deity clearly manifests himself as a krodha deity through his
bulging eyes, wrinkles, and open mouth showing teeth. However, he is distinguished
from other wrathful deities worshiped in the Dhaka region in taking a form of a dwarfish
warrior. The deity is bearded and armed with a helmet and a sword and bedecked with a
snake ornament. His only surviving left hand holds a skull cup, and the surviving two
right hands hold a rosary and a sword. He is trampling on two vighnas (obstacles) or
corpses, the symbols of death. The flames between his legs are designed to represent his
ferocious power as the conqueror of death. In the middle of the flames is a kneeling
devotee expressing his devotion to the deity. Above his head is an effigy of the
Transcendent Buddha Amoghasiddhi in abhaya mudrA (Figure 70-1).
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The appearance and attire of this three-headed six-armed deity show a close
affinity with images of MahAkAla (Figure 72). MahAkAla, meaning ‘Great Darkness’ or
‘Great Time’ in Sanskrit, is the conqueror of time, thus, the conqueror of death. He is
usually represented with a corpulent body wearing a skull garland and snake ornaments,
having one head with a wrathful face. He has two hands holding a skull cup and a knife
and embraces a staff decorated with a skull, similar to that of Heruka. MahAkAla images
invariably trample on Yama, the personification of time or death. The parental Buddha
of MahAkAla is AkSobhya, who is often depicted above his head. The VRM three-headed
six-armed image diverges from the typical images of MahAkAla in its parental Buddha
depicted at the apex and the number of heads and arms but shares the fundamental
concept with MahAkAla in its wrathful face and dwarfish body, skull and weapon
attributes and snake ornaments. Parallel to many other Buddhist images from the Dhaka
region, this three-headed six-armed image is also unique and finds no counterpart among
extant visual or literary sources. But its major features shared with MahAkAla suggest
that these two deities are possibly engaged in a similar theological context.
There have been a couple of attempts to associate this image with a particular
deity mentioned in Buddhist texts. S. K. Saraswati identifies this image as Halalala
Lokezvara, a wrathful form of Avalokitezvara.285 Mukhlesur Rahman proposes that the
image probably portrays KRSNa YamAri, a wrathful manifestation of MaJjuZrI.286 None
of the textual sources that Saraswati and Rahman bring up, however, fully support their
identification. Only parts of the textual descriptions of HAlAhala Lokezvara or KRSNa
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YamAri agree with the features of the VRM image. But HAlAhala Lokezvara and KRSNa
YamAri are also the conquerors of death and are also represented with skull and snake
ornaments. They basically share a similar concept with MahAkAla but slightly differ in
their attributes and the number of heads and hands. In fact, there are no surviving images
exactly conforming to the textual descriptions of HAlAhala Lokezvara and KRSNa YamAri.
In surviving visual materials, MahAkAla is the most commonly portrayed dwarfish
wrathful deity in the Tantric Buddhist tradition.
MahAkAla was widely worshiped in eastern India during the eleventh and twelfth
centuries. One of those examples has been discovered in the Vikramapura area (Figure
71). This work seems to have been intentionally defaced by Muslim iconoclasts. But the
outline of the work still shows that the central deity has a corpulent body with one head
and two arms, wears a skull garland, and holds a staff. Two attendant figures flank the
central deity. Also, one can still discern the outline of two miniature stUpas depicted on
the top portion of the stele. Although the identification of the subject matter of this
image is inevitably tentative due to the heavy damage, these features all correspond to the
typical form of MahAkAla.
MahAkAla apparently shares a similar function with Heruka as the conqueror of
death and the embodiment of the path to nirvANa. But he diverges from Heruka in terms
of his essential connection to the Hindu god Ziva. This dwarfish wrathful deity is
actually a Buddhist equivalent of Bhirava, a wrathful manifestation of Ziva (Figure 73).
Bhairava was also often portrayed in eastern India. He is normally represented with a
dwarfish body bedecked with a skull garland and snake ornaments. He invariably has
one head and two hands holding a knife and skull cup and trampling on Yama. The
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Tantric Buddhist tradition absorbed Bhairava into its pantheon and worshiped him as
MahAkAla. Bhairava is often portrayed alone (Figure 73) but occasionally accompanied
by attendant deities. MahAkAla is usually depicted with two or four attendants, a parental
Buddha or miniature stUpas (Figure 72). In Tantric Buddhism, MahAkAla is venerated as
a wrathful form of Avalokitezvara. This is not strange, considering that the cults of Ziva
and Avalokitezvara are closely tied to each other and share many of visual forms from the
formative stage. Both Ziva and Avalokitezvara embody the power of yogic ascetic.
Thus, in visual representations, both of them wear a matted headdress and antelope skin,
which are the symbols of yogic ascetic. As Ziva is essentially the god of death and
darkness, he was worshiped in a variety of wrathful forms from early periods. This is in
contrast with Avalokitezvara, who is basically the compassion deity. But, with the
increasing importance of wrathful manifestations of transcendent wisdom in Tantric
Buddhism, the Avalokitezvara cult also had to embrace the cult of wrathful deities. The
aforementioned HayagrIva is one of the examples integrated into the Avalokitezvara cult
as the manifestation of the wisdom of the Bodhisattva. Consequently, one can surmise
that Bhairava was possibly absorbed into the Buddhist pantheon, when Tantric Buddhism
demanded a wrathful manifestation of Avalokitezvara. This was perhaps facilitated by
the enduring connection between Ziva and Avalokitezvara.
Judging from the notions shared between MahAkAla or Bhairava and the deity
portrayed on the VRM stele (Figure 70), this unique three-headed and six-armed deity,
whatever his name was, relates to the Hindu Shaiva cult incorporated into the realm of
Tantric Buddhist practice. This work and the damaged MahAkAla image from the
Vikramapura area demonstrate that the Tantric Buddhist tradition of the Dhaka region
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was also participating in the general practice of amalgamation with the Hindu tradition,
which was especially prominent in terms of the cult of wrathful deities. The early style
exhibited in the VRM stele suggests that the cult of this rare form of wrathful deity was
already established in the tenth century in the Vikramapura area, before MahAkAla
became prominent in the Tantric Buddhist pantheon. This work belongs to one of the
earliest groups of the Buddhist steles surviving from the Dhaka region. The overall
simplicity in the ornamentation of the figure, the proportionally large central figure and
the simple composition with little interest in subsidiary detail places this work in no later
than the middle tenth century. Besides this piece, the BhRkutI image from Vajrayogini
(Figure 1), the miniature stUpa (Figures 38-1, 38-2, 38-3, 38-4) and the standing Buddha
image discussed below (Figure 74) can be also classified as an early group, datable
around to the ninth to maximum early tenth centuries. These works give a glimpse of the
local Buddhist practice when stone image production began to flourish in the Dhaka
region. In particular, the miniature stUpa with a figure of a multi-armed deity (Figure 382) and the VRM stele (Figure 70) suggest that Tantric practice was popular in the local
Buddhist practice in the ninth to early tenth centuries and it had an active
interrelationship with Hindu practice.

Part V. The supreme lord
Images of Buddha are essential to define the core aspect of Buddhism practiced in
each period and region. Since the achievement of Buddhahood is the ultimate goal of the
religion, images of Buddha always reflect the perception of Buddhahood stipulated by
each phase of the Buddhist tradition. The cosmic vision of Buddhahood developed in the
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MahAyAna tradition expands the concept of ‘Buddha’ from the Buddha, the Enlightened
Teacher who historically lived in India around the sixth to fifth centuries BCE, to the
countless celestial (or transcendent) Buddhas filling the universe. The union with the
body of Buddha(s) became a central theme in Tantric Buddhism due to its heavy
emphasis on a trance experience in both mental and physical levels to reach nirvANa.
Thus, the quest for dictating, in both verbal and visual forms, the cosmic nature and ideal
yoga-body of the supreme lord comprised a major concern in Indian Buddhism during the
early medieval period.
Surviving visual materials reveal that each of the local Buddhist traditions in India
underwent various waves in kinds of worship of Buddha. For instance, the BodhgayA
area in Bihar where the Buddha achieved enlightenment heavily focuses on worship of
the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA, iconocizing the moment of his enlightenment.287 On
the other hand, the Antichak area located in the border of present Bengal and Bihar shows
a distinctive inclination toward worship of the crowned Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA,
representing the cosmic nature of nirvANa through portraying the Buddha as the king of
the universe. On the contrary, images of crowned Buddha did not get special recognition
in the Bengal sphere, where, instead, the expression of the sheer yoga-body and the great
elaboration of the back-slab played an integral role in articulating the cosmic power of
the supreme lord. Buddha images in the Dhaka region, particularly the seated Buddha
images produced in the eleventh century, epitomize the Tantric ideal of the supreme lord
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through the highly refined yoga-body of the Buddha combined with the distinct
manifestation of his divine sanctuary.

Buddha images in the Dhaka region
One of the most pronounced characteristics of the Buddha images from the Dhaka
region is a wide range of subject matter. The themes widely portrayed in eastern India,
such as the standing Buddha (Figures 74, 75, 76), the seated Buddha in dharmacakra

mudrA (Figure 77), dhyAna mudrA (Figure 88) and bhUmisparZa mudrA (Figures 78, 79,
80), were also popular in the Dhaka region. But the Buddha images from the Dhaka
region include some rare themes, such as the seated Buddha bearing a gem (Figure 90),
or wearing jaTAmukuTa (Figure 182), or holding a piece of fruit and a jar (Figure 183), and
the standing Buddha accompanied by a smaller standing Buddha(s) (Figure 74). These
themes are not frequently encountered outside the Dhaka area. On the other hand, there
is no surviving work portraying a crowned Buddha from the Dhaka region, which
coincides with the general scarcity of the theme in Bengal.288 This also relates to the
small number of miniature stUpas surviving from Bengal. In other regions, miniature

stUpas are frequently represented as domains of the crowned Transcendent Buddhas.
Another interesting phenomenon occurs in visual representations of the standing Buddha.
In the Dhaka region, this theme largely disappears from the surviving corpus of visual
materials after the tenth century. This phenomenon occurrs not only in the Dhaka region
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As yet no images of crowned Buddha have been found from southern Bengal. But an
interesting bronze image of bejeweled Buddha, though not crowned, has been discovered from Dhamrai,
north of Dhaka city. This work is discussed in chapter four.
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but also in other parts of southern Bengal and stands in contrast to the northern Bengal
school that continued to portray the standing Buddha until the twelfth century.
A group of standing Buddha images marks the early phase of the Buddha image
production in the Dhaka region. A black stone stele, now in the storage of the BNM
(Figure 74), is one of the early Buddha images produced in the region. This standing
Buddha image is an interesting piece in that it shows that the stress on the smooth surface
of the yoga-body is prominent in Buddha images of the Dhaka region from a quite early
period. The proportionally large central figure, the simple treatment of the vidyAdharas
and the round top of the stele suggest that this work was possibly produced no later than
the early tenth century. Both central and attendant figures wear a monastic garment
covering both shoulders, which is another indication of early chronology. This type of
garment is gradually replaced with the type covering only one shoulder after the tenth
century, not only in the Dhaka region but also in the entire Bengal Delta. But in this
work the depiction of the garment is minimized in order to stress the smooth yoga-body
of the Buddha. As I already mentioned above, such an emphasis on the yoga-body
characterizes many Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region and is particularly
pronounced in Buddha images. It culminates in the eleventh century Buddha images
from the Dhaka region. It is interesting to note that the halo of the standing Buddha
image decorated with a row of bead motifs (Figure 74) is comparable to that of the VRM
three-headed six-armed deity image discussed above (Figure 70). In the BNM stele, the
halo of both central figures and attendant is framed with a row of bead motifs, and wavy
lotus petals are added to the halo of the central figure (Figure 74). The proper right
portion of the stele is broken off, but it also shows a part of a beaded halo. The BNM
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records the provenance of this image as ‘an unidentified provenance in the Dhaka
district’. But the unique treatment of the halo and the features that it shares with the
VRM image suggests that this work was also possibly produced in the Vikramapura area.
Another interesting feature of this stele is its unique theme. It depicts a standing
Buddha flanked by a pair of standing Buddhas. The one on the proper left is possibly one
of the past Buddhas, DIpaMkara, recognizable from the lamp that he grasps (‘DIpaM’
means lamp). Thus, the lost figure on the proper right may also be a Buddha figure,
possibly of the future Buddha, and the central figure possibly portrays the ZAkyamuni
Buddha. However, this identification is tentative, since it is very unusual to portray a
standing Buddha flanked by another standing Buddha, and the Buddha holding a lamp is
unknown in extant visual or textual materials.
The Department of Islamic History and Culture of Dhaka University has also
collected a standing Buddha image illustrating the pre-eleventh century characteristics
(Figure 75). This work was discovered in an unidentified provenance in the Dhaka
region. This stele exemplifies one of the primary characteristics of standing Buddha
images of Bengal in its composition. The majority of the standing Buddha images from
Bengal lack Bodhisattva figures. This is contrasted with the Bihar and Orissa
counterparts, which primarily depict Bodhisattva attendants flanking the standing
Buddha. Such a simple composition in standing Buddha images in Bengal might pertain
to their relatively early chronology, as standing Buddha images lost their popularity to the
seated images from around the eleventh century onwards. The seated Buddha images in
Bengal are invariably accompanied by Bodhisattva attendants.
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The increased interest in the elaborate border decoration of the Dhaka University
stele suggests the next chronological phase to the aforementioned standing Buddha image
in the BNM storage (Figure 74) and the three-headed six-armed deity in the VRM (Figure
70), but the simple composition, round halo and treatment of the monastic garment place
this work in the pre-eleventh century phase. The Dhaka University piece shares the same
manner of wearing the monastic garment with the BNM example, covering both
shoulders of the Buddha. The monastic garment of the Buddha is defined with drapery
folds. The delineation of the drapery also gradually disappears from Buddha images of
Bengal due to the increasing emphasis on the expression of the yoga-body of the Buddha.
Both hands of the Buddha are broken off, but their position suggests the abhaya mudrA
(gesture of protection) made by the right hand and the varada mudrA (gesture of giving)
made by the left hand. This is one of the most popular forms of standing Buddha
imagery produced on the Indian subcontinent. Here the superb craftsmanship is evident
through the balanced body proportion, intricate border decoration, and the delicate
handling of the monastic garment revealing the body contour of the Buddha.
The heavily damaged standing Buddha image discovered in Mandra (Dhaka
district) (Figure 76) is one of the most interesting examples in terms of not only subject
matter but also the practice of Muslim iconoclasm. This work is currently displayed in
the Inscription Gallery of the BNM, because the back of this image is inscribed with
Arabic verses indicating the name of a fifteenth century Muslim ruler, Sultan Jalaluddin
Mohammad Shah (Figure 76-1).289 Reflecting a common practice of Muslim iconoclasts,
the original image of the Buddha triad is completely destroyed as a symbol of the
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religious conquest. The head of the Buddha is chopped off, and the body of the Buddha
and his attendants is shaven off (Figure 76). But fortunately, the surviving outline still
shows the fully open lotus and nAgakeZara flower held by the proper right and left
attendant respectively, which allow us to identify the figures as the Bodhisattva
Avalokitezvara and Maitreya, regular attendants of the ZAkyamuni Buddha.290 This work
is one of the two standing Buddha images flanked by Bodhisattvas surviving from
Bengal. The other example is from northern Bengal. The heavy damage of this standing
Buddha image from the Dhaka district does not permit us to propose its possible
chronological range. The only information that this work supplies is the fact that this
variation of Buddha image, standing and flanked by two regular Bodhisattvas, is not
entirely absent from South Bengal.291
The seated Buddha dominates the surviving Buddha images of Bengal from the
eleventh century onwards, and the Dhaka region is not isolated from such a general
tendency. In addition to the theological significance of the Buddha in bhUmisparZa

mudrA, the centrality of the meditational practice in Tantric Buddhism also seems to have
facilitated the popularity of seated Buddha images. The increasing attention to the highly
codified and sophisticated expression of the yoga-body in the seated Buddha images is
perhaps related to the Tantric Buddhist practice that puts a particular emphasis on the
union of the body of the practitioner with the body of the Buddha. The minimized
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depiction of the monastic garment of the Buddha may also be the consequence of the
stress on his ideal yoga-body. From around the eleventh century, Buddha images of
Bengal tend to change their monastic garment from the one with clearly defined pleats to
a fairly diaphanous garment only implied through substantial outlines. Such a shift in the
fashion of the Buddha was possibly facilitated by an increasing emphasis on the smooth
and shining surface of the body.
One of the seated Buddha images from the Dhaka region exhibits the intermediary
stage between the old and new fashion of the garment. The black stone stele portraying
the Buddha in dharmacakra mudrA (gesture of teaching) (Figure 77), preserved in the
storage of the BNM, limits the depiction of the garment pleats only in the lower part of
the body and emphasizes the smooth surface of the upper body of the Buddha by merely
implying a diaphanous garment through the curved line around the neck. The following
phase eliminates the remaining pleats on the lower portion of the body. This piece deals
with a relatively rare subject matter for Bengal Buddhist art, the Buddha in his first
sermon. The Buddha, making dharmacakra mudrA, is flanked by his two disciples, and
the pedestal is occupied by the typical emblems designating the space as the Deer Park at
Sarnath where the Buddha gave his first sermon to his disciples. The minimal and sparse
flame motif applied to the halo and the perimeter of the stele is typical of the Dhaka
region works, while the elongated uSnISa is a more generic feature widely employed for
Buddha images of Bengal. A unique feature of this image is a row of dots encircling the
neck of the Buddha, which appears to imply an ornament. This feature is examined in
detail in chapter four in its potential connection to bejeweled Buddha imagery.
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The seated Buddha images produced during the eleventh and twelfth centuries in
the Dhaka region achieve the ideal form of the pure yoga-body of Buddha through the
highly polished and smoothly chiseled surface, tubular limbs, and exaggeration of the
broad shoulders, robust chest, and elongated uSnISa adorned with a conspicuous gem
(Figures 79, 80, 88, 90). As I already mentioned in Part II of this chapter, these forms
and surface of the body are consciously designed to represent the highest state of the
yoga-body characterized by “shining”, “tender” and “devoid of unevenness without
representing joint muscles and veins”. The special attention paid to the refined yogabody and the elongated uSnISa of the Buddha can be understood as a ‘Bengal
phenomenon’, since the northern and western Bengal sculptures from the same period
also show the same tendency in representation of the body of the Buddha (Figure 82).
The Dhaka region produced among the finest specimens representing such a pan-Bengali
definition of the body of the supreme lord. Susan Huntington proposes that the tubular
limbs, the exaggerated broad chest and slim waist applied to some of the eastern Indian
Buddha images possibly relate to the Buddhist iconographic canon prescribing that the
body of the Buddha is supposed to look like gomukha (cow’s head) and his limbs must
resemble those of elephant.292
The pronounced stress on the elongated uSnISa and the almost geometrically
rendered and highly polished body has been often treated merely as an aesthetic choice,
overlooking its theological significance. However, it should be noted that the high polish
is a consciously developed technique to reinforce the purity of the ideal yoga-body, and
this was not exclusively employed for Buddha images but widely used for sacred images
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in South Asia. In the case of the Buddhist sculptures of the Dhaka region, the high polish
is frequently used not only in the images of Buddha but also in the images of Tantric
goddesses (Figures 33, 34, 36). The elongated uSnISa is also a symbol of an ideal yogi,
designed to put a particular stress on the highest cerebral region of the Buddha, which
Buddhist TAntras mention as the symbol of the Buddha’s vajrakaya or sahaja-kaya.293
The large gem on the top of the elongated uSnISa symbolizes the essence of his yogic
achievement. The artists of the Dhaka region fully utilized the extant visual cannon to
reinforce the ideas that are fundamental to the Tantric Buddhist practice.

A new challenge to an old issue – Buddha image in bhUmisparZa mudrA
The most dominant theme in Buddha imagery of Bengal, from the eleventh
century onwards, is the Buddha making bhUmisparZa mudrA (earth-touching gesture)
seated on a throne, which is adorned with a miniature vajra, with or without elephant(s)
and lions. These Buddha images have been a subject of debate in regard to their identity.
Five examples of this variation of Buddha imagery have survived from the Dhaka region,
three in stone (Figures 78, 79, 80), one wooden image (Figure 107), and a bronze image
(Figure 180). The Buddha images in bhUmisparZa mudrA occupy a large portion of
surviving Buddhist sculptures from the Indian subcontinent. It is because the Buddha in
this gesture epitomizes the most significant moment in the religion, the moment of the
enlightenment of the ZAkyamuni Buddha, defeating the MAra and calling upon the earth
spirit to witness his victory by touching the earth with his right hand after moved it from
the position of meditation.
293
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What makes the Bengal examples portraying this theme problematic is their
frequent use of the vajra symbol and the elephant vehicle, depicted either side by side on
the base or the vajra at the front edge of the lotus pedestal and the elephant on the lower
portion of the base. This throne design is often included in the bhUmisparZa mudrA
Buddha images from both Bihar and Bengal, but it predominantly appears in those from
Bengal. This iconographic program has greatly mattered to the scholars who are heavily
concerned with the identification issues and textual support, because there are two
different Buddhas who make the bhUmisparZa mudrA, ZAkyamuni and AkSobhya, and the
two symbols, a vajra and an elephant, could be also associated with either one.
Therefore, the discourses on this group of Buddha images have been usually centered on
whether those images represent ZAkyamuni or AkSobhya. Some Buddhist texts mention a
vajra and an elephant vehicle as the major symbols of the Buddha AkSobhya who is the
lord of the Eastern Paradise, instead of ZAkyamuni.294 However, it is still not a simple
task to conclude that these images represent AkSobhya, due to the dominant position of

ZAkyamuni in Indian Buddhism. This issue is more than simply the matter of
identification, because if those Buddha images are to be considered AkSobhya, their
profuse number elucidates an enormous status for the cult of this particular Transcendent
Buddha. AkSobhya might have been portrayed as a single image. However, if those
images with a vajra and an elephant are all AkSobhya, then we need to explain the
absence of images of ZAkyamuni from the eleventh and twelfth century Bengal.
I approach this old issue by considering the devotional context of the bhUmisparZa

mudrA Buddha images rather than the theological discourse surrounding ZAkyamuni or
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AkSobhya, since it appears that, at least in Bihar and Bengal, the vajra and the elephant
vehicle were just inserted into the already fixed bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha imagery
without altering other components. As I mentioned above, the Buddha images in this
earth-touching gesture essentially represent the moment of the Enligtenment of the

ZAkyamuni Buddha at BodhgayA. Around the tenth century, the vajra and elephant
started to appear on the pedestal of those images, which directed some scholars to
consider their possible connection to the newly risen cult of AkSobhya. However, in
those images, Avalokitezvara and Maitreya, the attendants of ZAkyamuni (as the
‘VajrAsana Buddha’) were not replaced by PadmapaNI and VajrapaNI, 295 who are the
prescribed attendants of AkSobhya. Therefore, I would like to call one’s attention to the
fact that this iconographic program clearly evolved out of, and operated within, the preexisting diameter encompassing the worship of the Buddha images in bhUmisparZa

mudrA, whether the vajra and the elephant vehicle were employed to portray the new
Buddha, AkSobhya, or merely acted as extra symbols to make the old Buddha,

ZAkyamuni, more powerful. Below I examine details of the debate surrounding these
problematic images and interpret the meaning of their iconographic program in the
context of the production of Buddha images.
Mostly, the debate revolves around the nature of the two symbols, vajra and
elephant. Those who tend to identify these images as AkSobhya emphasize that some
Buddhist texts, such as the SM, refer to a vajra and elephant vehicle as his attributes.296
But others who are skeptical about this identification point out that vajra and elephant
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may be considered universal symbols of dharma, not exclusively of the AkSobhya
Buddha. Vajra, meaning ‘diamond’ or ‘thunderbolt’, is a major symbol of the
unbreakable truth in Buddhism. An elephant, when it appears as a vehicle, not a vighna
(obstacle), was also used as a major symbol of royalty or of strength from early periods,
since the animal was a royal vehicle in ancient India and often used in military
campaigns.
Other theories reconcile the two contradictory identifications by proposing that
some of the images possibly represent AkSobhya and others ZAkyamuni. For instance,
Akira Miyaji regards the Bodhisattva attendants as the primary indicator of the identity
and proposes that the Buddha images flanked by Maitreya and Avalokitezvara should be
identified as ZAkyamuni regardless of the presence of the vajra and the elephant vAhana,
but if those Buddha images are accompanied by other Bodhisattvas, the Buddha should
be identified as AkSobhya.297 For instance, he proposes that the Buddha image in

bhUmisparZa mudrA from Bareya (West Bengal State, India) represents AkSobhya, as the
Bodhisattva attendants do not seem to be Avalokitezvara and Maitreya (Figure 83).298
However, it appears to me that they are also Avalokitezvara and Maitreya. The flower of
the left attendant supports a vase, which is a common symbol of Maitreya, and the flower
of the right attendant looks like a variation of lotus, the symbol of Avalokitezvara. An
image of the bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha from the Dhaka region also shows the Maitreya
holding a flower bearing a vase, and in this case, the stUpa on the head of the Bodhisattva
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clearly indicates he is Maitreya (Figure 80). An image of Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA
from northern Bengal includes VajrapaNI as the left attendant of the Buddha (Figure 86).
The throne of the work also shows a vajra and an elephant. However, this example also
still remains enigmatic in terms of identity, because the left attendant is not PadmapaNI
but Maitreya with a flower supporting a vase. As far as I know, none of the surviving
Buddha images from Bengal show VajrapaNI and PadmapaNI as the attendants of the
Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA.
For another example of the reconciliation, Gauriswar Bhattacharya distinguishes
images of ZAkyamuni from those of AkSobhya based on the presence of the miniature
figure of AkSobhya on the top of the steles.299 He basically presupposes that the vajra
and the elephant vAhana are markers of AkSobhya when they appear together. However,
Bhattacharya argues that whenever the stele has a miniature figure of the Transcendent
Buddha AkSobhya at the apex, the two symbols belong to that Transcendent Buddha
instead of the central figure, who, in this case, represents ZAkyamuni, since he believes
that the same Buddha cannot be depicted twice on one stele.300 Thus, for example, he
identifies the bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha image from Vikramapura as ZAkyamuni
(Figure 80), since the apex of the stele shows a miniature Transcendent Buddha figure in
the same mudrA, which should be identified as AkSobhya (Figure 80-1). There is no
doubt that the Buddha figure in bhUmisparZa mudrA depicted at the apex of the steles is
AkSobhya, because ZAkyamuni is not one of the five Transcendent Buddhas. However, it
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is rather problematic to assume that the elephant vAhana and the vajra, prominently
carved on the pedestal, are designed to emphasize the role of the miniature Transcendent
Buddha figure instead of the central figure.
There is a group of interesting Buddha images from southern Bengal to consider
in regard to the possible function of the vajra and the elephant vehicle. On those steles,
the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA is surrounded by the scenes depicting important events
in the life of ZAkyamuni, and their pedestal shows the vajra and the elephant vAhana.
One of those examples is preserved in the Kamalapur Buddha vihAra (monastery) in
Dhaka city (Figure 84). In this case, the central figure without question represents

ZAkyamuni at the moment of his enlightenment. The Buddha is flanked by
Avalokitezvara and Maitreya. At the apex is the Transcendent Buddha in bhUmisparZa

mudrA, who is AkSobhya. The top portion of the stele shows ZAkyamuni’s victory over
MAra’s attack that occurred at the moment of his enlightenment, and above the MAra’s
attack are various celestial beings paying homage to his enlightenment. The theme of
this stele is clearly the celebration of the cosmic nature of the enlightenment of the
Buddha. In this circumstance, it is reasonable to consider that the two symbols, the vajra
and the elephant vAhana, on the throne are designed to reinforce the unbreakable and
noble nature of the truth that the ZAkyamuni Buddha discovered, rather than to emphasize
the position of the miniature AkSobhya figure at the apex.
Another fact to consider is that there are plenty of steles showing multiple figures
of Buddha in the same dhyAna mudrA or dharmacakra mudrA, and those repeated figures
do not necessarily represent different Buddhas. For instance, a black stone stele from the
Dhaka region in the BNM storage portrays Buddha in dharmacakra mudrA (gesture of
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teaching) surrounded by four other Buddha figures in the same dharmacakra mudrA
(Figure 85). In this case, it is difficult to assume that each of these five Buddha figures
represents a different Buddha, since none of the extant literature or visual materials refer
to the five different Buddhas making dharmacakra mudrA. The dharmacakra mudrA on
this stele appears as a universal symbol of Buddhist teaching instead of indicating a
particular Buddha. Therefore, the presence or absence of another Buddha figure in

bhUmisparZa mudrA on one stele does not necessarily change the identity of the central
figure in bhUmisparZa mudrA.
As I mentioned earlier, the debate often revolves around the function of the two
problematic symbols – the vajra and the elephant vehicle. However, not many of the
previous discussions fully address the fact that in Bihar and Bengal this set of symbols
was merely inserted in the existing portraiture of ZAkyamuni in his enlightenment,
typically flanked by Avalokitezvara and Maitreya and often bearing a canopy of the
bodhi tree leaves on the top portion of the stele. This raises the following question – if
the artists consciously tried to portray AkSobhya by means of those two symbols, why did
not they switch Maitreya to VajrapaNI, who is prescribed as a major attendant of
AkSobhya? This is contrasted with the Orissa counterparts where PadmapaNI and
VajrapaNI normally flank the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA. Many scholars tend to
identify these Orissa examples as AkSobhya as well, since the relevant Buddhist texts,
such as the MaJjuZrImUlakalpa SUtra, refer to those two Bodhisattvas as attendants of
AkSobhya.301 However, those Orissa examples do not show the vajra and the elephant
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vAhana together on the throne, therefore, it is problematic to juxtapose the Orissa images
with the Bengal examples.
Despite the vast range of theological connotations of the vajra and the elephant, it
is meaningful to consider the fact that those two symbols are usually present in the

bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha images and absent in other types of Buddha images such as
those in dhyAna or dharmacakra mudrA. This suggests that the vajra and the elephant
vehicle were possibly selected in special connection to the visual manifestation of
enlightenment. Next, the vajra and the elephant vehicle did not start to appear
simultaneously on the Buddha images. A vajra began to appear on the pedestal of the

bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha images in Bihar and Bengal around the late tenth century.
The Dhaka region also produces an image of Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA, exhibiting
the pre-eleventh century characteristics (Figure 78). The base of the stele shows a vajra
but no elephant vehicle (Figure 78-1). On the other hand, Bihar produces the

bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha images supported by elephants and lions from around the
late tenth or early eleventh century, but these images do not show a vajra on the pedestal.
This suggests that the vajra and the elephant vehicle were incorporated individually
rather than as a collective symbol to consciously indicate the central figure as AkSobhya.
Furthermore, one should pay attention to the location of the vajra in the images. It is
always placed on the pedestal, either on the center of the base or at the front edge of the
lotus pedestal. This suggests that the presence of the vajra tells something particular
about the ‘seat’ of the Buddha. It is worthwhile to note that is many Buddhist texts, such
as the MaJjuZrImUlakalpa SUtra and Gandavyuha SUtra, begin with describing the Buddha
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seated on the vajrAsana, which means ‘diamond seat’.302 Parts of the SM are also
dedicated to the ‘VajrAsana Buddha’, which describe the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA
flanked by Maitreya and Avalokitezvara and bearing a vajra on the pedestal.303 But these
SM descriptions do not include the elephant vAhana.304 Such a notion of ‘vajrAsana’
declares the adamantine nature of nirvANa by glorifying the place where the Buddha
manifests himself as the embodiment of the ultimate truth.305 Thus, the vajra on the
pedestal serves as a pictographic notation of the vajrAsana and thereby punctuates the
image as the visual statement of the ‘Enlightenment’, rather than as the symbol of
AkSobhya.
As to the elephant vehicle, I propose the possibility that the elephant was added to
the lion throne to reinforce the significance of the ‘royal throne’ of the Buddha as the lord
of the universe. Buddha is conventionally portrayed as sitting on a throne supported by
two or more lions from early periods. Buddhist texts also often refer to the lion seat of
the Buddha and metaphorically describe the teaching of the Buddha as the roar of lion
spread to the entire universe.306 While the lion appears in all types of Buddha images, the
elephant, particularly in eastern India, most often appears in the Buddha images in

bhUmisparZa mudrA. There are some single images of Vajrasattva supported by the
elephant-lion base. This indicates that elephant does not exclusively serve as the vehicle
of the Buddha. But in the case of Buddha images, elephant rarely appears on the throne
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of other forms of Buddha images, such as those in dharmacakra mudrA or dhyAna mudrA.
This implies that the elephant vehicle was designed in special connection to the visual
representation of enlightenment. It is also interesting to note that the elephant never
appears alone on the throne of the Buddha but invariably appears with lions, while a lion
is often depicted without an elephant from early periods. This proposes the possibility
that the elephant was actually added to the lion throne to complement the role of the lion
as the carrier of the teaching of the Buddha and to reinforce the significance of the ‘royal
throne’ of the Buddha as the lord of the universe, as both animals are symbols of royalty.
Although it is still difficult to figure out the connection between the vajra and the
elephan-lion throne, the extant examples clarify a couple of issues related to the
AkSobhya- ZAkyamuni debate. First, the vajra and the elephant in the bhUmisparZa mudrA
Buddha images were not collectively incorporated in special connection to AkSobhya but
individually merged into the images with different connotations. Secondly, the elephant
symbol was employed in close connection to the lion, which both together partake of
glorifying the enlightenment of the Buddha.
As a matter of fact, the Transcendent Buddhas were rarely portrayed as individual
worship objects on the Indian subcontinent. They are normally portrayed as a collective
of the four or five directional Buddhas in either a stUpa maNDala or the top portion of
steles. Early medieval eastern India produces a considerable number of individual
Buddha images in dharmacakra mudrA, varada mudrA, dhyAna mudrA, and abhaya

mudrA. However, it is still unclear whether those different mudrAs are meant to
particularize different Transcendent Buddhas or just used as universal gestures, since
except in the case of the collective images of the Transcendent Buddhas, the mudrA by
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itself does not particularize the identity. Any Buddha, either ZAkyamuni or one of the
Transcendent Buddhas, can use those mudrAs. Thus, the range of the individual
Transcendent Buddha cult in eastern India remains as a huge question mark. The only
positive evidence confirming the production of single images of the Transcendent
Buddhas is when an image is actually inscribed with a particular name of the Buddha.
Orissa yields a couple of such occasions for Vairocana Buddha.307 Bihar also produces
some single images that may be identified as the Transcendent Buddhas. For instance,
Akira Miyaji associates a bejeweled Buddha image from BodhgayA with the Buddha
Amoghasiddhi (Figure 87) based on a pair of garuDas depicted on the base, the vehicle
prescribed for Amoghasiddhi.308 The gesture and ornamentation of this image also
suggest a link with Amoghasiddhi. The Buddha makes abhaya mudrA, which is also the
gesture prescribed for Amoghasiddhi, and the ornamentation of the Buddha also
pinpoints his nature as a Transcendent Buddha. Another example is the Buddha image in
varada mudrA from Bhagalpur (border area of Bihar and Bengal) that Susan Huntington
and Sudhakar Sharma identify as the Transcendent Buddha Ratnasambhava, based on the
fact that the throne of the image bears a pair of horses carrying a jewel, which are the
vehicle and symbol prescribed for Ratnasambhava.309 The gesture of the image, the
varada mudrA, also supports the identification, as it is also prescribed for the Buddha
Ratnasambhava.
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These rare examples suggest that worship of an individual Transcendent Buddha
was not entirely absent in the early medieval period. Among them, the AmitAbha cult
gained a persistent popularity, probably because the notion of AmitAbha’s Western
Paradise greatly appealed to the devotees. In eastern India, particularly in Orissa and
Bengal, AmitAbha images are identifiable from their dhyAna mudrA and floral aura
surrounding the figure. The stUpa maNDala in Orissa presents the Buddha in dhyAna

mudrA on the west side, which is the direction of AmitAbha, and the Buddha is
surrounded by a prominent floral aura (Figure 89). The Dhaka region also portrayed this
particular Transcendent Buddha as a single image (Figure 88) surrounded by a prominent
floral aura. This kind of a large floral aura only adorns the AmitAbha images as the
symbol of his Western Paradise. However, none of the surviving AmitAbha images ride
on a peacock, which the SM prescribes for AmitAbha.310 In Indian Buddhist art the
depiction of a ‘vAhana’ is fairly limited to special occasions, such as images of
SimhanAda Lokezvara (a variation of Avalokitezvara), MaJjuvara (a variation of
MaJjuZrI), and MArIcI, and rare examples of Buddha images mentioned above. Except
for the Buddha images in bhUmisparZa mudrA, an animal vAhana rarely appears on
Buddha images, although the SM assigns an animal vAhana to each of the Transcendent
Buddhas.
I believe that a key for defining the nature of these problematic Buddha images in

bhUmisparZa mudrA is looking at the visual phenomenon itself – the history of worship of
‘Buddha imagery’ in bhUmisparZa mudrA, instead of the worship of a particular ‘Buddha’.
It is partially because no extant text provides a satisfactory explanation about this
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combination of Avalokitezvara-Maitreya, vajra-elephant and bodhi tree motif with the
Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA. But it is primarily based on my belief that production and
worship of visual images do not always correspond to the doctrinal development but
often take on their own life. Here is my conclusion about this issue. The Buddha image
in this earth-touching gesture no doubt iconocizes enlightenment, and in many examples,
its message is enhanced through depiction of the bodhi tree leaves, under which

ZAkyamuni achieved enlightenment, and sometimes through the pedestal inscribed with
the Buddhist creed that abstracts the truth that the Buddha discovered.311 The Buddha
images in this gesture are usually accompanied by Maitreya and Avalokitezvara in Bihar
and Bengal. This iconographic program became so widespread and influential as the
visual image of enlightenment that the artists and patrons in Bihar and Bengal possibly
tended to stick to it whenever they portray the Buddha in this gesture. From some point,
around the tenth century, they added a vajra to the throne of the Buddha to dictate the
seat of enlightenment as vajrAsana, and the increasing use of this symbol possibly relates
to the centrality of the vajra as the symbol of the ultimate truth in Tantric Buddhism.
Later, an elephant was inserted into the throne in order to reinforce the ‘royal throne’ of
the Buddha and thereby represent him as the lord of the universe. The absence of the
subsequent change in the iconographic program, such as the Bodhisattva attendants,
indicates that the elephant did not play a significant role in particularizing the identity of
the Buddha as AkSobhya.
The increasing emphasis on the cosmic nature of the Buddha in late Buddhism
naturally developed the notion of the Transcendent Buddhas, and among them, AkSobhya
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appears as a major Transcendent Buddha in some of late Buddhist texts.312 This is why
we cannot entirely dismiss the possibility that some of the bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha
images might be related to AkSobhya. But as this Buddha shares the same mudrA with
the already familiar images of ZAkyamuni in his enlightenment, it is highly possible that
the visual representations and worship of AkSobhya had to operate within the perimeter
of the established cult of the bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha imagery, maintaining the same
Bodhisattva attendants and bodhi tree canopy. At least in terms of image worship, it may
be assumed that the devotees perceived AkSobhya as the cosmic version of ZAkyamuni in
Bihar and Bengal. Therefore, in the actual devotion, the distinction between those two
Buddhas was perhaps not as significant as scholars believe. In other words, the surviving
visual evidence suggests that the doctrinal recognition of AkSobhya was possibly
overshadowed by the prevalent worship of the iconocized Enlightenment, which
absorbed the cosmic perception of nirvANa by incorporating various symbols.
The Buddha images in bhUmisparZa mudrA from the Dhaka region can be divided
into several groups according to the chronological phases. The aforementioned Buddha
stele from Ujani (Faridpur district) presents a relatively early stage of Buddha imagery in
the prominent depiction of the garment folds and the slight point at the top of the stele
(Figure 78). The vajra is prominently carved on the center of the base in order to define
the throne as the vajrAsana of the Buddha (Figure 78-1). The pedestal does not show the
elephant vAhana but instead arranges the saptaratna symbols, from the proper right,

gRhapati-ratna, maNi-ratna, cakra-ratna, strI-ratna, parinAyaka-ratna, azva-ratna, and
hasti-ratna. As I discussed earlier, this image does not much emphasize on the pure
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yoga-body of the Buddha compared to the later seated Buddha images from the region.
Instead, the artist is still concerned with delineating the folds and drapery of the monastic
garment of the Buddha as a means to present him as a great ascetic. Parallel to many
images of Buddha from Bihar and Bengal, this work shows a conscious use of the bodhi
tree canopy in order to epitomize the moment of enlightenment of the Buddha.
Another stele portraying the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA, discovered at Betka
(Vikramapura area), exhibits a more conscious depiction of the bodhi tree that occupies
the entire upper portion of the stele (Figure 79-1). The mode of depicting the bodhi tree
leaves in this work is different from the majority of the examples that normally forms a
canopy with the two diverging branches. Chronologically, this work belongs to the next
phase to the Ujani stele in its reduced portion of the central figure, pronounced threedimensionality in the base treatment, and increased interest in the representation of the
yoga-body of the Buddha through minimizing the depiction of the monastic garment of
the Buddha. Furthermore, now the vajra and elephant vAhana are prominently carved on
the pedestal. Another noteworthy feature of this stele is the use of the trefoil niche that
reinforces the divine nature of the Buddha.
Such a notion of enshrinement comprises a central concern in the eleventh century
Buddha images from the Dhaka region. A good example is the image of the Buddha in

bhUmisparZa mudrA from the Vikramapura area (Figure 80). The Buddha is flanked by
the two regular Bodhisattva attendants, Avalokitezvara on the proper left and Maitreya on
the proper right. The vajra appears at the front edge of the lotus pedestal and the
elephant in the center of the base flanked by a pair of lions. This stele frames the Buddha
with a highly elaborate architectural setting (Figure 80-1). This work explicitly defines
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the yoga-body of the Buddha through the robust torso and the highly polished surface.
This restrained simplicity of the yoga-body makes a sharp visual contrast with the
delicate intricacy created by the carefully conceived illusive space of the temple
background. The artist brilliantly uses the celestial figures on the temple background to
promote a sense of three-dimensionality. The artist places the vidyAdhara figures behind
the bhadra terraces and the gandharva figures in the forefront, as if the Buddha is sitting
in a real shrine (Figure 80-1). The richly embellished trefoil arch and pillars also
illustrate the degree of the effort that the artist poured to represent the divine sanctuary
that the supreme lord deserves. It is interesting to note that the design of the pillars bears
comparison to the stone pillars discovered in the Vikramapura area (Figure 81) in the use
of triangular motifs on the capital and the octagonal shaft. The power statement of this
work is completed with the stUpa at the apex surrounded by the bodhi tree leaves. The
prominent depiction of the stUpa and the bodhi tree leaves creates a complete visual
statement of nirvANa, since the bodhi tree represents the place where the Buddha achived
enlightenment, while the stUpa represents the parnirvANa, the physical extinction of the
Buddha that completed his liberation from the endless cycle of existence.

Part VI: Architecture and image
As exemplified by the aforementioned bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha image from
Vikramapura (Figure 80), one of the most pronounced features in the Buddhist sculptures
from the Dhaka region is the elaborate depiction of a temple on the back-slab. The shrine
depicted on the back-slab is usually formed with a trefoil niche and pillars surmounted by
multi-layered receding terraces (bhadra) and a multi-storied curvilinear tower (rekhA or
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zikhara) (Figures 80, 88, 90, 95, 96, 99, 100). These shrine forms help us reconstruct
Buddhist temple buildings that once stood in the Dhaka region. The detailed depiction of
a shrine on the back-slab serves as a device for reinforcing the divine nature of the deities
by visually emphasizing their sanctuary. On the steles portraying a deity with a maNDala,
those shrine forms efficiently serve to create a sense of three-dimensional space (Figures
95 & 96).

Enshrining enlightenment
The Dhaka region yields the greatest number of steles framing the central figure
with a shrine form. Although Buddhist and Hindu sculptures produced in other regions
also occasionally incorporate a temple form into the back-slab design, the Dhaka region
examples are distinguished in an extensive use of the form and a great deal of attention
paid to its detail. Seven works with a trefoil niche and temple superstructure (Figures 80,
88, 90, 95, 96, 99, 100), and five with only a trefoil niche without a temple superstructure
(Figures 38, 54, 57, 59, 79) have been discovered in the Dhaka region. While portraying
a deity under a simple trefoil niche is a widespread convention in eastern Indian
sculpture, the depiction of an elaborate temple superstructure is not frequently found in
surviving steles. In Bihar, a temple form usually appears in miniature stUpas where the
Transcendent Buddhas are portrayed inside their shrine (Figure 92). Orissa produced a
few steles framing a single image of Buddha with a temple form (Figure 91), which is
similar to the Dhaka region examples.
The use of temple motifs in the Dhaka region examples has received a great deal
of scholarly attention, due to their elaborate details that allow us to reconstruct temple
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architecture in early medieval Bengal. Many scholars, such as Nalini Kanta Bhattasali,
Rakhal Das Banerji, Sudipa Bandyopadhyay and Perween Hasan, have examined details
of these architectural motifs in connection to the surviving Hindu temple architecture of
Bengal.313 There are a few surviving Hindu temple buildings from early medieval
western Bengal. Given that Buddhist and Hindu temples often shared a similar
superstructure, those surviving Hindu temples give a hint of the Buddhist shrines
constructed in the same period. Certain features in the shrine forms depicted on the stone
steles, for instance the tall and complex zikhara, correspond to that of the surviving Hindu
temple building in Barakar in western Bengal (Figure 93).314
The temple forms depicted on the Buddhist sculptures of the Dhaka region can be
divided into two groups. The first type is composed of multi-layered receding terraces
(bhadra) surmounted by a multi-storied curvilinear tower (rekhA or zikhara) (Figures 88,
95, 96, 99). The second type is only composed of multi-layered receding terraces
(bhadra) without a multi-storied curvilinear tower (Figures 80, 90, 100). But both types
are crowned with the finial in the shape of a ring called Amalaka, which is capped with a
miniature replica of a stUpa. The miniature stUpa is formed with a square base, round
drum and harmika and chattras. This stUpa finial appears to be the Buddhist variation of
the vase finial called kalaZa of Hindu temples. Ajay Khare identifies the first type as the
combination of the zikhara tower with the so-called half-valabhi aedicule.315 However,
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the terraces depicted on the Dhaka region examples appear to mimic a trefoil arched
niche surmounted by bhadras (Figure 94).
Illustrated Buddhist manuscripts also provide useful sources in regard to the
temple forms depicted on the sculptures, as the illustrations often include enshrined
figures of Buddhist deities. For instance, a similar temple form, composed of a bhadra
shrine with a zikhara, is depicted in the illustrated manuscript of the

PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA produced in the eighth regnal year of
Harivarmadeva (middle eleventh century) (Figure 210). This type of bhadras was
possibly derived from wooden architecture, but in stone temple building with a zikhara
tower, the bhadras must have only served a decorative purpose. No temple buildings
formed with the composite of a zikhara tower and a bhadra shrine survive from the
Indian subcontinent. None of the surviving bhadra shrines is surmounted with a zikhara.
Only those depicted on the sculptures and manuscript illustrations give an idea that this
type of temple building once existed in southeastern Bengal.
The second type only shows the bhadra shrine, lacking a zikhara tower (Figures
80, 90, 100). But the Amalaka and miniature stUpa still crown the bhadra shrine. This
type is also illustrated in the PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA produced in the
eighth regnal year of Harivarmadeva (Figures 209 & 210). This temple form often
appears on the miniature stUpas from Bihar (Figure 92) and reminds us of the
aforementioned bhadra shrine set in a stone temple building (Figure 94). The
illustrations of the PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA manuscript show another type
of shrine composed of gable roofs crowned with a stUpa finial (Figure 211). But none of
the surviving sculptures show this type of a temple form.
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The different types of the temple forms depicted on the Buddhist sculptures of the
Dhaka region have inspired part of previous scholarship to consider their potential
connection to specific places. Susan Huntington proposes that they possibly represent
actual temples, based on the Cambridge Library PrajJApAramitA manuscript that
illustrates various enshrined Buddhist deities designated with the name of a particular
place.316 In addition, she points out the fact that the temple superstructures depicted on
the Vikramapura steles are all different from each other.317 Her argument is convincing
in that the notion of tIrthas (holy places) and pilgrimages were essential to Buddhist
culture. However, this theory does not fully explain the notable complexity of the
architectural superstructures depicted on those Buddha steles and their scarcity or
simplification in the steles portraying other divinities. This is contrasted with the
manuscript illustrations that depict not only the Buddhas but also other various deities
inside a shrine. Furthermore, it is difficult to know whether the divergent forms of the
temple indicate practically different temples or conceptually different temples,
considering that the three examples of the enshrined Buddha images from Vikramapura
portray different Buddhas – Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA, dhyAna mudrA, and varada

mudrA holding a gem (Figures 80, 88, 90). As a matter of fact, the temples depicted in
the Cambridge library manuscript do not particularly take differing forms according to
their diverse designated places, and not every deity labeled with a specific place is
depicted inside a shrine. This makes it risky to assume a direct connection between the
place designation and the depiction of a shrine. Another possibility to consider is that the
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labels in the Cambridge library manuscript might also be symbolic, instead of indicating
actual places.
The goal of the special attention to the shrine setting on the Dhaka region
Buddhist steles should be discussed in connection to the subject matter of the steles
bearing the motifs. In the surviving Dhaka region examples, the complex temple forms
primarily appear on the back-slab of the Buddha and wisdom deity images. The
depiction of a shrine behind an image of Buddha possibly relates to the widespread
convention that portrays the Transcendent Buddhas within an architectural setting on
miniature stUpas or the peripheral areas of steles (Figures 92). Among the three steles
depicting an enshrined Buddha, the one with dhyAna mudrA deserves special attention in
regard to the use of the temple form (Figure 88). As mentioned earlier, this work
portrays the Buddha AmitAbha in dhyAna mudrA, and the back-slab decoration of this
work plays an integral role in representing SukhAvatI (Western Paradise) where
AmitAbha resides (Figure 88). The border of the stele is decorated with an elaborate
floral band, which is visually accentuated by a relatively deep carving and expanded
portion. It is worthwhile to note that in Orissa, floral embellishment only appears in
AmitAbha images (Figure 89).318 This kind of prominent floral band was exclusively
incorporated in AmitAbha images in Orissa and the Dhaka regions, which tells us that it
served as a part of the iconographic program to represent the Western Paradise beyond a
simply decorative purpose. In addition to the use of the floral band, the AmitAbha stele
from Vikramapura enhances the visual sense of the Western Paradise by significantly
enlarging the scale of the celestial figures that indeed appear to pay homage not only to
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the Buddha but also to his equally amplified sanctuary standing as his symbolic territory.
The celestial figures, full of sensitive animation promoted by linear expressions, in
conjunction with their low carving, make a sharp contrast with the three-dimensionality
and solidity articulated through the yoga-body of the Buddha. This is an effective
statement of power of AmitAbha as the lord of SukhAvatI and as the spiritual savior. I
propose that the set of the design employed in the back-slab of this stele has something to
do with a conscious emphasis on the celestial world of this particular Buddha rather than
the depiction of an actual temple.
Another unique stele with an architectural setting has been discovered in
Louhajang (Vikramapura area) (Figure 90). It portrays Buddha in varada mudrA bearing
a gem on the palm. The Buddha is seated under a trefoil niche surmounted by bhadra
terraces, and the top of the bhadra is crowned with an Amalaka and miniature stUpa as in
the bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha image from the same area (Figure 80). This stele also
depicts the saptaratna theme on the base (Figure 90-1). But the way of representing the
theme diverges from the Ujani Buddha image (Figure 78-1). The azva-ratna carries the
cakra-ratna, and a couple of maNi-ratna flanks the azva and hasti-ratnas. It seems that
the parinAyaka-ratna is held in the left hand of the gRhapati-ratna, but it is not clear from
the present condition of the work. Between the strI and gRhapati is a male figure holding
a vajra and ghaNTA that is frequently depicted on the pedestal of the Dhaka region
Buddhist steles. The Buddha in varada mudrA bearing a jewel on the palm is normally
identified as Ratnasambhava (meaning ‘jewel-bearer’), one of the major five
Transcendent Buddhas. The jewel-bearing Buddha is rarely portrayed as an individual
worship object on the Indian subcontinent, although it is often included in the
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Transcendent Buddha group depicted on the top portion of steles. While a couple of rare
single images of Buddha in varada mudrA were discovered in Bihar and Orissa, they do
not clearly show a jewel on the palm. The Louhajang stele is the only surviving example
from Bengal portraying the jewel-bearing Buddha as a single image. Although the
existence of the independent cult of Ratnasambhava is still vague, the iconography
undoubtedly reflects the symbolic significance of a jewel in the Buddhist context. In a
number of Buddhist texts, jewel appears as the metaphor of dharma illuminating the
universe.319 Another connotation of jewel in Buddhist context is related to the worship of
the ‘wish-granting jewel’, which also forms a major theme of the pedestal decoration of
steles. The wish-granting jewel is depicted either as jewel-trees or a part of the
saptaratna on the pedestal. Supported with the saptaranta ensuring spiritual and material
prosperity, the image of the jewel-bearing Buddha from Louhajang stands as the
embodiment of the universal truth, the devotion to which makes everything possible.

God of Wisdom in maNDala
The shrine setting composed of a trefoil arch and bhadra-zikhara superstructure
does not exclusively appear on images of Buddha but also embellish the back-slab of
other images from the Dhaka area. Three of those examples are related to the Wisdom
Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI. One of them is the wooden image of standing MaJjuZrI from the
Vikramapura area displayed in the Woodcarving Gallery of the BNM (Figure 99).320 The
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lotus supporting a sword and the vyAghraNakha pendant of the deity confirm the
identification. The Bodhisattva stands inside a trilobate niche supporting a bhadra and

zikhara. The bhadra is simplified into only two terraces almost hidden behind the
trilobate arch, while the zikhara is richly carved with vegetal patterns.
The other two examples are nearly identical black stone steles in which a male
deity sits with a three heads and six hands (Figures 95 & 96). In both steles, the
architectural setting serves to elaborate the maNDala space that encloses the central deity.
One of them is currently displayed in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York)
(Figure 95),321 and the other is in the Rubin Museum of Fine Arts (New York) (Figure
96).322 The central figure brandishes a sword with the upper right hand, grasps a halfopen lotus in the upper left hand, and holds an arrow and bow in the lower hands, and
crosses the central hands against the chest. The wisdom symbols – a sword, arrow, and
bow, define his primary function as a slayer of ignorance, while the three equally smiling
faces express his compassion saving all creatures. The two central hands crossed against
the chest are close to the gesture that Tantric deities make in embracing a female consort
as the manifestation of non-duality. Art historians have associated these two images with
a Buddhist deity MaJjuvajra, a variation of the Wisdom Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI, based on
the descriptions in the SM and the NSP.323 The number of the hands and faces, and the
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objects held in the hands of the deity agree with the textual descriptions. The

vyAghraNakha pendant adorning the central figure and half-open lotus held in his upper
left hand and are also common attributes of the Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI.
In both steles, the central deity sits in the center of a maNDala represented through
the five deities occupying the upper portion of the steles. These five deities duplicate the
posture of the central deity as parts of his manifestation. The central deity and these five

maNDala deities are all depicted inside an intricately carved shrine. The elaborate
depiction of their shrine reveals special attention to the creation the maNDala space on the
steles. As in the case of the images of the Heruka maNDala discussed earlier, such an
emphasis on the maNDala in the iconographic program may be related to the potential
function of the images as ritual objects used by advanced Tantric practitioners, because
visualizing or creating a maNDala forms an essential part of Tantric practice.
In fact, the original provenance of these two MaJjuvajra steles is unknown, but
their treatment of detail exhibits striking similarities with the sculptures discovered in the
Dhaka region. For instance, the sharp contrast between the meticulously carved top
portion and the relatively simple central figure against the plain back are among the
defining characteristics of the Dhaka region Buddhist steles from the mid-eleventh to
twelfth centuries. In addition, the vegetal motifs carved on the back-slab of these two
works are nearly identical to those embellishing Hindu steles from Vikramapura not only
in its configuration but also in the shallow depth of the carving (Figure 98). The base of
the two steles also shares a similar program with Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka
region in arranging an altar supporting a book and a vajra-bearing male figure on the
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corner, and the saptaratna symbols in the center (Figures 95-2, 96-2). Most of all, the
artist’s special attention to the bhadra-zikhara superstructure and the use of the trilobate
arch shares a conscious emphasis on the divine seat with the Buddha images from the
same region. In particular, the temple forms of both steles display marked similarities to
that of the AmitAbha image from Mahakali (Figure 88) in that two vertical bands
exquisitely etched with vegetal patterns adorn the zikhara, the central arch of the trefoil
niche is larger than the other two, and the double pillars (two for each side) support the
superstructure. However, unlike the AmitAbha stele in which celestial figures dominate
the upper portion, the two MaJjuvajra steles show a conscious use of the long waving
banners of the zikhara and the vegetal patterns densely filling the upper portion of the
steles for enhancing a sense of the celestial realm where the divine seat is situated.
Besides the fluttering banner, the artist incorporates various symbols in the temple
form in order to articulate the power of the central deity. For instance, the artist designs
foliage emanating from the mouth of the makaras (mythical sea monster) at each end of
the lintel in order to celebrate the power of the MaJjuvajra as a source of life, because
makaras are related to the life force of water. Furthermore, a pair of lions is placed over
the pillar that flanks the central zikhara, and another pair of lions supports the stUpa on
the top of the zikhara. The use of the two different pairs of lions is not frequently
encountered in eastern Indian sculptures. In this case, the pair on the top of the zikhara
follows the conventional design of the early medieval temples that normally sets up
animal figures on the top of the zikhara, right below the Amalaka. In Hindu temple
buildings, those are not always lions but can be other sacred creatures such as cows or
elephants (Figure 93). In the Buddhist context, lions supporting a stUpa are associated
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with the traditional symbol of dharma, whose roar spreads over the entire universe, as if
the teaching of the Buddha does. In addition to this conventional lion pair supporting the

stUpa, the artist places another pair of lions over the pillars flanking the central zikhara.
These two pairs of lions are possibly designed to create a complete sense of the cardinal
directions over all parts of the world where the teachings of the Buddha spread.
The use of the complex shrine structure in these three Wisdom Bodhisattva
images – one wooden MaJjuZrI image and two MaJjuvajra steles – is distinct, since other
regions rarely yield wisdom deity images portrayed inside the bhadra-zikhara shrine.
Outside the Dhaka region, there is one rare wisdom deity image represented with the
bhadra-zikhara superstructure (Figure 39). This miniature image of NAmasaNgIti was
already discussed in connection to the relevant images from the Dhaka region. The
original provenance of this miniature image is unknown, but the type of the metal used
for this image and the style of the lotus pedestal are related to the metal images from the
Chittagong area located in the southeastern frontier of Bengal. The painstaking endeavor
that the artist poured into the depiction of the shrine in this miniature piece suggests that
not only the Dhaka region but also workshops in the southeastern frontier of the Delta
expanded the use of the shrine setting in special regard to the personifications of
transcendent wisdom.
In the two MaJjuvajra steles, the shrine superstructure serves as a major
implement for transforming the two-dimensional stele into the three-dimensional

maNDala space. The recesses designed in the carving of the base, posts, and five stUpa
shrines serve to convey a sense of three-dimensionality. In particular, the carving and
arrangement of the shrines effectively creates the depth of the maNDala space surrounding
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the central deity. The five miniature figures seated inside the shrines perform a role
comparable to the five Transcendent Buddhas depicted on a number of Buddhist steles in
symbolizing the five directions – four cardinal directions and the zenith (center). In both
steles, the artist creates an illusion of a three-dimensional space by carving the stUpa
shrines of those directional deities with different degrees of depth. The two shrines at
each end are more deeply carved than the two shrines right next to the central zikhara
(Figures 95-1, 96-1). This creates an effect that the more deeply carved shrines appear to
be located in front of the other pair of shrines. This art of carving effectively creates a
three-dimensional illusion of the maNDala space in which the central deity is surrounded
by the figures from the four cardinal points as well as from above. Such a refined
articulation of the maNDala space is further developed in the later steles from South
Bengal portraying the Buddha surrounded with his life scenes (Figure 84). In those
twelfth century steles, two of the five stUpa-shrines are depicted on the sides of the
deeply carved zikhara (Figure 84-1), which creates a more explicit sense of the four
cardinal directions.
MaJjuvajra has been very rarely portrayed on the subcontinent. Besides the two
images from the Dhaka region, only one more comparable stone stele possibly portraying
the same deity was discovered at an unidentified provenance in Bengal and is now
preserved in the Norton Simon collection, U.S.A. (Figure 97).324 In this example, the
central deity’s crossed hands on his chest hold a vajra and a ghaNTA, symbolizing nonduality.325 This contrasts with the Metropolitan and Rubin steles showing no trace of
objects held in the central hands of the MaJjuvajra. In addition to these three MaJjuvajra
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images from Bengal, two more similar images possibly related to the same deity have
been known from Bihar and Orissa.326 But only the two steles from the Dhaka region and
the Norton Simon collection stele frame the deity within his maNDala. This suggests that
the iconography of the MaJjuvajra maNDala was primarily developed in Bengal.
While it seems clear that the five deities depicted on the upper portion of the
MaJjuvajra steles symbolize the five directions of a maNDala, it is still difficult to define
their exact function and meaning and what direction each of them represents. No
surviving literature provides a clear reference to the iconography of the five deities
surrounding MaJjuvajra. In both Metropolitan and Rubin steles, the four attributes that
each deity holds are the only clues to the function and meaning of the deities (Figures 951, 96-1). The one at the apex holds (from the proper right top, clockwise) a sword, a fully
open lotus, a gem and a vajra, and clockwise, the next figure holds a sword, a fully open
lotus in side view, a cakra (wheel) and another fully open lotus in frontal view, and the
next two figures hold the same objects in the same hands, a sword, a fully open lotus, a
gem and a cakra. The last remaining figure holds a sword, a cakra, a fully open lotus and
a gem. The cakra and fully open lotus of the five deities differentiate them from the
central deity. In both Buddhist and Hindu traditions, cakra signifies the absolute
completeness and the endless cycle of the world, therefore, the preservation of the world,
and a fully open lotus symbolizes the sun and thus, creation. Thus, these two objects are
among the major attributes of ViSNu, who is the god of creation and preservation. The
cakra and the fully open lotus that the five deities hold seem to represent the power of
transcendent wisdom as the source of creation and preservation of the universe.
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Jane Casey proposes that these five deities represent the five Transcendent
Buddhas in guise of MaJjuvajra.327 This interpreation is convincing, since the objects,
except for one, match to the symbols of the five Transcendent Buddhas. To represent the
five maNDala-deities with the attributes of the five Transcendent Buddhas reflects one of
the characteristics of Tantric Buddhism that identifies Bodhisattvas and other deities with
the Transcendent Buddhas, as exemplified by the aforementioned Hevajra TAntra that
describes the Transcendent Buddhas as taking on the form of Heruka.328 Casey identifies
the five deities, from the apex clockwise, Vajrasattva, AmitAbha, Amoghasiddhi,
Vairocana, Ratnasambhava, based on the object held in their lower right hand, which is,
from the top clockwise, a vajra, a lotus, a cakra, a cakra and a gem.329 This
identification corresponds to the usual arrangement of the five Transcendent Buddhas on
Buddhist steles. AmitAbha (west) and Amoghasiddhi (north) are often depicted on the
same side, while Vairocana (center) frequently takes the same side with Ratnasambhava
(south). The Norton Simon stele (Figure 97) also explicitly associates the five maNDaladeities with the five Transcendent Buddhas by placing a miniature Transcendent Buddha
figure above each of the five deities.330
Thus, I agree with Jane Casey’s idea that these five deities represent the five
Transcendent Buddhas in guise of MaJjuvajra. However, I have a minor disagreement
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Unlike those on the Metropolitan and Rubin steles, the five deities on this Norton Simon
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with Jane Casey’s identification, particularly regarding the figure at the apex. She
identifies this figure as Vajrasattva based on the vajra held in his lower right hand.331
But this image can also be a representation of AkSobhya, because vajra is the symbol of
AkSobhya as well as Vajrasattva. In fact, AkSobhya is more reasonable, since Vajrasattva
is not a part of the five directional Transcendent Buddhas and according to the NSP
MaJjuvajra himself is identified with the sixth Buddha Vajrasattva.332 It should be also
noted that the parental Buddha of MaJjuZrI is AkSobhya, who is supposed to sit directly
above the central figure.
The two MaJjuvajra steles from the Dhaka region utilize the saptaratna theme to
convey a sense of visual symmetry in innovative ways. In particular, the Rubin stele
employs the parinAyaka-ratna (sword) not only as one of the saptaratnas but also as a
symbol representing the core nature of the central deity (Figure 96-2). Both steles show
the saptaratna theme in the center of the base (Figures 95-2, 96-2), encircled with a trunk
stemming from the lotus supporting the Bodhisattva, two devotee figures on the proper
right, and a book on an altar and Vajrasattva (or a practitioner in guise of Vajrasattva)
venerated by devotees. Overall, the Rubin stele exhibits more superb craftsmanship in
handling the detail of the pedestal design (Figure 96-2). Its final touch of the vegetation
surrounding the lotus trunks is far more ornate and elaborate than the Metropolitan
image, and the lively treatment of the animal symbols is also distinguished from the more
stylized animal symbols in the Metropolitan stele (Figure 95-2).
Both works consciously use the saptaratna symbols to create the visual balance,
although showing minor differences in the arrangement of the symbols. In the
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Metropolitan Museum stele (Figure 95-2), hasti-ratna (elephant) gRhapati-ratna (finance
officer) and cakra-ratna are depicted on the proper right side, while strI-ratna (royal
consort), maNi-ratna (gem), parinAyaka-ranta (sword) and azva-ratna (horse) appear on
the opposite side. In the Rubin Museum stele (Figure 96-2), azva and hasti are depicted
on the proper right, and the grahapati and strI are depicted on the proper right with the
cakra and maNi. Interestingly enough, the artist prominently places the parinAyaka
(sword) in the center, overlapping the central lotus trunk connected to the pedestal of the
MaJjuvajra. This arrangement of the parinAyaka-ratna in the Rubin Museum stele is
innovative, considering the fact that it is usually treated insignificantly, placed at the edge
of the other symbols. This creates an effect that the remaining six symbols appear to
flank the parinAyaka-ratna. Such a distinctive arrangement of the saptaratna seems to be
intended to consciously emphasize the nature of MaJjuvajra as the slayer of ignorance.
In addition to the sword that the central figure brandishes, the parinAyaka-ratna
reinforces the power of his transcendent wisdom by directly supporting the lotus pedestal
of the deity. The Rubin Museum stele contrasts the two animal symbols with the two
human symbols on the opposite side (Figure 96-2), while the Metropolitan stele places
the two human symbols in the center and the two animal symbols in the external
registers, as if the azva and hasti flank the strI and gRhapati (Figure 95-2). The use of the
saptaratna in these two sculptures is distinguished from the random arrangement in other
works. This is one of the unique devices that the Dhaka region ateliers developed to
project a strong compositional balance to Buddhist images.
A conscious emphasis on visual symmetry appears in another MaJjuZrI from the
Dhaka region (Figure 101). This black stone stele was discovered in Jalkundi
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(Narayaganj district) and is currently displayed in the BNM (Figure 101). This work also
portrays the Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI seated in the center of his maNDala. But he is not
portrayed in the MaJjuvajra form. The right arm of the central figure is broken off, but
the position of the surviving portion of his arm and the four deities depicted as a duplicate
of the central deity indicate that the Bodhisattva brandishes a sword with the raised right
hand. His left hand grasps a sacred text on the chest as a symbol of his transcendental
wisdom. This variation of MaJjuZrI is known as MaJjuZrI Arapacana. This form shares a
similar concept with MaJjuvajra in its emphasis on the function of the Bodhisattva as the
slayer of ignorance; both brandish a sword. The Arapacana form as well as the
MaJjuvajra form discussed above is rarely portrayed not only in Bengal but also in the
entire Indian subcontinent. A majority of MaJjuZrI images from Bengal take a form of
MaJjuvara, in which the Bodhisattva rides on a lion, makes dharmacakra mudrA and
bears a lotus supporting a book (Figure 22). The Jalkundi stele is the only surviving
single image of MaJjuZrI Arapacana from Bengal. Such presence of rare images of
Arapacana and MaJjuvajra in the Dhaka region reflects a special interest in the
representation of the Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI as the powerful slayer of ignorance and
delusion. This also coincides with the notable presence of the unique images of wisdom
goddesses in the region emphasizing the same function.
The top of the MaJjuZrI Arapacana stele from Jalkundi depicts the four
Transcendent Buddhas – Ratnasambhava and Vairocana on the proper right, and
AmitAbha and AkSobhya on the proper left. Amoghasiddhi is missing.333 Nalini Kanta
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Bhattasali proposes the possibility that the broken crown of the Bodhisattva might have
had an effigy of Amoghasiddhi.334 Besides the four Transcendent Buddhas, four
miniature deities duplicating the form of the central deity are carved on the apex, bottom,
left and right sides. Benoytosh Bhattacharyya identifies these four deities as SUryaprabhA
(or JAlinIprabha), Candraprabha, KeZinI, UpakeZinI as described in the SM.335 The central
Bodhisattva and these four deities personify five Sanskrit syllables, ‘A’, ‘Ra’, ‘Pa’, ‘Ca’,
and ‘Na’ respectively.336
The formation of Arapacana worship highlights a unique aspect of late Buddhism
related to the veneration of sacred syllables as the root of the words preached in the texts.
‘A’, ‘R’, ‘P’, ‘C’, ‘N’ are the first letters of the five groups in the Sanskrit alphabet used
for major Buddhist texts such as the PrajJApAramitA SUtra and the Gandavyuha SUtra.337
Those five letters are collectively deified as symbols of the truth preached in these sUtras
and further developed as the subject of dhAraNIs.338 Thus, MaJjuZrI Arapacana stands as
the personification of the transcendent wisdom preached in the major Buddhist texts. In
the visual representation, the central deity, representing ‘A’, is surrounded by the
personifications of the other four syllables (‘R, P, C, N’).339 The deification of sacred
syllables is not exclusively associated with the MaJjuZrI cult but also occurs in the
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scheme of Avalokitezvara worship as exemplified by images of SaDakSarI Lokezvara who
personifies the six sacred syllables, ‘OM’ ‘Ma’ ‘Ni’ ‘Pad’ ‘Me’ ‘Hum’ (Figure 60).
The Jalkundi stele is a unique example dedicated to the complete visual
representation of the five deified letters. A couple of images of MaJjuZrI in the
Arapacana form have been discovered in Bihar and Orissa as well.340 But they only
depict the central deity, omitting the personifications of the other four letters.341 The
production of a complete visual image of the Arapacana maNDala reflects the special
attention paid to the visualization of maNDalas presented in other sculptures from the
region, since the four deities in the Jalkundi stele are also depicted as occupying the four
directions of a maNDala, center of which the MaJjuZrI takes a seat. Such an iconographic
precision and special attention to the maNDala plan presented through a series of the
MaJjuZrI (Figures 95 & 96) and Heruka images (Figures 66 & 67) reflect an intellectual
tenor of Buddhism practiced in the Dhaka region.
In conjunction with the representation of the Arapacana maNDala, this piece
presents a remarkable way of creating a sense of order and balance by consciously
emphasizing a symmetrical composition and geometrical forms. The angular contour of
the figures, heavy ornaments and patternized garment drapery in the Jalkundi stele can be
defined as chronologically late elements, datable to no earlier than the mid-twelfth
century. However, a conscious emphasis on geometric forms and symmetrical
composition appears to be more than chronological phenomena. This demonstrates that
the accurate depiction of the subject matter was not the end of work for the artist. What
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appears to be a maNDala plan in the arrangement of the five identical figures partakes of
creating strong visual symmetry in conjunction with a pair of the NAgarAjas (NAga-kings)
depicted on the pedestal.
The NAgarAjas are frequently portrayed as protectors of dharma in Buddhist art.
Besides the Jalkundi stele, Bengal has yielded a couple of more Buddhist images showing
the NAgarAja figures on the base. According to Buddhist legend, the Buddha orders the
NAgarAjas to protect the PrajJApAramitA SUtra, which is especially venerated as an
abstract of the core MahAyAna doctrine, until the human beings get sufficient knowledge
to understand its message.342 Thus, the depiction of the NAgarAjas on the Jalkundi stele is
formulated to reinforce the role of the Bodhisattva as a powerful spiritual leader. These
protectors of the PrajJApAramitA SUtra support the seat of the Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI who
grasps the very sUtra in his left hand. The inclusion of the NAgarAjas in the iconographic
program also bolsters the connection between the Arapacana and the PrajJApAramitA
SUtra, as the deity personifies the Sanskrit alphabets used for this text. Here the
Arapacana is supported as the PrajJApAramitA SUtra itself by the protectors of the text. In
conjunction with the cardinal arrangement of the four divinities in the maNDala, the
NAgarAja figures facing each other intensify visual symmetry through an extraordinarily
geometrical form of their body. Such an exaggerated geometrical design of the figures is
distinguished from the regular NAgarAja figures shown in other examples, which are
outlined with a freer stance. Such a conscious emphasis on visual symmetry is
reminiscent of the composition of the twelve-armed goddess image discussed above
(Figure 37).
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Another example of MaJjuZrI imagery related to the Arapacana form is carved on
the pedestal of the wooden image of a seated Bodhisattva (possibly Avalokitezvara) from
Tangibadi (Vikramapura area), displayed in the Woodcarving Gallery of the BNM
(Figures 102, 102-1). It is difficult to discern details of the work due to the heavy
mutilation. But the posture of the miniature Bodhisattva figure carved on the proper left
side of the base is identical to that of MaJjuZrI Arapacana (Figure 102-1). The raised
right hand brandishing a sword and the book held in his left hand are still recognizable.
On the other side of the base is a male figure holding a vajra and a ghaNTA as well as a
devotee figure. These figures are frequently carved on the pedestal of the Buddhist
sculptures from the Dhaka region. The damage to the attribute and the crown of the
central figure complicate its identification, although his jaTAmukuTa headdress and
lalitAsana posture suggest that he is possibly the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara. But
regardless of the identity of the Bodhisattva, this wooden image consciously emphasizes
transcendental wisdom as an essential nature of the deity by prominently placing
MaJjuZrI Arapacana on the pedestal.

Wooden Buddhist sculptures
The surviving Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region include rare examples
of wooden images. Those works not only supply valuable information on the ways of
using wooden material in production of cult images during the early medieval period but
also illustrate how the sacred images were embedded in the Buddhist temple architecture
of this period, since some of them were carved on architectural parts, such as wooden
pillars, doors or lintels. A total of eight woodcarvings of divine images are known from
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the early medieval Dhaka region. Three of them clearly portray a Buddhist deity, while
two out of the eight depict a Hindu theme, one ViSNu and one GaruDa.343 The remaining
two pieces depict celestial beings that can be associated with either Hinduism or
Buddhism.
Wooden sculptures hardly survive from the early medieval Indian subcontinent
due to the extremely humid climate. Thus, eight is a significant number for the wooden
sculptures surviving from a single local school. A good number of wooden images
portraying Buddhist and Hindu deities survive from the neighboring Comilla region as
well, such as images of SaDakSarI Lokezvara, standing Bodhisattva and ViSNu (Figures 60
& 103). The Dhaka and Comilla regions are the only places in eastern India where
preserve a relatively good number of wooden images from the early medieval period.
Other parts of Bengal rarely yield wooden sculptures. The wooden image of ViSNu
currently in the Carlton Rochell Asian Art Gallery is one of the very rare wooden
sculptures surviving from northern Bengal (Figure 104). The exact provenance of this
work is unknown. But the style of the work, for example, the square headdress and
blocky torso, is markedly similar to the stone and terracotta ViSNu images discovered in
the Bogra area in northern Bengal, datable to around the sixth century.344 Susan
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Huntington points out the availability of hardwoods in Bengal with regard to the
outstanding number of the surviving wooden images from southeastern Bengal.345
Mohammad Mosharraf Hossain associates the concentration of wooden image production
in Southeast Bengal with the relatively difficult access to stone material in this region not
only due to the physical distance from the available stone quarries but also caused by the
political isolation of the region since the tenth century, which blocked an access to the
distant stone quarries.346 However, this interpretation does not accord with the fact that
the tenth century was actually the period when the full-scale production of stone images
began in the Dhaka region. Nevertheless, it may still be assumed that the great number of
the surviving wooden images from the early medieval Dhaka and Comilla regions
perhaps pertains to the lack of the nearby stone quarries.
The surviving wooden images from the Dhaka region are engaged in diverse
contexts, from a major worship object, such as the aforementioned Bodhisattva image
(Figure 102), architectural fragments such as a part of a door, lintel or pillar (Figures 99,
100, 105), and small worship objects, such as the defunct image of Buddha in

bhUmisparZa mudrA (Figure 107). All of these wooden images have been unearthed from
the Vikramapura area and appear to have been executed no earlier than the middle
eleventh century due to their elongated proportion, accentuated body contour, and the use
of the large necklace hanging down to the chest.
The aforementioned wooden image of a Bodhisattva (Figure 102) is a valuable
example illustrating the process of producing round wooden sculptures in the early

But it may be more reasonable to place the Mainamati example in about a century behind the Bogra piece,
as site activities at Mainamati began no earlier than the sixth century.
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medieval period. The large holes in the broken section of the legs of the central deity
indicate that the legs are separately carved and assembled to the image. Another hole in
the center of the lotus trunk on the base was perhaps used to attach a small viZvapadma
supporting the right leg of the deity folded underneath. The large size (119.4 cm tall) of
this sculpture evidences the use of wooden material for producing major cult images in
the Dhaka region. The fully round carving of this work diverges from the relief carving
of stone steles. The wooden images produced in the neighboring Comilla region mostly
follow the regular stele format (Figure 103), but a few of them are round sculptures. The
round wooden images discovered in both Dhaka and Comilla regions attest to the fact
that the local workshops took a full advantage of the wooden material that allows more
freedom to the artists.
A number of wooden architectural parts discovered in the Vikramapura area
collectively testify to the contructions of the wooden temple buildings in the region in the
early medieval period (Figure 106). Some of those architectural parts were discovered as
a group. They may have comprised parts of the same temple building. The architectural
fragments decorated with images of deities are especially valuable examples showing the
ways in which temple buildings served as the domains of sacred images. The
aforementioned wooden door from Rampal (Vikramapura area) displayed in the BNM
(Figure 99) portrays an image of MaJjuZrI standing under a trefoil niche supporting a
bhadra-zikhara, sharing similar features with the temple form depicted on the Buddha
steles from the same area. Another wooden door from the Vikramapura area frames a
female figure, possibly a celestial being (so-called Sura Sundari) (Figure 100). These
two pieces share significant features in the posture and attire of the deity, the composition
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and the decoration, such as the trefoil niche and the floral decoration on the bottom. But
the superstructure of the Sura-Sundari image is only composed of a bhadra terrace,
lacking a zikhara structure. The provenance of the wooden MaJjuZrI image is
documented as Rampal, an old name indicating most parts of the Vikramapura area,
while the provenance of the Sura Sundari image is recorded as Uttar Kazi Kasba located
in the northern part of the Vikramapura area. Nevertheless, the marked similarities
between these two doors suggest that they were possibly produced in the same workshop
and comprised a part of the same monastery. In other words, the ‘Rampal’ documented
in the BNM register might also indicate the same Uttar Kazi Kasba.
The David Nalin collection has acquired a very interesting stone object depicting
a female celestial being standing inside a bhadra-trefoil niche shrine with the nearly
identical pose and attire to the Sura Sundari (Figure 108). This miniature black stone slab
(19 x 8.8 x 3.5 cm) has a diminishing back (Figure 108-1), which appears to be designed
to fit in another object. The structure of the shrine, formed with horizontal bhadras and

Amalaka with the long bands fluttering the sides, is markedly similar to the one observed
from the two Vikramapura images carved on the wooden doors (Figures 99 & 100).
However, on this miniature stone object, the goddess grasps a mirror in her right hand
and a sword in the left hand, while the Sura Sundari only holds a bird. This stone object
raises an interesting issue on the possible function of the goddess image, considering the
possibility that it seems to be designed as a lid of a square box. The sword that the
goddess grasps implies her apotropaic function protecting a seemingly precious or sacred
object kept in the box. Although the Sura Sundari image does not bear any weapon, she
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seems to be also related to the apotropaic function, given the fact that the image forms a
part of a door.
Besides the door, a wooden pillar discovered in the same Uttar Kazi Kasba is also
decorated with an image of a female celestial being (Figure 105). This work displays a
notable connection to the images carved on the wooden door in treatment of detail. A
goddess figure is carved on the pillar in a significantly high relief. She stands on a lotus
pedestal, and above her head is a hovering celestial figure. This three-part composition
coincides with the regular stone stele works from the same region. The high relief and
composition of this image suggests that the artist consciously tried to incorporate the stele
format in carving the deity, which is competently done in the limited space of the pillar.
This pillar also perhaps comprised a part of the same temple as the wooden door,
considering that they are from not only the same provenance but also display similar
treatment of details. The two wooden goddess images, one carved on a door (Figure 100)
and the other on a pillar (Figure 105), share nearly identical headdress and
ornamentation, which is curiously distinguished from the coiffure of the stone goddess
images from the same area. Particularly, the heavy headdress of the wooden goddess
images, which is matted in a large oval shape and stretches to the left shoulder, is
distinguished from the typical headdress of the stone or metal goddess images from the
Dhaka region. This implies the presence of separate workshops specializing in wooden
works that developed a distinct convention. Yet, there is another possibility that this
distinct headdress was perhaps used during a certain period in Vikramrapura, because the
stone goddess image in the David Nalin collection (Figure 108) also shares the same
headdress. It is interesting to note that the wooden MaJjushri image from Rampal also
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(Figure 99) shares the same headdress with the two Uttar Kazi Kasba goddess images.
This type of the large headdress of MaJjuZrI is a unique local convention, since it is not
normally used for Bodhisattvas.
In addition to the headdress, the wooden goddess and MaJjuZrI images are closely
related to each other in their ornamentation (Figures 99, 100, 105). The necklace of the
three images is formed with a combination of beads, a broad pendant, tiger-claws and a
large pendant hanging down to the chest, shared with other Buddhist and Hindu images
produced in the same period. But the broad pendant between the beads and tiger-claw
necklace of the wooden images is more ornate, and the tiger-claws are sharper than those
of the stone images from the eleventh century Vikramapura area. Such a distinct fashion
employed in the ornamentation of these three wooden images also suggests that they
were possibly produced in the same workshop.
Despite the differences in treatment of detail, the wooden and stone sculptures
from the Dhaka region share major features such as the tendency toward the use of an
elaborate shrine motif in the back-slab of the images. The wooden image of the Buddha
in bhUmisparZa mudrA from the Vikramapura area (Figure 107) also shows how the
seemingly separate workshops handling different materials were communicating through
the locally established visual perception of sacred images.347 In spite of the heavy
damage, this wooden sculpture exhibits significant elements shared with stone Buddha
images from the same area in its emphasis on the elongated uSnISa, elongated limbs and
slender waist, which represent the ideal yoga-body of the Buddha. The prominent
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depiction of a vajra on the pedestal and bodhi tree branches behind the head of the
Buddha also coincides with the general idiom of the stone bhUmisparZa mudrA Buddha
images from the same area.

Part VII: Small but powerful
Each regional artistic tradition on the Indian subcontinent developed a distinct use
of the peripheral space of Buddhist steles. In many cases, the lower register of the
pedestal of the steles is used as the space expressing devotion to the divinity portrayed in
the upper portion by depicting devotees and minor divinities in veneration, or by
inscribing a statement of dedication. The Buddhist steles from the Dhaka region
effectively use the pedestal decoration to imbue the images with a sense of space and to
reinforce the transcendent wisdom of the deity by persistently depicting a vajra-bearing
practitioner and a sacred book on an altar on the pedestal. The dedicatory inscriptions on
the pedestal also play a part in transforming the steles into the symbolic sacred space in
which the devotees worship the deity.

Image as sacred space
In Buddhist steles from early medieval eastern India, normally a corner of the
pedestal shows one or more kneeling devotee figures offering a garland or flower bud and
making a gesture of adoration. The devotees are occasionally depicted as a family, a
couple with children, as exemplified by the image of MaJjuvajra (Figures 95-2, 96-2), or
engaged in more dynamic actions such as dancing and playing a music dedicated to the
deity (Figures 31, 54-6). The depiction of a worship scene in sacred images is an old
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convention in Buddhist art that can be traced back to the earliest surviving Buddhist
sculptures, such as the decorations of the Sanchi and Bharhut stUpas from the second
century BCE. It not only expresses piety and devotion to the divinities but also plays a
role in ensuring good punya to the donors by endorsing them to form a part of the sacred
images. While the convention of depicting devotee figures in the pedestal of steles is
shared with other religious traditions, the depiction of the saptaratna motif on the
pedestal is exclusively Buddhist, metaphorically connecting the power of the deity with
the virtue of the cakravartin who ensures spiritual as well as material prosperity. The
Buddhist steles from the Dhaka region also use all of these conventional elements to
embellish the pedestal but present some unique modifications, exemplified by the
innovative use of the parinAyaka-ratna (sword) (Figure 96-2) and the NAgarAja figures
(Figure 101-1).
One of the most pronounced characteristics of the pedestal design in the Buddhist
steles from the Dhaka region is a persistent display of a vajra-bearing figure and a book
venerated on an altar. This plays a central role in transforming the lower register of the
steles to a sacred ritual space. A number of Buddhist images from the Dhaka region
depict on the pedestal a miniature male figure bearing a vajra in his right hand in front of
his chest and a ghaNTA (bell) in his left hand placed on his left thigh. This vajra-bearing
figure is frequently accompanied with one or more devotee figures and a book venerated
on an altar. The saptaratna symbols are also occasionally depicted along with the book
(Figure 78-1) or the vajra-bearing figure, or with both. But in most Buddhist steles from
the Dhaka region, the book and the vajra-bearing figure are carved together in the corner
of the pedestal, separated from the saptaratna symbols (Figures 95-2, 96-2).
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The depiction of the vajra-bearing figure and book on the Buddhist steles from
the Dhaka region presents slight variations in their composition. In some examples, they
are depicted together, but others only show either the vajra-bearing figure or the book.
The proper right corner of the pedestal of the ASTamahAbhaya TArA stele from Somapada
shows a book installed on an altar and a bejeweled male figure wearing a peaked cap and
holding a vajra in the right hand and a ghaNTA in the left hand (Figure 16-11). The other
side of the base depicts kneeling devotee figures. The standing TArA image in the BNM
storage carves the book on an altar flanked by mounded offerings or jewel trees in the
center of the base, and the male figure bearing a vajra and ghaNTA on the proper left
corner (Figure 19). The image of standing TArA formerly in the Nalin collection (Figure
18) and the wooden image of Bodhisattva also show the miniature male figure holding a
vajra and ghaNTA on the proper right side of the base (Figure 102-1). But these examples
lack the book. The image of the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA from Vikramapura also
only shows the vajra-bearing figure without the book (Figure 80-2). The image of
standing Avalokitezvara from Sonarang (Figure 27-2), the image of seated
Avalokitezvara in the Virginia Museum (Figure 31) and the two MaJjuvajra steles
(Figures 95-2, 96-2) identically place both book and vajra-bearing figure on the proper
left corner of the base. On the other hand, the Buddha image from Ujani only includes
the book in the pedestal design without the vajra-bearing figure (Figure 78-1). The
Buddha image from Louhajang uniquely embeds the vajra-bearing figure in the
saptaratna theme, placing the figure between the gRhapati-ratna and strI-ratna (Figure
90-1).
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These symbols – a vajra-bearing figure, a book placed on an altar, and the
devotee figures – frequently appear on the lowest register of the Buddhist images
produced in Bihar and Orissa. However, hardly any examples are found in the Bengal
sphere outside the Dhaka region. Thus, this is another evidence defining distinct
characteristics of the Buddhist art in the Dhaka region within Bengal and suggesting that
a wide range of communications took place between the Dhaka region and other regions
in eastern India in terms of Buddhist art traditions. Parallel to the Dhaka region
examples, the book and vajra-bearing figures are often treated together in Bihar and
Orissa images, but sometimes individually appear.
The image of a book placed on a high altar reflects the old tradition of the
veneration of sacred text in South Asia. A number of literary accounts verify that the
Indian Buddhist tradition not only venerated the words of the sacred texts but also
worshiped the physical volumes of the texts themselves, particularly the PrajJApAramitA
SUtra as a worship object installed on an altar.348 On the pedestal of Buddhist steles, the
book is often depicted as being wrapped with a piece of cloth indicated by cross-lines
(Figure 16-11) and sometimes bound with ribbons that normally appear hanging down
from the book (Figure 78-1). Occasionally the top of the book has two or three clusters
of flowers as offerings or is covered with an umbrella as an expression of veneration
(Figure 16-11, 27-2). The altar is often flanked by cintAmaNi (wish-fulfilling jewel) trees
and is venerated by a couple of devotee figures making a gesture of adoration (Figure 16-
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11).349 It is rather hasty to determine the title of the text depicted on the stele. It could be
the PrajJApAramitA SUtra but also might be a generalized image of Buddhist sacred text.
The inclusion of the veneration scene of a sacred book in the pedestal design visually
reinforces the connection between the central deity portrayed in the upper portion of the
stele with the truth preached in the text. Also, joining the devotee figures, it more vividly
transforms the stele into the sacred space where the ‘truth’ is worshiped.
The function and meaning of the miniature vajra-bearing figures are, however,
not easily determined. But the appearance of the figures is closely tied to Vajrasattva
who is normally portrayed with the position of meditation, wearing a merujaTA headdress
and adorned with ornaments and holding a vajra and a ghaNTA (Figure 175).350 The vajra
and the ghaNTA (bell) are major Buddhist devices symbolizing non-duality: the
undifferentiated state of the permanence signified by the solidity of the diamond (vajra)
and the transience symbolized by the sound of the bell (ghaNTA).351 Therefore,
Vajrasattva embodies the essential union of all kinds of duality and is often worshiped as
the sixth Transcendent Buddha in the Tantric pantheon.352 Vajrasattva was portrayed as a
single image in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Orissa from around the ninth century. Not
many Vajrasattva images survive from Bengal. But, the famous colossal metal image of
Vajrasattva discovered in Mainamati (Comilla district) suggests the significant position
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of this deity in Tantric practice in southeastern Bengal, given the fact that it was
extremely expensive work to cast a bronze image in 1.4 meters high in the place with no
readily available metal deposits.353 From the Dhaka region, a miniature stone image of
Vajrasattva has been discovered (Figure 175).
The shared features between Vajrasattva images and the vajra-bearing figures
depicted on the pedestal have directed many scholars to believe that these miniature
figures possibly represent Vajrasattva. In some examples, the vajra-bearing figure on the
pedestal wears a peaked cap (Figure 16-11), but in other examples, the headdress looks
closer to the merujaTA with a crown (Figure 27-2), corresponding to the headdress of
single images of Vajrasattva (Figure 175). The body of the vajra-bearing figures is in
most cases bedecked with ornaments and occasionally surrounded by a halo (Figure 272). This clearly articulates the divine status of the figures.
On the other hand, Claudine Bautze-Picron argues that these miniature figures
possibly portray monks, based on the Tibetan monk images wearing a peaked cap and
performing a ritual holding a vajra and ghaNTA.354 John Huntington and Dina Bangdel
also propose that the figures should be identified as practitioners rather than Vajrasattva,
because they are depicted on the pedestal of the steles reserved for human figures.355
Bautze-Picron, Huntington and Bangdel call one’s attention to the fact that some Tantric
Buddhist texts describe that the practitioner who reaches the awakened state transfigures
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his or herself into Vajrasattva.356 This identification is also supported by the figures’
square base with short legs depicted on the MaJjuvajra steles (Figures 95-2, 96-2), as
many of Himalayan Buddhist paintings show this type of square base set up for a monk.
In the Dhaka region examples, the miniature vajra-bearing figures are clearly
furnished with divine characteristics. They are not only bejeweled but also haloed and
clad with a fluttering garment indicative of his presence in the celestial realm (Figure 802). Thus, if the figures are monks, they must represent deified monks, in other words,
monks as Vajrasattva. Finding out a particular theological background for representing
an enlightened master as Vajrasattva necessitates a further research, because the
metaphors of identifying the enlightened practitioner with a divinity are common in late
Buddhist texts, and Vajrasattva is not the only divinity mentioned in such descriptions.
Perhaps this can be explained from the fact that the visual form of Vajrasattva bears
comparison to the appearance of monks. Unfortunately there is no surviving material
showing what the Buddhist monk in the early medieval India looked like. The
Himalayan sources from the same period are still useful in this regard, considering the
fact that their Buddhist traditions were under a direct influence from the early medieval
eastern India. As Bautze-Picron has already pointed out, the monk depicted in Tibetan
paintings frequently wears a peaked cap and holds a vajra and ghaNTA.
The visual correspondence between the peaked cap of the monk and the merujaTA
of Vajrasattva as well as the shared objects possibly led the Buddhist practitioners in the
early medieval eastern India to select Vajrasattva among many deities for the visual
representation of deified monk. It may also be assumed that the formation of the
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iconography of Vajrasattva itself is possibly related to the attire of the monk in this
period, although this hypothesis can be only tentative due to the lack of relevant
literature. The frequent depiction of the book and the vajra-bearing figure in the
Buddhist steles from the Dhaka region can be understood as a part of the effort to address
the steles as the symbolic sacred space where a ritual and veneration take place in front of
the deity portrayed in the stele. Also, this design is not unrelated to the elaborate
depiction of temple forms in the upper register of the steles, which also consciously
frames the deity in sacred space. The special attention to the shrine background and the
persistent depiction of the vajra-bearing figure and the book on the pedestal suggest that
to amplify a spatial sense comprised a major concern of the Dhaka region ateliers in
designing Buddhist steles.

Image and inscription
Up until now eight inscribed stone Buddhist sculptures have been discovered in
the Dhaka region. Besides the stone works, a couple of Buddhist bronzes from SabhAr
are also inscribed. This chapter only examines the stone sculpture inscriptions. The
inscribed stone Buddhist images from the Dhaka region share a major tendency with
other inscribed images from early medieval eastern India in the frequent use of so-called
‘Ye dharma stanza’. These inscriptions can be also classified as typically Bengal
examples in not indicating the date of the inscription. But at the same time, they
illuminate a couple of interesting aspects regarding patronage by including the name of
the scribe and the female patron.
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Inscribing sacred images was common and long-held practice in South Asia. In
the Indian Buddhist tradition, the practice shares nearly the same length of history with
image production. The devotees believed that they could gain religious merits by
donating sacred images or monuments and inscribing their names or devotional phrases
on them. On stone stele works, inscription normally appears on the pedestal or halo of
the central figure. In the case of miniature works, the inscription frequently appears on
the back. On the Buddhist stone steles from the Dhaka region, the inscription invariably
appears on the pedestal. Only two miniature stone works bear an inscription on the back,
because they do not have enough space for inscription on the pedestal (Figures 174 &
175).
A large number of inscribed Buddhist images survive from early medieval eastern
India, and the majority of them are from Bihar. Mysteriously, Bengalis were not as
enthusiastic about inscribing sacred images as their Bihar neighbors. The reason for this
still remains unclear although various theories have been put forward to explain it. For
instance, Frederick Asher associates the practice of inscribing images with royal
patronage by pointing out that in the Comilla region, the inscribed sculptures were
invariably discovered in the vicinity of royally patronized monuments.357 However, this
theory does not fully explain the lack of inscribed images in other royally patronized sites
of Bengal. Furthermore, it should be noted that the two inscribed elephant deity images
from Comilla (Figures 4 & 5) indicate merchant patronage instead of royal. Some of the
inscribed images from the Dhaka region are also likely related to non-royal patronage.
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Another distinct phenomenon of the inscribed images from Bengal is the lack of
dated inscriptions. In contrast with the Bihar counterparts, the inscribed images of
Bengal rarely bear the regnal year or name of their rulers. The Dhaka region examples
also share this tendency. As I mentioned in chapter two, the Dhaka region yields only a
few Hindu images inscribed with the regnal year of the Sena kings (Figure 28).
Therefore, it is very difficult to specify a chronological range of the inscriptions on
Bengal sculptures, and dating normally relies on paleographic study. In terms of
language, all of the surviving inscriptions from early medieval eastern India are written in
Sanskrit, and in terms of script, they all fall into a generic type of the script used in
eastern India called siddhamatrika or gauDiya.358 The eight surviving inscriptions on the
Buddhist sculptures of the Dhaka region do not differ from those from the neighboring
regions in terms of language and script.
Nalini Kanta Bhattasali published six of those eight inscriptions in his 1929
catalogue. But he transliterated or translated only parts of them. Among the eight
examples, I have seen and copied six. I was not able to locate the first two inscribed
works listed below, both of which were published in Bhattasali’s book. Thus, I followed
Bhattasali’s decipherment for the first two inscriptions. But I deciphered, transliterated
and translated the next six inscriptions with the kind help of epigraphists Gauriswar
Bhattacharya, Ryosuke Furui, Arlo Griffiths, and Diwakar Acharya.
Epigraphists generally agree with the date of the inscriptions from the Dhaka
region proposed by Bhattasali. In most cases, the suggested date of the inscriptions
corresponds to the date of the sculptures proposed by art historians. As epigraphy is
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completely out of my field, I do not discuss details of the script but point out some
distinct features in their content and give a note on their suggested chronology in relation
to the date of the sculptures. Some of these inscriptions are heavily damaged, but
epigraphists have tried to restore some of the missing portion based on the usual
convention found in other inscriptions. Those suggested parts are typed inside a
parenthesis.

1. Jambhala (Figure 174)
jambhala jale(ndrA)
ya svAhA
Translation: Jambhala, the lord of water
To whom this is dedicated
This miniature stone image of Jambhala was discovered in Paikpada
(Vikramapura area) and is catalogued in Nalini Kanta Bhattasali’s book. But its present
location is unknown. The back of this miniature stone image is inscribed with a short
verse related to Jambhala worship. Bhattasali provides a transliteration of this
inscription. 359 According to Bhattasali, the inscription follows the invocatory formula of
Jambhala, and the word ‘JalendrA’ is related to water, which indicates that the deity was
worshiped as the lord of water.360 This is reasonable, given that Jambhala is the god of
wealth and water is associated with life and fertility.

2. Vajrasattva (Figure 175)
[siddam] ye dharmmA hetuprabhavA hetuMn te(SAnca)
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tathAgato hyavada ta SAnca yo(nIredha)
emvAdi mahAZramaNaH
Translation:
All things arisen from a cause
Their cause the TathAgata361 explains as well as their cessation
This is the teaching of the Great Ascetic
This miniature stone image was discovered in Sukhavaspur (Vikramapura area)
and also catalogued in Nalini Kanta Bhattasali’s book, but its present location is
unknown. The back of this work is inscribed with three lines of a Buddhist stanza.
Bhattasali briefly mentions the inscription of this miniature work as “Ye dharma creed”
without providing a complete decipherment. 362 The transliteration above is based on the
photograph published in his book. Bhattasali dates this inscription circa the tenth century
CE. This dates roughly corresponds to the style of the image. For instance, the round
halo and relatively less elongated body safely places the image before the eleventh
century. The base decorated with a pair of lions and falling down drapery also
corresponds to the base of the many Buddhist images produced in eastern India around
the ninth to early tenth century. The discovery of this miniature work in the Vikramapura
area indicates the presence of Vajrasattva worship in southeastern Bengal long before the
production of the colossal Vajrasattva image in the Comilla region.
The verses inscribed on the back of this work are so-called ‘ye dharma stanza’,
frequently inscribed on early medieval Indian Buddhist sculptures and terracotta sealings
regardless of their subject matter. Inscriptions of this stanza are also widespread in
Southeast Asia. Five out of the eight inscribed Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka
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region are inscribed with this verse. It has been known that this stanza was spoken by
Ashvjit, one of the first disciples of the Buddha but summarizes one of the core messages
that the Buddha preached, so-called the doctrine of dependent origination.363 According
to Peter Skilling, this stanza appears in both TheravAda and MahAyAna texts and at least
one TAntra, and was often recited in rituals including consecration.364 The number of
inscriptions of this stanza rapidly increased from the early medieval period after the sixth
century, but the exact theological background of such increased popularity is still
unknown. Janice Leoshko associates it with the growing importance of Enlightenment
imagery in Indian Buddhist art in the post-Gupta period.365
3. TArA (Figure 15-1)
[siddham] ye dharmmA hetu pra(bha)vA hetu teSAJ ca tathAgato hyavadata
taSAJ ca yo nIredha emvAdi mahA ZramaNaH ||
Translation: same as #2
The bottom portion of the pedestal is inscribed with the conventional ye dharma
stanza. The ye dharma stanza inscriptions in eastern India show slight variations, for
instance, in the spelling of certain words. This inscription on the TArA image also slightly
differs from that of the Vajrasattva image in the absence of ‘ca’ (meaning ‘and’) in the
first line. As in the case of the Vajrasattava image, Bhattasali only briefly mentions this
inscription as “ye dharma creed” without providing a complete decipherment.366
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Bhattasali dates this inscription circa the ninth to tenth century CE. As I discussed
earlier, the style of the image is closer to the tenth century, rather than the ninth.

4. Buddha (Figure 75-1)
[siddham] ye dharmmA hetu pra(bha)vA hetu teSAJ ca tathAgato hyavadata
taSAJ ca yo nIredha emvAdi mahA ZramaNaH ||
Translation: same as #2
The bottom portion of the base is inscribed with the ye dharma stanza. This
inscription has never been published.

5. Avalokitezvara (KhasarpaNa Lokezvara) (Figure 54-6)
[siddham] ye dharmmA hetu[]prabhavA hetuMn teSAJ ca tathAgato hyavada
taSAJ ca yo nIredha emvAdi mahA ZramaNaH ||
Translation: same as #2
The center of the lotus pedestal prominently shows two lines of the ye dharma
stanza inscription. Bhattasali briefly mentions it as the ‘Buddhist creed’ and dates it the
tenth to eleventh century.367 The stylistic features of the image belong to the eleventh
century convention.
6. Buddha (Figure 80-2)
dAnapati ZrI nirupamasya
Translation: Gift made by holy Nirupama
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This short inscription also appears in the center of the pedestal. This inscription
has never been published as yet. It follows a widespread format of dedicatory inscription
in South Asia. The style of writing of this inscription is similar to that of the
Avalokitezvara image mentioned right above.

7. ASTamahAbhaya TArA (Figure 16-9)
KAyastha ZrI sangheZa-gu(pta?)….. (Nalini Kanta Bhattasali)
KAyastha ZrI sa(ngha?)Zagup(ta?)…… (Ryosuke Furui, Arlo Griffiths, Diwakar
Acharya)
Translation: The scribe holy (saMgha?) sagu(pta?)……

The bottom part of the pedestal bears this one-line inscription, but the latter half
of the inscription has been completely erased. Bhattasali provides a transliteration and
translation of the inscription,368 which is not greatly different from the recent readings of
epigraphists. This inscription is one of the very rare examples mentioning the name of a
scribe. There are only a few early medieval Indian inscriptions bearing the names of
scribes. One of them is mentioned as the father of the donor in the inscription on a stone
image of Hindu goddess GaurI.369 This indicates that the scribe generally had a high
social status in early medieval India, wealthy enough to donate major cult statues and
inscribe their name and caste on the statues. The latter half of the inscription of the
ASTamahAbhaya TArA image is presumably a phrase related to dedication, and the scribe
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mentioned in the inscription was possibly the donor of this TArA image. Bhattasali
assigns the inscription to the twelfth century. As I discussed above, the treatment of the
detail of the image is close to the late eleventh century convention, which is not
significantly different from the paleographic dating.

8. MaJjuZrI Arapacana (Figure 101-1)
[siddham] mahAmAM ZrIZrI caNDI praZAdIya mahArA[ja]
ZrI jAmamaeraena karita…… (Bhattasali)
[siddham] mahImAm ZrIZrI caNDI prasAdIya mahAvI…..
…..ZrI sa….. (Ryosuke Furui)
[siddham] mahImA.m (ZrI)ZrI caNDI prasAdIya mahA(rA/vA?)
….ZrI….. naka….i….. (Arlo Griffiths, Diwakar Acharya)
Suggested Translation:
Mighty holy holy caNDI great king
Holy JAmamaera (?)370 by whom this was made…….
The bottom portion of the stele is inscribed with two lines, but the inscription has
been badly damaged. Particularly, the second line is almost indecipherable from the
present condition, since the bottom part of the pedestal has been broken. Thus, here I
introduced three different suggestions regarding the decipherment. Bhattasali’s
photograph shows the condition of the work before the bottom part was broken.371
Therefore, his decipherment provides a clue to the lost part of the inscription in the
present condition. He assigns this inscription to the twelfth century,372 which also
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corresponds to the style of the image. The latter two readings are from the current
condition of the work.
If we follow Bhattasali’s reading of the last word on the first line as ‘mahArAja’,
this work is the only Buddhist sculpture from the Dhaka region that might be engaged in
royal patronage and one of the very rare Buddhist images from Bengal bearing the name
of a king or royal family member. However, it is difficult to interpret the content of this
inscription, because the meaning of ‘prasAdiya’ in the first line is vague and the damaged
portion of the second line, despite the decipherment proposed by Bhattasali, still does not
make clear sense. Moreover, ‘caNDI’ mentioned in the first line is a female name, which
is not a proper title for a ‘mahArAja (great king)’. Nonetheless, this short inscription
seems to follow a typical format of dedicatory inscriptions of elite patrons by beginning
the long title of the donor.
In summary, there are some notable features found in the inscriptions from the
stone Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region, particularly in terms of patronage.
Three works bear an inscription mentioning the patron of the images, the Buddha image
from Vikramapura (Figure 80-2), the ASTamahAbhaya TArA image from Somapada
(Figure 16-9), and the image of MaJjuZrI Arapacana (Figure 101-1). The inscription on
the Buddha image from Vikramapura indicates only the name of the patron, ‘Nirupama’,
without a title (Figure 80-2). On the other hand, the inscription on the ASTamahAbhaya
TArA image from Somapada is the only surviving example from eastern India that begins
with the name of a scribe (Figure 16-9). This confirms the high social status of the scribe
caste in the Indian society during this period, already evidenced by other inscriptions
containing the title of a scribe. The inscription on the image of MaJjuZrI Arapacana
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(Figure 101-1) is a valuable example suggesting the presence of royal patronage in
Buddhist image production. The patron mentioned on this inscription seems to be a local
king.
In Bengal Buddhist sculptures, the dedicatory inscription invariably appears on
the pedestal of the images, except for miniature images that only have enough space on
the back. This constrasts with those in Bihar and Orissa, where the halos of the central
figures are often inscribed. In the Dhaka region, this Bengali convention seems to be
combined with the idea that designates the pedestal as the space of devotion. Together
with the altar, offerings and practitioner, the dedicatory inscription on the pedestal plays a
part in representing the pedestal into the symbolic sacred space in which devotees express
their devotion to the deity. Such a sense of sacred space is enhanced when the steles have
an elaborate temple setting on the upper register.
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Chapter Four: Divinities in Private Devotion
– Miniature Buddhist images from the Dhaka region

This chapter probes miniature Buddhist images from the Dhaka region related to
private devotion, possibly installed in monks’ cells or used in domestic rituals. Most
works investigated in this chapter are about 10 to 30 cm high and done in metal – mostly
bronze (copper with tin) and occasionally brass or silver. Bronze was one of the popular
media for sacred images throughout Asia. Bronze images were often gilded or inlaid
with valuable materials such as silver and gems as a way of expressing devotion and
enhancing the preciousness of the images. However, due to the costly nature of the
material, a majority of metal images were cast in a small size, although large metal
images (over 1 meter in height) were also occasionally produced. Besides metal, there
are also some stone and terracotta Buddhist images done in a diminutive scale, such as
sealings and miniature stUpas (caityas). The fragments of the terracotta plaques retrieved
from the Buddhist monastery site at SabhAr possibly once adorned the basement wall of
the shrine buildings. Some of them seem to have originally formed a part of medium size

stUpas. Those terracotta works are also discussed in this chapter.
Contrasted with the large stone steles discussed in chapter three, many of the
small images examined in this chapter are only documented with a vague record of the
original provenance, such as ‘unidentified provenance in the Dhaka district.’ While the
SabhAr monastery site has exposed positive evidence of mass production of miniature
bronze images, from the Vikramapura area there has been no trace of mass production of
metal images, such as a discovery of a large hoard of images showing a stylistic
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consistency or accompanying incomplete lumps and smith tools. Most of the miniature
metal images documented as the Vikramapura discoveries were discovered from local
tanks, just like stone images. Nalini Kanta Bhattasali documents that some of those
miniature images used to be worshiped in local temples of the Vikramapura area.373
One potential background for the scarcity of metal image discoveries in
Vikramapura may be the practice of the recycling of metal works. It has been widely
known that in the pre-modern period metal images were often melted down to make new
objects, such as weapons and coins. This is especially possible for the metal images from
this area, given that every part of Bengal frequently turned to a battleground during the
early medieval period and eventually faced a wholesale Muslim invasion. The metal
images being worshiped at the moment of the Muslim invasion must have fallen as the
first target of the iconoclasts, because those could be recycled for various purposes. This
also explains the relatively early chronology of the surviving metal images from Bengal.
While many of the stone images from Buddhist sites in Bengal are dispersed in a wide
range of periods, the chronology of the metal images from the Bengal Buddhist sites is
mostly restricted to the pre-eleventh century. For instance, the MahAsthAngaRh (Bogra
district) and the Mainamati (Comilla district) Buddhist sites yield a large number of metal
images showing the eighth to early tenth centuries’ characteristics. However, only a few
of them are ascribable to the later period, while the abundance of stone images from the
sites indicates that their artistic activities continued at least up to the late twelfth century.
This means that either the metal casting in those areas significantly declined from the
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tenth century or most of the metal images worshiped there after the tenth century were
melted down.
It is also worth mentioning that the pre-eleventh century metal images are mostly
unearthed as a hoard from the early occupational levels of the monastery sites. This was
because Buddhist monasteries in Bengal normally underwent several reconstructions and
renovations after demolitions caused by military conflicts or natural disasters, and thus,
the metal images kept in the monastery cells were also buried under the demolished sites.
The Buddhist bronze hoard excavated from the low occupational level of the SabhAr
monastery site is also one example. Thus, it may be surmised that only those produced
centuries before the Muslim invasion and buried in the demolished monasteries remained
intact, while those produced later and were being worshiped in the monasteries at the
moment of the invasion were mostly melted down. This supposition is also supported
with the fact that the provenances of metal images produced in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries are more random and scattered. Therefore, if Vikramapura was chronologically
late in managing metal casting, it is not very strange to encounter the scarcity of the metal
image discoveries from the area.
The portable nature always makes it difficult to place miniature images in a
specific regional context, especially when the images are not associated with evidence of
mass production. There is always the open possibility that miniature images found in a
region were imported from another region, unless they were discovered along with the
positive evidence of mass production. Hence, we should admit the possibility that some
of the miniature images vaguely documented as ‘Dhaka district discoveries’ may have
been imported from other regions. Nevertheless, those images should be also regarded as
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important data for the Buddhist practice performed in the Dhaka region, because even if
they had not been produced in the region, they were probably worshiped there.

Part I. SabhAr – monuments and antiquities
Part I focuses on the remains of the two major Buddhist sites in the SabhAr area:
the so-called Rajasan mound and the HariZcandra RAja mound. As I already mentioned
in chapter two, archaeologists have identified four Buddhist sites in the SabhAr area,
named the Rajasan mound, the HariZcandra RAja (hereafter HR) mound, Dagur-Mura,
and Kalma.374 Among these four sites, only the first three have been officially
investigated, and only the first two, Rajasan and HR mounds, have exposed antiquities.
These two places are identified as Buddhist monastery sites based on the Buddhist
antiquities excavated from the sites and remains of the monastery structure. The HR
mound preserves monastery cells and a brick stUpa podium, while the trace of a
monastery at the Rajasan mound nearly disappeared after the ASI documentation in the
early twentieth century. The Buddhist affiliation of the Kalma and Dagur-Mura sites is
suggested through remains of a stUpa monument.375 Dagur-Mura preserves a cruciform
brick stUpa monument, about 3 meters high (Site 9), while Kalma only shows a vague
foundation. Below I examine the Buddhist antiquities from the Rajasan and HR mounds
and the surviving structure of the Buddhist monuments at the HR mound and DagarMura site.
Historians suppose that the SabhAr area served as a major local town
approximately from the seventh up to the tenth or beginning of the eleventh century CE.
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The inscriptions of the two terracotta sealings from the Rajasan mound suggest the top
limit of the chronology (Figures 116 & 117), while the stratigraphy of the HR mound and
style of the excavated images provide the lowest limit of the chronology.

Terracotta works from the Rajasan mound
Nalini Kanta Bhattasali and Rakhal Das Banerji report that the remains of the
plinths of four different buildings were uncovered during the excavation of the Rajasan
mound, along with post-Gupta gold coins and terracotta objects such as a pillar base and
plaques (Figures 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117).376 Although the layout of
the monastery is not traceable from the present condition of the site, the discoveries from
the Rajasan mound confirm the nature of the site as the seat of a Buddhist monastery.
The fragments of a terracotta Buddha image and debris showing lotus petals suggest the
image production and worship that took place in the area (Figures 112 right, 114). The
latter appears to be a part of a lotus pedestal. The ornamented bricks and pillar base
suggest the presence of an architectural structure in the mound (Figures 109, 110 left). A
terracotta plaque from the site depicting a mythical figure in a dynamic motion (Figure
112 left) shares its basic configuration with those adorning the base wall of the Buddhist
monasteries at Paharpur and Mainamati (Figure 115).
The chronological range of the site activities has been proposed on the basis of the
two inscribed terracotta sealings from the site that epigraphists assign the seventh or early
eighth centuries on paleographic grounds (Figures 115 & 116).377 Both sealings are
impressed with an image of ViSNu and inscribed with ‘OM namo bhagavate
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vAsudevAya’, expressing devotion to ViSNu.378 These terracotta sealings are of great
interest in terms of the potential connection between the Vaishnava cult and the local
Buddhist tradition, since another Buddhist site in SabhAr also yields Vaishnava images
(Figures 142, 143, 152). The images impressed on these terracotta sealings are discussed
in detail below in connection to other Vaishnava images from SabhAr.
Among the discoveries from the Rajasan mound, the terracotta slabs stamped with
figures of Buddha and Bodhisattvas provide significant sources for reconstructing the
votive stUpa production at the site (Figures 110, 111, 113 center, 114), as their shape and
design suggest that they may have originally been fixed onto the round drum of votive

stUpas. These terracotta slabs present two types: one stamped with diagonally arranged
round niches, which frame an impression of the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA and two
different Bodhisattvas alternately (Figures 110, 111, 112), and the other type stamped
with parallel round niches that only contain a figure of the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA
(Figures 113 center, 114). In the first type, the Buddha is flanked by two miniature

stUpas symbolizing his enlightenment and shaded by bodhi tree leaves. One of the two
Bodhisattvas is seated in lalitAsana, wears the youth-headdress and bears a half-open
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lotus, and the other Bodhisattva is seated in mahArAjalilAsana, wears a jaTAmukuTa
headdress and bears a fully open lotus. The former can be identified as the Bodhisattva
MaJjuZrI and the latter as Avalokitezvara from their headdress and the type of their lotus.
Although the fragmented condition of these terracotta slabs complicates the
identification of their original function, they can be connected to votive stUpas, because
rows of Buddha figures often decorate votive stUpas from eastern India (Figure 119).
Another relevant example is a terracotta slab molded with rows of Buddha figures from
an unidentified provenance in Bengal (Figure 120). In this slab, one register depicts the
Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA and the next register depicts the Buddha in dharmacakra

mudrA. This work is also likely a part of the base of a votive stUpa. In fact, the closest
counterparts to the Rajasan mound slabs have been retrieved from the Goalpada Buddhist
monastery site in Assam (Figure 121). These Assamese terracotta slabs are invariably
impressed with rows of the Buddha figure in bhUmisparZa mudrA. The ovoid shape of the
niches, rather elongated figures, and depiction of the two miniature stUpas on each side of
the Buddha are comparable to the terracotta slabs from the Rajasan mound.
Another clue to the function of the Rajasan mound slabs is their slightly curved
shape. The terracotta slabs from both Assam and Rajasan mound are not flat but slightly
curved. Rakhal Das Banerji proposes that the terracotta slabs from the Rajasan mound
were probably parts of doorjambs and lintels.379 However, the slight curve of the slabs
implies that they possibly formed a part of the round drum of a stUpa, taking a similar
form to the votive stUpas from other parts of eastern India (Figure 119). The impression
of the Avalokitezvara and MaJjuZrI figures on the Rajasan slabs is actually unique, given
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that surviving votive stUpas are usually carved only with Buddha figures when the figures
are arranged in rows. The Assamese examples are also only impressed with Buddha
figures. Nonetheless, the impression of the Bodhisattva figures on the Rajasan slabs does
not block the possibility that the slabs originally formed parts of votive stUpas, since
Bodhisattvas or other minor divinities were also depicted on votive stUpas.
It is worth mentioning a metal image of Avalokitezvara in the David Nalin
collection (Figure 122) in relation to the Avalokitezvara figures stamped on the terracotta
slabs from the Rajasan mound (Figures 110, 111, 112). This beautifully gilded metal
work portrays a Bodhisattva seated in the mahArAjalila posture, probably Avalokitezvara,
judging from his jaTAmukuTa and fully open lotus. The figure is cast against a solid halo
bordered with a row of bead motif and crested with a jewel design, typical of the metal
images from southeastern Bengal. The back-slab is inscribed. But the inscription is too
worn to decipher. During my visit to his collection, Dr. David Nalin precisely pointed
out that this image shares unique features with the Avalokitezvara figures impressed on
the Rajasan slabs, and this posture hardly appears outside of SabhAr. His proposal is
convincing, because the right hand of the Bodhisattva resting on the knee distinctively
makes varada mudrA. This is quite unusual for the mahArAjalila posture of Bodhisattvas;
normally the right palm relaxingly drops downward (Figure 59), close to the actual

mahArAjarilAsana (posture of a resting king). Apparently, the local workshop made a
conscious effort to reinforce the compassionate nature of the deity by turning up the
resting hand to make varada mudrA. Not only the distinctive pose of the hand, but also
the headdress and the lotus bud of the Bodhisattva bear comparison to those of
Avalokitezvara figures impressed on the Rajasan slab. This type of low and round
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jaTAmukuTa hardly finds any counterparts outside of the Rajasan mound (Figures 110,
111, 112). It also shares the way of depicting the fully open lotus with the
Avalokitezvara figures on the Rajasan mound slabs in uniquely showing a side view of
the object.
Moreover, the Nalin collection bronze image and the Buddhist bronze sculptures
from the adjacent HR mound share the solid halo fringed with the simplified bead and
intermitted flame motifs and crested with a jewel motif (Figures 140 & 148). Yet, there
are noticeable differences between the Nalin collection Bodhisattva image and the bronze
hoard from the HR mound in the design of their pedestal. Unlike the Nalin collection
image, the Buddhist bronzes from the HR mound invariably have an elevated platform
(Figures 140 & 141). The round shape of the prabhAmaNDala of the Nalin collection
bronze image also slightly differs from the elongated ovoid prabhAmaNDala that
comprises the majority of the HR mound hoard. The relative simplicity presented in the
ornamentation of the Bodhisattva suggests that the Nalin collection bronze was perhaps
produced at least several decades earlier than the HR bronze hoard. Thus, the minor
differences in the design of the prabhAmaNDala are possibly the results of different dates
of production. The distinct headdress, posture and lotus bud of the Nalin collection
bronze image are not found among the HR bronze hoard, while those elements show
striking similarties to the Avalokitezvara figures impressed on the Rajasan mound slabs.
This suggests that the Nalin collection bronze image was possibly produced in a
workshop particularly affiliated with the Buddhist monastery at the Rajasan mound, and
that those produced in this workshop shared a similar prabhAmaNDala design with the
bronzes produced later in the adjacent HR mound.
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Buddhist monastery site at the HariZcandra RAja mound
The HR mound is another major Buddhist site in SabhAr officially excavated
several times. The excavations have exposed a rectangle of twenty-eight monastic
dwelling cells (vihAra) stretching to the south of a solid brick stUpa podium (Plan 1, Sites
3-1, 3-2). From the vihAra cells, about a hundred pieces of Buddhist bronzes were
excavated. A close examination of the site structure and monument helps us have a better
understanding of the images excavated from the site, since they equally demonstrate the
growth of Tantric Buddhist practice in the area. Below I place this site in the history of
the Buddhist monastery constuction in Bengal and gauge its connection to the
development of Tantric Buddhism.
The general view of the HR site corresponds with the typical plan of Buddhist
monasteries in early medieval Bengal, normally formed with a major shrine or stUpa
monument and monastic dwelling cells (vihAra). The archetype of this monastery plan
can be traced back to the earliest Buddhist cave complexes from around the second to the
first century BCE that consist of an apsidal caitya hall (worship hall) containing a stUpa
(caitya) and separate rectangular living quarters for the monks (vihAra). Later Buddhist
cave complexes eventually combine the caitya hall and vihAra cells in one cave (Plan 2).
Not only the cave temples but also the regular Buddhist monastery complexes typically
consist of rows of rectangular vihAra cells and one or more large stUpas, either standing
outside or enshrined in a worship hall. With the growth of image worship in Buddhist
practice, the monasteries started to attach a number of niches and cells to the caitya hall
in order to install cult images. Some of the chambers still preserve the images in situ.
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Surviving Buddhist monastery sites in eastern India, such as NAlandA MahAvihAra, show a
large complex of shrines and vihAra cells enclosing a plaza.
The plan of the HR site is closer to the typical structure of the Buddhist
monasteries erected in northern Bengal than to those in southern Bengal. Bengal and the
border area of modern Bengal and Bihar preserve a significant number of Buddhist
monastery sites, dated to approximately the sixth to eleventh centuries. The majority of
the post-Gupta Buddhist monasteries in Bengal, particularly those in southeastern Bengal,
consist of a quadrangle of vihAra cells that encompasses the major shrine (Plans 6 & 7).
In contrast, the vihAra cells at the HR mound occupy only the southern side of the stUpa
monument (Plan 1). The rows of the vihAra cells are still arranged in a quadrangle.
However, the cells only enclose the central courtyard instead of shaping the perimeter of
the monastery. The large central courtyard perhaps served as a major assembly hall.
Such a separate arrangement of the main stUpa and vihAra cells furnishes the site with a
large oblong outline. This is actually close to the plan of the Bhasu VihAra in the
MahAsthAngaRh area in northern Bengal (Plan 3) rather than to the typical pattern of the
southern Bengal monastery plan (Plan 6). However, the conception of the semicruciform main shrine at Bhasu VihAra and the main stUpa monument of the HR site
fundamentally differs from each other in that the former is not a solid podium but a shrine
building enclosing a chamber.380 This is another interesting evidence pinpointing the
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‘crossroad phenomenon’ of the Buddhist art in the Dhaka region. The plan of the HR site
shows a close affinity with the northern Bengal examples, whereas the original square
core of the stUpa podium at the site finds counterparts in the neighboring Comilla region.
The brick stUpa podium stands as the landmark of the HR site, and its complex
design is distinguished from the stUpa monuments of other monastery sites in Bengal and
Bihar. This stUpa podium marks the growth of Tantric Buddhism in the SabhAr area, as
its structure closely relates to the notion of complex maNDalas developed at the last phase
of Indian Buddhism. It epitomizes the final evolution of Buddhist stUpas on the Indian
subcontinent. The monument was originally constructed as a square solid podium,
measuring 17 meters each side, and later converted to a pyramidal structure through a
renovation. It is surrounded by a rectangular circumambulatory passageway measuring
23.70 meters each side. The three pyramidal steps are connected through the staircases
that mark the cardinal directions. Each step of the monument measures about 130 cm in
height. Distinguished from other surviving Buddhist shrines in Bengal formed with three
pyramidal tiers, the HR monument uniquely divides each step into two stories by slightly
stepping the lower portion out (Site 3-3), which eventually creates six steps. Interestingly
enough, the number six is repeated in the staircases composed of six steps (Site 3-4),
perhaps intended to create visual and possibly conceptual coherence. On the other hand,
each side of the terraces is unusually shaped with eleven recesses gradually progressing
toward the staircases. Such a complex design and solid structure differentiates the
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monument from the majority of the cruciform Buddhist shrines erected in early medieval
Bengal, which usually contain internal chambers (Sites 6, 7, 8, Plans 3, 6, 7, 8).
Bangladeshi archaeologists have propounded the theory that the original core of
the stUpa at the HR site was possibly constructed around the seventh century.381 This
dating is based on the fact that a solid square podium was common for the post-Gupta

stUpa monuments constructed prior to the eighth century, while the following periods
primarily employ a cruciform plan.382 According to the brief report of Mohammad
Mosharraf Hossain, the excavation has exposed three occupational levels, and the
construction of the square stUpa podium began in the second sub-phase of the first phase,
after the construction of the vihAra cells was completed.383 Mosharraf Hossain assigns
the second occupational level of the site to the seventh or eighth century, based on the
style of the pottery excavated from this level. According to Mosharraf Hossain, the
pottery from the second occupational level of the HR site is similar to that from the
seventh century level of zAlban VihAra at Mainamati.384 Therefore, he assumes the
construction of the square stUpa podium perhaps began no later than the early seventh
century.385 The pinnacle zone of the HR monument preserves no trace of additional
structures. But it must have served as the podium of an imposing superstructure, a stUpa.
As none of the post-Gupta Buddhist temples preserves the superstructure of the main
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stUpa monuments, only miniature versions give a clue to what was constructed above the
podium (Figures 38-1, 38-2, 38-3, 38-4, 92, 195).
The stratigraphic study reveals that the pyramidal structure that forms the present
contours of the monument is a later expansion that overlaid the original square core.
Lacking sufficient data, it is difficult to figure out the date of the revovation.
Archaeologists surmise that it was possibly undertaken some time around the eighth or
ninth century, about a century after the erection of the original square core.386 The
evidence of the heavy renovation not only demonstrates the growth of the wealthy local
patrons but also suggests that a major reformation took place in the Buddhist practice of
the area, possibly facilitated by a new wave of Tantric Buddhism that expanded the

maNDalaic vision of the Buddhist pantheon.
Buddhist stUpas, originally funerary monuments containing relics of the Buddha,
are designed as cosmograms, symbolically identified with the body of the Buddha. The
importance of maNDalas in Tantric Buddhism seems to have facilitated the development
of colossal stUpa monuments during the early medieval period. The complex design of
the stUpa podium at the HR mound can be understood as the culmination of the stUpa

maNDala developed on the Indian subcontinent. Derived from the old veneration of
sacred funerary mounds, stUpas became major worship objects in Buddhism as the
symbol of the parnirvANa of the Buddha. Thus, every Buddhist monastery erected at least
one stUpa that allowed devotees to circumambulate and worship. Besides the Buddha’s
remains, prominent monks’ relics were also often buried in smaller stUpas and venerated.
Numerous miniature versions were produced wherever Buddhism spread as a way of
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expressing devotion to the parnirvANa. As the symbolic body of the Buddha, the design
of stUpas visually condenses the Buddhist perception of the cosmos. The earliest form of

stUpas (approximately the third to second centuries BCE) consisted of a round drum
enclosed with a quadrangle railing, which opens at four entrances oriented to the cardinal
directions. A square harmika, enclosing a yaSti symbolizing a sacred tree, was imposed
on top of the stUpa. Thus, stUpas ultimately stood as cosmic mountains where the worldtree (axis-mundi) was embedded. From around the second century CE, stUpas came to
stand above a raised square platform, which later developed into a more complex form
such as octagon or cruciform. The cruciform monuments in Bengal illustrate how the
original perception of a stUpa as a cosmic mountain inspired the evolution of the multidimensional platform into a gigantic artificial mountain, upon which a round stUpa could
be placed. This evolution was also facilitated by the significant position of image
worship and the expansion of the cosmic vision of dharma in late Buddhism, because the
artificial mountain finally turned into a colossal maNDalaic shrine containing image
chambers enshrining various personifications of the ultimate truth.
The visual nature of a stUpa as a cosmogram inevitably converged into the Tantric
notion of maNDalas that visually epitomize the Buddhist cosmology. The four entrances
that mark the cardinal directions in the early stUpas evolved into the four arms of the
podium or shrine that were also aligned to the cardinal directions and ultimately
furnished the monuments with a cruciform outline. The cruciform shrine architecture
achieved the most elaborate form in Bengal. Surviving evidence suggests that the idea of
cruciform shrines almost simultaneously emerged in both eastern and western parts of the
Indian subcontinent. Some miniature replicas of stUpas with a cruciform base were
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produced in the Sarnath and GandhAra areas around the fourth century CE. But the
cruciform design was not exclusively used in Buddhist monuments. Some Hindu temples
in Uttar Pradesh (northern India) constructed around the fifth to sixth centuries, such as
the Bhitargaon temple (Plan 5), are also cruciform structures. It seems that the use of the
cruciform design is related to the pan-Indian theological movement that elaborated the
cosmological pantheon, which consists of numerous visual forms of divinities presiding
over their maNDalas.
Art historians have generally associated the growth of the cruciform Buddhist
shrine with the increasing importance of the five directional Transcendent Buddhas in
late Buddhism. They propose that each of the four sides and the center of the monument
were perhaps designated to each of the five Transcendent Buddhas and adorned with the
image of the corresponding Transcedent Buddha.387 In this regard, the maNDalaic
symbolism of the cruciform Buddhist monuments has also been explored in a number of
writings.388 The almost perfectly preserved maNDala monuments in Southeast Asia, such
as the Borobudur stUpa, have supplied a useful source for their interpretations of the
cruciform shrines in Bengal, because the Southeast Asian examples probably took Indian
cruciform monuments as their model.
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The colossal artificial mountain at the Bharat Bhayna site, located in the Jessor
district of Bangladesh (southern Bengal), is one of the earliest surviving cruciform
structures in Bengal that might be associated with Buddhist tradition (Site 4, Plan 4). The
complete outline of the Bharat Bhayna site389 has not come to light due to the incomplete
excavation. Although none of the archaeological discoveries from the site confirms the
sectarian identity of this mound, the exposed circumambulatory passageway and the
cruciform plan support the identification of this site as Buddhist. Whatever it actually
was, this artificial mountain undoubtedly provides an archetype for the later cruciform
shrines in the Delta, which are essentially Buddhist. The Hindu shrines of early medieval
Bengal were normally based on an oblong plan, widespread in eastern India. The Bharat
Bhayna monument, surrounded by a quadrangle circumambulatory passageway, is raised
by means of a number of cross walls forming a cellular structure, and the intervening
spaces of the cross walls, filled with compacted earth, resulted in a series of blind cells.390
This packed earth technique was effective for raising colossal structures in the Delta
where only soft alluvial soil is available.391 Besides this monument, another artificial
mountain, so-called Lakshindarer Medh at Gokul (MahAsthAngaRh area), dated to the
sixth or seventh century, also employs the same technique (Site 5).392 The blind cells
here, therefore, operated not as image chambers but only as functional devices. The
center of the Bharat Bhayna monument is a massive square block, surrounded by three
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quadrangle rows of blind cells. On each side of this quadrangle is projected a long
rectangular arm aligned to each of the four cardinal directions, and each arm also consists
of blind cells. This projection ultimately gives the so-called triratha (three-angle)
disposition to each side of the structure.
The terracotta images discovered at the Bharat Bhyana site provide a clue to the
chronological range of the site activities. Although none of the images worshiped at
Bharat Bhayna survive in a complete form, the terracotta human heads and busts
discovered around the site suggest the presence of image worship in the place. In both
thematic and stylistic aspects, they show notable similarities to the terracotta images
discovered in the MahAsthAngaRh area in northern Bengal datable to around the fifth
century CE. For instance, the female terracotta figures from Bharat Bhayna (Figure 123)
are comparable to those from the Mangalkot Buddhist monastery site in the
MahAsthAngaRh area in their large bulging eyes, thick lips and straw rope shaped
ornaments (Figure 124). These similarities bolster the possible connection between the
two areas, which was already implied through the technological link between
Lakshindarer Medh and Bharat Bhayna in terms of the construction of their artificial
mountains. The terracotta plaques from the Bharat Bhayna site that perhaps originally
adorned the basement wall of the monument indicate that this structure also shares the
same lineage with other Buddhist monastery sites in Bengal that preserve terracotta
exterior decorations (Figure 125). The early style of the terracotta works from the Bharat
Bhayna site supports the arguments of Bangladeshi archaeologists who assign the
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construction of the monument at the site to the late fifth to sixth centuries.393 The rather
bold and simple details of these terracotta works from the Bharat Bhyna site appear to be
chronologically earlier than the more complex and sophisticated examples from
Mainamati and Paharpur produced in the seventh and eighth centuries. But these
terracotta works from the Bharat Bhyna site share a similar style to the terracotta images
from the Mangalkot site in the MahAsthAngaRh area produced around the fifth to sixth
centuries. However, this date is tentative, as the archaeological discoveries from the
Bharat Bhayna site, just like those from the Mangalkot site, supply no explicit data for
the date it was established. The large ‘Gupta size’ of the bricks (34 x 22.5 x 5.5 cm, 35 x
23 x 5 cm, 36 x 23 x 6 cm) used for the Bharat Bhayna monument is another basis for
supporting the fifth to sixth century date.394 Although it is difficult to place this site in a
specific time period, the solid structure and simple triratha plan of the monument
suggests that this monument antecedes the more complex paJcaratha design used in
Bengal from the eighth century onwards.
The central shrines of the Buddhist monasteries in the Mainamati area, such as

zAlban VihAra and Rupban Mura, reveal that the simple cruciform plan with the triratha
disposition spread eastward by the seventh century (Sites 6 & 7, Plans 6 & 7), as both
sites are dated to the seventh century on both epigraphic and stratigraphic grounds. The
central shrine of Rupban Mura is of great interest in relation to the HR monument at
SabhAr, since it was originally constructed as a solid square structure and later converted
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into a cruciform shrine (Plans 7-1 & 7-2).395 The original solid square structure probably
served as the podium of a stUpa. The later extended arms of the structure consist of
internal chambers, one of which uncovered a standing image of Buddha (Figure 2). The
image chambers created in the four new wings demonstrate that this renovation was
directed by the increasing significance of the maNDalaic articulation of the Buddhist
pantheon. Each side likely enshrined an image of Buddha representing each of the four
cardinal directions.
On the other hand, the central shrine of zAlban VihAra is not a solid podium but
was designed as a shrine building enclosing internal cells from the beginning (Plan 6).
The complexity of the surviving structure is the result of heavy reconstructions
undertaken through several different phases, which gradually transformed the original
cruciform Buddhist shrine to an oblong Hindu temple.396 These substantial
reconstructions do not allow us to discuss the details of the original cruciform structure,
since nearly a half of its foundation is hidden below the new structures. One can only
speculate that the rectangular cella in the center perhaps once enshrined a stUpa or a main
cult statue and the other internal cells were dedicated to minor images. An alternative
possibility is that the building was raised further with additional terraces and the top of
the shrine was crowned by a stUpa. No matter what its original appearance looked like,
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this structure and the main shrine of Rupban Mura illustrate how the notion of a
cosmogram embodied through the early stUpas evolved to a cruciform podium supporting
a stUpa and finally to a cruciform shrine enclosing a sacred image or a stUpa inside. The
majority of the Buddhist monastery sites at the Mainamati area, including Ananda VihAra
and Bhoja VihAra, contain a cruciform shrine with the triratha projections.
From approximately the late eighth century CE, the Bengal Buddhist tradition
started to incorporate the paJcaratha (five-ratha) design in the cruciform shrine,
exemplified by Somapura MahAvihAra at Paharpur (Site 8, Plan 8). Somapura
MahAvihAra in northern Bengal and VikramaZIla MahAvihAra at Antichak, located in the
border of Bihar and Bengal, share a nearly identical plan composed of rows of vihAra
cells enclosing a quadrangle that has the main cruciform shrine in the center. In this plan,
the vihAra cells symbolically shape the perimeter of the maNDala. This plan diverges
from the earlier Buddhist monasteries in northern Bengal and Bihar, such as Bhasu
VihAra and NAlandA MahAvihAra, but indeed corresponds to the seventh and eighth
centuries’ Buddhist monasteries at the Mainamati area. This suggests that the model of
these three monasteries was possibly derived from the earlier Mainamati monasteries,
rather than north or west. Some of the main shrines of Somapura MahAvihAra and
VikramaZIla MahAvihAra as well as the Mainamati monasteries preserve images of
divinities installed in the internal chambers. But unfortunately, none of those shrines
retain the terminal structure. Thus, again, one can only imagine that the main stUpa or
shrine was originally erected on top.397
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The impressive scale and refined technique presented in the Buddhist monasteries
of early medieval Bengal proposes their positive affiliation with the powerful elite
patronage. Epigraphic evidence illuminates the fact that Somapura MahAvihAra was
established under the patronage of DharmapAla, the second PAla emperor who ruled over
Bihar and parts of Bengal in the late eighth to early ninth centuries.398 Literary accounts
associate Vikaramashila MahAvihAra with the same emperor as well.399 The nearly
identical scale and plan of the vihAra cells and cruciform central shrine of these two
monasteries further support their mutual connection. These ambitious projects in
northern Bengal were carried out about a century after the construction of zAlban VihAra
and Ananda VihAra at Mainamati sponsored by King Bhavadeva and King Anandadeva
respectively. It is difficult to confirm whether there was a direct communication between
these two areas – northern and southeastern Bengal – in terms of Buddhist practice. But
they must have shared a significant theological wave that put a special emphasis on the

maNDalaic pantheon. Interestingly enough, this wave was particularly attached to Bengal
in terms of the geographical venue.
The brick monument of the HR mound at SabhAr was situated in the middle of
these prolific construction activities that occupied a wide zone of the Delta during the

superstructure. Alexander Cunningham proposes that the superstructure possibly had a circular pinnacle
like chattras of a stUpa, based on a number of the wedge-shaped bricks discovered from the top, while K.
N. Dikshit suspects that those bricks could be from a later modification. (K. N. Dikshit, Excavations at
Paharpur, Bengal. Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, vol. 55. Delhi: Manager of Publications,
1938, p. 16. Debala Mitra, Buddhist Monument, Calcutta: Sahitya Samsad, 1971, p. 241.)
On the other hand, Prudence Myer contends that the original superstructure cannot be a shrine but
a stUpa, since the only possible access to the top would have been a very steep and narrow stair. (Prudence
Myer, ibid.)
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early medieval period. The renovation that converted the original solid square podium to
the multi-dimensional structure is comparable to the reconstruction of Rupban Mura at
Mainamati (Site 7, Plans 7, 7-1, 7-2). The three levels of the pyramidal structure also
correspond to the design of the main shrines of other monasteries, exemplified by
Somapura MahAvihAra (Site 8) and VikramaZIla MahAvihAra. zAlban VihAra, Rupban
Mura, and Somapura MahAvihAra suggest that the cruciform shrines with internal
chambers mostly replace the solid stUpa podium from around the middle seventh to
eighth centuries in most areas of Bengal. This supports the local archaeologists who
assign the construction of the core solid structure of the stUpa podium at the HR site to no
later than the late seventh century.400 As I mentioned earlier, it is difficult to propose the
date of the renovation due to the lack of sufficient archaeological data. The only clue is
its complex multi-dimensional projection that illustrates a radical departure from the
generic cruciform plan. This complexity places the renovation of the monument in a late
period, behind the majority of the simpler examples constructed in Bengal. However,
such complexity should be understood as more than just a result of the late chronology.
While the generic cruciform shrines stress the four cardinal directions and the
center, the forty-four recessions in the HR monument focus on creating a multidirectional sense beyond the five symbolic directions. Only the four groups of staircases
clearly demarcate the four cardinal directions. The evenly distributed slight angles
actually bear comparison to the Borobudur stUpa in Indonesia constructed in the ninth
century CE (Plan 9). The Borobudur monument is essentially composed of the

paJcaratha disposition, but its evenly distributed angles blur a clear sense of the cardinal
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points. The complex design of the HR stUpa podium seems to have resulted from the
expansion of the maNDalaic pantheon that increasingly emphasized the power of various
personifications beyond the five Transcendent Buddhas. The increased number of angles
reminds me of the painted maNDalas surviving from the Himalayan region, in which each
side and corner is composed of multiple quarters accommodating various deities (Figure
126). The design of the equally distributed angles possibly pertains to the notion of the
uniform quarters designated to the divinities of the maNDala.
I propose that the primary conception behind the renovated structure of the HR

stUpa podium may be interpreted as a conscious emphasis on the presence of ‘many
deities’. It was essentially designed as a maNDala in which each angle symbolizes a
quarter designated to a divinity. The idea behind the unusual number of the angles, fortyfour, is still undecipherable. I have not found any particular maNDala associated with
forty-four divinities, and even if I did find one, it would only operate as a tentative
source. A major problem is that the monument lacks visual or epigraphic evidence in situ
indicating the meaning of the plan. It should be noted that without the richness of the
surviving visual images installed on the Borobudur stUpa, it would never be possible to
interpret the complex theological conception involved in the plan of the monument. At
this point, it is impossible to make any conclusion beyond the assumption that the
mysterious design of the brick monument at the HR mound possibly signifies the notion
of the expanded maNDala developed in the local Buddhist tradition. This appears to be
more advanced than the idea of the five directions incorporated in the cruciform
monuments of the Bengal Delta.
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The SabhAr area preserves another stUpa monument at the so-called Dagur-Mura
site besides the one at the HR mound (Site 9). Constrasted with the complex design of
the HR stUpa podium, this one at the so-called Dagur-Mura site follows the generic
cruciform plan. The Dagur-Mura site is adjacent to the HR site. It preserves a solid brick
monument that appears to be originally the podium of a stUpa. Unlike the one at the HR
mound, the stUpa podium at Dagur-Mura does not have staircases providing an access to
the stUpa on top. This structure is much smaller than the one at the HR mound, 4 meters
each side, 3 meters high, and shaped with offsets and recessed corners that furnish the
structure with a cruciform plan. The traces of the paved courtyard survive around the
brick structure,401 but further excavations seem to be almost impossible, because the
surrounding area is entirely occupied by private residences. At this point, there is no way
to date the construction of this monument due to the absence of archaeological
discoveries in the site. Nonetheless, this small site reveals that the Buddhist tradition at
the SabhAr area also adopted the cruciform plan for the stUpa podium, possibly before
they developed it into the innovative forty-four-dimensional maNDala.

Bronze images from the HariZcandra RAja mound
The recent discovery of miniature Buddhist bronzes from the HR mound at
SabhAr marks a hitherto unknown metal casting center on the map of Bengal.402 Before
this discovery, Mainamati and Jhewari were the only places in southeastern Bengal
known to have managed mass production of metal sculptures. Corresponding to the
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unique stUpa monument at the site, the Buddhist bronzes from the HR mound also
illustrate the growth of Tantric practices in the Dhaka region through images of multiarmed wisdom goddesses. In addition, this bronze hoard presents an interesting
connection between the Hindu Vaishnava cult and the local Buddhist practice. Below, I
examine these distinct features and gauge their connection to other miniature metal
images from other regions in eastern India.
Excavations of the HR mound have exposed three occupational levels, and these
bronze sculptures were discovered at the third occupational level of the southern end of
the site (Plan 1).403 These Buddhist bronzes cover a wide range of subject matter. They
portray not only the popular themes, such as seated Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA or

dhyAna mudrA (Figures 144, 146, 147) and Bodhisattva (Figures 140, 141, 149, 150), but
also the relatively rare themes, such as seated Buddha in abhaya and varada mudrA
(Figures 145). The bronze hoard includes also images of Jambhala (Figure 151) and
multi-armed goddesses (Figures 154, 155), and a unique twelve-armed deity associated
with the Vaishnava cult (Figure 152). The majority of these bronzes are about 6 to 12 cm
in height. Only a few of them are over 20 cm tall.404 Unfortunately, most of these works
are heavily corroded and fragmented, which precludes a close examination of their detail.
The total number of the excavated bronzes, including fragments and lumps, is about a
hundred. However, only about twenty pieces are in relatively fine condition, while there
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are another twenty pieces, which vaguely imply the subject matter, such as standing
Bodhisattva or seated Buddha.
As I mentioned earlier, no official report of the SabhAr excavations has been
published as yet. As for the bronze images, the only published source is Mohammad
Mosharraf Hossain’s brief discussion of six selected bronzes from the site.405 As the
regional director of the DAB, he was in charge of the excavation of the HR mound in
1991 and published a couple of short articles about the unearthed antiquities from the
site.406 These articles focus on descriptions of major iconographic features of the
bronzes. Mosharraf Hossain assigns the works to the ninth to tenth centuries CE, but he
does not specify the reason for this dating.
The discovery of the bronze hoard from the HR mound reflects the general pattern
of Buddhist metal image production in South Asia. Metal Buddhist image production in
South Asia is in many cases closely affiliated with monasteries. Traces of metal image
workshops are normally discovered around Buddhist monastery sites, suggesting that the
monasteries were directly involved in the management of the workshop. The metal
images produced near a monastery or inside the monastic complex were usually
deposited in vihAra cells. Those images were possibly later distributed or sold to monks
or lay devotees. Stone workshops were also often located near Buddhist monasteries, but
the stone images, especially large ones, were not deposited in vihAra cells but were
normally installed in the shrines as public worship objects.
The SabhAr bronzes were also excavated in a group from two adjacent vihAra cells
of the monastery. Archaeological discoveries reveal that Bengal accommodated a good
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number of metal casting centers that flourished from around the seventh century. Most of
the major monastery sites in Bengal are abundant with metal image discoveries.
Buddhist monastery sites in the Paharpur and MahAsthAngaRh areas of northern Bengal,
the KarnasuvarNa area of western Bengal (West Bengal state, India), and the Mainamati
and SabhAr areas of southeastern Bengal all preserve a large number of metal sculptures.
Jhewari (or Anwara, Chittagong district) in the southernmost part of Bengal also yields a
number of metal Buddhist images, which may have been produced slightly later than the
majority of the Mainamati and SabhAr specimens.407
The Buddhist bronzes from the HR mound should be placed in the long history of
the metal casting tradition in Bengal, which emerged prior to the beginning of mass
production of stone images in the region. Bihar, Orissa and Bengal equally yield
significant evidence of metal casting centers. Although they shared general eastern
Indian idioms, each regional tradition developed distinctive ways of designing miniature
metal images. Surviving evidence illustrates that Bengal began to produce metal images
as late as the seventh century. Just like those in other parts of eastern India, most of those
early metal images are Buddhist. The beginning of metal image production in Bengal is
at least a century ahead of that in Orissa, and shares its chronology with the growth of the
major metal casting centers in Bihar. This suggests that terracotta and metal were major
materials of sacred images in Bengal prior to the growth of stone sculpture production.
The SabhAr bronzes also exemplify early artistic activities before the mass production of
stone sculptures became common in the Dhaka region.
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The mass production of Buddhist bronzes in the SabhAr area should be understood
in connection to the early development of metal image production in the neighboring
Comilla region. The significantly early date and superb workmanship achieved in the
Buddhist bronzes of the Comilla region has facilitated discussion of the distinct artistic
traditions in southeastern Bengal. The earliest dated metal image from Bengal is the giltbronze image of SarvvANI from Comilla, which is inscribed with the name of the queen of
King DevakhaDga as the donor of the image (Figure 127).408 This miniature bronze work
is dated to the late seventh century CE, based on the chronology of the KhaDga kings
supplied by Chinese pilgrimage accounts and copper plate inscriptions.409 This piece is
indeed the earliest dated metal image from eastern India. Some of the bronze images
excavated from the Mainamati Buddhist sites are ascribable to about the same period as
the SarvvANI image on the basis of their shared features (Figures 128, 162 right). This is
contemporary to the period when metal image production began to flourish in other
regions of eastern India such as NAlandA in Bihar.
What should be particularly noted here is the fact that a group of the SabhAr
Buddhist bronzes displays characteristics associated with the seventh century images
produced in other regions, in the use of an open prabhAmaNDala (Figures 142 & 152).
This is comparable to the open prabhAmaNDala that operates as both the halo and the body
aura of the central figure in the seventh century SarvvANI image (Figure 127). The
goddess’ extended arms, holding objects and flower stems, serve as struts securing the

prabhAmaNDala to the figure. This type of open prabhAmaNDala, unified with the central
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figure through struts, is widely used in metal images from Bihar and Bengal in the early
phase of metal image production, around the seventh to early eighth centuries (Figure
129). In the next phase, from around the middle eighth to early ninth centuries, many
metal images produced in Bengal and Bihar are framed with an open round halo and a
throne-background (Figures 130 & 131). The bronze Bodhisattva image from an
unidentified place in the Dhaka district, displayed in the BNM, also belongs to this phase
(Figure 132). In Bihar, the open types continued to be produced in the ninth and tenth
centuries but are mostly replaced with a solid round halo and throne-background
normally composed of gaja-vyalas supporting a lintel (Figure 134). Northern Bengal
also incorporates a solid halo and throne-background in some images. However,
beginning around the late seventh century, the metal images of Bengal are usually cast
against a solid prabhAmaNDala (Figures 135, 156, 162 center). In the next phase, a more
complex prabhAmaNDala and pedestal are separately cast and attached to the images
(Figures 176, 177, 179, 181).
The early bronze images at Mainamati, framed with an open prabhAmaNDala, are
characterized by a stiff body that is shaped with a sharp, rather awkward transition
between its different parts (Figures 127 & 128). The head of these images is normally
small, and the face often bears accentuated oval-shaped eyes. The elevated pedestal,
formed with recesses, is another characteristic of this group, which does not find
counterparts in contemporary metal images from other regions. The metal images from
the monastery sites of the MahAsthAngaRh and KarnasuvarNa areas are also parallel to the
Mainamati examples in the use of an open prabhAmaNDala (Figures 136 & 139). These
characteristics of the seventh to early eighth century bronze sculptures from Bengal
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diverge from the Bihar counterparts, which are molded with a highly slender and boyish
body with a bigger head and a more contemplative face (Figure 129). However, in this
phase, both Bihar and Bengal metal workshops were more or less on the same page in
their use of the open prabhAmaNDala, which is framed with a row of pearl-motifs and
intermittent flame motifs and crested with a prominent jewel design on the top. The use
of the characteristic flower buds securing the central figure to the prabhAmaNDala was
also a widely shared idiom in the metal images produced during the seventh to early
eighth centuries.
Some of the SabhAr bronzes are mounted with the early type-open prabhAmaNDala
(Figures 142 & 152). All of those examples are in a heavily worn and dilapidated
condition, but still show the narrow band of the open prabhAmaNDala with struts. The
hoard also includes some images with a small solid halo behind the head (Figure 143).
These images also belong to the early type, exemplified by the bronze images from
Comilla with a similar halo (Figure 128). An interesting fact is that none of the seated
images in the SabhAr hoard are framed with an open prabhAmaNDala, while it seems that
most of the standing images from the hoard, at least those in a discernable condition, are
framed with the early type, which is an open prabhAmaNDala with or without a separate
round halo behind the head of the central figure. This is distinguished from Buddhist
bronzes from elsewhere, in which different types of prabhAmaNDala represent different
periods rather than different themes. In the case of the SabhAr hoard, it is rather
problematic to simply conclude that the images with an open prabhAmaNDala
chronologically precede the others, as it only appears on the standing images. Another
problem arises when we face the heavy corrosion of the images, which does not allow
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one to analyze their details beyond the type of the prabhAmaNDala. Therefore, at this
point, it is difficult to proceed beyond considering the possibility that the open

prabhAmaNDala may indicate either an early date of the images or a conservative image
type passed down from the preceding period, which the local craftsmen customarily
selected for standing images. The possible co-existence of chronologically different
images at the site cannot be entirely overlooked. As Susan Huntington has already
pointed out, images of different periods appear to have been in use together in the same

vihAra cells, and thus, the find spot of a work does not always provide a positive clue to
the date of the work.410 This is also supported by the fact that chronologically different
groups of bronzes were recovered from the same occupational level of zAlban VihAra at
Mainamati. For instance, the images of MaJjushri and a four-armed goddess with a solid

prabhAmaNDala were excavated from the third occupational levels of zAlban VihAra
(Figures 134 & 156). But this level also exposed images with an open prabhAmaNDala
(Figures 128, 162 left, center).411 Therefore, it is possible that the different types of

prabhAmaNDala in the SabhAr bronze hoard are also from different periods, and the
chronologically different groups of images were worshiped together in the monastery.
The majority of the SabhAr bronzes are seated images cast against an ovoid
shaped solid prabhAmaNDala, which represent the next phase to the open-type in the
general sequence of the evolution. These works more clearly display Bengal
characteristics, which diverge from the contemporary Bihar and Orissa examples. The
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images preserved in relatively fine condition exhibit the sensitively treated body and the
contemplative face with half-closed eyes, short nose and thick lips (Figures 144, 148,
149). The perimeter of the prabhAmaNDala of the SabhAr bronzes is decorated with a row
of bead motifs and intermittent flame motifs, and is crested with a jewel motif. This is
similar to the early form found in the MahAsthAngaRh and Mainamati examples. The
pedestal is formed with a row of pearls, engraved vertical lines and simplified downturned lotus petals, corresponding with many examples from other parts of Bengal. From
this phase, the metal casting workshops of Bihar and Bengal are drastically set apart from
each other in terms of the modes of both rendering and mounting the figures. The use of
a solid prabhAmaNDala is a major characteristic of the metal images from Bengal,
particularly common in those from the late eighth to the tenth centuries. This new

prabhAmaNDala design creates a visual effect parallel to stone or terracotta relief works.
M. Harunur Rashid convincingly proposes that the bronze images in this phase appear to
have imitated the forms applied to clay tablets.412
It is also interesting to note that the modern Tripura and Assam regions, which are
hilly areas forming the eastern and northern periphery of the Delta, also produce
miniature metal images that fall into a common stylistic milieu defined by the Bengal
examples. These examples also show relatively simple figures cast against a solid

prabhAmaNDala, which is fringed with a row of bead motifs (Figures 157, 158, 159). The
popularity of four-armed goddess images also unifies Bengal with Assam and Tripura.
Such shared subject matter and casting modes suggests that Bengal and those hilly areas
might have been closely connected through trade or pilgrimage routes in the early
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medieval period. A Candra inscription recording a military campaign over KAmarUpa
(present day Assam) also indicates that the two areas were right next to each other in
terms of political activities.413
A noteworthy bronze image, cast against a solid prabhAmaNDala, has been
collected in the BNM from an unidentified provenance in the Dhaka district (Figure 160).
The oval solid prabhAmaNDala, bordered with continuous flame motifs, diverges from the
SabhAr type decorated with intermittent flame motifs. Thus, this piece does not seem to
have been produced in SabhAr. The border decoration of the prabhAmaNDala of this work
actually finds a similar counterpart among the bronzes discovered in the MahAsthAngaRh
area (Figure 138). However, there is no way to confirm that this piece was imported
from northern Bengal to the Dhaka region, because other features of the image are still
distinguished from the MahAsthAngaRh examples. A significant aspect of this miniature
Buddha image is its distinct subject matter, which possibly pertains to Transcendent
Buddha Vairocana. This is one of the rare images of a bejeweled Buddha discovered in
Bengal. The Buddha makes dhyAna mudrA and wears a necklace and a jaTAmukuTa
headdress. As I mentioned earlier, Bihar and Orissa produced a large number of
bejeweled Buddha images that represent the Transcendent Buddhas as the kings of the
universe. However, mysteriously, bejeweled Buddha images were hardly produced in
Bengal. The Dhaka district image is distinguished from the majority of the bejeweled
Buddha images from Bihar and Orissa by its headdress. Instead of a crown, the Buddha
wears jaTAmukuTa. The Comilla region, Bihar, and Orissa also produced a small number
of images portraying the same form of the Buddha (Figures 161, 162 center, 163). It is
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noteworthy that one of the Orissa examples is inscribed with a mantra related to
Vairocana (Figure 163).414 The Dhaka district image also possibly portrays Vairocana
Buddha, who is a major Transcendent Buddha in the Tantric Pantheon. The Comilla and
Dhaka specimens show that this unique form of the Transcendent Buddha was worshiped
in private devotion in southeastern Bengal.
Lacking inscribed metal images after the SarvvANI image, it is rather problematic
to assess the chronological range of the Buddhist bronzes produced in Bengal. None of
the SabhAr bronzes bear solid evidence indicating the date of their production. Perhaps
the Mainamati bronzes are the best examples that supply a positive clue to the
specification of the chronology, because the excavations have clearly exposed
distinguishable occupational levels with dated inscriptions, which allow a stratigraphic
analysis. Among the monastery sites in Mainamati, zAlban VihAra is the greatest number
of bronze images have been retrieved. Excavations of the site have exposed a total of six
occupational levels, and the majority of the bronze images were excavated from the two
early levels of the monastery cells, which are basically the third and fourth occupational
levels of the site.415 The third level is dated to the early to middle eighth centuries, while
the fourth level is dated to the late eighth to early ninth centuries.416 These dates are
based on the copper plate inscriptions, coins and terracotta sealings dug up from the
levels, which contain the names of Deva kings.417 Judging from the shared features
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between the SabhAr hoard and zAlban VihAra bronzes, the SabhAr hoard seems to have
been executed no later than the ninth century. Apart from the different prabhAmaNDala
types, the majority of the Buddhist bronzes from SabhAr exhibit a uniform configuration
in their proportion, embellishment and facial features. This suggests that most of them
were manufactured in approximately the same period.
Overall, the Buddhist bronzes from SabhAr show a close affinity with the
Mainamati bronzes, although there are still noticeable features that differentiate these two
groups. Among the notable shared features are the elevated lotus pedestal supported by a
thick lotus stalk arising from a rectangular platform (Figures 135, 140, 141, 156). This
type of raised pedestal dominates the miniature metal images from SabhAr and Mainamati
and also appears in some of the bronzes from Jhewari. However, it seems that this
elevated pedestal did not cross the border of southeastern Bengal.418 Such a shared
pedestal design demonstrates that intimate communications took place among the
adjacent metal casting centers. The ovoid shape of the prabhAmaNDala is another idiom
that is shared among the southeastern Bengal metal workshops, and is differentiated from
the more elongated and sharply tapered elliptical type that frequently appears in the
examples from northern Bengal (Figure 137). The relatively simple treatment of the
outer rim of the prabhAmaNDala also unifies the southern group. Many of the bronzes
from the Bhasu VihAra and Somapura MahA VihAra sites in northern Bengal frame the

prabhAmaNDala with several rows of flame and bead motifs (Figures 137 & 138). This
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1982, p. 160)
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type of heavily fringed aureole does not appear in the surviving bronzes from
southeastern Bengal. In addition to the border decorations, the oval motifs embossed on
the prabhAmaNDala are also a distinct characteristic that only appears in the southeastern
Bengal bronzes (Figures 148, 162 left). These small motifs decorate the prabhAmaNDala
of many of the metal images from Mainamati, Jhewari and SabhAr. Although their oval
shape resembles the widespread form of cintAmaNi, 419 these motifs seem to represent
flowers showering the deity. The illustrations of the PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA

PrajJApAramitA manuscript produced in the eighth regnal year of Harivarma Deva
(middle eleventh century) depict similar motifs on the halos of the deities (Figures 212 &
213). One of those illustrations shows a devotee figure with a hand raised as if
showering the Buddhas with flowers (Figure 213). This gesture is different from aJjali

mudrA (gesture of adoration) in that the first two fingers of the figure touch each other.
These illustrations give a hint of the meaning of the small motifs on the Buddhist bronzes
from southeastern Bengal.
While the SabhAr bronzes fall into a category of a southeastern Bengal type, there
are still noticeable elements that distinguish the SabhAr bronzes from their Mainamati
counterparts. For instance, the SabhAr craftsmen tend to assign little space to the backslab. In other words, their prabhAmaNDala is less elongated than the Mainamati examples.
The drooped eyelids that are widespread in southeastern Bengal bronzes are more heavily
accentuated in the SabhAr bronzes. This is possibly designed to emphasize the meditating
eyes of the deities that represent their spiritual power.
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The surviving evidence shows that the SabhAr monastery explored rare forms of
Buddhist divinities, which anticipates the development of unique forms of Buddhist
deities in the Dhaka region in the following periods. The majority of the SabhAr bronzes
portray seated Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, the most popular themes in Buddhist art.
However, it is surprising that the SabhAr bronze hoard does not include any two-armed
regular TArA images, which are prevalent at other sites. Instead, the female images in the
hoard portray only four-armed goddesses (Figures 153, 154, 155), illustrating a solid link
to the Tantric wisdom symbolism that embroiders the later stone images from the Dhaka
region. Two of those goddess images survive whole, but only one of them is in an
analyzable condition (Figure 153). The deity is seated in the position of meditation. Her
lower right hand makes varada mudrA, while her left hand supports a bowl. Her upper
hands grasp objects, an akSamAlA (rosary) on the right and a vajra on the left, which are
common symbols of transcendental wisdom. The remaining examples have lost the
lower portion but are depicted with four hands bearing a vajra and akSamAlA (Figures
154 & 155). Their iconographic features bear comparison to the four-armed or six-armed
goddess images that are widespread in Bengal and Assam, except for minor differences in
the objects held by the goddess (Figures 156, 157, 158, 196). These four-armed goddess
images in the SabhAr bronze hoard confirm that wisdom goddess worship settled in the
SabhAr area centuries before it dominated the Vikramapura area.
In addition to the goddess images, the Buddha images in the SabhAr bronze hoard
also include some rare forms that are barely found in metal images from other regions.
The Buddha images in bhUmisparZa mudrA and dhyAna mudrA form the greatest portion
of the SabhAr bronzes (Figures 144, 146, 147). The images in dharmacakra mudrA are
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also recognizable, though insignificant in number. Besides these popular forms, the
presence of rare variations of Buddha images allows more diversity to the group. For
instance, the Buddha images making varada mudrA with the left hand and abhaya mudrA
with the right hand and seated either in the position of meditation or with legs straight
down on a throne, rarely find counterparts from bronze works produced in other parts of
the Bengal Delta (Figures 145 & 148). In eastern India, either in metal or in stone, the
seated Buddha is not often portrayed this form, while standing Buddha images often
make varada mudrA with the left hand and abhaya mudrA with the right hand. The
presence of this rare form reasserts a distinct feature of the local Buddhist tradition that
administered the image production of the region.
The Buddha images from the SabhAr bronze hoard show how the local artists
utilized bronze material to articulate the ideal yoga-body of the Buddha. Perhaps the
most distinguishable characteristics of the bronze Buddha images from SabhAr are their
sensitive treatment of the bodies of the figures. Echoing the stone works, the smoothly
treated torso and abdomen area characterize the bronze images from southeastern Bengal.
This contrasts with the examples from contemporary Bihar and Orissa that are concerned
with the delineation of the monastic garment covering the body of the Buddha. In
keeping with the emphasis on smooth surfaces that is explored in southeastern Bengal,
the bronze Buddha images of SabhAr step forward to highlight the ideal form of the yogabody by further exaggerating broad shoulders and robust chest. The volume of the torso
that is achieved by the delicate handling of the material surpasses the contemporary
Mainamati pieces. This anticipates the further refinement of the ideal yoga-body that is
accomplished by the stone sculptors in the Dhaka region.
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The Bodhisattva images in the SabhAr bronze hoard reflect the popularity of
Avalokitezvara and MaJjuZrI in private devotion. The majority of those Bodhisattva
images portray Avalokitezvara seated in lalitAsana and bearing a lotus (Figures 140 &
141). Some of the standing Bodhisattva images also seem to be Avalokitezvara (Figure
150), although their heavily damaged condition precludes a determined identification.
One of the seated Avalokitezvara images bears an inscription on the base, which has not
been deciphered (Figure 140). Inscribing the base is also a common practice found in a
number of metal images from the Indian subcontinent. The hoard includes some images
of the Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI, identifiable from his youth headdress and the half-open
lotus supporting a book (Figure 149). The popularity of Avalokitezvara and MaJjuZrI in
the SabhAr bronze hoard corresponds with a general tendency in the Buddhist metal
image production of Bengal. Miniature metal images in Bengal barely include single
images of other Bodhisattvas such as Maitreya or VajrapaNI, who are more frequently
portrayed in Bihar and Orissa. The miniature metal Bodhisattva images from Bengal
exhibit a relative conservatism in their subject matter. Nearly all of them are
Avalokitezvara or MaJjuZrI in their regular two-armed form. Many of the metal images
produced after the tenth century in Bengal portray of multi-armed and-headed Tantric
deities such as Hevajra and MArIcI. However, the Bodhisattva images stick to two-armed
Avalokitezvara and MaJjuZrI. This suggests that the multi-armed Avalokitezvara and
MaJjuZrI portrayed in stone steles were not popular in the realm of private devotion in
Bengal Buddhist tradition.
The Buddhist bronzes from the HR mound at SabhAr are siginificant evidence that
allows us to place the Dhaka region in the history of metal casting in eastern India. They
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show that just like elsewhere in eastern India, the mass production of miniature metal
images was primarily controlled by Buddhist monasteries and preserved in vihAra cells.
These Buddhist bronzes from SabhAr share major characteristics with those from
neighboring Mainamati Buddhist sites in southeastern Bengal. This suggests that the
SabhAr bronzes were about contemporary to the majority of the bronzes from Mainamati,
datable to the eighth to ninth centuries. Nonetheless, some distinct featurs in the SabhAr
bronzes suggest the presence of a stable and individual development of metal cating
tradition in the region. The SabhAr bronze hoard consists of two different groups of
images in terms of the type of prabhAmaNDala. Those two different types correspond
with those in the chronologically different groups of bronzes from zAlban VihAra at
Mainamati: the earlier group dated to the eighth century and the later group dated to the
ninth century. This suggests that the chronologically different groups of images may
have been worshiped together in the monastery at SabhAr.

Vaishnava cult and local Buddhist practice
The bronze hoard from the HR mound includes one intriguing twelve-armed
image that possibly relates to Hindu god ViSNu (Figure 152). This work helps us place a
similar stone image of a twelve-armed deity from Vikramapura (Figure 164) in a regional
context. In addition to the unique twelve-armed image related to ViSNu, images of ViSNu
in his regular four-armed form have also been discovered in both Rajasan and HR mound
(Figures 116, 117, 142, 143). These works all together demonstrate a unique connection
between the Hindu Vaishnava cult and the local Buddhist practice in the SabhAr area.
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In the bronze piece from the HR mound (Figure 152), the central figure is a
twelve-armed standing male deity accompanied by two male attendant deities. Both
central figure and attendant figures have a round halo behind the head, and the entire
piece is framed with the early type open prabhAmaNDala bearing a flame motif in the
perimeter. Among the twelve hands of the central deity, only ten hands survive.420 Two
of his hands rest on the head of the two attendants. The remaining eight hands hold
objects, but only one of them, the cakra held in one of the proper right hands, is
identifiable due to the heavy erosion. The central figure illustrates a solid connection to
the visual representations of ViSNu, from his static pose and garland hanging down to the
lower body. The manner of resting two hands on the head of the two attendants is also
reminiscent of the images of ViSNu resting his hand on his two attributes (Figures 103,
104, 131) or on the head of the personifications of those objects (Figures 116 & 117).
However, in this SabhAr piece, the identification of the two attendant figures is
problematic, because they are distinctively depicted as running away from the central
figure, and their attribute is unidentifiable. Judging from the central figure’s hands
resting on the attendants, they seem to act as the messengers of the deity rather than the
symbols of obstacles driven away by him.
A group of images related to this theme has been discovered in Bengal (Figures
164 & 165). They show slight variations in the iconographic program particularly in the
attributes of the central deity but invariably portray a twelve-armed deity with male
attendants and a serpent hood. Most of the surviving specimens are from West Bengal,
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both northwest and southwest.421 This has directed many scholars to believe that the cult
of this unique deity perhaps emerged from West Bengal. The Dhaka region is the only
place in East Bengal that yields images engaged in this group.422 Besides SabhAr, the
Vikramapura area also yields a miniature image portraying this deity (Figure 164). Art
historians have associated this twelve-armed deity with both Hindu god ViSNu and
Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara, since twelve arms are very unusual for ViSNu images in both
textual and visual realms but frequently set up for Avalokitezvara images (Figure 166).
Moreover, some of those images bear a seated figure in dhyAna mudrA over the head of
the central figure (Figure 164), which follows the well-known form of the Transcendent
Buddha AmitAbha, the parental Buddha of Avalokitezvara. On the other hand, the
posture and the attributes in the two central hands of the deity, and the two male
attendants are those of ViSNu. Another major element of these images is a serpent hood
behind the head of the central figure.423 The serpent hood appears in both Avalokitezvara
and ViSNu images. Unfortunately, the damage of the top portion of the SabhAr piece does
not allow us to confirm the presence of a snake hood or a seated figure in dhyAna mudrA.
Nevertheless, the basic configuration of the image corresponds with the unique group of
twelve-armed syncretic images found in West Bengal that are normally identified as
ViSNu-Lokezvara.
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The previous studies focus on the identity and sectarian nature of these images.
The identification is still in debate, as no explicit textual support is available for a deity
portrayed in this form, and the images are not unified in terms of iconographic details
such as subsidiary figures and emblems. The nature of some of their elements is still too
ambiguous to support any determined identification. Many art historians have titied this
twelve-armed deity ‘ViSNu-Lokezvara’ or ‘Lokezvara-ViSNu’, based on its syncretic
elements related to both ViSNu and Avalokitezvara.424 Yet, this title is basically a modern
creation and never derived from epigraphic or literary sources from the early medieval
period. Many scholars agree upon the syncretic nature of this group of images, while
others tend to place them in either the Hindu or the Buddhist context. For example,
Claudine Bautze-Picron interprets their iconography in connection to ViSNu images in the
ViZvarUpa form and claims that the seated figure in dhyAna mudrA above the head of the
deity can be other than AmitAbha and the major elements of the images show no explicit
connection to Avalokitezvara.425 However, others emphasize their connection to
Avalokitezvara, based on the fact that the central deity is often represented in Buddhist
manner in holding lotus flowers bearing an attribute, and the figure in dhyAna mudrA
depicted at the apex cannot be other than AmitAbha in the context of early medieval
eastern Indian art.426 I agree with the latter group and consider these images syncretic,
because the male figure with uSnISa, seated in the position of meditation, making dhyAna

mudrA, and wearing a monastic garment does not normally appear in Hindu art from early
medieval eastern India. Although it may represent any yogic figure in the pan-Indic
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context, we should first place this figure in the eastern Indian art tradition of the period
when these twelve-armed images were produced. Thus, this figure above the head of the
twelve-armed deity should be identified as AmitAbha Buddha. But I also partially agree
with Bautze-Picron’s argument in that most of their elements, such as attributes and
attendant deities, exhibit closer affiliations with ViSNu than with Avalokitezvara. I
propose that the cult of this twelve-armed deity emerged in close connection to fertility
worship in Bengal, which was important to both Buddhist and Hindu traditions. I
particularly pay attention to the fact that the bronze image of a twelve-armed deity
(Figure 152) was discovered in a Buddhist monastery site, and that the stone image from
Sonarang (Figure 164) prominently shows a figure of AmitAbha at the apex. It should be
also noted that serpent is associated with both ViSNu and Avalokitezvara. In fact, images
of this twelve-armed deity show an interesting connection to images of ViSNu BalarAma
and NAga-Lokezvara (a variation of ViSNu and Avalokitezvara respectively) in Bengal by
incorporating a serpent hood and fertility symbols.
While the SabhAr bronze piece only shows a vague outline of the theme (Figure
152), the miniature stone image from Sonarang is preserved in relatively fine condition
(Figure 164). This piece clearly shows a serpent hood behind the head and a figure of
AmitAbha Buddha at the apex. The two small male figures flanking the central deity are
identified as ViSNu’s two attendant deities, Cakra-puruSa (proper left) and ZhaNkhapuruSa (proper right) from their symbol, cakra (wheel) and zaNkha (conch-shell) carved
on the headdress. Above the head of the central deity is a seated figure in dhyAna mudrA,
corresponding to the typical form of AmitAbha. Sharing major elements with other
similar examples from West Bengal, the central deity bears a serpent hood behind the
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head and a garland hanging down to the lower body. The exact meaning of the serpent
hood in these images has not been deciphered, but it should be also a part of the
Vaishnava symbol, since ViSNu is often associated with snake and portrayed with a snake
hood in his NArAyaNa AnantaZayana427 and BalarAma forms. This unique twelve-armed
deity is portrayed with various attributes, which are usually a collection of sacred
symbols widely shared in both Hindu and Buddhist traditions. In the case of the
Sonarang piece, the attributes of the central deity serve to manifest him as the controller
of nature. The proper right hands of the deity hold a crocodile and a bird. The first and
the two lower attributes are unidentifiable, while the lowest hand makes varada mudrA.
The proper left hands hold a tortoise, an elephant, a GaruDa, a cakra, a plough. The
lowest object has been broken off. Some of these emblems clearly illustrate the
Vaishnava affiliation. Crocodile and bird are universal symbols of the aquatic and
celestial realms respectively, and they often comprise the back-slab of ViSNu images.
Tortoise, GaruDa and cakra are traditional symbols of ViSNu, and a plough is also a major
attribute of ViSNu BalarAma. It is difficult to juxtapose these attributes with those of
twelve-armed Avalokitezvara images, partially because no multi-armed Avalokitezvara
images survive from the Dhaka region. The VRM preserves a stone image of a twelvearmed Avalokitezvara from northern Bengal (Figure 166). But the hands and attributes of
this image are too damaged.
The discovery of these two images in the Dhaka region confirms that this unique
twelve-armed deity was worshiped in the eastern part of the Delta beyond the western
part. However, while in West Bengal the deity is portrayed in large stone steles, the two
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Dhaka region examples are miniature images, produced as private worship objects. Of
particular interest is the early date of the one from SabhAr. While the chronology of the
western Bengal examples ranges from the late tenth to the eleventh centuries, the SabhAr
piece should be dated to no later than the early ninth century, because of the early type of
its prabhAmaNDala and the date of the site activities. The Sonarang piece seems to have
been produced no earlier than the late tenth century due to its three-dimensionally treated
pedestal and the point at the top. Thus, this Sonarang piece is about contemporary to the
western Bengal examples. The early chronology of the SabhAr piece suggests that the
cult of this unique Vaishnava deity may have emerged from the eastern part of the Delta.
However, this unique syncretic deity did not gain particular recognition in the Dhaka
region in the following periods. The miniature stone image from Sonarang is the only
surviving example from the Dhaka region that succeeds the SabhAr piece, and both are
miniature works, produced as private worship objects.
Although the specific theological context for the rise of the cult of this unique
twelve-armed deity still waits to be unveiled, their exclusive presence in Bengal inspires
me to consider their potential connection to the particular regional culture. It should be
noted that serpent worship comprises a major part of religious practice in Bengal, and the
attributes held by this twelve-armed deity illustrate a solid connection to the natural force
and agriculture. This twelve-armed deity appears to embody the power of nature
significant to the life of Bengalis. The syncretism reflected in the iconographic program
was possibly derived from the recognition of Avalokitezvara and ViSNu as the life-givers.
This is exemplified by the cult of ViSNu BalarAma and NAga-Lokezvara in Bengal.
BalarAma, who is the eighth avatAra of ViSNu, was worshiped as a major agriculture god
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on the Indian subcontinent.428 ViSNu BalarAma was primarily venerated as a
personification of snake and the controller of rainfall.429 It seems that this deity is one of
the many the folk agriculture gods absorbed into the orthodox Hindu pantheon. His
connection with the snake is perhaps based on the traditional belief in the power of snake
linking the aquatic with terrestrial realms. ViSNu BalarAma was also widely worshiped in
the Bengal sphere, witnessed by his visual representations discovered in both northern
and southern Bengal (Figure 167). The presence of ViSNu BalarAma worship reflects the
regional environment of Bengal where rainfall significantly affects the life of people and
the significant potision of serpent worship in Bengali religious traditions. The plough
held in his upper left hand is his major symbol and manifests his nature as the god of
agriculture. Thus, the snake hood and the plough of the image of a twelve-armed deity
from Sonarang denote a certain connection to worship of ViSNu BalarAma.
With regard to the connection between serpent worship and fertility, a group of
Avalokitezvara images portrayed with a snake hood deserves special attention. For
instance, the black stone image of four-armed Avalokitezvara from Mainamati (Figure
168) demonstrates how the local Buddhist tradition incorporates the traditional belief in
the supernatural power of serpent into the manifestation of the cosmic power of the
Bodhisattva. The deity portrayed on this stele displays an explicit connection to
Avalokitezvara in his popular four-armed form through the fully open lotus, rosary,
vessel, varada mudrA and lalita posture (Figure 134). With a snake hood, the
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Bodhisattva ultimately manifests himself in the so-called NAga-Lokezvara form.430 The
two lions, NAgarAjas, and a devotee figure depicted on the pedestal follow a typical
design of Buddhist images in this region. The image overall emphasizes the nature of the
Bodhisattva as the fertility-giver not only through the vessel and snake hood of the
Bodhisattva but also through the large jar spouting two NAgarAjas depicted on the
pedestal. Of particular interest is that this image does not show a figure of AmitAbha
despite its manifest connection to Avalokitezvara. It seems that the artist deliberately
removed the AmitAbha effigy from the stele in order to obscure the sectarian identity of
the deity so that he can be worshiped either as Avalokitezvara or as ViSNu or just as a
serpent god.
These three groups, the twelve-armed Vishnava deity, ViSNu BalarAma and NAgaLokezvara, can be understood as the products of the regional tradition of Bengal that
associates serpent with procreative power. Serpent worship, which found its most
thriving seat in Bengal,431 met the veneration of the cosmic power of ViSNu and
Avalokitezvara, and therefore, it seems that the two traditions – Buddhist and Hindu –
naturally merged in such a devotional context. The syncretic cult of ViSNu and
Avalokitezvara can be understood as one way of creating a more powerful visual
manifestation of the life-giver. ViSNu worship was incorporated into the process of
creating such a manifestation due to one of his major roles as the controller of
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agricultural production, and Avalokitezvara was specifically taken from the enduring
notion of his life-giving power.
In addition to the syncretism reflected in the SabhAr bronze image, what
particularly attracts my attention is the fact that this piece was discovered not from a
Hindu temple site but from a Buddhist monastery site. Thus, worship of this twelvearmed deity should be understood in terms of the Buddhist practice in the region.
Interestingly enough, this work is not the only Vaishnava image from the SabhAr
Buddhist sites. The bronze hoard from the HR mound includes a group of ViSNu images
in the regular four-armed form (Figures 142 & 143). All of these works are heavily
mutilated. But one of them survives in relatively fine condition (Figure 143) and is
clearly identifiable as ViSNu by his four arms positioned in a downward direction and
bearing a piece of fruit on the upper left palm. This is an early form of ViSNu widespread
in Bihar and Bengal, popularly portrayed prior to the ninth century.432 There are some
wooden and metal examples depicting ViSNu in this form (Figures 103, 104, 131). The
presence of this early type of ViSNu images suggests that the bronze image production at
the HR mound was possibly active prior to the ninth century.
As I mentioned earlier, the discovery from the Rajasan mound also includes
Vaishnava images. They are not metal or stone works but terracotta sealings impressed
with a figure of ViSNu (Figures 116 & 117). Both sealings display a figure of ViSNu with
his attendants, and bear an inscription above the head of the two attendant figures. They
share an identical composition and details, which indicates that both were made out of the
same mould. The type of ViSNu impressed on these two sealings slightly differs from the
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bronze examples from the HR mound. The central deity places his lower hands on the
head of two attendants. His upper hands are raised up and hold objects. The heavy
mutilation precludes the determined identification of the two attendants and objects of the
ViSNu. But the figure on the proper right seems like a female and the other a male, and
thus, maybe GadAdevI and CakrapuruSa respectively. The objects held in the ViSNu’s
upper hands appear to be a lotus bud and zaNkha (conch-shell) on the proper right and left
respectively. Enamul Haque argues that this type of four-armed ViSNu was usually
portrayed in the ninth and tenth centuries.433 This group of ninth to tenth century ViSNu
images invariably holds a cakra (wheel), a fully open lotus, zaNkha (conch-shell) and

gadA (mace), and sometimes the cakra, zaNkha or gadA are personified. Also, in this
variation, the two upper hands of ViSNu are normally raised up, while the other two are
positioned downward and occasionally placed on the head of the two attendants. The
chronology of this type of ViSNu image, the ninth to tenth centuries, is interesting,
because the Rajasan sealings are dated to the seventh to eighth centuries based on
paleographic grounds.434 If the paleographic analysis provides a secure ground for the
date of the execution, the Rajasan terracotta sealings supply the upper limit of the
chronology of the ViSNu image in this variation.
The twelve-armed Vaishnava image and other ViSNu images from SabhAr suggest
a unique connection between the Vaishnava cult and the local Buddhist practice, possibly
related to the shared notion of the life-giving power in both Buddhist and Hindu practices
in Bengal. Also they foretell the later proliferation of the Vaishnava cult in the Dhaka
region. The Hindu images produced in the Dhaka region during the eleventh and twelfth
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centuries are predominantly associated with ViSNu worship. In the Vikramapura area, the
Vaishnava cult and Tantric Buddhism shared a prominent status side by side in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, as verified through the prolific stone images of ViSNu
discovered in the Vikramapura area. Lacking discoveries of other Hindu images or
Hindu temple ruins in the SabhAr area, it is problematic to gauge the status of the
Vaishnava cult in the region prior to the eleventh century. Nonetheless, the surviving
examples suggest the possibility that at least in the SabhAr area, the Vaishnava cult was
developed in close relation to Buddhist practice.

Part II. God of wealth
The SabhAr Buddhist bronzes illustrate the significant status of a Buddhist deity
Jambhala in the realm of private devotion. As already mentioned in chapter three,
Jambhala is a Buddhist god of wealth and abundance. This wealth god is the only minor
Buddhist male divinity portrayed in the surviving images from SabhAr (Figure 151).
Besides the bronze examples from SabhAr, a miniature bronze image of Jambhala has
been found from an unidentified provenance in the Dhaka district (Figure 174), and the
Vikramapura area also yields stone works portraying this deity (Figures 169. 170, 171,
172, 173). The variants in their size indicate that the Jambhala images in Bengal were
produced as both public and private worship objects. But a majority of the surviving
examples from Bengal are miniature images. All of the Jambhala images of the Dhaka
region are done in a small size. The biggest one is only 61 cm in height. This also
suggests that Jambhala was mostly worshiped in a private context.
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Although the Jambhala images from the Dhaka region follow the generic form
widespread in eastern India, some of them clearly exhibit distict characteristics that can
be classified as ‘Bengal phenomena’. Jambhala is typically portrayed as a pot-bellied
dwarf holding a symbol of wealth such as a jewel or citron in the one hand and a
mongoose vomiting a gem in the other hand. The theological and visual concept of this
deity is derived from the traditional YakSa cult established before the advent of
Buddhism, and he was absorbed into the Buddhist pantheon as a guardian deity along
with other folk deities.435 Buddhist monasteries often carved an image of Jambhala at the
gate as a guardian of the saMgha (Buddhist order), exemplified by the surviving temples
in Orissa.436 The Hindu counterpart, Kubera, also shares the same function and similar
visual form with Jambhala.437 The images of Jambhala in the SabhAr bronze hoard are
identifiable from their pot-bellied ornamented body and lalitAsana posture (Figure 151).
Their relatively heavy ornamentation for miniature works, observed from the large ear
ornaments falling down to the shoulders, is designed to put a special emphasis on the
nature of Jambhala as a wealth god. The Jambhala images from the Vikramapura area
are preserved in fine condition compared to the SabhAr pieces. Most of them follow a
common form of the deity: pot-bellied, wearing a karaNDamukuTa headdress, seated in
lalitAsana and holding a citron in the right hand and mongoose in the left hand (Figures
169. 170, 171, 172). The miniature bronze image of Jambhala from an unidentified
provenance in the Dhaka district (Figure 174) also follows the common form of the deity.
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Jambhala images from the Vikramapura area can be divided into two groups
according to their size: miniature images in about 5 to 10 cm high (Figures 172 & 173)
and medium size images about 40 to 60 cm tall (Figures 169. 170, 171, 172). Among the
Jambhala images from the Vikramapura area, the chronologically earliest example is a
miniature stone stele discovered in Paikpada (Figure 173). This piece is heavily
mutilated but still shows the ornamented pot-bellied deity sitting on a throne and holding
a long object in the left hand that looks close to a mongoose. The back of the image is
inscribed with the name of the deity.438 As I discussed in chapter three, it was a common
practice to inscribe the back of miniature stone images in eastern India, exemplified by a
miniature Vajrasattva image from Vikramapura (Figure 175). Nalini Kanta Bhattasali
assigns this inscribed Jambhala image to the ninth century on paleographic grounds.439
The round halo and the throne-background are reminiscent of bronze images produced in
Bihar and Bengal during the eighth and ninth centuries (Figures 130, 132, 134).
Two black stone Jambhala images have been recovered from Sukhavaspur
(Vikramrapura area) (Figures 169 & 170). Both examples present an excellent use of
ornamentation to articulate the power of the wealth god. Images of Jambhala from the
tenth to twelfth century Bengal by and large show uniform characteristics. Except for the
rare cases such as the aforementioned ninth century miniature stone image from
Paikpada, Jambhala images of Bengal are mostly seated in lalitAsana and wear

karaNDamukuTa, while those from Bihar and Orissa show more variety in their posture
and headdress, for example, sometimes standing or seated with legs straight down on a
throne and wear either jaTAmukuTa or karaNDamukuTa. As a guardian deity, Jambhala is
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occasionally portrayed with a semi-ferocious face such as bulging eyes or fangs. The
semi-ferocious look was particularly favored in the Jambhala images of Bengal compared
to those from Bihar and Orissa, and one of the Jambhala images from Sukhavaspur
(Figure 171) is a typical example illustrating the Bengal characteristics in its bulging
eyes.
The other example from Sukhavaspur, 61 cm in height, is unusually large for a
Jambhala image (Figures 169). This scale reflects the popularity of Jambhala worship in
this area and suggests the possibility that the deity was worshiped in public as well as
private places. Nonetheless, it is still smaller than the majority of the Buddhist stone
steles from the area. This suggests that this image was installed in a minor place of a
temple. It seems that Jambhala was primarily venerated as a minor deity in the Dhaka
region, possibly because he does not engage with the advanced Tantric practice. This
piece appears to be chronologically latest among the Vikramapura specimens, judging
from the angular treatment of facial features and ornamentation and the awkward
proportion caused by the large head. This work, reproduced in Nalini Kanta Bhattasali’s
book in 1929 (Figure 169),440 and the image currently preserved in the BNM storage with
the missing head (Figure 170) seem to be the same work, judging from their identical
details and size. The pedestal of this work employs a regular format and design used for
Buddhist images in the Vikramapura area: lotus trunks encircling various symbols. But
in this work, the lotus bears a large jewel, which is the symbol of wealth.
Jambhala is usually portrayed with a heavy ornamentation in order to emphasize
his nature as a wealth god. The two Sukhavaspur examples also wear conspicuous
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earrings and a heavy necklace richly encrusted with elaborate floral and jewel motifs
(Figures 169, 170, 171). This type of necklace does not appear in other Buddhist images
from the Vikramapura area. The large U-shape necklace in images of Bodhisattva and
goddess from Vikramapura is normally encrusted with a row of beads. Thus, the opulent
necklace of the two Jambhala images from Sukhavaspur seems to have been specially
designed as a way of articulating the power of the deity as the protector of wellbeing.

Part III. Miniature Buddhist images from the Dhaka region other than
SabhAr
Miniature metal works
As I mentioned earlier, except in the Buddhist monastery site at the HR mound
there is no trace of mass production of metal images in the Dhaka region. A good
number of miniature metal images datable to the early medieval period were discovered
in either Vikramapura area or unidentified provenances in the Dhaka district. Some of
those examples were already discussed above (Figures 132, 160, 174) in conjunction with
other relevant works. Nalini Kanta Bhattasali’s catalogue documents a group of
miniature metal Buddhist images discovered in the Vikramapura area. Those include the
unique image of Buddha bearing fruit (Figure 183), and images of TArA and
Avalokitezvara (Figure 187 & 189).441 However, all of these three images have been lost.
The BNM and VRM preserve other miniature metal Buddhist images from either
identified or unidentified provenances in the Dhaka and Faridpur districts. Due to the
portable nature of the miniature images and the lack of evidence of mass production, it is
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not easy to place these images in a regional context. But some of these works are closely
inter-connected in their treatment of detail, while others show a notable link to stone
images from the Vikramapura area. Some of the miniature Buddhist bronzes from the
Dhaka district illustrate an interesting connection to the miniature Hindu bronzes from
the Vikramapura area in their prabhAmaNDala or pedestal design.
A group of Hindu metal images discovered in the Vikramapura area provides a
useful clue to metal image production in the Dhaka region outside SabhAr and help us
place some of the unprovenanced miniature Buddhist bronzes in a regional context.
These Hindu images include the image of GaurI (Figure 176), the famous silver image of
ViSNu in the Indian Museum (Kolkata) (Figure 177), and the image of VAgIZvarI in the
VRM. All of these three pieces were discovered in Sonarang (Vikramapura area). There
are also a good number of Hindu metal images discovered in an unidentified provenance
of the Vikramapura area, including the ViSNu image in the BNM (Figure 179). These
miniature metal Hindu images from the Vikramapura area are unified through the
reduced size and elongated proportion of the figures with a small head, the

prabhAmaNDala rendered with a broad band and floriated flames on the perimeter, and the
raised platform shaped with a complexity of horizontal and vertical divisions. Such
stylistic consistency implies that these Hindu images are products of the approximately
same period and suggests the possibility that the Vikramapura area also managed its own
metal image workshops instead of relying on imports. Therefore, one should also
consider the possibility that some of the metal works documented as Dhaka district
discoveries might have been actually retrieved from the Vikramapura area. As I
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mentioned in chapter one, ‘Dhaka district’ in this early record indicates the so-called
‘Greater Dhaka’ that includes the Vikramapura area.
The Hindu metal images from Vikramapura are valuable examples proving that
metal image production continued in the Dhaka area after the early activities in SabhAr.
Those Hindu images also help us place the Buddhist metal images vaguely documented
as ‘Dhaka district discoveries’ in a more specified regional context, because some of
those Hindu and Buddhist metal images share notable features. For instance, there is an
interesting metal prabhAmaNDala discovered in the Vikramapura area, which depicts the
five Transcendent Buddhas and two Bodhisattvas (Figure 178). The floriated flames in
the perimeter and the floral halo of this piece shows striking resemblance to the

prabhAmaNDala of one of the Hindu metal images from the Vikramapura area (Figure
179). This suggests that the same bronze workshop in the Vikramapura area handled
both Hindu and Buddhist images.
Another noteworthy example is the bronze image of Buddha from Dhamrai
(Figure 180). This work also presents an explicit connection to the Hindu metal images
from Vikramrapura in the elongated proportion of the figure and emphasis on the raised
pedestal. This image is among the rare miniature metal works from the Dhaka region
preserving the record on a specific provenance besides the SabhAr bronze hoard. It
portrays the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA seated on an elevated pedestal bearing a vajra
and an elephant flanked by a pair of lions, which frequently appear in other Buddha
images in bhUmisparZa mudrA produced in Bengal. The elongated uSnISa and refined
expression of the yoga-body presented through the exaggerated broad chest and
shoulders, elongated waist, and smooth surface of the body corresponds with a general
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tendency observed in the stone and wooden Buddha images of the Dhaka region. The
pedestal of this work, composed of complex recesses in both horizontal and vertical
registers, is on the same line with the Hindu metal images from Vikramapura (Figures
176, 177, 179). The sharp pyramidal shape of the registers also shows a solid connection
to the Hindu counterparts. This diverges from the contemporary northern Bengal
examples composed of more gently sloped pyramidal structures supported by additional
legs (Figure 181). These shared features suggest that the Dhamrai piece was also
produced in close affiliation with the metal workshop that was also responsible for the
Hindu metal images discovered in the Vikramapura area.
Another bronze image of Buddha showing similar characteristics has been
collected to the BNM from an unidentified provenance in the Dhaka district (Figure 182).
The pointed uSnISa, the small head, the elongated proportion and the highly simplified
treatment of the body bear comparison to those of the Dhamrai piece. The simplified
look of this work is partially owing to the heavy mutilation. But this image and the
Dhamrai piece seem to share a close chronological and geographical venue, judging from
their similar treatment of the body and the head of the figure.
The metal Buddha images from the Dhaka region include a rare example
portrayed with fruit and a jar (Figure 183). Interestingly enough, this image was also
discovered in Sonarang, the place where a group of Hindu metal images were found
(Figures 176 & 177). Nalini Kanta Bhattasali documents that this piece was discovered
in a temple ruin at Sonarang.442 But just like many other pieces catalogued in his book,
the present location of this work is unknown. It is difficult to assess the chronology of
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this piece from the fuzzy condition of Bhattasali’s photograph. The only thing that I can
point out is that the body proportion and facial features of the image clearly diverge from
the majority of the Buddha images from the Dhaka region, which is possibly the result of
a different date of execution. The short neck and stylized garment of the image are
indeed associated with a group of works produced in a significantly late period, after the
thirteenth century. Bhattasali associates the theme of this work with the Buddha
BhaiSajyaguru, the Medicine Buddha, based on the jar and fruit held in the hands of the
figure.443 Many other art historians associate with the Buddha bearing fruit and a jar with
the Medicine Buddha or Healing Buddha, because according to the BhaiSajyaguru
VaiDUyaprabharAja SUtra, the Healing Buddha holds a nut called myrobalan, a particular
medicine to cure wounds, skin troubles and eye diseases.444 This form of the Buddha was
very rarely portrayed on the Indian subcontinent. In the case of Bengal, besides this
Vikramapura area, only Chittagong region have yielded relevant examples (Figure
184).445 The Chittagong examples are datable to around the tenth century.446 Although
the Sonarang piece and the Chittagong example hold the fruit and a jar in a slightly
different manner, they seem to portray the same personification. These works suggest
that this rare form of the Buddha was worshiped in southeastern Bengal at the last stage
of its Buddhist tradition.
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There is a group of miniature metal images from the Dhaka region reflecting the
popularity of goddess worship in the region beyond public devotion. The metal Buddhist
goddess images from the Dhaka region can be divided into two groups: TArA images in
the two-armed form, and images of multi-armed and-headed Tantric wisdom goddesses.
The two miniature bronze images of TArA in the BNM are documented as discoveries
from the Dhaka district (Figures 185 & 186), and one bronze image of TArA from
Sukhavaspur (Vikramrapura area) is documented in Nalini Kanta Bhattasali’s catalogue
(Figure 187).447 All of these three images are seated in lalitAsana and hold a half-open
lotus, corresponding to the widespread visual representations of TArA. But two of them
make varada mudrA with the right hand (Figures 185 & 187), whereas, the remaining one
makes dharmacakra mudrA (Figure 186). While the former two take a common gesture
of TArA, the latter is done in rather unusual iconography for TArA images in Bengal. TArA
images in Bengal usually make varada mudrA. The TArA image in dharmacakra mudrA
bears comparison to the metal image of Avalokitezvara discovered in Raghurampur
(Vikramapura area) (Figure 189) in the design of the pedestal and lotus trunks.
The Sukhavaspur piece appears to stand on the first line in terms of chronology
(Figure 187), since the goddess does not wear a large U-shape necklace common in
goddess images produced in the mid-eleventh century onwards. The headdress, crown
and ornaments of the goddess are comparable to those of the stone TArA image from
Sukhavaspur dated to the early eleventh century (Figure 17). The remaining two pieces
(Figures 185 & 186) appear to have been produced no later than the late eleventh century,
judging from their heavy ornamentation, angular facial features and exaggeration of the
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elongated waist. The lack of discoveries of comparable metal images from the Dhaka
region makes it difficult to place these TArA images in the regional context. It is
interesting to note that one of these TArA images (Figure 185) is markedly similar to the
bronze TArA image from Rajshahi (northern Bengal) in its headdress and ornamentation
of the goddess and the pedestal design (Figure 188). However, such similarities in the
coiffure appear be a chronological convention rather than regional, since they show
differences in treatment of the body and the shape of the face. In fact, the distinctive
broad face of the Dhaka example finds counterparts in the goddess figures on the Hindu
metal images from Vikramapura (Figure 177 & 179).
In addition to the TArA in her regular form, multi-armed and-headed wisdom
goddesses were also portrayed in miniature metal images. Two miniature images of a
multi-armed and-headed goddess were discovered in an unidentified provenance in the
Dhaka district (Figures 190, 190-1, 190-2, 191, 191-1).448 Both images share a typical
configuration with the stone multi-armed Buddhist goddess images from the eleventh and
twelfth centuries’ Vikramapura in their position of meditation and eight hands holding
various attributes. One of them has three heads (Figure 190, 190-1, 190-2), while the
other has four heads (Figure 191, 191-1). All of the faces of the three-headed image are
compassionate. The attributes of the goddess engage with both protective and life-giving
power, similar to what we find from the twelve-armed goddess image discussed earlier
(Figure 37). Her right hands grasp a sword, a cakra, and a vessel, and makes varada

mudrA, and the left hands hold a flower bud, a vajra, a snake, and a jar. As a matter of
fact, this image shows a strong affinity with the twelfth century Nepalese sculptures in its
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dropped head, frequent use of large circular diadems in the ornaments, and the narrow
lotus petals. I suppose that this piece was possibly imported from Nepal. A plenty of
literary and artistic sources testify to active communications between Bengal and the
Himalayan area in terms of Buddhism in the early medieval period, and the discovery of
this Himalayan style piece in the Dhaka region seems to be a consequence of such
activities.
The four-headed goddess image (Figures 191, 191-1) confirms worship of a
Buddhist wisdom goddess in the Dhaka region beyond public devotion. Its superb
craftsmanship also deserves special attention. Details are elaborately rendered in spite of
the small size. Particularly, the floral patterns embroidering the lower garment of the
goddess find similar examples in the eleventh century stone goddess images from the
Vikramapura area (Figures 33, 34, 36, 51). The iconographic program of the image is
composed of the typical elements of Buddhist wisdom goddess images. All of the four
faces of the goddess have bulging eyes and fangs but smiling lips, employing a typical
way of integrating two different powers, compassion and protection or wisdom. Her
right hands hold, from the top, a vajra, an arrow, an elephant-goad, and zaNkha (conch
shell), and the left hands hold a lotus bud, a bow, and a noose, and the last hand makes

tarjanI mudrA. The faces, attributes and gesture of the goddess collectively define the
nature of the goddess as a wisdom deity destroying delusion.
Among many wisdom goddesses, Vajra TArA has been particularly associated with
this four-headed image, based on its shared features with the eight-armed four-headed
goddess installed in a bronze object representing the maNDala of Vajra TArA (Figure
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192).449 This bronze lotus maNDala was discovered in the Bhagalpur district of India,
which is the Bengal-Bihar border area (Figure 193). Interestingly enough, the central
figure placed in this object shares the nearly identical attributes and faces with the fourheaded image from the Dhaka district. Mallar Ghosh utilizes this Bhagalpur piece for her
identification of the Dhaka example.450 The main deity of this maNDala (Figure 192) is
also portrayed with four heads making smiling faces and showing fangs and eight hands
holding a vajra, an arrow, a noose, a conch-shell on the right and a bow, a lotus stalk, an
elephant-goad, and makes tarjanI mudrA on the left. The objects are identical to the ones
held by the Dhaka piece except in a minor difference in their order. Only the place of the
noose and elephant goad is switched in the Bhagalpur piece. The Dhaka image holds the
elephant-goad in the right hand and noose in the left hand. The bronze lotus from
Bhagalpur is designed to accommodate the eight-armed goddess seated in the center of
the lotus surrounded by eight attendants placed on the petals of the lotus. The
iconographic features of these nine deities conform to the descriptions of the Vajra TArA

maNDala in the NSP.451 Vajra TArA is a variation of TArA that puts a special emphasis on
the power of her transcendent knowledge. The emergence of this ‘wisdom version’ of
TArA can be understood as the process of integrating the popular TArA cult into wisdom
goddess worship.
Judging from the shared iconographic elements, the four-headed goddess image
from the Dhaka district also seems to be a visual representation of Vajra TArA, although it
is impossible to confirm whether this piece was produced for a metal lotus maNDala like
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the Bhagalpur piece. This variation of TArA was widely venerated as one of the most
powerful protectors in Tantric Buddhism. In eastern India, Vajra TArA was portrayed on
large stone steles as well as in miniature images.452 An interesting example is a stone
stele from West Bengal that depicts the goddess seated in the center of her maNDala.453
This western Bengal stele and the metal lotus maNDala suggest that unlike other forms of
TArA, Vajra TArA was sometimes worshiped in her maNDalaic manifestation.
The bronze lotuses were produced as ritual objects for invoking the central deity
presiding over his or her maNDala. The lotus petals were drawn up and crowned with a
cap before the ritual. The Bhagalpur piece preserves the cap finished with a miniature

stUpa. During the ritual, the cap was removed and the lotus was opened. Besides Vajra
TArA, many other deities were represented in this kind of lotus maNDala objects, as
exemplified by various examples surviving from the Indian subcontinent, the Himalayan
region and Southeast Asia. The lotus was particularly incorporated in the representation
of maNDalas, probably because Buddhist texts often compare the maNDalas to lotus
flowers.
It is interesting to note that the Faridpur district also yields a metal lotus maNDala
(Figures 194, 194-1) comparable to the Bhagalpur piece. This lotus maNDala was
discovered in Majbadi (Faridpur district) and is currently preserved in the BNM storage.
Although the central figure on the maNDala has been lost, the surviving figures of the

maNDala deities suggest that this lotus maNDala was possibly dedicated to Heruka. The
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original condition documented in the early twentieth century shows the surviving five
petals and two female figures installed in the petals (Figure 194). However, one of the
figures has been lost along with the petal after this early docmentation (Figure 194-1).
This object shares a similar configuration and size with the one from Bhagalpur, about 15
cm tall excluding the cap. Both Bhagalpur and Faridpur pieces are essentially designed
as a lotus blooming out of a pond. But there are minor differences in detail. In the
Bhagalpur piece, images of two additional goddess figures, probably USnISavijayA and
SumbA, are installed outside the lotus.454 In the Faridpur piece, a NAga couple
symbolizing the aquatic realm supports the lotus from the bottom. The NAga couple rises
above the animal and human figures encircled with lotus trunks. The Faridpur piece
represents the bottom portion as a sacred realm from which the lotus maNDala arises by
filling it with various sacred creatures. The elaborately cast elephant, deer, bull, lion,
goose and dancing human devotee figure collectively celebrate the power of the goddess.
Although Nalini Kanta Bhattasali identifies the Faridpur bronze lotus as a visual
representation of the Vajra TArA maNDala,455 the surviving figures installed inside the
lotus do not agree with the characteristics of the female deities in the Vajra TArA

maNDala456 but actually show a connection to the Heruka maNDala. Bhattasali’s
identification was likely biased by the earlier discovery of the Bhagalpur example, as he
juxtaposes the two objects.457 Inside the Faridpur lotus maNDala, only one female figure
survives currently (Figure 194-1), but there was another surviving figure at the moment
of the discovery (Figure 194). The figures were separately cast and attached to the lotus
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petal, while their pedestal and halo were built in the petals. The remaining three petals
only preserve the pedestal and halo. The currently surviving female figure (Figure 194
right) shows typical characteristics of a krodha class deity through an angry face with
bulging eyes and jaTAjvAla (flame headdress). She stands in ardhaparyaNkAsana (dancing
posture), wears ornaments and a skull garland, and holds a damaru (double-headed drum
symbolizing primordial sound) in her right hand and a skull cup in her left hand. Nalini
Kanta Bhattasali reproduced two figures from this lotus maNDala in his book (Figure 1942). The lost figure documented in Bhattasali’s book holds a short knife in her hand
(Figure 194-2 left).458 Judging from their attire, objects and posture, the two figures seem
to respectively represent CaurI (or Chandali) and GaurI, who constitute parts of the
Heruka maNDala. The special attention paid to the Heruka maNDala reflected in this
object can be understood in conjunction with the stone Heruka images from Vikramapura
portraying the deity presiding over his maNDala (Figures 66 & 67). This metal object
from the Faridpur district is one of the rarely surviving specimens confirming the
production and use of the metal lotus maNDala in Buddhist ritual in Bengal.
The miniature metal Buddhist images from the Vikramapura area, the Dhaka and
Faripur districts suggest that metal casting continued to flourish in the Dhaka region after
the early development in the SabhAr area. Despite the absence of the surviving evidence
of mass production, many of those metal Buddhist images appear to have been produced
in one or more workshops possibly located in the Vikramapura area, judging from their
shared features with Hindu matel images and stone Buddhist images from Vikramapura.
However, most of these Buddhist and Hindu metal images show characteristics datable to
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the eleventh and twelfth centuries and do not exhibit an explicit connection to the bronze
images from SabhAr, which were likely produced in the eighth to ninth centuries. This
suggests that there was a significant gap between the SabhAr and Vikramapura areas in
regard to the chronology of metal image production. The miniature images of the
Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA and TArA suggest that these deities were important in both
private and public worship in the Dhaka region, as they were also often portrayed as large
stone images. In particular, the image of Vajra TArA and the lotus Heruka maNDala
illustrate an interesting connection to the special attention paid to maNDalas in the
Buddhist art of the Dhaka region, exemplified by the stone images of the MaJjuvajra

maNDala and the Heruka maNDala from the Vikramapura area, and the complex stUpa
podium in the HR mound.

Miniature stone works
Miniature Buddhist stoneworks from the Vikramapura area include images of
Jambhala (Figures 172 & 173) and Vajrasattva (Figure 175), Buddha (Figure 133), and a
miniature stUpa (Figures 381-, 38-2, 38-3, 38-4). The images of Jambhala and
Vajrasattva were already discussed above in connection to other works. The miniature
image of the Buddha in dharmacakra mudrA (Figure 133) was discovered in an
unidentified provenance of the Dhaka district and is currently preserved in the BNM
storage. This image shares major characteristics with other Buddha images from the
Dhaka region in its stress on the smooth surface of the body with a diaphanous garment
and the use of wavy lotus petals on the halo. The simplified throne-background is
comparable to that of the standing Buddha image, 30 cm in height, which was also
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discovered in an unidentified provenance of the Dhaka district (Figure 74). These two
works appear to be contemporary to each other, possibly around the late tenth to early
eleventh century. While all of the miniature metal images discussed above are round
sculptures and some of them possibly comprised a part of a maNDala, these miniature
stone images have a flat back just like steles. Thus, they were likely installed in small
niches at the devotees’ houses or monks’ residential cells.
The miniature stUpa, made of grey stone, is currently displayed in the BNM
Artifact Gallery. This piece was briefly discussed in chapter three in regard to the
significance of the multi-armed deity portrayed in one of the four sides (Figure 38-2).
This stUpa also illuminates innovative aspects of the Buddhist practice in the Dhaka
region by its unique iconographic program. The collection of a Buddha, two
Bodhisattvas and multi-armed deity is a very unusual theme for decoration of votive

stUpas. In particular, the Bodhisattva figure in the pondering gesture (Figure 38-3)
deserves special attention as an important example confirming the revival of pensive
Bodhisattva imagery in the late Buddhist context. It seems that this unique gesture was
employed not only as a way of reinforcing the compassion of the Bodhisattva but also as
a visual device to contrast the two different Bodhisattvas on the stUpa. Below, I place
this miniature stUpa from Vikramapura in the production and worship of votive stUpas in
Bengal and gauge the function and meaning of the pensive Bodhisattva figure.
Production and donation of miniature stUpas was one of the most widespread
Buddhist practices from the beginning of the tradition. A number of Buddhist texts
prescribe it as one of the best ways to accrue religious merit. Size and material of stUpas
in early medieval eastern India vary, but their basic form does not drastically depart from
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the larger structural stUpas, formed with a square base sustaining a drum surmounted by a
square harmika and chattras. Some of the stUpas stand on an octagonal base instead of
square, and the foundation is occasionally built with bricks. Bihar and Orissa, where
stone quarries are available, have yielded numerous black and grey stone stUpas. Some
are in a miniature scale, just like the one from the Vikramapura area, while others are
larger, about 40 to 70 cm in height (Figures 92, 119, 195). They were likely massproduced and placed in Buddhist monasteries as an expression of devotion. The majority
of the stone votive stUpas in Bihar and Orissa are adorned with Buddha figures, because a

stUpa is essentially the symbol of nirvANa. Bihar examples are mostly adorned with
enshrined figures of the Transcendent Buddhas signifying four directions or with rows of
tiny Buddha figures (Figure 92), although other personifications were also depicted.
Orissan examples show more variety in themes. In addition to the Transcendent
Buddhas, figures of various Tantric deities and Bodhisattvas occupy the surface of the
votive stUpas. As a stUpa signifies the house of the Buddha, the figures on votive stUpas
are often framed with a niche symbolizing their shrine (Figure 92 & 195). The miniature

stUpa from Vikramapura also depicts the deities inside a niche (Figures 38-1, 38-2, 38-3,
38-4).
Compared to Bihar and Orissa, a relatively small number of votive stUpas survive
from Bengal, probably because most lay devotees donated stUpas made out of the readily
available terracotta material instead of stone. There is a group of stone stUpas discovered
in northern and western Bengal, which possibly benefited from their relative proximity to
stone quarries. One of them, displayed in the BNM Architecture Gallery (Figure 195),
discovered in the Rajshahi district in northern Bengal, has an elevated cruciform base,
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which corresponds with the cruciform stUpa podium erected in Buddhist monasteries in
Bengal. Each side of the base is shaped with both horizontally and vertically recessed
registers, which support a lotus pedestal. Such a complex base suggests that this northern
Bengal stUpa was produced a significantly later than the one from Vikramapura. The
round drum shows the four directional Transcendent Buddhas seated in niches – the
Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA (East), varada mudrA (South), dhyAna mudrA (West) and
abhaya mudrA (North).
Stone votive stUpas rarely survive from southeastern Bengal. The terracotta slabs
discovered in the Rajasan mound of SabhAr and miniature terracotta stUpa fragments
from Mainamati imply that southeastern Bengal mainly used clay for producing stUpas.
Production of brick stUpas in Bengal is also highly possible. The Mainamati Buddhist
sites preserve the brick foundations of small stUpas erected around the shrines (Site 6).
Metal was also widely used for producing miniature stUpas on the Indian subcontinent.
The Mainamati discovery includes metal stUpas adorned with figures of Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas and goddesses (Figures 196 & 197). These examples suggest that metal,
terracotta and brick appealed to the local devotees in southeastern Bengal in production
of the votive stUpas.
The grey stone miniature stUpa discovered in the Vikramapura area (Figures 38-1,
38-2, 38-3, 38-4) is the only surviving material that gives a glimpse of the stone stUpa
production in the Dhaka region. Nalini Kanta Bhattasali documents that another stone
miniature stUpa was discovered in Churain (Vikramapura area) and a miniature terracotta

stUpa was discovered in SabhAr. 459 However, these works have been lost. As in the case
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of many other miniature objects, it is impossible to confirm that this miniature stUpa was
produced in the place where it was discovered. Nevertheless, the solid connection
between the multi-armed deity depicted on this stUpa (Figure 38-2) and the twelve-armed
goddess image from Vikramapura (Figure 37) implies that this miniature piece was
perhaps not imported from outside but produced in the Vikramapura area. Judging from
the relatively low base and simple design of the chattras, and early fashion of the
monastic garment of the Buddha figure (Figure 38-4), this miniature stUpa seems to have
been produced no later than the early tenth century.
Despite the mutilated condition, this miniature stUpa provides valuable
information regarding the Buddhist practice in the region by its unique program putting
figures of a Buddha, two Bodhisattvas and a multi-armed Tantric deity together. The
structure of the stUpa follows a regular format, shaped with a tiered square base, square
drum, and dome of the drum supporting harmika and chattras. Each side of the drum is
decorated with four large shrines enclosing Buddhist figures. Clockwise from the multiarmed deity figure, the next side depicts a Bodhisattva seated in lalitAsana, holding a fully
open lotus in the left hand and touching his forehead with his right hand (Figure 38-3).
The remaining sides show a figure of Buddha in dhyAna mudrA (Figure 38-4), and finally,
a figure of another Bodhisattva seated in lalitAsana, but holding a half-open instead of a
fully open lotus (Figure 38-1).
Not only the figure of the multi-armed male deity, but also the two Bodhisattva
figures seated with their back against each other also present distinctive features that

Bhattasali describes that the votive stUpa from Churain is carved out of grey stone, 12 x 10 inches,
and depicts four Buddha images in dhyAna mudrA, while he only mentions the size for the terracotta votive
stUpa from Savar, 10 x 5 inches.
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cannot be placed in the common groups of extant Bodhisattva images. Both figures
contain the typical elements of Bodhisattva imagery, such as ornamentation, matted hair,

yajJopavIta and lalitAsana posture. However, the half-open lotus held in one of the
Bodhisattvas (Figure 38-1) and the pondering gesture of the other one (Figure 38-3)
makes these figures problematic. The Bodhisattva holding a half-open lotus may be
identified as MaJjuZrI, but this lotus does not support a book, a major symbol of
MaJjuZrI. The other Bodhisattva, carved on the opposite side, is also problematic to
place in the common convention of Bodhisattva imagery, since his pondering gesture –
touching the forehead with one hand – rarely appears in extant images of early medieval
India.
The pondering gesture serves to represent the Bodhisattva, whatever his name is,
contemplating on the cause of suffering and the paths of saving all creatures. The use of
the pondering gesture in Buddhist art can be traced back to the KuSANa period. A similar
pondering gesture was once popular in Bodhisattva images of the GandhAra region from
the second to third century CE (Figure 199). But the Gandharan examples touch the
cheek instead of the forehead. No images of the pensive Bodhisattva survive from the
Gupta period. After about four hundred years’ blank, the pensive Bodhisattva revived in
the early medieval period, only in the eastern part of the subcontinent. Those examples
include a grey stone tablet (Figure 26) from the Comilla region, a bronze image in the
adjacent Tripura region (Figure 159), terracotta sealing from NAlandA (Figure 198), a
bronze miniature stUpa (Figure 196) from Ashrafpur (Dhaka district), and the miniature

stUpa from Vikramapura (Figure 38-3). The geographical and chronological gap between
the Gandharan and the eastern Indian specimens makes it difficult to place them in the
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same theological context. The exact doctrinal background and identity of early pensive
Bodhisattva imagery is still debated. The cult of the pensive Bodhisattva was transmitted
to East Asia and enjoyed enormous popularity as is exemplified by numerous images.
The scholarly debate surrounding this form of Bodhisattva images in GandhAra and East
Asia is too complex to cover on this page. But the central message of this gesture is
undoubtedly the compassion of the Bodhisattva pondering the paths of salvation.
The early medieval images of the pensive Bodhisattva show a solid connection to
Avalokitezvara in their attributes but are distinguished from the KuSANa (GandhAra)
images in that they touch the forehead instead of the cheek. Some of them are multiarmed (Figures 26, 196, 198), which reflects the popularity of multi-armed Bodhisattvas
in late Buddhist art. It is also interesting to note that except for the Vikramapura
specimen, all of them are seated with his left leg bent and the right leg stretching to the
pedestal. This is the mahArAjalila posture and is different from lalitAsana, which is a
regular posture of seated Avalokitezvara. The combination of such an unusual posture
and gesture suggests that the pondering gesture was not randomly incorporated but
operated within a codified iconographic program that manifests a power newly assigned
to Avalokitezvara.
A bronze miniature stUpa from Ashrafpur (Figure 196) deserves special attention
in connection to the Vikramapura miniature stUpa. This bronze stUpa is dated to the
seventh century, because it was discovered along with the seventh century DevakhaDga
copper plates. 460 The stUpa bears a figure of seated Bodhisattva touching his forehead
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R. D. Banerji, p. 142.
Ashrafpur is located about 30 miles northeast of Dhaka city. These copper plates suggest that
along with the present day Comilla region, the northeastern part of the Dhaka district was also under the
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with his left hand. Rakhal Das Banerji describes that the drum of this stUpa is adorned
with four Bodhisattva figures but does not further specify the identity of the
Bodhisattvas.461 The remaining three sides of this piece have never been reproduced.
Although a number of publications discuss this bronze stUpa, they merely reiterate
Banerji’s description and reproduce Banerji’s illustration. As I myself was not able to get
a detailed photograph of this piece from the Indian Museum, it is unfortunately
impossible to discuss this pensive Bodhisattva figure in terms of the whole iconographic
program of the stUpa. Moreover, Banerji’s reproduction does not have a sufficient
resolution to discern the attribute of the Bodhisattva. Only the vague trace of a flower
bud-like object on the proper left side of the figure gives a hint of his connection to
Avalokitezvara. Nonetheless, this figure shows an interesting connection to the
Vikramapura specimen in terms of subject matter, function and geography. The
Ashrafpur example is also two-armed, but contrasted with the Vikramapura specimen,
this figure is seated in mahArAjalilAsana and his left hand touches the forehead. Despite
such minor differences in the posture, the Ashrafpur piece illustrates that the Buddhist
tradition of southeastern Bengal recognizezd a particular aspect of the Bodhisattva
represented through the pondering gesture and incorporated in the decoration of
miniature stUpas from as early as the seventh century.
With regard to the potential function and meaning of this pensive Bodhisattva in
late Buddhism, noteworthy examples are four-armed and six-armed Avalokitezvara

control of the KhaDgas in the seventh century. Although this stUpa was discovered in the Dhaka district, it
is highly possible that this piece was produced at Mainamati, where metal work production was patronized
by the KhaDgas in the seventh century. Thereofre, this is not included in the list of the Buddhist images
from the Dhaka region.
461
Ibid.
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images with the pondering gesture and the mahArAjalila posture. One of the examples
was produced in the Comilla region (Figure 26). This grey stone tablet was excavated
from Kotila Mura, a Buddhist monastery site at Mainamati dated to the seventh to eighth
centuries.462 The panel portrays a four-armed Bodhisattva making the pondering gesture
by touching his forehead and seated in mahArAjalilAsana. Despite the absence of an
AmitAbha effigy, the three attendant figures depicted in the lower register identify the
four-armed deity as Avalokitezvara. The seated female figure below the lotus pedestal is
identified as BhRkutI by her four arms and objects – a triDanDi and a vessel, while the
male figure standing the opposite side takes a regular form of HayagrIva. Below the
HayagrIva is clearly TArA holding a half-open lotus. Debala Mitra identifies the theme of
this tablet as Avalokitezvara seated in the center of the ASTamahA-Bodhisattva maNDala
(Eight Great Bodhisattva maNDala).463 The Bodhisattva’s upper right hand placed against
the chest holds an indistinct object, while his lower right hand rests on the pedestal. His
upper left hand touches the inclined forehead, and the other hand grasps a flower bud,
probably a lotus.
Another similar example is a small terracotta sealing discovered in NAlandA
(Figure 198). This sealing shows a Bodhisattva figure with mahArAjalilAsana and six
hands. His uppermost right hand makes a pondering gesture by touching his forehead,
and his next right hand grasps a rosary, while the remaining hand makes varada mudrA.
The objects held in his two upper left hands are unidentifiable, and his last hand rests on
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the pedestal. Unlike the Kotila Mura tablet, this miniature terracotta sealing does not
supply clear information about the identity of the deity, due to the heavily mutilated
condition. Nonetheless, Pratapaditya Pal and Anusua Sengupta propose that this NAlandA
sealing might portray CintAmaNicakra Lokezvara, based on the East Asian images making
a similar gesture and posture (Figure 200).464
CintAmaNicakra Lokezvara puts a special emphasis on the wish-granting power of
the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara by assigning him the cintAmaNi, the wish-granting jewel.
He is prescribed with the mahArAjalilAsana, pondering gesture and six hands.465
CintAmaNicakra Lokezvara has widely been worshiped particularly in Japan and is
portrayed also in China, though he did not make his way to Korea. In China and Japan,
CintAmaNicakra Lokezvara is invariably portrayed with the mahArAjalila posture and and
six hands (Figure 200). One of his hands makes a pondering gesture, while another hand
grasps the cintAmaNi. It is difficult to confirm the presence of the cintAmaNi in the multiarmed pensive Bodhisattva portrayed in the Kotila Mura panel and the NAlandA sealing.
Nevertheless, the connection to Avalokitezvara displayed in the Kotila Mura panel
suggests that the pensive Bodhisattva images were possibly produced as a variation of
Avalokitezvara in early medieval eastern India. Pratapaditya Pal points out the fact that
the original Sanskrit volume of the CintAmaNicakra Avalokitezvara DhAraNI was
translated in China in the beginning of the eighth century, which implies that the cult of
the Avalokitezvara in this form should have been fully established by the eighth century
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on the Indian subcontinent.466 He further argues that the Gandharan pensive Bodhisattva
images might also relates to Avalokitezvara.467
Lacking sufficient evidence, it is still problematic to directly associate
CintAmaNicakra Lokezvara with the pensive Bodhisattva images in early medieval eastern
India. Nevertheless, the dhAraNI texts that prescribe the pondering gesture to this specific
form of Avalokitezvara and extant East Asian materials allow one to assume that the
concept of the Bodhisattva contemplating the cause of suffering and paths to salvation
was possibly unified with the wish-granting power of the Bodhisattva in the late Buddhist
tradition. The pensive Bodhisattva figure carved on the miniature stUpa from
Vikramapura can be also understood in terms of such a late revival of the pensive
Bodhisattva as one way of expressing his power as the compassionate savior and wishgrantor. The fully open lotus and the jaTAmukuTa of the figure also safely connect the
deity with Avalokitezvara. It is also possible that in this stUpa, this particular variation
was deliberately selected among many forms of Avalokitezvara as a visual device to
clearly constrast the two different Bodhisattva figures carved against each other. The
artist more vividly creates a visual statement of compassion by setting up the pondering
gesture for the Avalokitezvara. Thus, despite his ambiguous lotus, the other Bodhisattva
figure, possibly MaJjuZrI, is not only conceptually but also visually distinguished from
the Avalokitezvara figure. Such a visual clarity would have never been achieved if the
artist had given the regular varada mudrA to the Avalokitezvara, because the two different
types of the lotus do not as clearly differentiate the two figures as the gesture. No matter
what artistic intention was consciously involved, it is evident that in southeastern Bengal
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the pondering gesture was acknowledged as an important marker of compassion in
special connection to Avalokitezvara worship. Together with the Buddha, who is the
supreme lord, and the multi-amred male deity, who possibly personifies transcendent
wisdom, the miniature stUpa from Vikramapura vividly creates a complete visual
statement of the power that the stUpa is supposed to contain: compassion and wisdom.

Terracotta sealing
The production of sealings468 is a widespread Buddhist practice in South Asia and
also spread to Southeast Asia. The formats of the South Asian Buddhist sealings vary.
But the majority takes a circular or pointed oval shape that possibly implies a leaf of the
bodhi tree (Figures 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206 right).469 Some of the sealings from
eastern India take a shape of a stUpa or shrine, while others take a round or cartoucheshape, reminiscent of stele works or miniature metal images (Figure 206 center). They
are normally made with clay, about 10 to 15 cm high and impressed with one or more
Buddhist figures. Some are impressed with dhAraNI verses and small Buddhist symbols
such as a miniature stUpa or cakra.470 These are categorized as dhAraNI sealings. From
the Dhaka region, no dhAraNI sealing has been discovered. Many scholars associate
Buddhist sealings with merit-making471 or with consecration ritual, based on their
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placement inside votive stUpas, deserted places or caves where the ritual took place.472
Buddhist sealings are often discovered in a large hoard around major Buddhist sites.
Such mass production suggests that the sealings served more than just ritual purposes. It
has been widely known that Buddhist traditions encourage the production and donation of
sacred images and stUpas as important ways of accruing religious merit. Thus, it is
convincing that Buddhist sealings were produced as an easy way of accruing merit. They
were likely mass-produced around major Buddhist sites, and devotees could place those
sealings around stUpas or shrines by making a donation to the monasteries.
The Dhaka region does not yield surviving evidence of mass production of
Buddhist sealings. So far only five terracotta sealings have been discovered in the Dhaka
region, three from SabhAr and two from the Vikramapura area. Among those five
examples, two are impressed with a figure of ViSNu (Figures 116 & 117) and three are
impressed with Buddhist figures (Figures 201, 202, 203). However, as I discussed
earlier, the two ViSNu sealings should be understood in the Buddhist context, as they were
recovered from a Buddhist monastery site. The portable nature of the sealings and the
lack of the evidence of mass production make it difficult to judge whether they were
produced in the Dhaka region or imported from outside. Nonetheless, the discovery of
the unique sealings impressed with a ViSNu figure suggests that the local Buddhist
monastery at SabhAr managed its own production of sealings. Such ViSNu sealings were
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never discovered in other Buddhist sites, and thus it was a distinct Dhaka region
phenomenon, which should be understood in conjunction with other Vaishnava images
discovered in the SabhAr Buddhist sites. Therefore, another terracotta sealing from the
same Rajasan mound at SabhAr (Figure 203) can be also regarded as a local product.
This sealing is impressed with a Bodhisattva figure seated in lalitAsana. The figure is
heavily mutilated, but judging from the posture and the youth headdress, the figure seems
to represent the Bodhisattva MaJjuZrI.
The themes depicted on the South Asian Buddhist sealings vary, but the majority
of sealings found in eastern India are impressed with a single or multiple figures of
Buddha. Many of them are a single figure of the Buddha in his enlightenment, making

bhUmisparZa mudrA seated inside the BodhgayA temple or a figure of the Buddha in his
first sermon at Sarnath, making dharmacakra mudrA and accompanied by deer and cakra.
The part below the throne of the Buddha is usually inscribed with the ye dharma stanza,
which frequently appears in Buddhist images during the early medieval period.
Two terracotta sealings with this widespread format and inscription have been
recovered from Raghurampur in the Vikramapura area (Figures 201 & 202). These two
sealings are nearly identical to each other in both composition and detail, suggesting that
they were made out of the same mould. The Buddhs is seated in a trefoil niche
surmounted by a zikhara, Amalaka and stUpa. This trefoil niche and zikhara design is
comparable to the ones depicted on stone steles from the Dhaka region (Figure 88). The
bodhi tree branches diverge from the zikhara. The bodhi tree branches are consciously
depicted to indicate the figure as the Buddha seated in the BodhgayA temple where he
achieved enlightenment. Around the shrine, ten miniature stUpas of various sizes are
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symmetrically distributed. Below the pedestal is inscribed with the ye dharma stanza.
Nalini Kanta Bhattasali assigns the inscription of these two sealings to the eleventh
century, based on paleographic grounds.473 Overall, the design of these two sealings
corresponds to the widespread format of Buddhist sealings in early medieval eastern
India (Figures 204 & 205). There are only minor differences in detail among these
sealings, for instance, in the use of the elongated uSnISa and the way of depicting the
draperies attached to the finial of the shrine. However, with only these minor details, it is
difficult to confirm whether these two sealings were imported from outside, or produced
in the Vikramapura area with a mold that traveled many places. Both possibilities should
be equally considered.
The value of these two Vikramapura sealings their ability to show the geographic
ranges over which this typical format of sealing was spread in eastern India. These two
Vikramapura examples are close to those found in Bihar and Assam rather than to the
sealings discovered in the Comilla area. The Mainamati discovery includes terracotta
sealings depicting a figure of Buddha surrounded by miniature stUpas (Figure 206 right).
But the Mainamati examples clearly differ from the sealings produced elsewhere of
eastern India in their relatively simple composition. For instance, only two miniature

stUpas flank the Buddha. This suggests that the Mainamati sealings were made with
locally produced molds, which were distinguished from those used in the Vikramapura
area. Perhaps there is a significant chronological gap between the Mainamati and the
Vikramrapura sealings. Thus, it is difficult to directly juxtapose these two groups in
terms of typology. On the basis of the surviving specimens, neither Vikramapura nor
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Rajasan sealings closely relate to the Mainamati sealings. Instead, the Vikramapura
sealings share markedly similar features with those discovered in Bihar and Assam.
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Chapter Five: Concluding Remarks

One of the major goals of this study was to resolve the questions that I had while
studying Indian art: what are the major factors that create distinct features of each
regional school of art in India? What determines the distinct perceptions of sacred forms
found in each region? These questions are difficult to answer, because, just like every
phenomenon in human history, artistic practices are not conditioned by a single factor but
are parts of a complex network interwoven with various elements of a society. During
my research, I realized that at least a part of the answer is not outside but inside the
artwork. I found that a close examination of artistic phenomena that occurred in an area
would yield some sense of that complex network within which the artwork was
embedded.
With regard to the classification, I divided the objects into two major groups:
large sculptures and miniature images. The surviving Buddhist monastery sites in the
SabhAr area were discussed in conjunction with the miniature images. It was because
only miniature images were excavated from those monastery sites. This division actually
diverges from typical classifications of Indian Buddhist art in a majority of previous
studies, which sort Buddhist art either by subject matter, chronology or material. My
classification was based on the potential function that those works might have actually
performed in Buddhist practice. This was also a part of my endeavor to place the
Buddhist art from the past in its original context. Large and miniature images cannot be
put all together in terms of function. As addressed in the beginning of this dissertation,
they were produced to serve different purposes in religious practice. Most of the
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Buddhist sculptures discussed in chapter three are medium to large size (over
approximately 30 cm tall), which were installed in temples to be worshiped by the public.
Larger images were installed in more important places in shrines, while smaller ones
were possibly places in the peripheral areas of temples. Most images discussed in
chapter four are done in a diminutive scale, less than 20 cm tall. By grouping the
Buddhist images in this way, I was able to restore a more vivid picture of what might
have actually happened to the Buddhist practice in the Dhaka region during the early
medieval period. Despite their different functions, the two different groups shared
significant visual terms in order to articulate the power of the deities. Thus, I
occasionally juxtaposed the large and small images side by side to discuss their shared
features.
My classification and study of the surviving Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka
area revealed that in the Buddhist practice of the region, public worship was heavily
centered on multi-headed and-armed Tantric deities that personify transcendent wisdom,
and these deities were often also portrayed as private worship objects. This is contrasted
with other Buddhist centers in eastern India, particularly those in Bihar during the same
period where single images of Buddha, Avalokitezvara, MaJjuZrI and regular two-armed
TArA usually dominate in terms of both number and size, and Tantric images usually form
a minor portion of surviving evidence. Rare forms of Tantric goddesses, such as
MahApratisarA (Figure 36), ParNaZabarI (Figures 33 & 34), a twelve-armed goddess who
is possibly related to NAmasaNgIti (Figure 37), Eight-armed Buddhist goddess, who is a
unique wisdom goddess (Figure 51), and Vajra TArA (Figure 191), images of Tantric
deities in a maNDala (Figures 66, 67, 95, 96, 101), and the relatively early development of
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unique forms of Tantric deities (Figures 38-2, 70) document the significant position of
Tantricism in the local Buddhist practice. Except for the bronze Vajra TArA image
(Figure 191), all the images of the Tantric deities listed above are large steles, about 80 to
150 cm in height. This illustrates a distinct feature of the Buddhist art in the Dhaka
region, given that some of those deities were never portrayed in other regions or only
portrayed in a small size. In particular, the presence of the large images of MahApratisarA
and ParNaZabarI, who were in origin the goddess of fertility and epidemics respectively,
suggests that the Tantric Buddhist practice in the Dhaka region was closely engaged in
the integration of the unorthodox goddess cults into the manifestation of transcendent
wisdom.
Besides the images of the unique wisdom goddesses, the general prominence of
female deities, such as MArIcI and TArA, in the Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region
reflects a particularly enduring strength of goddess worship in Bengal. Its legacy still
continues in Hindu practices of Bengal, although Tantric Buddhism vanished from the
Delta. Chapter three began with the earliest surviving stone sculpture from the Dhaka
region (Figure 1). This work was chosen as the opening object not only because of its
early date as well as its fine craftsmanship that suggest the presence of predecessors in
the region, but also because it illustrates a number of distinct aspects of the local
Buddhist practice in the Dhaka region. This four-armed goddess is related to the known
form of BhRkutI, usually worshiped as the personification of the wisdom of the
Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara. But she was not portrayed on a large stone stele as a single
image in other regions. Even if we accepted the possibility that this work was perhaps
produced as a part of a large group-image, the unique fertility object of the goddess and
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the artist’s special attention to its detail reveals the important role of female deities in
local Buddhism in integrating deep-rooted fertility worship into the articulation of the
power of dharma. A conscious link between life-giving power and the power of dharma
or nirvANa was one of the major concerns of the people who commissioned and produced
the Buddhist sculptures in the Dhaka region, particularly in the Vikramapura area. The
innovative use of a forest image on the Heruka stele (Figure 66) and the stress on the
organic patterns and dynamic forms of the sacred mountain on the KhasarpaNa Lokezvara
(Avalokitezvara) stele (Figure 54) show the ways in which the local Buddhist tradition
perceived the power of dharma and translated it in distinct visual vocabularies. The
syncretistic images of a twelve-armed deity from Vikramapura and SabhAr (Figures 152
& 164), which were very rarely portrayed in eastern Bengal, can also be interpreted as
one way of incorporating the notion of life-giving power shared with the Hindu tradition.
There was no deity who was exclusively worshiped in either public or private
places. But on the basis of the surviving sculptures, there are certain themes that were
more popular in either of the contexts. For instance, in the Dhaka region, it appears that
multi-headed Tantric deities, particularly the wrathful deities, were usually worshiped by
public, while images of the wealth god Jambhala was more popularly produced as private
worship objects. This was attached to the nature of the deities. Jambhala was primarily
worshiped as the promoter of wellbeing, so his popularity among lay devotees makes
perfect sense. On the contrary, the wrathful deities such as Heruka (Figures 66 & 67) and
the Shaiva-class deities (Figures 70 & 71) seem to have been closely engaged in
advanced Tantric practices of monks who pursued the attainment of nirvANa through
esoteric methods. The popularity of the maNDala theme in large worship objects can be
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also understood in a similar context. Not only Heruka but also the wisdom Bodhisattva
MaJjuZrI was also portrayed as situated in the center of a maNDala (Figures 95, 96, 101).
It is highly possible that these maNDala images were used in rituals by advanced Tantric
practitioners who visualized themselves as sitting or standing in the center of a maNDala.
In addition to the images, the unusually complex stUpa podium at SabhAr (Site 3-1) also
illustrates how much the Buddhist tradition of the Dhaka region was concerned with
visual representations of maNDalas as the physical embodiments of the cosmos.
My research suggests that the study of local artistic traditions is crucial for a
better understanding of religious practice in India, and that both artistic and religious
phenomena are tied to fundamental aspects of lives of people, primarily determined by
different geographical environments. The unique fish held in a hand of HAritI (Figure 12)
is one of the examples reflecting how religious practice was bound with the everyday
lives of people. However, distinct subject matter and iconographic elements were not the
only parts that mirror the religious practice embedded in the lives of the devotees.
Throughout this dissertation, I discussed how the elements usually defined as so-called
aesthetic choices also likely mean to convey religious meaning, and how they reflect the
perception of sacred forms essentially linked to the distinct regional environments. For
instance, an emphasis on the fluid form, smooth surface, and simple composition in the
Buddhist sculptures of the Dhaka region basically served to articulate the sacred yogabody of the deities. But these characteristics were also tied to the watery environments
and the long tradition of terracotta art in southeastern Bengal where there are no readily
available stone quarries.
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In this regard, the Buddhist sculptures from the Dhaka region share considerable
features with those of the neighboring Comilla region. The sculptures of both Dhaka and
Comilla regions are distinguished from the relatively angular and complex northern
examples in their round, fluid and simplified forms. This is a part of the reason why
modern scholarship has often treated the Comilla and Dhaka regions together in regard to
religious and artistic activities. However, the sculpture workshops in the Dhaka region
developed their own visual vocabularies as well as themes that do not always find
counterparts in Comilla. The stone sculptures of the Dhaka region diverge from the
Comilla counterparts in a more frequent use of high polish, more deeply carved details
and solid contours of the figures, which are in part comparable to the northern Bengal
examples. Not as much angular and complex as the northern counterparts but more solid
than those of Comilla, the stone carving of the Dhaka region workshops presents an
effective way of creating a strong sense of dynamism and solidity at the same time. I
interpreted this as the ‘crossroad phenomenon’. The sculptures of the Dhaka region are
located in the crossroad of the northern and southern traditions in terms of the mode of
carving, mirroring the geographic location of the region. Not only the images but also
the Buddhist monastery plan at SabhAr illustrates the ‘crossroad phenomenon’. The plan
of the HR site at SabhAr shows a close affinity with the Buddhist monastery sites in
northern Bengal, whereas the original square core of the stUpa podium at the site finds its
closest counterparts in the neighboring Comilla region in southeastern Bengal.
In the Buddhist art from the Dhaka region, the notion of the yoga-body culminates
in the images of Buddha. It created a strong power statement particularly when
combined with temple motifs enshrining the Buddha. The meticulously carved temple
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motifs that frequently frame images of Buddha and knowledge deities from the Dhaka
region were not only designed to reinforce the notion of the divine sanctuary but also
served to create a striking visual contrast with the simple body of the central figures. An
increasing emphasis on the yoga-body is a general tendency in eastern Indian sculptures
produced during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but it is more pronounced in Bengal
Buddhist sculptures. The seated Buddha images from the eleventh and twelfth centuries’
Dhaka region accomplish the ideal form of the yoga-body of Buddha through the highly
polished and smoothly treated surface, tubular limbs, and elongated uSnISa adorned with a
conspicuous gem (Figures 79, 80, 88, 90). The almost reversed triangular torso achieved
through the exaggeration of the broad shoulders and robust chest also serves to represent
the highest yogic state of the Buddha. These principles, applied to not only stone Buddha
images but also metal and wooden images (Figures 107 & 180), were widely shared
among the Buddha images produced in Bengal.
Parts of the visual idioms used on the body of Buddha images were employed in
images of other divinities as well. For instance, the image of Avalokitezvara (LokanAtha)
in the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts (Figure 31) shows how the Vikramapura artist
consciously used the smooth surface, high polish, and tubular limbs of the body to
represent the power of the Bodhisattva as LokanAtha (‘Lord of the World’). Minimizing
the detail of the garment and ornaments in this work is innovative, because in a majority
of surviving images, the body of the Bodhisattva Avalokitezvara is covered with drapery
and heavy ornamentations.
Many art historians have discussed the Bengal influence on the Himalayan and
Burmese Buddhist art. The Himalayan image of NAmasaNgIti (Figure 40) is also
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evidence of the international legacy that the Buddhist art of the Dhaka region possibly
made, given the presence of the rare relevant examples in the region (Figures 37, 38-2).
A large portion of the forms and themes in both surviving paintings and sculptures of the
Himalayan Buddhist traditions is related to those more frequently encountered in Bengal
than other parts of eastern India.474 The discovery of a miniature image with Nepalese
style in the Dhaka region (Figure 190) also testifies to the contact between the two
regions in terms of Buddhism.
The highly refined yoga-body represented in the Buddha images of Bengal may
have made an impact on the Buddha images produced in Myanmar (Burma), particularly
from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries. One of those Burmese metal images of
Buddha (Figure 214) shows a striking resemblance to the bronze Buddha image from
Dhamrai (Dhaka district) (Figure 180) in its representation of the yoga-body, emphasis
on the elongated uSnISa adorned with a large gem, and the elevated pedestal shaped with
complex registers. It is well known that miniature metal images played a significant role
in transmission of style and theme from one region to another, due to their portable
nature. The Bengal bronzes imported to Southeast Asia also testify of such a role for
miniature images.475 The Buddha images with life scenes from the twelfth to thirteenth
century Burma are among the most frequently illustrated works in discussion of the
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international legacy of Bengal Buddhist art (Figure 215).476 These Burmese Buddha
images were usually juxtaposed with the complex Buddha images surrounded by life
scenes discovered in South Bengal (Figure 84). Some scholars propose the possibility
that these Burmese Buddha images might have been imported from Bengal, partially
because they are miniature works.477 One image of Buddha that belongs to the same
group has been discovered in Bihar and now is preserved in the Indian Museum storage
(Kolkata). But this iconography was likely more popular in South Bengal, given the
greater number of the surviving examples from the region.478 In addition to the subject
matter, an emphasis on the smooth surface and almost geometric form of the torso in the
Burmese examples is reminiscent of Buddha images from the eleventh and twelfth
centuries’ Bengal.479 The similar body treatment and emphasis on the elongated uSnISa
with a conspicuous gem appear also in Buddha images of Thailand and Indonesia, which
were possibly transmitted from Bengal.
As previous studies have already pointed out, the notable impact that Bengal
made on the Buddhist art of the Himalayan area, Burma and Southeast Asia was possibly
facilitated by the geographical location of Bengal. It was open to the south by ocean and
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to the east by road, and thus played a role as crossroads for pilgrimage and trade routes
from East and Southeast Asia.480 The Dhaka region possibly played an important part in
those activities, considering its location at the confluence of three major rivers of the
Bengal Delta. The international legacy of Bengal Buddhist art not merely confirms the
geographical role of Bengal but also testifies of the prominence of its Buddhism and
Buddhist art. I see this dissertation as an important step to study the international
communications that took place between Bengal and elsewhere revolving around
Buddhist art.
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Map 1. Eastern India
(Modified from Map of India by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, 2001)
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Map 2. Dhaka region
(Modified from Map of Bangladesh by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, 1996)
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Map 3. Major Archaeological sites in Bangladesh and Vikramapura and SabhAr
(Banglapedia, http://www.banglapedia.org/HT/A_0289.HTM, 2003)
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Map 4. Ancient states in Bengal (Banglapedia, http://banglapedia.net/HT/H_0136.HTM,
2003)
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Map 5. Vikramapura area (Banglapedia, http://banglapedia.net/HT/V_0045.HTM, 2003)
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Map 6. SabhAr area (Banglapedia, http://banglapedia.net/HT/S_0148.HTM, 2003)
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Site 1
A Hindu temple ruin at Vikramapura with a ziva LiNga inside
Circa eighteenth to nineteenth centuries
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Site 2-1. Department of Archaeology signboard of Baldighi

Site. 2-2. Present state of Baldighi
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Figure 1-1: Detail, Trunks of
the three-forked object, side
view

Figure 1: BhRkutI, Vajrayogini,
Vikramapura area, ninth century

Figure 1-2: Detail, StUpa on the headdress
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Figure 2: Buddha, Rupban Mura,
Mainamati, Comilla district, late
seventh century

Figure 3: TArA, Lajair,
Comilla district, ninth century

Figure 5: Elephant deity
(VinAyaka), Narayanpur,
Comilla district, Fourth year of
MahIpAla (late tenth century),
Photo courtesy of BNM

Figure 4: Elephant deity, Mandhuk,
Comilla district, First year of GopAla
(early to middle tenth century)
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Figure 6: AmoghapaZa
Lokezvara, Kurkihar, Bihar
state, India, ninth century,
Photo courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 7: DurgottAriNI-TArA,
Ratnagiri, Orissa state, India,
ninth century, After Thomas
Eugene Donaldson, Iconography
of the Buddhist Sculpture of
Orissa, vol. 2, Figure 316

Figure 8: TArA, Patna, Bihar
state, India, ninth century,
After Pratapaditya Pal,
Indian Sculpture, vol. 1.
Plate 73

Figure 9: BhRkutI, Acutrajpur,
Orissa state, India, tenth
century, Photo courtesy of
Orissa State Museum
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Figure 10: GaurI, Black stone,
Unidentified provenance in
Bangladesh, tenth century

Figure 11: Buddhist goddess,
Black stone, Mainamati,
Comilla district, tenth century
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Figure 13: HAritI, Sahri-Bahlol,
Pakistan, KuSANa period, After
Susan Huntington, The Art of
Ancient India: Buddhist, Hindu,
Jain, Figure 8.27

Figure 12: HAritI, Paikpada,
Vikramapura area, middle
eleventh century

Figure 14: DurgA as a mother
goddess, Bengal, twelfth century,
After Claudine Bautze-Picron,
The Art of Eastern India in the
Collection of the Museum of
Indian Art, Berlin: Stone and
Terracotta Sculptures, Plate 256
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Figure 15: TArA,
Khalikair, Gazipur
district, Early to middle
tenth century, Photo
courtesy of BNM

Figure 15-1: Detail,
Inscribed pedestal, Photo
courtesy of Huntington
Archive
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Figure 16: ASTamahAbhaya TArA, Somapada,
Vikramapura area, Late eleventh century
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Figure 16-1: Detail, salvation from
snake

Figure 16-2: Detail, salvation from fire

Figure 16-3: Detail, salvation from
elephant

Figure 16-4: Detail, salvation from
lion
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Figure 16-5: Detail, salvation from
bugler

Figure 16-6: Detail, salvation from
hunger

Figure 16-7: Detail, salvation from storm
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Figure 16-8: Detail, salvation
from officer

Figure 16-9: Detail, pedestal

Figure 16-10: Detail, MahAmAyUrI,
right attendant

Figure 16-11: Detail, EkajaTA, left
attendant
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Figure 17: TArA, Sukhavaspur, Vikramapura
area, Early eleventh century
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Figure 18-1: Same work,
Photograph taken in the early
twentieth century, After Nalini
Kanta Bhattasali, Iconography
of Buddhist and Brahmanical
Sculptures in the Dacca
Museum, Plate XXII (b)

Figure 18: TArA, Vikramapura area,
Early to middle eleventh century,
Private collection, U.S.A.
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Figure 20: TArA, Tetrawan,
Patna district, Bihar state,
India, Second or third year of
RamapAla. Middle to late
eleventh century

Figure 19: TArA, RAmpal, Vikramapura
area, Middle eleventh century, Photo
courtesy of BNM

Figure 21: TArA, Naogaon,
Rajshahi district, Middle
eleventh century
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Figure 22: MaJjuvara, Comilla
district, Ninth century

Figure 23: MArIcI, Mainamati,
Comilla district, Late tenth to early
eleventh century

Figure 24: ParnirvANa of the Buddha,
Khalisady, 24 Paragans state, India,
Early to middle eleventh century, Photo
Courtesy of Huntington Archive
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Figure 25: Terracotta plaque with a
mythological figure, zAlban VihAra,
Mainamati, Comilla district,
Seventh to Eighth century

Figure 26: Avalokitezvara, Kotila
Mura, Mainamati, Comilla district,
Seventh to Eighth century
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Figure 27: Avalokitezvara (LokanAtha), Sonarang,
Vikramapura area, Middle eleventh century
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Figure 27-1: Detail, Upper portion

Figure 27-2: Detail, SUcimukha on the
pedestal

Figure 27-3: Detail, Vajra-bearing
figure on the pedestal
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Figure 28: ViSNu, Betka,
Vikramapura area, the 23rd regnal
year of Govindacandra (circa
1043), Photo courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 29: SUrya, Comilla district,
Vikramapura area, Middle
eleventh century

Figure 30: SUrya, Adamdighi,
Bogra district, Middle eleventh
century
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Figure 32: ViSNu VAmana,
Joradeul, Vikramapura area,
Early to middle eleventh
century

Figure 31: Avalokitezvara (LokanAtha),
Unidentified provenance in Bengal,
possibly Dhaka region, Early to middle
eleventh century. After Joseph M. Dye III,
The Arts of India: Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts, p. 129.
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Figure 33: ParNaZabarI, Vajrayogini,
Vikramapura area, Early to middle
eleventh century

Figure 34: ParNaZabarI, Nayanda,
Vikramapura area, Early to middle
eleventh century

Figure 35: ParNaZabarI, Baraigram,
Rajshahi district, Middle to late eleventh
century, After Mukhlesur Rahman,
Sculpture in the Varendra Research
Museum: A Descriptive Catalogue, Plate
64
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Figure 36: MahApratisarA, Vikramapura
area, Early to middle eleventh century

Figure 37: Twelve-armed Buddhist
goddess, Vikramapura area, Middle
eleventh century, Photo courtesy of
BNM

Figure 37-1: Detail
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Figure 38-1: Miniature stUpa,
side showing a Bodhisattva,
Grey stone, Ninth to early tenth
century, Vikramapura area,
Tenth century

Figure 38-3: Side showing
Avalokitezvara

Figure 38-2: Side showing a
multi-armed male deity

Figure 38-4: Same work,
side showing Buddha
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Figure 39: NAmasaNgIti,
Unidentified provenance in Bengal,
possibly from Chittagong area,
Eleventh century. After Jane Anne
Casey, Medieval Sculpture from
Eastern India; Selections from the
Nalin Collection, Plate 37

Figure 40: NAmasaNgIti, Tham Bahi
temple, Kathmandu, Nepal,14821768 CE, Photo courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 41: Illustrated Buddhist manuscript showing MaJjuZrI flanked by a female and
male deity, Eastern India, Twelfth century. Photo after Pratapaditya Pal, Indian Painting,
vol. 1. p. 71.
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Figure 42: MArIcI, Ujani, Faridpur
district, Late tenth century, Photo
courtesy of BNM

Figure 43: MArIcI, Panditsar,
Faridpur district, Early to middle
eleventh century
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Figure 44: MArIcI, Vikramapura
area, Middle eleventh century

Figure 45: MArIcI, Dhalla, Vikramapura
area, Middle eleventh century
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Figure 47: MArIcI, Barisal
district, Tenth century

Figure 46: MArIcI, Vikramapura
area, Late eleventh to twelfth
century, Photo courtesy of BNM

Figure 48: MArIcI, Kachua,
Bagarhat district, Early
eleventh century
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Figure 49: MArIcI, Chakar, Barisal
district, Middle eleventh century,
Photo courtesy of the DAB

Figure 50: MArIcI, Lakhi Sarai,
Bihar state, India, Late eleventh
to twelfth century, Photo courtesy
of Indian Museum

Figure 51: Eight-armed
Buddhist goddess,
Bhavanipur, Vikramapura
area, Early eleventh century
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Figure 51-1: Detail,
Three heads

Figure 51-2: Detail, Pedestal
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Figure 51-3: Detail, Top

Figure 52: MArIcI, Possibly Bodhgaya
area, Bihar state, India, ninth century,
After Claudine Bautze-Picron, The Art
of Eastern India in the Collection of the
Museum of Indian Art, Berlin: Stone
and Terracotta Sculptures, Plate 17
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Figure 53: Maitreya, NAlandA
Site 3, Bihar state, India, Ninth
century, Photo Courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 54: KhasarpaNa Lokezvara in
the Potalaka Mountain, Mahakali,
Vikramapura area, Middle eleventh
century

Figure 54-1: Same work,
Photograph taken in the early
twentieth century, Photo courtesy of
DAB
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Figure 54-2: Detail, TArA and
SudhanakumAra

Figure 54-3: Detail, BhRkutI
and HayagrIva

Figure 54-5: Detail, Ornaments of
the central figure

Figure 54-4: Detail, Potalaka Mountain
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Figure 54-6: Detail, Pedestal

Figure 54-7: Detail, Saptaratna
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Figure 55: Detail of MArIcI,
Satakhanda, West Dinajpur
district, West Bengal state,
India

Figure 56: SimhanAda Lokezvara,
Vikramapura area, Early eleventh
century

Figure 57: KhasarpaNa Lokezvara in
the Potalaka Mountain, Vikramapura
area, Middle to late eleventh century,
After Jogendranath Gupta,
Bikrampurer Itihasa, Plate 9
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Figure 58: KhasarpaNa Lokezvara in the
Potalaka Mountain, Unidentified
provenance in Dhaka district, Early
eleventh century, Photo courtesy of
BNM

Figure 59: KhasarpaNa Lokezvara,
Mulchar, Vikramapura area, Late
tenth to early eleventh century

Figure 59-1: Detail,
SUcimukha on the
pedestal
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Figure 60: SaDakSarI
Lokezvara, Goramara,
Comilla district, Early
eleventh century

Figure 61: KhasarpaNa Lokezvara in
the Potalaka Mountain, Bengal, Late
tenth century to early eleventh
century, Photo courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 62: KhasarpaNa Lokezvara
in the Potalaka Mountain, Purulia,
West Bengal state, India, Early to
middle Tenth century

Figure 63: KhasarpaNa Lokezvara in
the Potalaka Mountain, Kurkihar,
Bihar state, India, Late tenth century
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Figure 63-1: Detail,
Potalaka Mountain

Figure 64: Uma-Mahezvara,
Joradeul, Vikramapura area,
Early eleventh century

Figure 65: TArA in a mountain,
Mainamati, Comilla district,
Early eleventh century, Photo
courtesy of DAB
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Figure 66: Heruka, Vikramapura area,
Middle to late eleventh century, Photo
courtesy of Huntington Archive

Figure 66-1: Same work, Photograph
taken in the early twentieth century,
After Jogendranath Gupta,
Bikrampurer Itihasa, Plate 10

Figure 66-2: Detail,
Forest, Photo
courtesy of
Huntington Archive
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Photo

Figure 66-3: Detail,
Proper right, Photo
courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 66-4: Detail,
Proper left, Photo
courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 66-5: Detail,
Proper left, bottom, Photo
courtesy of Huntington
Archive

Figure 67: Heruka, Vikramapura
area, Late eleventh century, After
Jogendranath Gupta, Bikrampurer
Itihasa, Plate 10
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Figure 68: Heruka, Kurkihar, Bihar state, India,
Early eleventh century, After Claudine BautzePicron, The Art of Eastern India in the
Collection of the Museum of Indian Art, Berlin:
Stone and Terracotta Sculptures, Plate 61

Figure 69: Heruka, Lajair,
Comilla district, Early to
middle eleventh century

Figure 70: Three-headed Six-armed
Buddhist deity, Pashchimapada,
Vikramapura area, Ninth to early tenth
century
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Figure 70-1: Detail, Transcendent
Buddha Amoghasiddhi

Figure 71: MahAkAla, South Kazi Kasba,
Vikramapura area, Late eleventh to
twelfth century, Photo courtesy of BNM

Figure 72: MahAkAla, Lakhi Sarai, Bihar
state, India, Late eleventh to twelfth
century, After Claudine Bautze-Picron,
The Art of Eastern India in the Collection
of the Museum of Indian Art, Berlin:
Stone and Terracotta Sculptures, Plate 74

Figure 73: Bhairava, Sonamura, Tripura
state, India, Middle eleventh century
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Figure 74: Buddha, Unidentified
provenance in Dhaka district, Ninth
to early tenth century, Photo
courtesy of BNM

Figure 75: Buddha, Black
stone, Unidentified
provenance in Dhaka region,
Early to middle tenth century

Figure 75-1: Detail, Inscribed pedestal
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Figure 76-2: Arabic inscription on the
back: Muhammad Shah 1415-1432

Figure 76-1: Standing Buddha with
Avalokitezvara and Maitreya, Mandra,
Dhaka district

Figure 77: Buddha in his first sermon
at Deer Park, Unidentified
provenance in Dhaka district, Late
tenth to early eleventh century, Photo
courtesy of BNM
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Figure 78: Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA, Black
stone, Ujani, Faridpur
district, Late tenth century

Figure 78-1: Detail, Pedestal
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Figure 79-1: Detail, Upper portion

Figure 79: Buddha in bhUmisparZa
mudrA, Betka, Vikramapura area,
Middle to late eleventh century

Figure 80: Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA, Vikramapura
area, Middle to late eleventh
century
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Figure 80-1: Detail, Upper portion

Figure 80-2: Detail, Pedestal
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Figure 81: Pillar, Sonarang,
Vikramapura area,
After Nalini Kanta
Bhattasali, Iconography of
Buddhist and Brahmanical
Sculptures in the Dacca
Museum Pl. LXXV (a)

Figure 83: Buddha in bhUmisparZa
mudrA, Bareya, Nadia district, West
Bengal state, India, Early to middle
eleventh century

Figure 82: Buddha in bhUmisparZa
mudrA, Kirtoil, Rajshahi district,
Middle to late eleventh century

Figure 84: Buddha Surrounded by
Scenes of His Life, Khulna
district, Twelfth century
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Figure 84-1: Detail, Transcendent
Buddhas
Figure 85: Buddha in dharmacakra mudrA,
Unidentified provenance in Dhaka district, Early to
middle tenth century, Photo courtesy of BNM

Figure 86: Buddha in bhUmisparZa
mudrA, Matrai, Bogra district, Early
to middle eleventh century, Photo
courtesy of DAB

Figure 87: Buddha in abhaya mudrA,
Bodhgaya, Bihar state, India, Ninth
century, Photo courtesy of Huntington
Archive
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Figure 89: AmitAbha Buddha, West side of a
stUpa, Udayagiri, Orissa state, India, Middle
eighth century, After Thomas Eugene
Donaldson, Iconography of the Buddhist
Sculpture of Orissa, vol. 2, Fig. 129

Figure 88: AmitAbha Buddha,
Mahakali, Vikramapura area, Middle
eleventh century

Figure 90: Buddha bearing a jewel
(Ratnasambhava), Black stone,
Bejgaon, Vikramapura area, Early to
middle eleventh century
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Figure 90-1: Detail, pedestal

Figure 91: Architectural fragment, Bihar
state, India, Eleventh century

Figure 92: Votive stUpa, Bihar
state, India, Tenth century
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Figure 93: Siddhezvara temple, Barakar,
Burdwan district, West Bengal state, India,
Ninth century, Photo courtesy of AIIS

Figure 94: Shrine carved in brick relief
work, Wall of NAlandA Temple no. 5,
Late eight to early ninth century,
NAlandA, Bihar state, India, After
Khare, Ajay, Temple Architecture of
Eastern India. Fig. 3.27

Figure 95: MaJjuvajra,
Unidentified provenance in
Bengal, possibly Dhaka region,
Middle eleventh century
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Figure 95-1: Detail, Upper portion

Figure 95-2: Detail, Pedestal
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Figure 96: MaJjuvajra, Unidentified provenance in Bengal,
possibly Dhaka region, Middle eleventh century
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Figure 96-1: Detail, upper portion

Figure 96-2: Detail, pedestal

Figure 96-3: Detail,
pedestal, Vajra-bearing
figure and book on an altar
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Figure 97: MaJjuvajra, Bengal, Middle
eleventh century, Photo after Pratapaditya Pal,
Asian Art at the Norton Simon Museum: v. 1.
Art from the Indian subcontinent, Plate 149

Figure 99: MaJjuZrI
on a door, Rampal,
Vikramapura area,
Middle to late
eleventh century
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Figure 98: GaurI, Paikpada,
Vikramapura area, Middle
to late eleventh century

Figure 100:
Female deity
(Sura Sundari)
on a door,
Uttar Kazi
Kasba,
Vikramapura
area, Middle to
late eleventh
century

Figure 101-1: Detail, pedestal

Figure 101: MaJjuZrI Arapacana,
Jalkundi, Narayaganj district, Late
eleventh to twelfth century

Figure 102-1: Detail, pedestal

Figure 102: Bodhisattva, Tangibadi,
Vikramapura area, Middle to late
eleventh century
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Figure 103:
ViSNu,
Mainamati,
Comilla district,
Seventh century
(?)

Figure 104:
ViSNu, Bengal,
possibly Bogra
region, Fifth to
sixth century

Figure 105:
Female deity on
a pillar, Uttar
Kazi Kasba,
Vikramapura
area, Middle to
late eleventh
century

Figure 105-1:
Close-up
view
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Figure 106: Pillars,
Rampal,
Vikramapura area,
After Nalini Kanta
Bhattasali,
Iconography of
Buddhist and
Brahmanical
Sculptures in the
Dacca Museum Pl.
LXXVII. LXXVIII
Figure 107: Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA,
Vikramapura area, Middle eleventh
century, Photo courtesy of DAB

Figure 108-1: Side view of the lid

Figure 108: Female deity on a lid,
Middle to late eleventh century
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Figure 109: Ornamented
Brick, Rajasan mound,
SabhAr, After ASI
Annual Reports, 192526

Figure 110: Terracotta pillar base (left) and Terracotta plaque impressed with
figures of Buddha and Bodhisattvas (right), Photograph taken in the early
twentieth century, Rajasan mound, SabhAr, Seventh to eighth century, Photo
courtesy of DAB
Figure 111: Terracotta slab
impressed with figures of
Buddha and Bodhisattvas
(present condition of 110-1
right), Rajasan mound,
SabhAr, Seventh to eighth
century
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Figure 112: Terracotta slab
impressed with figures of Buddha
and Bodhisattvas, Rajasan
mound, SabhAr, Seventh to eighth
century

Figure 113: Terracotta plaque with a mythical figure (left), Terracotta slab
impressed with figures of the Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA (center),
Terracotta head of Buddha (right), Rajasan mound, SabhAr, Seventh to eighth
century, After ASI Annual Reports, 1925-26

Figure 114: Terracotta slab
impressed with figures of the
Buddha in bhUmisparZa mudrA,
Rajasan mound, SabhAr,
Seventh to eighth century
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Figure 115: Terracotta
fragment of lotus petals,
Rajasan mound, SabhAr,
Seventh to eighth century,
After ASI Annual Reports,
1925-26

Figure 116: Terracotta sealing impressed
with a figure of ViSNu, Rajasan mound,
SabhAr, Seventh century, Photo courtesy of
DAB

Figure 118: Terracotta plaque
with a mythical figure,
Mainamati, Comilla district,
Seventh to Eighth century
Figure 117: Terracotta sealing impressed with a
figure of ViSNu, Rajasan mound, SabhAr, Seventh
century, After Enamul Haque, Bengal Sculptures:
Hindu Iconography up to c.1250 AD, Figure 41
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Figure 119: Votive stUpa, Eastern
India, Photo courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 120: Terracotta slab, Unidentified
provenance in Bengal, Photo courtesy of
DAB

Figure 121: Terracotta slab, Goalpada,
Assam state, India

Figure 122: Avalokitezvara,
Unidentified provenance in
Bengal, Possibly SabhAr area,
Eighth century
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Site 3-1: Brick stUpa podium at HariZcandra RAja mound, SabhAr, Seventh to tenth
century

Site 3-2: VihAra cells at HariZcandra RAja mound, SabhAr, Seventh to tenth century

Site 3-4: Steps of the stUpa
podium

Site 3-3: Detail of the stUpa podium
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Plan 1: Buddhist monastery site at HariZcandra RAja mound,
SabhAr, Seventh century, After Mohammad Mosharraf Hossain,
“Antiquities of Savar in the Light of New Discoveries at
Harischandra Prasad Dhibi” in Personality of Bangladesh, p. 40
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Plan 2: Buddhist cave
complex at Bagh, Madhya
Pradesh state, India, Late
fifth century, After Susan
Huntington, The Art of
Ancient India: Buddhist,
Hindu, Jain, Figure 12.21
Plan 3: Bhasu VihAra, MahAsthAngaRh, Bogra
district, Seventh century (?), After Ahmed,
Nazinuddin, Discover the Monuments of
Bangladesh, p. 52

Plan 5: ViSNu temple, Bhitargaon, Uttar
Pradesh state, India, Early fifth century,
After Susan Huntington, The Art of
Ancient India: Buddhist, Hindu, Jain,
Figure 10.36
Plan 4: Bharat Bhayna, Keshabpur, Jessore district, Fifth
to sixth century, After Md. Abu Musa, “A Prototype
Cruciform Temple of the Buddhist Pantheon in
Bangladesh”, Journal of Bengal Art, vol. 4, Plate 29.6 a
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Site 4: Bharat Bhayna, Keshabpur, Jessore district, Fifth to sixth century

Figure 123: Terracotta heads, Bharat Bhayna site,
Keshabpur, Jessore district, Fifth to sixth century

Figure 124: Terracotta bust,
Mangalkot, MahAsthAngaRh
area, Bogra district, Fifth to
sixth century, After Afroz
Akmam, Mahasthan, Plate 8.1

Figure 125: Terracotta plaque,
Bharat Bhayna site, Keshabpur,
Jessore district, Fifth to sixth
century
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Site 5: Lakshindarer Medh, Gokul, MahAsthAngaRh area, Bogra district, Fifth to sixth
century

Site 6: zAlban VihAra, Mainamati, Comilla district, Seventh century

Plan 6: zAlban VihAra,
Mainamati, Comilla district,
Seventh century, After F. A.
Khan, Mainamati, p. 8
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Site 7: Rupban Mura, Mainamati, Comilla district, Seventh century

Plan 7: Rupban Mura, Mainamati, Comilla district, Seventh century, After Mohamad
Shafiqul Alam, Excavation at Rupan Mura, Mainamati, Comilla, Figure 3
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Plan 7-1: Rupban Mura, Initial phase, After Mohamad Shafiqul Alam, Excavation at
Rupan Mura, Mainamati, Comilla, Figure 4

Plan 7-2: Rupban Mura, Second phase, After Mohamad Shafiqul Alam, Excavation at
Rupan Mura, Mainamati, Comilla, Figure 5
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Site 8: Somapura MahA VihAra, Paharpur, Naogaon district, Eighth century

Plan 8: Somapura MahA VihAra, Paharpur, Naogaon district, Eighth century, After ASI
Annual Reports, 1932-33
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Plan 9: StUpa at Borobudur,
Indonesia, Late eighth century,
After Luis Gomez & Hiram W.
Woodward, Jr., ed., Barabudur:
History and Significance of a
Buddhist Monument, p. xvii

Figure 126: Thirty-two Deity Guhyasamaja
maNDala, Central Tibet, Fourteenth century, The
Zimmerman Family Collection, After Marilyn M.
Rhie and Robert A. F. Thurman, Wisdom and
Compassion, the Sacred Art of Tibet, Plate 200

Site 9: Brick stUpa podium at Dagur Mura, SabhAr
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Figure 127: SarvvANI,
Deulvadi (Ashrafpur),
Comilla district, Reign of
DevakhaDga, Late seventh
century, After Nalini Kanta
Bhattasali, Iconography of
Buddhist and Brahmanical
Sculptures in the Dacca
Museum Plate LXX

Figure 130: Buddha,
NAlandA, Bihar state,
India, Eighth century,
Photo courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 128: Buddhist
goddess, zAlban
VihAra. Mainamati.
Late seventh to early
eighth century, Photo
courtesy of DAB

Figure 131: ViSNu, Bengal,
Reign of DevapAla, Early to
middle ninth century, After
Susan Huntington, The PAlaSena Schools of Sculpture,
Figure 32
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Figure 129:
Avalokitezvara, NAlandA,
Bihar state, India, Late
seventh to early eighth
century, NAlandA Site
Museum, Photo courtesy
of Huntington Archive

Figure 132: Avalokitezvara,
Unidentified provenance in
Dhaka district, Seventh to
early eighth century

Figure 133: Buddha in
dharmacakra mudrA,
Unidentified provenance in
Dhaka district, Tenth
century, Photo courtesy of
BNM

Figure 136: Standing
Buddha, Bhasu VihAra,
Bogra district, Seventh
century, Photo courtesy
of DAB

Figure 134:
Avalokitezvara, NAlandA,
Bihar state, Early to
middle ninth century,
Photo courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 137: Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA,
Bhasu VihAra, Bogra
district, Ninth century,
Photo courtesy of DAB
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Figure 135: MaJjuZrI,
zAlban VihAra,
Mainamati, Comilla
district, Ninth century,
Photo courtesy of DAB

Figure 138: Buddha in dhyAna
mudrA, Bhasu VihAra, Bogra
district, Ninth century, Photo
courtesy of DAB

Figure 139: Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA,
Raktamrittika Maha VihAra,
Murisdabad district, West
Bengal state, India, Late
seventh to early eighth
century, After Amita Ray,
“Sculptural art of the
Karnasuvarna Region of
Bengal: its traits and
problems”, Figure 8

Figure 140:
Avalokitezvara,
HariZcandra RAja
mound, SabhAr, Ninth
century, Photo courtesy
of DAB

Figure 142:
ViSNu,
HariZcandra RAja
mound, SabhAr,
Eighth to Ninth
century, Photo
courtesy of DAB
Figure 143:
ViSNu,
HariZcandra
RAja mound,
SabhAr, Eighth
to Ninth
century, Photo
courtesy of
DAB
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Figure 141:
AvalokitezvArA,
HariZcandra RAja
mound, SabhAr, Ninth
century, Photo courtesy
of DAB

Figure 144: Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA,
HariZcandra RAja mound,
SabhAr, Ninth century,
Photo courtesy of DAB

Figure 147: Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA,
HariZcandra RAja mound,
SabhAr, Ninth century,
Photo courtesy of DAB

Figure 145: Buddha in
abhaya and varada
mudrA, HariZcandra
RAja mound, SabhAr,
Ninth century, Photo
courtesy of DAB

Figure 148: Buddha in
abhaya and varada
mudrA, HariZcandra
RAja mound, SabhAr,
Ninth century, Photo
courtesy of DAB
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Figure 146: Buddha in
dhyAna mudrA,
HariZcandra RAja mound,
SabhAr, Ninth century,
Photo courtesy of DAB

Figure 149: MaJjuZrI,
HariZcandra RAja
mound, SabhAr, Ninth
century, DAB, Photo
courtesy of DAB

Figure 150:
Bodhisattva,
HariZcandra RAja
mound, SabhAr, Ninth
century, Photo
courtesy of DAB

Figure 151: Jambhala,
HariZcandra RAja
mound, SabhAr, Ninth
century, Photo courtesy
of DAB

Figure 152: Vaishnava
deity, HariZcandra
RAja mound, SabhAr,
Eight to ninth century,
Photo courtesy of
DAB

Figure 154: Buddhist goddess,
HariZcandra RAja mound, SabhAr, Ninth
century, Photo courtesy of DAB
Figure 153: Buddhist goddess,
HariZcandra RAja mound, SabhAr, Ninth
century, Photo courtesy of DAB
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Figure 155: Buddhist goddess, HariZcandra
RAja mound, SabhAr, Ninth century, Photo
courtesy of DAB

Figure 156: Buddhist goddess,
zAlban VihAra, Mainamati,
Comilla district, Ninth century,
Photo courtesy of DAB

Figure 158: Buddha and
Goddess, Tripura state, India,
Ninth century
Figure 157: Buddhist goddess,
Assam state, India, Ninth
century
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Figure 159: Pensive
Figure 160: Buddha wearing
Bodhisattva, Tripura state, jaTAmukuTa, Unidentified
India, Ninth century
provenance in Dhaka
district, Ninth century

Figure 161: Buddha
wearing jaTAmukuTa,
NAlandA, Bihar state,
India, Ninth century,
Photo courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 162: Buddha in dhyAna mudrA, ninth century (left), Buddha wearing jaTAmukuTa,
ninth century (center), Buddha in dhyAna mudrA, Late seventh to early eighth century
(right), zAlban VihAra, Mainamati, Comilla district, Photo courtesy of DAB
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Figure 163: AbhisambodhiVairocana, Lalitagiri, Orissa state,
India, Eighth century, Photo
courtesy of Huntington Archive

Figure 164: Syncretic deity, Sonarang,
Vikramapura area, Early eleventh century

Figure 165: Twelve-armed ViSNu,
Sardanga, Burdwan district, West
Bengal state, India, Eleventh century,
Photo courtesy Huntington Archive

Figure 166: 12-armed Avalokitezvara,
Kashipur, West Dinajpur district, West
Bengal state, India
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Figure 167:
ViSNu BalarAma,
Dinajpur district,
Middle to late
eleventh century,
Photo courtesy
of DAB

Figure 168: NAga
Lokezvara,
Mainamati,
Comilla district,
Early eleventh
century, Photo
courtesy of DAB

Figure 169: Jambhala, Sukhavaspur,
Vikramapura area, Eleventh century,
After Nalini Kanta Bhattasali,
Iconography of Buddhist and
Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca
Museum Plate XI (d)

Figure 170: Possibly the same work as
Figure 169 in present condition, Photo
courtesy of BNM
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Figure 171: Jambhala, Sukhavaspur,
Vikramapura area, Eleventh century,
After Nalini Kanta Bhattasali,
Iconography of Buddhist and
Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca
Museum Plate XI (e)

Figure 172: Jambhala, Raghurampur,
Vikramapura area, Tenth century,
BNM, Dhaka, Photo courtesy of BNM

Figure 173: Jambhala (front), Inscription
(back), Paikpada, Vikramapura area, Ninth
century, After Nalini Kanta Bhattasali,
Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical
Sculptures in the Dacca Museum Plate XI (b)
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Figure 174: Jambhala,
Unidentified provenance in
Dhaka district, Ninth
century (?)

Figure 175: Vajrasattva, Sukhavaspur, Vikramapura area, Tenth century, After Nalini
Kanta Bhattasali, Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca
Museum Plate III (a)
Figure 176:
GaurI,
Sonarang,
Vikramapura
area, Middle to
late eleventh
century, Photo
courtesy of
DAB

Figure 177:
ViSNu, Sonarang,
Middle to late
eleventh century,
Photo courtesy
of Huntington
Archive
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Figure 178: Back-slab with Transcendent
Buddha and Bodhisattva figures,
Khidirpur, Vikramapura area, Photo
courtesy of BNM

Figure 179: ViSNu,
Vikramapura area, Middle to
late eleventh century, Photo
courtesy of BNM

Figure 180: Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA, Bronze,
Dhamrai, Dhaka district, Late
eleventh century
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Figure 181: ManasA, Gobindaganj
district, Middle to late eleventh
century, Photo courtesy of BNM

Figure 182: Buddha in bhUmisparZa
mudrA, Unidentified provenance in
Dhaka district, Eleventh century

Figure 183: Buddha holding a jar and fruit,
Sonarang, Vikramapura area, After Nalini
Kanta Bhattasali, Iconography of Buddhist
and Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca
Museum Plate XIII (a)
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Figure 184: Buddha
BhaiSajyaguru, Jhewari area
Chittagong district, Tenth
century, Photo courtesy of
Huntington Archive

Figure 185: TArA, Unidentified
provenance in Dhaka district, Twelfth
century

Figure 187: TArA, Sukhavaspur,
Vikramapura area, Early eleventh
century, After Nalini Kanta
Bhattasali, Iconography of Buddhist
and Brahmanical Sculptures in the
Dacca Museum Plate L (b)

Figure 186: TArA, Unidentified
provenance in Dhaka district, Twelfth
century

Figure 188: TArA, Mangalbari, Naogaon
district, Twelfth century, Photo
courtesy of Huntington Archive
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Figure 189: Avalokitezvara
Raghurampur, Vikramapura area,
Late eleventh century After Nalini
Kanta Bhattasali, Iconography of
Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculptures
in the Dacca Museum Plate VI (b)

Figure 190: Three-headed Buddhist goddess,
Unidentified provenance in Dhaka district,
Twelfth to thirteenth century

Figure 190-2: Detail, Left face

Figure 190-1: Detail, Right face
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Figure 191: Vajra TArA, Unidentified
provenance in Dhaka district, Twelfth
to thirteenth century

Figure 191-1: Back

Figure 192: Vajra TArA, Patharghata,
Bhagalpur, Bihar state, Twelfth century,
Photo after Mallar Ghosh, Development of
Buddhist Iconography in Eastern India: A
Study of TArA, Prajñas of Five TathAgatas
and BhRikuTI, Plate 32 b.
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Figure 193: Lotus Vajra TArA
maNDala, Patharghata, Bhagalpur,
Bihar state, Twelfth century,
Photo courtesy of Huntington
Archive

Figure 194: Lotus Heruka maNDala, Bronze, Majvadi, Faridpur district, Photo courtesy of
DAB

Figure 194-1: Present condition, Photo courtesy of BNM
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Figure 194-2: Goddess figures on the Lotus Heruka maNDala, After Nalini Kanta
Bhattasali, Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca Museum
Plate XII(a) XII (b)

Figure 195: Votive
stUpa, Rajshahi
district, Eleventh
century

Figure 196: Votive stUpa, Ashrafpur, Comilla
district, Late seventh century, After Rakhal
Das Banerji, Eastern Indian School of
Mediaeval Sculpture, Plate LXXV
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Figure 197: Votive stUpa,
Mainamati, Comilla district, Ninth
century, Photo courtesy of DAB

Figure 199: Pensive
Bodhisattva, GandhAra area,
Third to fourth century,
After Juhyung Rhie,
GandhAra Art, Plate 127

Figure 198: Terracotta sealing
impressed with a pensive Bodhisattva
figure, NAlandA, Bihar state, India,
Asutosh Museum of Indian art,
Kolkata, After Anusua Sengupta,
Buddhist Art of Bengal, Plate 49

Figure 200: Nyoirin Kannon
(CintAmaNicakra Lokezvara), Kanshinji,
Osaka, Ninth century, Photo after
Genshokuban kokuhō, vol.4, Plate 24
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Figure 202: Terracotta sealing
impressed with a figure of Buddha,
Raghurampur, Vikramapura area,
Eleventh century, After Nalini Kanta
Bhattasali, Iconography of Buddhist
and Brahmanical Sculptures in the
Dacca Museum Plate IX (a)

Figure 201: Terracotta sealing impressed
with a figure of Buddha, Raghurampur,
Vikramapura area, Eleventh century,
Photo courtesy of BNM

Figure 203: Terracotta sealing
impressed with a figure of
Bodhisattva, Rajasan mound, SabhAr,
Seventh to eighth century, Photo
courtesy of BNM

Figure 204: Terracotta sealing
impressed with a figure of
Buddha, Assam state, India,
Eleventh century
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Figure 205: Terracotta sealing impressed
with a figure of Buddha, BodhgayA,
Bihar state, India, Eleventh century,
Photo courtesy of Indian Museum

Figure 206: Terracotta sealings impressed with a figure of Jambhala, multi-armed
goddess, and Buddha, Mainamati, Comilla district, Ninth to tenth century, Photo courtesy
of DAB
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Figure 207: Avalokitezvara (LokanAtha), Manuscript of PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA
PrajJApAramitA, 8th year of Harivarmadeva (middle eleventh century)

Figure 208: Avalokitezvara (Lokanatha), Manuscript of PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA
PrajJApAramitA, 8th year of Harivarmadeva (middle eleventh century)

Figure 209: MArIcI, Manuscript of ASTasAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA, Palm-leaf, 19th year of
Harivarmadeva (late eleventh century)
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Figure 210: TArA flanked with AZokakAntA MArIcI and EkajaTA, Manuscript of
PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA, 8th year of Harivarmadeva (middle to late
eleventh century)

Figure 211: TArA, Manuscript of PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA, Palm-leaf, 8th
year of Harivarmadeva (late eleventh century)

Figure 212: Avalokitezvara, Manuscript of PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA PrajJApAramitA, Palmleaf, 8th year of Harivarmadeva (late eleventh century)
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Figure 213: Three Buddhas in a stUpa, Manuscript of PaJcaviMZatisAhasrikA
PrajJApAramitA, Palm-leaf, 8th year of Harivarmadeva (late eleventh century)

Figure 214: Buddha in bhUmisparZa
mudrA, Myanmar (Burma),
Eleventh to twelfth century, After
Alexandra Green and T. Richard
Blurton ed., Burma: Art and
Archaeology, Figure 6.2 a

Figure 215: Buddha Surrounded by Scenes
of His Life, Myanmar (Burma), Eleventh to
twelfth century, Susan Huntington & John
Huntington, Leaves from the Bodhi Tree;
The Art of PAla India and Its International
Legacy, Figure 61
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Appendix: List of Buddhist Antiquities from the Dhaka Region
(* published work)
<Vikramapura Area – Large Sculptures>
No. Suggested
Identification
1* BhRkutI

Provenance

Material

Dimensions

Vajrayogini

Grey stone

42 cm H

2*

HAritI

Paikpada

Black stone 48.3 x 25.4 cm

3*

ASTamahAbhaya TArA

Somapada

Black stone 147.3 x 58.4 cm

4*

TArA

Sukhavaspur

Grey stone

5*

TArA

A village in the Black stone 91.4 cm H
Vikramapura
area

6*
7*

TArA
Avalokitezvara
(LokanAtha)
ParNaZabarI

Rampal
Sonarang

Black stone 78.7 x 39.4 cm
Black stone 96.5 x 45.7 cm

Vajrayogini

Black stone 137.2 x 61 cm

Nayanda
Munshiganj
district
Munshiganj

Black stone 111.8 x 50.8 cm
Black stone 88.9 x 58.4 cm

8*

9* ParNaZabarI
10* MahApratisarA
11* Twelve-armed

Grey stone

129.5 x 45.7 cm

120 x 62 cm
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Current Location Accession
Number
BNM Sculpture 1123
Gallery II
BNM Sculpture 52
Gallery II
BNM Sculpture 15
Gallery II
BNM Sculpture 22
Gallery II
American
private
collection
(formerly David
Nalin collection)
BNM Storage
66.10
VRM Gallery V 93

Illustration Note
Number
1

BNM Sculpture
Gallery II
BNM Storage
BNM Sculpture
Gallery II
BNM Storage

68.67

33

67.319
81

34
36

95.115

37

12
16
17
18

19
27

Buddhist goddess
12* MArIcI
13* MArIcI
14 MArIcI
15* 8-armed Buddhist
goddess
16* Avalokitezvara
(KhasarpaNa
Lokezvara)
17* Avalokitezvara
(SimhanAda
Lokezvara)
18* Avalokitezvara
(KhasarpaNa
Lokezvara)
19* Avalokitezvara
(KhasarpaNa
Lokezvara)
20 Avalokitezvara
(KhasarpaNa
Lokezvara)
21* Heruka

district
Munshiganj
district
Dhalla
Vikramapura
Bhavanipur

Black stone 78.7 x 38.1 cm

VRM Gallery V

137

44

Black stone 76.4 x 60.5 cm
Black stone 106 x 49 cm
Black stone 116.8 x 66 cm

VRM Storage
BNM Storage
BNM Sculpture
Gallery II
BNM Sculpture
Gallery II

94
E-90.2830
66.40

45
46
51

68.66

54

5

56

Mahakali

Black stone 128.3 x 63.5 cm

Vikramapura

Black stone 71.1 x 54.6 cm

BNM Storage

Vikramapura

Black stone

Lost

Mulchar

Black stone 71.1 x 25.4 cm

VRM Gallery V

Vikramapura

Black stone

Lost

Rampal

Black stone 54.6 cm H

22* Heruka

Rampal

Black stone

Siddiqi
Collection
Lost

23* 6-armed Buddhist
deity
24 MahAkAla

Pashchimapada Black stone 77.5 x 39.2 cm

VRM Gallery V

124

70

South Kazi
Kasba

BNM Storage

75.830

71

Black stone 134.6 cm H
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57
122

Documented in
Jogendranath
Gupta, 1909

59
Documented in
Jogendranath
Gupta, 1909

66
67

Documented in
Jogendranath
Gupta, 1909

25* Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA
26* Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA
27* AmitAbha Buddha

Betka

Black stone 50.8 x 24.1 cm

VRM Storage

73

79

Vikramapura

Black stone 106.7 x 55.9 cm

1117

80

Mahakali

Black stone 88.9 x 48.3 cm

43

88

28* Buddha bearing a
jewel
29* MaJjuzrI

Bejgaon,
Lauhajang
Rampal

Black stone 73.7 x 35.6 cm

BNM Sculpture
Gallery II
BNM Sculpture
Gallery II
VRM Gallery V

138

90

Wood

146.1 x 41.9 cm

188

99

30* Female deity
(Sura Sundari)
31* Bodhisattva

Uttar Kazi
Kasba
Tangibadi

Wood

147 cm H

75.298

100

Wood

119.4 x 40.6 cm

189

102

32

Vikramapura

Wood

45.7 cm H

BNM Wood
Carving Gallery
BNM Wood
Carving Gallery
BNM Wood
Carving Gallery
Lost

Sukhavaspur

Black stone 60.96 (38.7) x
33 cm

BNM Storage

66.20

Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA
33* Jambhala

107
169/170

Documented by
DAB
Original
condition: 60.96
cm. Present
condition (after
damage): 38.7
cm

<Vikramapura area – Small sculptures and objects>
No
1*

Suggested
Identification
Miniature stUpa

2

Miniature stUpa

Provenance

Material

Dimensions

Current Location

Munshiganj
district
Churain

Grey stone

10.8 x 3.2 cm

Grey stone

30.5 x 25.4 cm

BNM Sculpture
Gallery I
Lost

475

Accession Illustration Note
Number
Number
68.76
38
Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929

3

PrajJApAramitA

Raghurampur

Grey stone

4*

Vaishnava
(syncretic) deity

Sonarang

Black stone

5*

Jambhala

Sukhavaspur

6*
7*

Jambhala
Jambhala

8*

11.4 x 7.6 cm

Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929

Lost
276

Black stone 25.4 cm H

Vangiya Sahitya
Parishad Collection
Gallery
Lost

Raghurampur
Paikpada

Black stone 7.6 x 6.4 cm
Black stone 5.1 cm H

BNM Storage
Lost

E-120

Vajrasattva

Sukhavaspur

Black stone 10.2 x 7.6 cm

Lost

175

9*

Buddha holding a
jar and fruit

Sonarang

Bronze

11.4 x 7.6 cm

Lost

183

10*

TArA

Sukhavaspur

Bronze

7.6 cm H

Lost

187

11*

Avalokitezvara

Raghurampur

Bronze

7.6 x 5.1 cm

Lost

189

12

Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA

Paikpada

Bronze

13

Sealing impressed
with a figure of
Buddha
Sealing impressed
with a figure of
Buddha

Raghurampur

Terracotta

12 x 8.5 cm

BNM Storage

Raghurampur

Terracotta

12.7 x 7.6 cm

Lost

14*

164
171
172
173

Lost

476

E-2924

Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929
Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929
Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929
Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929
Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929
Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929
Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929

201
202

Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929

<Dhaka district – Large sculptures>
No. Suggested
Identification
1* Avalokitezvara
(KhasarpaNa
Lokezvara)
2* Standing Buddha
3
Standing Buddha

Provenance

Material

Dimensions

Current Location

Dhaka district

Black stone

61 x 25.4 cm

BNM Storage

Dhaka district
Dhaka district

Black stone
Black stone

30.5 x 16.5 cm
100 x 35 cm

89

74
75

4*

Mandra

Black stone

77 x 52 cm

BNM Storage
Department of Islamic
History and Culture,
Dhaka University
BNM Inscription
Gallery

E-143

76

Dhaka district

Black stone

35.6 x 20.3 cm

BNM Storage

76.1209

77

Dhaka district

Black stone

67.3 x 48.3 cm

BNM Storage

27

85

Current
Location
BNM Sculpture
Gallery I
BNM Storage

Accession
Number
71.214

Illustration
Number
132

69.125

133

BNM Sculpture
Gallery I

71.203

160

5*
6*

Standing Buddha
with Avalokitezvara
and Maitreya
Buddha in his first
sermon at Deer Park
Buddha in
dharmacakra mudrA

Accession Illustration
Number
Number
76.1339
58

<Dhaka district – Small sculptures and objects>
No. Suggested
Identification
1
Avalokitezvara

Provenance

Material

Dimensions

Dhaka district

Bronze

11.4 cm H

2*

Dhaka district

Black stone

21.6 x 14 cm

Dhaka district

Bronze

10.2 cm H

3

Buddha in
dharmacakra mudrA
Buddha wearing
jaTAmukuTa

477

4

Jambhala

Dhaka district

Bronze

5.1 cm H

5*

Dhamrai

Bronze

24.1 x 20.3 cm

Dhaka district

Bronze

12.7 cm H

7

Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA
Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA
TArA

Dhaka district

Bronze

8.3 cm H

8

TArA

Dhaka district

Bronze

7.6 cm H

Dhaka district

Brass

9.5 x 6.4 cm

Dhaka district

Bronze

8.9 cm H

6

9

Three-headed
Buddhist goddess
10* Vajra TArA

BNM Sculpture
Gallery I
BNM Sculpture
Gallery I
BNM Sculpture
Gallery I
BNM Sculpture
Gallery I
BNM Sculpture
Gallery I
BNM Sculpture
Gallery I
BNM Sculpture
Gallery I

71.211

174

68.5

180

72.387

182

68.75

185

71.238

186

96

190

91

191

<Narayaganj district >
No. Suggested
Identification
1* MaJjuzrI
(Arapacana)

Provenance

Material

Dimensions

Jalkundi

Black stone

64.8 cm H

Provenance

Material

Dimensions

Khailkair

Black stone

71.1 x 40.6 cm

Current
Location
BNM Sculpture
Gallery II

Accession
Number
9

Illustration
Number
101

Current
Location
BNM Storage

Accession
Number
26

Illustration
Number
15

<Gazipur district >
No. Suggested
Identification
1* TArA

<Faridpur district – Large sculptures >

478

No. Suggested
Identification
1* MArIcI
2* MArIcI
3
4*
5

MArIcI
Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA
Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA

Provenance

Material

Dimensions

Ujani
Atpada,
Panditsar
Palong
Ujani

Black stone
Black stone

71.1 cm H
121.9 x 61 cm

Black stone
Black stone

97.8 x 81.3 cm
106.7 cm H

Nalta

Stone (?)

Current
Location
BNM Storage
BNM Sculpture
Gallery II
BNM Storage
BNM Sculpture
Gallery II
Lost

Accession
Number
E-10
46

Illustration Note
Number
42
43

68
45

78
Documented in
N. K. Bhattasali,
1929

< Faridpur district – Small sculptures and objects >
No. Suggested
Identification
1* Lotus Heruka
maNDala
2
Avalokitezvara

Provenance

Material

Dimensions

Majvadi

Bronze

12.7 cm H

Current
Location
BNM Storage

6.4 x 3.8 cm

Lost

Shailadaha riverbank Bronze
(border of Faridpur
and Barisal)

Accession
Number
E-105

Illustration Note
Number
194
Documented
in N. K.
Bhattasali,
1929

<SabhAr area>481
No. Suggested
Identification
1* Ornamented brick

481

Provenance

Material

Dimensions

Current Location

Rajasan
mound

Brick

30.5 cm W

Lost

Accession
Number

Illustration Note
Number
Documented in
109

The bronze images from the HR mound are not listed. A total of eight bronze images from the HR mound have been published.

479

ASI annual

reports, 1925-26

2*
3
4*
5*

6*
7*

8

9
10

Slab impressed with
figures of Buddha
and Bodhisattvas
Slab impressed with
figures of Buddha
and Bodhisattvas
Terracotta plaque
with a mythical
figure
Slab impressed
with figures of the
Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA
Head of Buddha

Rajasan
mound

Terracotta

BNM Artifact
Gallery

1153.1

110
111

Rajasan
mound

Terracotta

25.4 x 6.4 cm

BNM Artifact
Gallery

19066

112

Rajasan
mound

Terracotta

20.3 cm W

Lost

113

Documented in
ASI annual
reports, 1925-26

Rajasan
mound

Terracotta

15.2 cm W

Lost

113

Documented in
ASI annual
reports, 1925-26

Rajasan
mound

Terracotta

5.1 cm W

Lost

113

Documented in
ASI annual
reports, 1925-26

Slab impressed
with figures of the
Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA
Slab impressed
with figures of the
Buddha in
bhUmisparZa mudrA
Slab impressed with
figures of Buddha
and Bodhisattvas
Sealing impressed
with a figure of
Bodhisattva

Rajasan
mound

Terracotta

25.4 x 15.2
cm

BNM Storage

Rajasan
mound (?)

Terracotta

30.48 cm H

Lost

Documented in
N. K.
Bhattasali, 1929

Rajasan
mound (?)

Terracotta

27.9 x 17.8
cm

Lost

Documented in
N. K.
Bhattasali, 1929

Rajasan
mound

Terracotta

10.5 x 8.5 cm

BNM Storage

480

1169

E-19067

114

203

25.4 x 12.7
cm

Documented in
N. K.
Bhattasali, 1929
Documented in
N. K.
Bhattasali, 1929

11

Miniature stUpa

Rajasan
mound (?)

Terracotta

Lost

12

Sealing impressed
with the Buddhist
creed

Rajasan
mound (?)

Terracotta

Provenance

Material

Rajasan mound,
SabhAr

Terracotta

2*

Terracotta fragment Rajasan mound,
of lotus petals
SabhAr

Terracotta

12.7 cm W

Lost

115

3

Back-slab with
Transcendent
Buddha and
Bodhisattva figures

Bronze

8.5 x 5.5 cm

BNM Storage 99.366

178

4

Back-slab with a
figure of
SudhanakumAra

Black
stone

53 x 28 cm

BNM Storage 99.322

Lost

<Miscellaneous objects >
No. Suggested
Identification
1* Terracotta pillar
base

Khidirpur,
Munshiganj
district
(Vikramapura
area)
Joradeul,
Munshiganj
district
(Vikramapura
area)

Dimensions

481

Current
Location
Lost

Accession Illustration Note
Number
Number
Documented in
110

ASI annual
reports, 1925-26
Documented in
ASI annual
reports, 1925-26
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